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Introduction

T

he fundamental objective of the Foundation For
the Future’s Center for Human Evolution workshops is to bring together prominent thinkers
from a variety of scholarly disciplines for the purpose
of sharing their knowledge and perspectives of the
evolutionary factors aﬀecting the long-term future of
humanity.
The Foundation For the Future convenes Center
for Human Evolution workshops on a periodic basis
as the need arises for an in-depth look at a speciﬁc
aspect of evolution. The subject of workshops  and
2, held in November 998 and February 999, respectively, was Evolution of Human Intelligence. Workshop
3, which is the subject of this proceedings, was held
in November 999 and convened scholars to discuss
How Evolution Works. Workshop 4, on Cultural Evolution, was held in May 2000.

The proceedings of the two Evolution of Human
Intelligence colloquies may be downloaded from the
Foundation’s website [www.futurefoundation.org/
main/publications.html]. The proceedings of both
How Evolution Works and Cultural Evolution will be
available on the website in early 2005. All Center for
Human Evolution workshops are held at the Foundation building in Bellevue, Washington USA.
The Foundation For the Future maintains a neutral
stance in regard to research and perspectives in the
scientiﬁc and social sciences ﬁelds. In keeping with its
mission to increase and diﬀuse knowledge concerning the long-term future of humanity, the Foundation
does not advocate positions, but rather believes that it
is the dissemination of research ﬁndings and scholarly
dialogue that beneﬁts the full community of scholars
and ultimately all of humanity.
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The Proceedings
Sections

S

ummarized below are the contents of each Section
and Appendix of the Center for Human Evolution
Proceedings of Workshop 3.

cites the critical questions that formed the
basis of the Center for Human Evolution workshop
on How Evolution Works.
SECTION 1

summarizes the purpose, organization and
management, activities, and workshop programs of
the Center for Human Evolution.
SECTION 2

SECTION 3

APPENDIX 1 is the Workshop Agenda, noting key activities from the cocktail reception to closing remarks.
APPENDIX 2 includes papers from workshop participants, providing further information related to the
workshop topic.
APPENDIX 3 provides biographical information on the
six participants in Workshop 3.

provides speciﬁc details about Workshop 3.

provides transcripts of the presentations
and dialogic sessions from the two-day workshop.
SECTION 4
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Section 1

The Critical Questions
How Evolution Works
. Is evolution primarily and singularly an active force of competition among organisms for reproductive success with all other systems being by-products, or is evolution competition for resources among organisms
within a set of complex systems, with the winner’s reproductive success?
2. Consider the proposition: “Evolution is not destiny; it is opportunity. Its path is not predictable, but it can
be controlled.” Will human beings overcome their evolutionary natures to control future evolution humanely?
3. Are humans, by virtue of evolution, inherently “moral” absolutely?
4. Are humans descendants of a single common ancestor (Eve) who began as a new species of humanity in
Africa about 200,000 years ago, or are humans products of a much longer process (two million years) taking place in many places and having many ancestors, not a single one?
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Section 2

Center for Human Evolution
Overview
Purpose
The Center for Human Evolution was established by
the Foundation For the Future to sponsor research
and conduct workshops related to the understanding
of the evolutionary factors aﬀecting the long-term
future of humanity.

Organization and Management
Established in 998, the Center for Human Evolution
became fully operational in early 999. It is directed
by the Foundation For the Future and managed by
the Deputy Director, Programs, overseen by Walter
Kistler, founder and President of the Foundation.

Activities
Activities of the Center for Human Evolution include
providing funds for: studies in the ﬁeld of human evolution, publishing the results of research in human
evolution, and hosting seminars and workshops concerning human evolution. Additional activities may
be determined by the Foundation’s Board of Trustees.

futurefoundation.org. A workshop on How Evolution
Works was convened November 4–5, 999, followed
by a workshop on Cultural Evolution May 8–9, 2000.
Plans are under way for a workshop in the spring of
2005 on Evolution of the Human Brain.
Center for Human Evolution workshops focus on
a wide range of evolution questions including, but not
limited to:
• How did human intelligence evolve and how is it
currently evolving?
• What role does culture play in the evolution of human societies?
• How do genetic factors inﬂuence human behavior,
intelligence, innovation, motivation, and achievement?
• What role will medical and genetic technologies
play in the future evolution of human intelligence
and in the long-term evolution of human societies?
• What role does dysgenics play in the development
of human societies?

Workshops

Participants

The Center for Human Evolution Program was
launched with two workshops on the theme Evolution
of Human Intelligence, held in Bellevue, Washington,
on November 2–3, 998, and February –2, 999.
Proceedings of these workshops, with full transcripts of presentations and discussions, are available
for download from the Foundation’s website: www.

Each workshop brings together six to ten scholars,
experts in ﬁelds related to the evolution topic designated for the workshop. Participation is by invitation
only. Researchers interested in participating in workshops on speciﬁc aspects of human evolution may
contact Sesh Velamoor, Deputy Director, Programs.
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Section 3

Description of Workshop 3
How Evolution Works was the theme of Center for
Human Evolution Workshop 3. Six scholars were
invited to participate, speciﬁcally selected to allow for
a multifaceted, multidisciplinary look at evolution.
The invitees were selected by Walter Kistler, President of the Foundation, and Sesh Velamoor, Deputy
Director, Programs.
Each invited participant was asked to prepare a
position paper for presentation and discussion at the
workshop. Abstracts of these papers were received
suﬃciently in advance to allow time for distribution
to all attendees prior to the event. During the workshop, each participant was given one hour to deliver
his or her presentation and respond to questions and
comments from the other attendees.
In addition to the six scholars, three oﬃcers of the
Foundation For the Future took part in the discussions. No outside observers attended the workshop.

Venue and Themes
The Center for Human Evolution Workshop 3 was
held in the main conference room at the Foundation
For the Future building in Bellevue, WA. In addition to the views of how evolution works that were
presented in the six position papers, the Foundation
asked the participants to consider four questions
developed prior to the meeting. Those questions
appear in Section .

Publication of Results
Transcripts of all presentations and discussions in
the workshop How Evolution Works are published in
this document, which is available in hard copy upon
request to the Foundation as well as downloadable
from the Foundation’s website:
www.futurefoundation.org.
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Section 4

Workshop Transcripts

C

enter for Human Evolution Workshop 3 focused
on How Evolution Works, inviting six participants
to present diﬀering perspectives. The participants
– leaders in science, social science, and academia –
presented lectures sharing the perspectives of their
disciplines and research.
Center for Human Evolution workshops are
structured as colloquies. Each participant is given
approximately one hour to present research and
answer questions posed during the presentation. Fol-

lowing each paper, a round-table discussion provides
a means of synthesizing the wide-ranging material. Finally, each group of scholars discusses critical
question themes. Following are transcripts of these
presentations and discussion sessions in Workshop 3
on How Evolution Works.
Readers of this document should keep in mind
that the workshop was conducted in late 999, well
before September , 200, and the events subsequent
to it .
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Section 4.1 | Transcripts

Introductory Session

I

n the opening session, Foundation oﬃcers welcomed the six participants, who introduced
themselves and provided preliminary comments
on their approaches to the question of how evolution
works.

… the meeting should be very
interesting with all you experts here to
share your wisdom and information …
KISTLER: Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to welcome you to sunny Seattle. We especially ordered
nice weather for you; it is not normally so nice in the
fall. We appreciate that you made the eﬀort to come. I
expect the meeting should be very interesting with all
you experts here to share your wisdom and information, so I expect us to have a very interesting meeting.
Now I will give the meeting over to Bob Citron.

… we are especially interested in …
the latest understanding of evolution,
which has been revolutionized in the
last decade …
CITRON: This is our third workshop on evolution.
We have three or four workshops every year in different speciﬁc ﬁelds to develop a knowledge base
for the diﬀerent programs that we are working on.
These workshops will feed into our Humanity 3000
program, which some of you are participating in and
which is outlined in the materials in your notebook.
This workshop is informal. Say anything you want to
say. Be frank, be candid, and don’t hesitate to criticize
ideas and bring up concepts that you think are important. What we are especially interested in is the latest
technology and the latest understanding of evolution,

which has been revolutionized in the last decade and
especially the last ﬁve years. So, we are eager to be
brought up to date on what it all means. Sesh?
VELAMOOR: Thank you. At this point it might be
appropriate to have the participants introduce themselves, and after that I will say a little bit about today’s
program and then we can proceed. Pat, would you go
ﬁrst?

… I wanted to emphasize an
evolutionary approach to the social
sciences, which I had found was usually
absent.
HUTCHEON: I am a retired sociologist and have spent
pretty well all of my professional life in education. I
started, in fact, as a public school teacher and then
decided I had to learn sociology and social psychology
in order to be a good teacher. Then I moved up into
university teaching as I got more degrees. I was one
of the early women, actually, in my ﬁeld in Canada.
I retired somewhat early because I hoped to work on
the book Leaving the Cave [subtitle: Evolutionary Naturalism in Social-Scientiﬁc Thought, Wilfrid Laurier
University Press, 996] in which I wanted to emphasize an evolutionary approach to the social sciences,
which I had found was usually absent. I spent quite a
lot of time at that. Then, earlier this year I completed
Building Character and Culture (Praeger, 999), which
attempts to apply an evolutionary, interdisciplinary
model to the socialization process in general and to
education in particular.
VELAMOOR:
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Section 4.1 | Transcripts
Introductory Session

… I don’t really consider myself a
futurist; if I considered
myself anything, I would consider
myself an evolutionist …
ANDERSON: Probably more than anybody needs to
know about me is in the biographical material, as far
as background is concerned. My academic training is
in political science and social psychology, and I have
never really been a respectable professor anyplace.
I have been self-employed for about 35 years now,
mostly writing and lecturing and organizing projects.
Several of my books are in print and I am working on
another one. What I am most involved in right now is
a book that I used to tell people was about globalization, but I am coming out of the closet a little bit on
that. Now I am telling people that it is about global civilization. [All Connected Now: Life in the First Global
Civilization was published by Westview Press in 200.
This was followed in 2003 by The Next Enlightenment:
Integrating East and West in a New Vision of Human
Evolution, published by St. Martin’s Press, and Upstart
Spring: Esalen and the Human Potential Movement:
The First Twenty Years, published by iUniverse, Inc.
in 2004.]
I am also working on a couple of other projects,
which seem to succeed in keeping me away from the
book. One of those is developing a major project with
the Meridian Institute, which is a group I have been
associated with for some years on the future of biotechnology. Another project is a program with the
World Academy of Art and Science on the psychology of globalization, which I think is a dimension of
what is going on now that really hasn’t been systematically looked at as much as it perhaps should be. A
year or so ago I was invited to contribute something
to a collection called What Futurists Think. I mentioned in what I wrote that I don’t really consider
myself a futurist; if I considered myself anything, I
would consider myself an evolutionist because everything I think about seems to come back to that one
way or another.
VELAMOOR: Thank you. Elisabet?

10

What are the big patterns that
show up in evolution?
What relevance do they have
to today in our globalization?
SAHTOURIS: After my postdoc at the Museum of Natural History in New York, I actually left science for some
time. I was a little disappointed that no one seemed
to want to look at large pictures. I actually went to
Greece and wrote some novels – and burned most
of them. That changed my writing style; I became a
storyteller, if you like, in Greece. I set myself a task
then of writing the story of Earth from the beginning
and trying to put together the pieces of science. There
were so many details on so many aspects of evolution,
but I didn’t see a satisfying story of Earth, a holistic
biology of the Earth transforming over time, where
the geology, the biology, what they call lithosphere,
atmosphere, biosphere – where all of these were all
taken into account at once.
I actually wrote it as a children’s book ﬁrst, because
I thought that it would be easier to do something very
simple. Then I discovered that was the hard part. The
hard part was making a core story that was coherent.
As I rewrote it and rewrote it, it was always easy to ﬁll
in the details, but it was hard to keep the coherence:
What is this transformation about? What are the big
patterns that show up in evolution? What relevance
do they have to today in our globalization? So, I have
written a paper called “The Biology of Globalization”
looking at humanity as a living system: What is it
doing? Will it work, given its embeddedness in the
long process of evolution? [Sahtouris’ latest book is
EarthDance: Living Systems in Evolution, iUniverse,
Inc., 2000.]
SCHMOOKLER: I would like to ﬁnd out some day how
you could possibly burn something you wrote.
SAHTOURIS:

read it.

You can if you don’t want other people to
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Transcripts | Section 4.1
Introductory Session

… I had a conceptual breakthrough
where I got an answer to the question:
Why is civilization so destructive?
It really shook me to my bones …
SCHMOOKLER: I have read of people who have done it
but I can’t really understand it. Well, I was brought up
to be an asker of questions, to be ambitious, to try to
be smart, to be as creative as possible intellectually,
and to get ahead and succeed. And I have achieved
some of that. The ambitious part had to go by the way
because shortly after I graduated from college – at
which point I was still looking like the good boy I was
supposed to be – I became troubled with what I saw,
the eyes I was seeing the world with. This was 967,
’68, ’69. I became troubled with the destructiveness
that seemed to be quite fundamental to the nature
of civilization, as I was seeing it then. I spent several
years doing what, to the outside world and partly to
me, seemed to be falling oﬀ the tracks. But I had a
conceptual breakthrough where I got an answer to the
question: Why is civilization so destructive? It really
shook me to my bones, changed my life, and continues to seem persuasive to me as an important part
of the answer. Then I spent the next 4 years doing
what I had promised, to the Something out there that
had shown me this answer, which was to develop that
vision, to articulate it, and to share it with my fellow
human beings.
What that did was get me oﬀ the beaten track,
among other things. The publication of The Parable of
the Tribes didn’t change the fact that I had by then a
Ph.D. in “Non-area” studies, which meant “miscellaneous,” but I called myself a Non-arean, and suﬀered
the fate of non-Aryans earlier in the century but in a
minor way.

dangerous, and something that is still dangerous for
the biosphere, though it also has all these wonderful
potentialities that I don’t expect to live long enough
to see realized (though I am taking care of myself). I
would really love to see it.
Then I wrote four other books, so by 993 I had
essentially played out the original impetus and felt
like it was time for a new beginning for me. I didn’t
want to become a “Schmooklerian,” because it was
more important to maintain the creativity of the process and to try to grow. I have started writing books
now that raise a lot more questions than answers. A
lot of my creative energies go into radio conversations,
sometimes with very smart people and sometimes
with people who are quite uneducated, on a variety of
topics that run the range of what people have to deal
with as human beings.
I ﬁnd that evolution – to come back to the topic
of the conference here – is like Walter said: Evolution just seems like such a fundamental perspective.
No matter what I am working on – right now I am
working on a book called The Experience of Meaning;
earlier this year I was working on a book about the
unfolding of things versus trying to control and make
them go to a destiny. No matter what I am thinking
about, it always seems to come back to the importance
of seeing how we are the fruit of and engaged in an
evolutionary process. So, I don’t know what this conversation here is going to be about or what really are
the questions we are supposed to tackle, but I expect
that they will be at least adjacent to something that is
alive to me.
VELAMOOR:

… we organize our whole educational
system largely in narrow disciplines,
which I think is one of the
major problems we have.

Which areans? You are talking about a-re-a-n or A-r-y-a-n?
VELAMOOR:

SCHMOOKLER: Exactly. The vision that I had in 970
was an explanation of a belief that there is really
something fundamentally discontinuous that happened 0,000 years ago because of our species; that
evolution is not, like the sociobiologists would have
it, just a linear process that we are merely continuing. Something really changed, something that was

Thank you. Linda?

GROFF: I am Linda Groﬀ. I live in Los Angeles and
have been teaching for many years at one of the California State universities, Cal State, Dominguez Hills,
where I teach in political science and future studies
areas, coordinate the Behavioral Science Undergraduate Program, and teach some courses in the M.A.
Program in Negotiation, Conﬂict Resolution, and
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Peacebuilding. I have also taught in the past at all
of the following universities: University of British
Columbia in Vancouver, BC, Canada; California State
University, Fresno; Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
(where I was also Resident Director of California
State University’s International Program in Japan, in
charge of 2 students abroad, and an Associate Dean
of the International Division there); Antioch College
in Ohio (where I was the Lovelace Visiting Professor); and the European Peace University in Austria.
In addition to many years of university teaching, I am
also Director of Global Options Consulting, focusing
on global futures, peace, and intercultural/interreligious synergy.
I seem to have discovered that I have a brain that
is holistic in terms of how it works – even though
we organize our whole educational system largely in
narrow disciplines, which I think is one of the major
problems we have. I have always been attracted to
interdisciplinary topics, whole systems thinking,
human behavior, and to trying to understand change
and evolution, and its implications for the future. So,
because future studies is largely “big picture” thinking, which I totally relate to, I call myself a futurist.
I am interested in this whole topic of evolution. I
regularly teach several future studies classes, including one related to the theme of evolution in all areas
– including physical evolution of the universe, biological evolution of species, cultural evolution of all
of our socially learned behavior (including technology, societal institutions, and ideas and values), and
the evolution of consciousness – which can override
and aﬀect all the other areas of evolution. In addition,
I teach courses on peace and conﬂict resolution, as
well as intercultural communication, interreligious
dialogue, and spirituality, religion, culture, and peace.
I am involved with professional organizations (helping organize conferences and conference sessions,
writing papers and presenting, and sometimes sitting
on boards or giving keynote presentations) in all the
above areas, and have published a number of articles (with books in process) in all these same areas.
Articles include work with my late husband, Dr. Paul
Smoker, on a holistic, integrative view of peace, documenting how views of peace have evolved over time.
My presentation today will focus on three topics:
ﬁrst, a number of models of change and evolution,
with examples of each, providing an overview of many
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topics of interest to futurists and those interested in
evolutionary change today; second, complex, whole
systems paradigms or worldviews under which all
this change is occurring today; and ﬁnally, substantive areas in which evolutionary change exists, i.e., the
four broad areas noted above – physical, biological,
cultural, and consciousness aspects of evolution. I am
indebted to Walt Anderson for organizing a futures
panel in Los Angeles for William Shatner some years
ago, in which I ﬁrst put together the models of change
part of my presentation.
People can ﬁnd more information on my interests
and activities on my website at: http://www.csudh.
edu/global_options/.
VELAMOOR:

Thank you. Dr. Somit.

Futurism and evolution, of course,
tie together,
as do history and evolution.
SOMIT: I am Al Somit. I was trained in political science, but, unlike Walter Anderson, I have managed
to avoid being self-supporting or entrepreneurial,
having been an academic administrator and faculty
member for a substantial period of time. My ﬁrst
book was a history of political science, and then I
went to the other extreme and wrote a book on political futurism. In the mid-960s, I became interested
in the relationship between biology and political
behavior, and spent the intervening 25 or 30 years
trying to persuade my fellow political scientists that
evolution does have some bearing on how we behave
politically. It is an undertaking in which I – we – have
been monumentally unsuccessful, but the eﬀort continues. As in all such matters, we are convinced that
the time will come when they will ﬁnally grasp that.
As a matter of fact, a similar eﬀort, as you know, has
been going on in almost all of the social sciences, by
and large with modest success.
Futurism and evolution, of course, tie together, as
do history and evolution. If you want to understand
political behavior in the past or in the present, and, I
would say, what is most likely to occur in the future,
it is very hard to do so without having some under-
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standing of the way in which our behavior has been
and continues to be shaped by evolution.
… the whole subject is evolution,
and that is the primary focus of this
Foundation. We have tried to do
almost everything in that context.
VELAMOOR: Thank you. Just to talk a little bit about
the program today and tomorrow, the whole subject is evolution, and that is the primary focus of this
Foundation. We have tried to do almost everything
in that context. The more we convene workshops and
seminars, it keeps coming back to the question: How
do we understand evolution and how do we make
sure that others do the same? In a seminar last April,
the major question that came up as something that we
needed to address and resolve was: How does evolution work? That gave us the idea for this workshop,
to bring together a variety of perspectives on that
theme. There is a biological view; there is a political view; there is a systems view; there is a naturalist,
evolutionary view. There is the inﬂuence or the role
of power and the understanding of it in social evolution, and in terms of ethics and the future, there is the
overall idea of our conscious evolution. There are a lot
of diﬀerent perspectives. Any other thoughts before
we launch into this?

There are two key problems
when you look far into the future.
One is our environment.
KISTLER: I would like to say something more about the
Foundation before we begin. First, I am, as you know,
the founder of the Foundation. I supplied my surplus
funds to make this possible, and, of course, I did this
only because I had felt that there was an important
need for it. Otherwise, I would hardly have done this,
especially relatively late in life. It was a dream of mine
to do something about a problem that I felt is generally not fully understood or recognized, even in
scientiﬁc research or academic places. It doesn’t seem
to be very much recognized. Of course, some people
certainly do recognize it, but politicians, government,

the press…. By necessity, I would say, it is their business to concentrate on short-term problems. They do
see that we have problems here: the very well-known
problems of better education, poverty, inequality, rich
and poor people, rich and poor nations, and all these
things that politicians want to address. Of course,
they also want to have votes, so they are not always
quite neutral; they are slightly biased.
Since there are people from this side, from that
side, normally the subject ends up getting covered
pretty well. But it all has an outlook about as far into
the future as a politician will be in power, as far as
people themselves look at their future. When the
press talks about the problem, it is a problem right
now. Of course, that concerns people. They know the
problems right now: too many cars, the roads are not
good enough … all these things that concern people
in their daily lives.
But the future is not properly addressed, and that
is why I established this Foundation For the Future.
Again, there are futurists; there is a world organization, The World Future Society, which, you would
think, does address these problems, but it is still too
short range; it is still too much down to Earth and
focused on lots of little problems. I see some large
problems.
There are two key problems when you look far into
the future. One is our environment. We are environmentalists, but it is interesting to see that 50 years ago
– and that is a time I very well remember, 50 or even
60 years ago. When I was a young man in high school,
I was already interested in worldwide problems, but I
don’t remember a thing about the environment. Factories were built, polluting the air, polluting the water,
and nobody said anything. People thought, “The
world is so large; people are so few, so little; the ocean
is so big. Nature takes care of things, so nobody needs
to be bothered.”
Finally, maybe 40 years ago, people started realizing things ought to be diﬀerent, that we do pollute the
environment and we may even have dramatic eﬀects
on the environment, especially with CO2 production.
It may seem little compared to the ocean and the air,
but even a little makes a big diﬀerence. Today, most
people are aware that global warming is really there
in the future, and in fact is already here, and it could
change things drastically: cities underwater, all Florida underwater, and climate change. So, today people
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have ﬁnally started being aware of the environment
and some people ﬁght ferociously for the environment.
But there is another environment that people seem
totally unaware of because it is so close, a very sensitive environment. It is ourselves. Only very lately,
people have started writing books about it, started
being concerned that there is a process called dysgenics. This is the opposite of a hundred years ago in what
the eugenics people tried to achieve, which didn’t turn
out well because it was way beyond their abilities. As
we recognize today, it is not so simple that you could
just attack this through simple means, through decree,
and through government action. But the fact is that
the reverse process of dysgenics is taking place.
There is also one part of evolution that I hope we
may talk about and that is called Darwinism. Darwinism and evolution are two very diﬀerent things.
Darwinism is based on evolution, but evolution does
not predict or deﬁne Darwinism. Anyway, in Darwin’s law of survival of the ﬁttest, the other side of
it is not very much emphasized. Survival of the ﬁttest sounds quite nice: that we see ﬁt animals survive.
What you don’t see when you mention this word is
that for every ﬁttest that survived, hundreds of thousands were killed and killed too early – and roughly,
as nature operates. We humans changed all that. We
have welfare; we have feather bedding; we like to live
nicely. But that is not what Darwin’s law has in mind.
By doing this, we create a new environment that is not
necessarily good for the human race.
I feel there is a danger for the human
race to survive properly and would
like people to be aware of it.
That is the idea and the purpose
of the Foundation.

So, that is the purpose of the Foundation. We don’t
promote any special idea or view of evolution. All the
Foundation wants to do is get the subject up and let
people recognize it, just like environmentalists did
with the environment. Environmentalists may have
diﬀerent opinions, and some people oppose them.
Here the idea is the same. We should at least bring up
the subject to be studied, to be written about, talked
about, so that slowly people can become aware of it,
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just as people are getting aware of the importance of
the environment and of the danger the environment
is in. I feel there is a danger for the human race to survive properly and would like people to be aware of it.
That is the idea and the purpose of the Foundation.
CITRON:

Does anybody have any questions?

SAHTOURIS: Yes. Walter, would you give us a deﬁnition
of dysgenics from your perspective?

… dysgenics for people is twofold;
it is the health of the body, but it is also
the function of the brain.
KISTLER: Yes. Dysgenics is a product of eugenics.
Eugenics means improvement of a race. When you
talk of the human race, of course, it is a bit diﬀerent
from animals. In animals, improvement means strong
leg muscles, maybe a stronger immune system, better survival, adjusted to diﬀerent conditions of the
environment. For people, it means what makes people better than animals. I think that is the brain. So,
dysgenics for people is twofold; it is the health of the
body, but it is also the function of the brain. When the
health of the body involves congenital diseases….
There is a medical doctor who has studied this
subject speciﬁcally, dealing with young people. He
followed his students of maybe 30 years ago: What do
they do later on in life? What is their behavior? This
information could be important, of course, for the
survival of the human race. He has found a very clearcut process taking place, with a lot of data to support
it, that those with problems – mostly attention deﬁcit/
hyperactivity disorder; that was his specialty – normally have other limitations besides the problems
with learning. And what do they do when they are out
of high school? They take some simple job and don’t
go to college, but they get married and have children.
His intelligent pupils, of course, go to universities,
delay marriage because they are studying, and have
one or two children at most. The others had an average of maybe twice as many, four kids. He has all the
statistics in his book. He ﬁgured that those with this
disorder would multiply more since they had more
kids, and that he would see more of the students with
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the disorder in his classes a generation later. That is
exactly what happened. Thirty years later he was still
teaching, still looking at his students, and he noticed
the exact increase of this problem as was expected.
That happens now with other congenital diseases.
Before, these children died in their youth and did
not reproduce. Today, through advanced medicine,
they reproduce and so they transmit these deﬁciencies. Many of these diseases – muscular dystrophy,
cystic ﬁbrosis, Tay-Sachs, and so on – have the same
situation now. These people live much longer through
medicine and often reproduce, so their genes are
transferred to the next generations.
Then there is another problem, which is not so
drastic, that concerns intelligence. Generally, it is so
in advanced societies more than in the Third World.
Especially today, intelligent ladies want to study, have
a vocation, have an interesting job. They don’t like too
much to be stuck in a household. They may still get
married and still have children, but deﬁnitely fewer
children than those with less ambition who don’t
study, but get married and have children earlier, and
have more children. When you look at very simple,
basic Darwinism – it is not evolution but based on
Darwinism – it has got to deteriorate the race. That
is really what happens today, and nobody wants to
address it because it is a touchy problem.
SAHTOURIS: So, your deﬁnition is that eugenics and
dysgenics are two sides of the same problem, and that
dysgenics is about the genetic deterioration of the
species due to human intervention?
KISTLER: Yes. That is it exactly. Eugenics is the deliberate intervention to improve the race, which, of course,
nobody likes. And dysgenics is an unintended….
SAHTOURIS:
KISTLER:

KISTLER:

HUTCHEON:

recent.
VELAMOOR:

Yes, it is gathering.

GROFF: Just to give a slightly diﬀerent view: A friend
recently told me that he thought he had ADD. He is
a very successful lawyer who has done very well; he
was on Law Review at the University of Michigan;
he is not a stupid person. So, I have some question
about that. I also think that people who are manicdepressives, who have a mental illness, are sometimes
extremely brilliant, and that the manic phase gives
them creativity sometimes that results in some real
inventions. What I am saying is I think that part of
what it means to be human – in the human part of
evolution, not just the biological animal part of our
nature – is that we do reach out to people who are less
fortunate than ourselves. That is something about the
human evolution.
I also think that maybe because we have a lot of
diversity of humans and some humans may have a
shortcoming in some area, maybe that allows them to
develop some other part of themselves. For example,
if you don’t have all your ﬁve senses working, then
one of them will become stronger because you are
missing one of the other senses. So, it may actually
help evolution. I am taking a counterposition here.

It is an unintended intervention.

… but it is happening through modern life.

… ADHD and ADD were very high on
the list for the most gifted children in
our society.

As Andrew would say, since the last
0,000 years perhaps. Human civilization.
HUTCHEON: I think much more rapidly, though, with
the advent of science, because of the intervention of
science. It is an inadvertent result of the intervention
of science.

Yes, science and technology.

HUTCHEON:

That is why the rate of change is relatively

… part of what it means to be human
… is that we do reach out to people
who are less fortunate than ourselves.
That is something about
the human evolution.

VELAMOOR:

KISTLER:

And medicine, also produced by science.

Technology produced by science.

SAHTOURIS: I just returned from a conference on
education of profoundly gifted children. We were
working out the lists of what their qualities were, and
ADHD and ADD were very high on the list for the
most gifted children in our society.
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KISTLER: There is one very good point you have, and
that is why eugenics was so disparaged and came
into disrepute. Very often people with some problem
become geniuses.
GROFF:

Look at Stephen Hawking.

Stephen Hawking is a good example. He was
an average student in college, but through his limitations he became a genius.
KISTLER:

SAHTOURIS:

And Einstein also.

HUTCHEON: And both the Huxleys – all the Huxley
family. They were manic-depressives; they suﬀered all
their lives.
GROFF: I understand that Ted Turner is manic-depressive. There are lots of cases.
SCHMOOKLER: In the larger perspective of time, the
problems that face the species – if there is any dysgenic problem or if we have some kind of catastrophe
– the period of time in which we can get away with
making serious mistakes is probably fairly limited.
The natural selection process will probably winnow
out the things you are concerned about, I would
guess, in fairly short order.
The other thing that comes to my mind is that what
you describe is also taking place in a larger context
in the contemporary world. Just as there were many
historians in ancient times who worried about the
conquering tribe that might invade … the idea that
the people would become soft from luxury and then
they would become vulnerable to hungry barbarians
coming oﬀ the steppes. If we do degrade ourselves in
that way, we are engaged also at the same time in the
competitive process with other societies that don’t
have the luxury of keeping everyone else alive. So, I
see the problem as a short-term issue, if it is an issue
at all.
VELAMOOR: You are suggesting that in the longer time
horizons, we still are not going to escape the evolutionary processes that we are worried about, that we
are still constrained by and bound by them.
SCHMOOKLER: In either the Darwinian or Schmooklerian sense of evolution, yes.
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… selection is getting less natural
and less Darwinian all the time, and is
going to very rapidly become less so,
particularly in the human line …
ANDERSON: I would like to make a comment that is
actually a counterpoint to that. I think selection is getting less natural and less Darwinian all the time, and
is going to very rapidly become less so, particularly in
the human line as we see not only germline intervention – which is a virtual certainty, I would say, within
the early decades of the next century – and certainly
just a lot more application of information from genetic
screening and so forth. I think we are going to see
that the issues you are raising, eugenic and dysgenic,
are going to become much more visible, and we will
see many diﬀerent kinds of interventions. The whole
issue, I think, is going to become much closer to the
surface than it has been, and in a few years, nobody is
going to say: What do you mean by dysgenics?

One thing that keeps coming up is the
idea that even though you may locate a genetic basis
for any one of these things that we are discussing,
the pleiotropic eﬀects are much too complicated. We
don’t know enough about whether manic-depressives
are geniuses or whatever.
Before we go on to Walter Truett Anderson’s presentation, let me make a few comments about the
format of this workshop. The structure is set up so
that each of you will have approximately half an hour
to present your ideas, followed by 20 minutes or so of
exchange on that particular subject. One thing we ask
is that when somebody introduces a train of thought,
please stay with it rather than simply supplanting it
and introducing a new one. This will create continuity
and some exploration of a single question from diﬀerent points of view. That doesn’t mean that we persist
with the same thing forever, but let’s give it a chance
to reach its natural exhaustion.
By the end of the day, each of us will have had a
chance to represent his or her view of evolution and
how it works, or what is important and what we need
to understand about it. Then for tomorrow’s session,
what we have attempted to do is to create three or
VELAMOOR:
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four questions that appear to be the core of the controversies related to current thinking about evolution.
If the group here feels that these questions are adequate, then we will address them; if not, let’s change
the questions and then we will go at them one at a
time tomorrow.
SCHMOOKLER: I see that one of our participants isn’t
here. Is he coming?

VELAMOOR: I was just about to address that. Professor
George Philander, who would have introduced a very
interesting and important element into the conversations about evolution, based from a geoscientist’s
point of view, fell ill and called to say he could not
come. He is in Princeton – one of the original and
leading authorities on the whole subject of climate
change. The bad news is that he is not here. The good
news is that it gives each of us a little bit more time.
With that in mind, let’s get started.
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How Evolution Worked in the Past/Works Now/
Will Work in the Future
Presentation by Walter Truett Anderson

… evolution works in jumps.
It works in a series of discontinuous
transitions in which it ﬁgures out
new ways to work …
ANDERSON: Our question is: How does evolution
work? I am going to oﬀer one answer to the question,
and then pose two other questions. My answer will be
essentially that evolution works in jumps. It works in a
series of discontinuous transitions in which it ﬁgures
out new ways to work, so to speak. That leads to the
ﬁrst question. If that is the case – and I would assert
that it is overwhelmingly demonstrable that evolution
jumps – then the interesting question is: Is it jumping now? Are we in the midst of a jump or on the
brink of a jump? I think most of us have a hunch that
we are, which leads me to the next question: What is
the jump? How is the jump made? What are the real
things that are going on that are part of that leap?
So, we move from a question that probably most
of us in this room would have some consensus about,
which is that it is likely that something of that sort is
taking place, to the kind of thing that keeps Walter
Kistler and other people busy organizing conferences
about what happens a thousand years from now,
where evolution goes, which gets very intriguing and
rather spooky.
I don’t know if any of you have had the pleasure
to meet John Maynard Smith, whom I met a couple
of years ago at a conference in Lisbon. He is, by now,
a rather elderly British biologist. He was a student of
C.H. Waddington and comes out of that school of
the classic evolutionary theorists: Waddington and
Dobzhansky and Haldane. The point that I started
with about evolution jumping was pretty much
consensus among them. It was often stated that evolution evolves; evolution goes through its own kind
of evolutionary stages. John Smith, in his work, has

pointed out about eight major evolutionary jumps in
the biological evolution of the planet, starting with
the appearance of self-replicating polynucleotide
molecules and on through the various transitions,
including sexual reproduction. Evolution ﬁgured out
a new way to evolve there.
Then it comes to one of the very interesting ones,
which is the appearance of what they would call
cultural DNA, which is the appearance of symbolic
communication. At that point, evolution jumped by
inventing a whole new information system.
SCHMOOKLER:

Language?

ANDERSON: Language. At this point I will move, in
terms of my main reference, to a Canadian psychologist, Merlin Donald, who wrote a really interesting
book entitled Origins of the Modern Mind [subtitled:
Three Stages in the Evolution of Culture and Cognition,
Harvard University Press, 99]. Donald essentially
says that modern humanity has evolved through
developing a series of systems of communication.
Interestingly enough, he says that the ﬁrst invention
predating speech was mimesis. That is, people learned
how to communicate by gesturing what they wanted
to communicate.
VELAMOOR:

Repeating the experience in a visual way.

ANDERSON: Yes. Then the mimesis slid into speech,
that is, people waved their hands and moved their
bodies and made noises. In support of that, I think,
is the fact that the speech and hand movement functions in the brain are very closely linked, which has
the visible manifestation that all of us tend to move
our hands when we talk. It seems to be universal. People have diﬀerent styles – an Italian deﬁnitely moves
his hands diﬀerently from the way I do – nevertheless,
it appears that most people do that. What I ﬁnd amusing these days is seeing people with their cellphones
talking to somebody a hundred miles away, and talking with their hands at the same time.
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… each of those stages of invention
of new symbolic systems is a stage in
the evolution of the human species
and of the planet …

Anyway, his scheme is that the evolution of symbolic
systems went from mimesis into speech, and that was
such a powerful new tool. Over time, the physical
adaptation tended to favor those who could develop
the greatest brain capacity to process that kind of
information, so we actually evolved biologically as a
result of the appearance of symbolic communication.
He suggests that each of those stages of invention of
new symbolic systems is a stage in the evolution of the
human species and of the planet, because each stage
aﬀects the capability of human beings to intervene
in ecosystems, to hunt animals, etc., with, of course,
much more sophistication as we get into more elaborate systems.
So, as he points out, there was mimesis, and then
there was speech, and then, after a great deal of time
and in very limited places, there was the appearance
of visual symbolic systems. At ﬁrst, these were not
necessarily written languages, but we did eventually
get the appearance of written language, except in very
few languages. If you take all the languages that have
ever existed, the number of those that went through
their own evolution into written systems is very, very
small.
SCHMOOKLER:

You mean that did it on their own?

Yes, did it on their own. Of course, now
we are seeing people going around and developing
written forms of all kinds of indigenous languages
that did not do it on their own.
Then, especially with the move into the writing
culture, the symbolic culture, we also began to see
the increasing impact of a series of mini-evolutionary
leaps based on the development of new systems for
storing and communicating and processing symbols.
Of course, we all know about the Gutenberg revolution and the invention of movable type, and how that
changed civilization.
ANDERSON:
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… the human species coevolves with the development
of its symbolic systems and coevolves with the
technologies of information.

Now, what Donald and quite a few other people are
saying is that the human species coevolves with the
development of its symbolic systems and coevolves
with the technologies of information. When we have
libraries full of books, for example, or blackboards
that we can write on, those are, in a sense, annexes
to our own brains’ memory systems that we could
scarcely function without. We use them in all kinds
of ways. We say: This is me in here, and then that is
a bunch of other stuﬀ out there, but the fact of the
matter is that in practice we are synergistic with our
libraries and our various communications tools and
so forth.
What seems to be happening now – and it hardly
needs me to point it out – is that we are going through
an explosion of information systems. This has become
one of the most commonplace observations of our
time. I have just been reading Manuel Castells’ trilogy on the rise of the information society [The Rise of
the Network Society, Blackwell Publishers, 996; The
Power of Identity, 997; The End of the Millennium,
997]. I don’t know if any of you are familiar with it. It
is good stuﬀ, rather slow-going, but….
VELAMOOR:

Very heavy-going.

ANDERSON: Very heavy-going, but very useful. We are
in the midst of, at the very least, some kind of a social
and technological revolution, and I think it is fairly
obvious that if we are in the midst of an evolutionary leap, that is deﬁnitely a piece of it. Furthermore,
not only have we got Moore’s law, which, on the one
hand, some people say is about to run out of gas, that
perhaps those kinds of systems will not double every
8 months, but at the same time we are now looking
at the extreme likelihood of a leap into molecular
electronics, nanotechnology, that is, into systems of
communication and storage and manipulation of
information that are immensely beyond anything
that our incredible computers are doing now. In all
kinds of ways, that is inseparable from our biological
evolution, including the fact that it circles back to all
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the issues about what is going to become of genetics
and genetic technology, because they are inseparable
from the information systems. We would not have
biotechnology without the computer. We certainly
would not have the Human Genome Project without
the computer. There is no way that anybody is going
to sit around with an abacus and record and process
that kind of information. So, there is very clearly a
capability of all kinds of manipulations of biological
systems that is evolving very quickly.
I mentioned that I am involved in a project around
the future of biotechnology. One of the things we are
going to have to try to do is reframe that whole conversation in a much larger scope, if that can be done
in a way that takes us beyond merely arguing about
whether or not certain kinds of genetic processes are
good for agriculture. The unfolding, to my mind, is
so huge that it is very unfair for anybody to control
it completely. On the other hand, it does a great disservice to cling to the idea – as many people in the
environmental movement have done – that we can
or should make biotechnology just go away, “put the
genie back in the bottle.”

turally, technologically, economically, politically, how
are those things aﬀecting our sense of self, of who and
what we are, what our boundaries are, what we identify with, what is me and what is not me, what is us
and what is them? My basic hypothesis is that self is
not a given. The sense of self is much diﬀerent in different societies, diﬀerent times and places, and that if
it is as ﬂuid as the anthropologists suggest to us that
it is, then it seems fairly logical to posit that a very big
change about self and identity is taking place in our
time.
By epistemology shift, I am referring to the set
of issues that you ﬁnd in postmodern thought, in
constructivism, in deconstruction, in the sociology
of knowledge, in the recent literature about culture
wars, in all those things that have to do with the issue:
What do people mean when they say something is
true? Do they mean that it is true for them alone, or
do they mean that it is true for everybody for all time
and doesn’t change, and that the way to ﬁnd it out is to
look in the Bible or the Qur’an and there it is?
HUTCHEON: Great alternatives! Surely you have omitted a third, and most important, one.
SCHMOOKLER:

… major cultural changes that are taking place now
that are deﬁnitely a part of how evolution is evolving
… the identity shift, the epistemology shift, and the
orientation shift.

So, I come back to a subject we don’t talk about or
think about enough, which is social learning. We do
it, though we don’t know exactly how we do it. We
do it very sloppily. Sometimes we succeed and sometimes we don’t. But the social learning challenge that
is being presented to us by this evolutionary leap that
I think is in process is enormous. It seems to me that
besides the technological changes, and certainly not
separate from them, are some major cultural changes
that are taking place now that are deﬁnitely a part of
how evolution is evolving and what is going on in our
time. I call these the identity shift, the epistemology
shift, and the orientation shift.
In terms of the identity shift – I wrote a book
about it recently called The Future of the Self [subtitle:
Inventing the Post-Modern Person, Tarcher, 997] – I
am just raising the question: In light of the kinds of
changes that we can see taking place in the world cul-

native.

I hope there is at least one other alter-

ANDERSON: There are lots of alternatives. You can look

in The Communist Manifesto and, for some people,
there is the eternal truth. Or do you regard truth and
values and beliefs as socially constructed and rather
slippery – capable of being reconstructed and reinterpreted in your own time again and again, according
to your own needs, so that you can begin to have
female deities and ecological liturgies and so forth?
Those kinds of culture wars are essentially epistemological wars, because they pit people who regard truth
as beyond humanity, unchanging, and accessible only
through one kind of permanent source against people
who take a much more relativist, or constructivist
view of it. That is what I mean by the epistemological shift. Like other big-time cultural shifts, it is very
sloppy and it is perceived by diﬀerent people in diﬀerent ways. You cannot ﬁnd a major belief system that
doesn’t have its culture wars: for example, between
fundamentalists and liberal Christians, or fundamentalists and secular or global Muslims. You show me a
belief system and I will show you a culture war going
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on within it. I like to point out that in the San Francisco Bay area, where I live, we have had for a long
time an ecumenical society of people from diﬀerent
religions. We now have two: We have a conservative
ecumenical group and a liberal ecumenical group.
SCHMOOKLER:

The boundaries have been redrawn.

ANDERSON: Yes. People who were burning one another

at the stake a few hundred years ago now are much
more comfortable – for example, conservative Catholics with conservative Jews and conservative Muslims
– even more comfortable than they are with these
nuts in their own churches who are trying to, God
knows what, ordain gays, for example, in San Francisco. So, that is what I mean by the epistemological
shift. Although it is kind of a stodgy word, I think it is
all over the place once you develop an eye for it.
Then there is the one that I call the orientation
shift, which I think is one that we understand very
little but, again, you can ﬁnd good reason for suspecting that big changes are taking place within people’s
own sense of space and time. It can be demonstrated
that a lot of people in a lot of times and places have
lived within the valley and the world was bounded
by “that range of hills over there.” Even in England a
couple of hundred years ago, great numbers of people
apparently didn’t move beyond 20 miles or so of the
places where they were born. Something seems to
be happening today that is drawing most people of
the world – and I think very rapidly everybody in the
world – into personal possession of a map that recognizes this whole sphere. It has been kind of bumping
along into our consciousness in various ways for at
least 500 years or so, since the voyages around the
globe and the appearance of the ﬁrst maps. You can
read about the impact of maps on the world, the eﬀect
they had on people’s consciousness and how liberating it was for some and how threatening for others.
Then, of course, we have seen the picture of the
Earth. I just went around the world a couple of
months ago; it is pretty easy to do. That sense of
changing space around us is very intangible. I can’t be
altogether speciﬁc about it. I don’t know how deeply
it is aﬀecting how many people, but I am prepared to
take a guess, and I intend to keep exploring the idea
that something very profound is happening to a lot
of people.
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… seeing a good part of the solar
system in one single photograph from
one spacecraft that we as humans
launched … had a very profound
impact.
SCHMOOKLER: What was very profound a couple of
years ago was Pioneer 0, looking back at the solar
system and having Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars
in one single image. Looking at the Earth from the
Moon, as the astronauts did 30 years ago, that was
wonderful, and that was a whole mind shift. But
seeing a good part of the solar system in one single
photograph from one spacecraft that we as humans
launched to the edge of the solar system had a very
profound impact.

… the human capacity to intervene
is enormous and growing …we are
going to ﬁnd that we can’t not use it.
ANDERSON: Yes. One other thought that I would like
to throw in, which is central to my hunch about what
is happening and about where we are, has to do with
my general sense that whatever happens on the Earth
over the next few years or few decades or perhaps few
centuries, we are going to ﬁnd Homo sapiens right in
the middle of it. I mean that we are going to ﬁnd that
the human capacity to intervene is enormous and
growing. Even though we may not be at all satisﬁed
with our ability to use it well, I think we are going to
ﬁnd that we can’t not use it.
Although I certainly have spent most of my life
deeply involved as an environmentalist, I have marginalized myself in the sense that I do not think we
are ever going to deal with our environmental problems in any future that I can foresee by learning to
leave nature alone, nor are we going to deal with our
genetic issues by just letting it all work out somehow. I
think that we are going to ﬁnd ourselves with increasing information and an increasing need to make
decisions.
I am not saying that we are looking at immense
wisdom; I just think that we have, in a sense, painted
ourselves into a corner where we’ve got to grapple with
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enormous responsibility, and enormous and growing
amounts of information into how biological systems
work. This is going to aﬀect many, many people, not
just the educated folks who can make choices about
birth control or alternative reproductive technologies, but lots of people in many diﬀerent ways. I think
that we are being faced with an increasing number of
choices in our lives, but we don’t get a choice about
whether we get to have more choices.
To come back to my summary, I think we are in
the midst of a leap. I think evolution is changing and
we are right in the midst of it. But in terms of the ways
it may be changing, the possibilities are enormous.
VELAMOOR: Let’s have time for discussion now. Again,
whoever starts the process, let’s try to stay with that
train of thought until we have used it up, and then we
can go on to the next.

… the real problem that emerges is
that no matter how fast biological
evolution occurs … it is much slower
than cultural evolution …
SOMIT: Regarding speed of evolution, I had the misfor-

tune, or the good fortune, to do a book on punctuated
equilibrium [The Dynamics of Evolution: The Punctuated Equilibrium Debate in the Natural and Social
Sciences, Cornell University Press, 992]. The question was: What does it imply for biology? And to
me and to others: What does it imply for the social
sciences? Gould is one of the contributors; actually,
Gould is one of the leading co-founders of the theory of punctuated equilibrium. Ernst Mayr, who was
the granddaddy of all current biologists, was another
contributor. It was fascinating to see how language
contributed to this confusion of whether evolution
occurs rapidly or slowly.
To focus for a moment on biology – because you
were talking, quite correctly, about two kinds of evolution: cultural and biological – eventually there was
agreement that Darwin was wrong in saying that
biological evolution takes place slowly. It takes place
slowly in some cases; it takes place rapidly in others.
So, to say that it is either fast or slow misses the other
half of the equation.
The other thing that was interesting is: What does

fast or slow mean? The paleontologists would measure
time in hundreds of thousands of years. The people
dealing with mammals would measure time in tens of
thousands of years. So, bursts and stasis are a function
of your background, where you come from, what unit
of time you use. Dawkins, of course, tried to apply
this theory to cultural evolution and triggered a whole
controversy: Do the concepts of biological evolution
apply to cultural evolution? He substituted the meme
for the gene, etc. That controversy will go on; books
will be written, no doubt.
But the point is – and here there is no argument –
cultural evolution, if the term is applicable to culture,
takes place in bursts very, very rapidly. For those concerned with the future, the real problem that emerges
is that no matter how fast biological evolution occurs,
whether you take one half or the other half of the
approach, it is much slower than cultural evolution,
so the biological unit is increasingly out of phase with
the culture in which it has to function.
ANDERSON: Or, to put it another way, biological
evolution has now been transformed by cultural evolution.
SOMIT: It has been inﬂuenced, yes. But the equation
also runs the other way. The direction in which culture
evolves is also inﬂuenced by our biological legacy.
SCHMOOKLER: I wrote down a quotation from you: “We
will ﬁnd that we can’t not use it.” I would like to use
that as an entryway into raising a couple of questions.
First of all, when you say can’t, I don’t know whether
your statement is the equivalent of: “We will ﬁnd that
we use it anyway, whatever any individuals among us
might wish,” or whether you mean that there is some
kind of an inescapability, that any powers that we
possess somehow, for some reason that you haven’t
articulated, must be exercised.
The second thing in that quote that I want to use
as an entryway is your use of the word we. It implies
that we are humankind and in some way we are going
to make a decision, or the decision gets made in some
way in which some of us may participate and some of
us may not. I am not sure how you are looking at that
we. But my overall concern with that statement is: Is it
self-fulﬁlling? Does putting out that idea help to create that reality by taking oﬀ the table the notion that
we might make choices to hold oﬀ exercising certain
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capabilities that we have because we are concerned?
Do we know how to do this for the better and not for
the worse?
That leads to my ﬁnal point, which is a cliché, but
I think it is connected perhaps with what Dr. Somit
was saying. Our capabilities are expanding so rapidly
– maybe multiplying, not just adding – in terms of a
50-year period. I have been alive for a little bit over
50 years. It is not clear to me not only whether our
wisdom in the exercise of our powers, whatever those
powers be, is expanding as fast, or indeed whether it
is expanding at all. A culture can deteriorate as well as
it can expand. A lot of what I see happening at political levels and happening at the cultural level makes
me believe that the capacity of a culture to use its
powers wisely can deteriorate as well as grow. If there
is a tremendous disjunction between our power and
our wisdom regarding, say, having designer babies, or
creating whole new crops – not just making the kind
of modiﬁcations that have been going on for 0,000
years through breeding – is it really to be accepted as
a given that we ought not even raise the question of
whether perhaps we ought to refrain from exercising
these new powers?
ANDERSON: Well, the we is a way of dealing with generalizations, and then when you want to question them,
you have to move to speciﬁcs. You made several statements having to do with our wisdom, our capacities,
our capabilities, and so forth, and I could as reasonably ask: Whom do you mean by our?
When you come down to saying: Can we decide
not to, say, develop a certain line of agricultural biotechnology, for example … undoubtedly it is possible
to put certain kinds of development on the shelf,
but who is the we that does that? What are the territory and social arrangement within which it is done?
What are the geographic and social contexts within
which it is done, if it is not done globally? Those are
some of the right questions. My general observation,
and I wouldn’t make a universal out of it, is that if
capabilities to do something – for example, get a liver
transplant or get an abortion or get Viagra – exist
somewhere, some people are going to ﬁnd a way to
get it if there is a real reason, if it is attractive.
I think you are going to ﬁnd that it will be possible,
if certain kinds of technological developments seem
very unattractive, to put them on hold indeﬁnitely,
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but a larger number of things are going to slip around.
You are right: There is not a universal we that makes
these decisions. We live in a world in which there are
many centers of power and tremendous inequities of
power and of resources. It is extremely multicentric
and perhaps becoming more so. Decisions get made
in a great many places, and there is a lot of information that is going to be very hard to expunge from the
world. Speaking with reference to biotechnologies in
particular, once the information is out there, a lot of
that really isn’t too hard to do.
SCHMOOKLER: We have both the problems and the
potentials, like with nuclear nonproliferation. The
genie is out of the bottle. It is a cliché, but at the same
time it is recognized that there is a danger, and because
it is recognized, there are some global eﬀorts even if
they are not fully adequate. There may be other areas
that we need to look at globally.
ANDERSON: That is going to be the playground, I think,
for a couple of decades, at least.
VELAMOOR: There seems to be a universal acknowledgment that a liberal democracy is the appropriate
arrangement of social organization, along with the
attendant notion that the market should function
– at least that is what everybody seems to be tending towards: Third World, First World, Second World,
Fifth World, whatever world we are talking about.
Albert is shaking his head. The basis of his work is
whether that is a superimposition that is contrary to
human nature and how evolution works. We will get
into his presentation. But given that, it is unlikely that
any short-term or immediate global clamp can be put
on any of this.
ANDERSON: Gregory Stock, who was a participant at
your second meeting, talks a lot about something very
relevant to the subject Walter Kistler raised, which is
germline intervention in oﬀspring: in other words,
people making choices about their oﬀspring, about
their size, etc., which he thinks is going to be running
rampant in a fairly short time. I am not equally certain of that scenario, but he is very persuasive about
it. What is particularly interesting about it is that it
is just one of many areas in which we are looking at
huge kinds of technological leaps, if you want to call
them that – backward or forward, but new kinds of
capabilities that are, in the broadest sense of the word,
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governance issues. But how governable they are is
another question.
That is the idea of the Foundation: that
humanity has tremendous new powers, through
genetics, through biology, and we should know what
is involved before we exert these powers. We should
know ﬁrst, and only then exert power. Now we have
the power, but we don’t seem to know very much
about the consequences.

KISTLER:

mixed?

But don’t you see humanity getting all

KISTLER:

If these three shifts that are taking
place seem to indicate a trend
towards homogenization … is that
not an evolutionary dead end…?
VELAMOOR: A question for you, Walter, along the
lines of your presentation. If these three shifts that are
taking place seem to indicate a trend towards homogenization or globalization on a planetary scale, is that
not an evolutionary dead end in terms of the fact that
evolution depends on diversity?
ANDERSON: I think the homogenization idea is totally
without validity.
VELAMOOR:

occur?

You don’t see that as what is going to

ANDERSON: What I think is going to happen is that
we are going to see immense cultural diversity, but
not as much driven by geography as it has been in the
past, so that people ﬁnd a way. You can see it happening now. Look on the Web: You can connect with any
kind of a belief system or culture or whatever that you
want to ﬁnd. And you can do the same thing around
the world.

Cultural exchange doesn’t require physical travel anymore.
VELAMOOR:

ANDERSON: Right. Furthermore, all culture is now in
the public domain, so if you ﬁnd something attractive someplace else … I have clippings about German
Indians; there are people in Germany who are very
taken with the lifestyle of American Indians. They
build tepees and have powwows all over Germany.
VELAMOOR:

ANDERSON: No. What I do see clearly occurring is that
quite a number of symbolic systems become global –
whether it is wearing hats backward; the cliché things
that people point out – become visible around the
world. But by homogenization, do you mean everybody becoming alike?

The notion has been put forward that we
will all someday be a happy medium brown like me.
That is in the biological sense, not only in the cultural
sense.
VELAMOOR:

ANDERSON: There could well be some degree of biological homogenization. But it’s not about to happen
soon.
VELAMOOR:

… we are going to see immense
cultural diversity, but not as much
driven by geography as it has been in
the past …

Now? Today?

ANDERSON: Yes. There are probably more practicing
Indians in Germany than here in the States.
HUTCHEON: We have them as tourists all through
Northern Canada: Germans coming to romanticize
the Indian culture.
ANDERSON: So, it becomes possible to appropriate cultural forms from all over the world, to borrow them,
to recombine them in diﬀerent ways. You can see
that happening all over the place. That is not homogenization, and I don’t think it is going to lead to
homogenization, but it is a completely diﬀerent kind
of cultural ballgame from what we have been familiar
with.

Not yet.

ANDERSON: But I think what we see is that people are
ﬁnding ways to aggregate that didn’t exist before, so
that people with X sexual proclivity can ﬁnd ways to
link up with people with X sexual proclivity.
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… we are moving towards ever-larger
system levels of integration … all the
diversities of the worldviews of all
the cultures of the world are coming
together.
GROFF: I want to support Walt’s conclusion. I teach
intercultural communication, and the fear is that we
are all going to become homogenized; the West will
dominate; and the rest of the world’s cultures will be
sacriﬁced. It is true that we are becoming so interdependent. Cultures in pure forms probably never
existed, but less so now than ever.
On the Internet you can take on an identity; you
can pretend you are anybody you want. Another thing
that is happening about identity is that in the past, as
a part of culture and religion, we grew up somewhat
in more isolation from each other. You could grow
up and believe that your particular way of looking at
things was the only way, so it was confusing the map
with the territory. What is beginning to happen now
– this idea I ﬁnd fascinating – is that as all the cultures
of the world are interacting, what we are ﬁnding out
is that none of our worldviews is the only one and
that there are many others out there. We can tap into
all kinds of diﬀerent ones. I think there is going to be
enormous creativity coming out of all this interaction
of all these diﬀerent ways of looking at things. That
is what is exciting for the future. We can take on an
identity or a cultural framework or a worldview for
particular purposes, and then we can try other ones.
On your comments about the view of the Earth
from space, it seems that what we are also doing is
we are moving towards ever-larger system levels of
integration, at least at this cultural/social level; we
are moving from a nation-state organized world to a
more globally interdependent world. Whenever you
shift from a smaller to a bigger system level, I think
that you have a lot more diversity coming in. We are
in that process right now, so all the diversities of the
worldviews of all the cultures of the world are coming together. There is a lot of confusion and ethical
questions raised because all these diﬀerent things are
coming together at the same time.
HUTCHEON: But I think there is a tremendous backlash, and also a tribal backlash.
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GROFF: I think as we move forward quickly, people
also go back to the past to hold onto the roots of what
was really important and preserve them at the same
time.
My last comment is in response to Dr. Somit’s statement about the diﬀerence in speed: cultural evolution
being faster than biological evolution. I would add
another level, which is evolution of consciousness,
which I will get to in my presentation. That can be
instantaneous. Once you become self-aware of something, then you’ve got it, and that consciousness can
inﬂuence all the other levels of evolution: the physical
evolution, the biological, and the cultural.

I have a feeling that
cultural preservation
always turns out to be invention …
ANDERSON: Martin Marty, the theologian, in writing
about fundamentalism, says that fundamentalism is
a postmodern phenomenon that is something that
exists now, and it is not the same as the kind of religious conservatism that you might have found earlier,
because it is mobilized. It is deﬁnitely a backlash with
certain kinds of agendas that are much diﬀerent from
what conservatives of any particular religious traditions may have had in the past.
I have a feeling that cultural preservation always
turns out to be invention; whenever you can see
people preserving their culture, it turns out that they
borrow a little bit here or they improvise a little bit.
SCHMOOKLER:
HUTCHEON:

They mythologize their past.

They reframe it.

ANDERSON: You see all these phenomena like the Indians in Washington State who got permission to hunt a
whale. They didn’t know how to do it.
VELAMOOR:

Makahs, yes.

ANDERSON:

They had to learn how to hunt a whale.

CITRON: They had only one person who knew and he
taught them how to do it.
ANDERSON: I think you see a lot of that kind of deliberate reconstruction of what was taken to be the
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tradition, and you see that sort of subliminal invention
going on around backlash and cultural presentation a
lot.
CITRON: When New Guinea became independent
5 years ago, they tore down all the churches; they
kicked out all the missionaries; and they rebuilt their
long houses, which the missionaries burned down a
century ago. They have gone back to their culture that
had existed for thousands of years.
ANDERSON: I would bet you anything that the culture
that they have now in the long houses is signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from what it was a hundred years ago.
CITRON:

Oh, yes.

… it is very important not to take
that leap from the old absolutisms
into total relativism.
HUTCHEON: I agreed with everything you were saying,
Walter, except your epistemology shift. When I said
that there is a third alternative, I did not mean a third
type of absolutism or source of absolutism. I meant
that there is an alternative between relativism on the
one hand – the whole postmodernist, deconstructionist thing – and absolutism on the other hand. And
that is of the scientiﬁc inquiry approach, where there
is no certainty in the knowledge, but you have more
objectivity with certain kinds of hypotheses, depending on how compellingly they have been supported
and not refuted up until the current time, than you
have with sheer ideology, which abounds in my own
ﬁeld. I think it is very important not to take that leap
from the old absolutisms into total relativism.
VELAMOOR: Without taking that leap. This is the discussion we were having in the last symposium, where
even though scientiﬁc knowledge as we know it today
may change tomorrow, that doesn’t make it territory
to be included in this relativist framework that says
that nothing is absolute.

No, because it changes only on the basis
of increasingly compelling and satisfactorily tested
evidence.
HUTCHEON:

VELAMOOR: At least it has to be separated from all
other aspects. I would agree with that, yes.

Al was correct about the importance of
language in relation to these things, but I think there
is a drift toward relativism, whatever you want to call
it, that is impelled by globalization. The mere fact of
being continually reminded that there are a whole lot
of diﬀerent realities out there forces people to rethink
that.
ANDERSON:

HUTCHEON: It is but one step toward a scientiﬁc
approach, though. The ﬁrst step has to be recognition
that my absolute answer – whether its source is tradition or intuition – is not the only one possible, that
the question remains open to incoming evidence. I
think it is only then that we move forward.
ANDERSON: When you get right down to it, I think that
we are multiepistemological. Our minds are capable of being simultaneously, or at least in very short
bursts of time, mythic, primitive, scientiﬁc, constructivist, occasionally reactionary. Perhaps the ﬂowering
of human intelligence ideally might not be simply to
become perfectly relativist, but to learn how to recognize the complexity of our thought processes.
SOMIT: I have just been pondering the prospect of six
billion brown-skinned individuals.
VELAMOOR:

Rather frightening, isn’t it?

SOMIT: We will still have a range of blonds and brunettes, essentially, included in there. But to go back,
you quoted Marty on a point, and I think Marty may
be wrong. Fundamentalism is not a postmodern
phenomenon. Fundamentalism is a historical phenomenon. The most obvious example is the Muslim
empire, which ﬂourished while the liberals ran it,
and as soon as the orthodox stepped in and began to
tighten on the subject peoples, the empire began to
crumble. Now, we could take a dozen examples like
that.
SCHMOOKLER: Fundamentalism was originally a liberal empire? Is that what you are saying?
SOMIT: Religiously, yes. Not politically, but religiously,
in terms of permission of other religions to function.
So, I think the idea of fundamentalism as very modern is at least debatable.
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ANDERSON: Al, you were the guy who played up the
importance of language and descriptions.

I would have to know what he means by fundamentalism.
SOMIT:

ANDERSON: Yes, and I think what he is trying to say
– maybe his choice of words isn’t quite right – is that
there is something afoot in these fundamentalist
movements, a way of thinking, a sense of what the
problem is, that looks diﬀerent.

They are embracing each other; that is new.
That is a point you made, and a very good point.
SOMIT:

… all technology is part of our species
and not something else independent
“out there.”
SAHTOURIS: You made so many interesting points,
but I was especially interested in your discussion of
Merlin Donald’s material about humans coevolving
with their technology and their symbol systems. I
have looked at the history of technology in that sense
of: When was it a person extending himself a little
bit with a bow and arrow or a javelin or a lever, and
what happened when we invented power sources that
made our machines look apparently separate from us?
We have got into a whole lot of man-versus-machine
stuﬀ, failing to recognize that all technology is part of
our species and not something else independent “out
there.”
I am very interested in some of the things we try to
decide either/or: Is there diversity or is there homogenization going on? We are coming into an era of ands.
There is homogenization through things like MTV
culturally, or the fact that all Sheridan hotels look
alike around the world. But there is also an expansion
of diversity at the same time, and the Internet is fostering a great deal of that. So, we get multiple trends
going every which way. The sign of our times is a vast
expansion into the microworld and the macroworld.
We have the Hubble Telescope at the same time that
we have nanotechnology. It is not an either/or thing.
There is so much going on in nanotechnology now.
I keep hoping that what we will get out of it is a more
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profound respect for nature when we look at nature’s
technologies at smaller and smaller levels, ﬁnding
that they are more sophisticated than ours. That is
why I am interested in the three-quarters of evolution
that was about microbes, which, in a panel discussion
I participated in recently, someone wrote oﬀ as “bloblike.” For me, it is the most exquisite nanotechnology
we have ever seen, and we have seen it only in the past
few years. I will talk about that later.
Then I thought about Arnold Toynbee and his
looking at civilizations and their collapse over time,
and the fact that our civilization now shows so
strongly his two great indicators of impending collapse, and we don’t talk about them openly. We have
an economic system going, and we have science
going: science trying to ﬁgure out how things work
and economics doing it. So, science goes into the service of the economic system in situations like genetic
engineering and agriculture. Without science having
time to explore what it is inventing, it is seized by the
other aspect of society, economics, which runs with
it for proﬁt.
There are so many things going on here. I do think
we are in a leap time, and that the most important
thing we can do is to learn to see holistically, to stop
being in the lab inventing something, then letting
someone snatch it away. The case now is that the economic interests fund the research in the ﬁrst place,
so they own it; they can patent it; they can take it and
run with it instead of our seeing more holistically.
Where does this go for us humans? Is it dysgenics that
is our big problem or is it greed? Is there a biological basis for greed? I don’t know. I don’t hear people
talking about that. But we really need to look at the
large picture – as Walter Kistler is leading us to think
a thousand years into the future. To think a thousand
years, we have to see very holistically.
VELAMOOR:

tors?

What were Toynbee’s two major indica-

SAHTOURIS: The extreme concentration of wealth,
which we are doing as no other culture has ever done
it before, and the refusal to change the governing system when change is called for.
VELAMOOR: Good to know. It is time for a break now.
Thank you, Walter. That was a fascinating discussion.
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VELAMOOR:

by Linda.

We are ready to go on to the presentation

… you can look at models of change
underlying those trends,
including diﬀerent views of
how evolution works.
GROFF: The topic for the seminar is How Evolution
Works, and my presentation has three parts. The ﬁrst
part looks at the process of change, and then substantive change in evolution. In terms of the process of
change, I have an overview of models of change. As
we go through these models and look at examples of
each, I will present also an overview of a lot of futures
literature. Then I am going to look a little bit at new
paradigms.
You can take a layered approach: You can look at
trends, which I am not going to do; then you can look
at models of change underlying those trends, including diﬀerent views of how evolution works. And then
you can look at a deeper level of paradigms or overarching worldviews.
The last thing I want to do is look at change and
evolution in four diﬀerent areas: physical evolution of
the universe; biological evolution of species; cultural
evolution of technology, ideas, and social organizations; and then also evolution of consciousness. My
thesis is that each of those stages of evolution speeds
up. It is faster than the previous one. Also I think that
when we get to the evolution of consciousness, we
can start to intervene consciously in the other parts of
evolution – the physical, biological, and cultural – so
that creates all kinds of other possibilities.
Two of the terms are evolution and revolution. Evolution originally, with Darwin’s inﬂuence, we thought
was slow, gradual change. Now we have the punctuated equilibrium theories, so we don’t see it as just

linear anymore. We used to think that revolution was
more of a sudden shift, but now I think the term evolution also implies that as a possibility. Change is the
norm and it is speeding up. If you look at changes in
evolution, as in any area of life, as perhaps involving
certain stages, then the question would be: How do
you get from one stage to the next stage? Then you
look at the process and the models of change to get
through these stages, whatever those substantively are
in the area. You could look at the shift from agricultural to industrial to the information age, and hunting
and gathering before that, as an example of stages. Or
you could look at, in our own lives, infancy, youth,
adulthood, and so on, as stages. My paper looks at
examples of stages people talk about in areas of physical evolution, biological evolution, cultural evolution,
and evolution of consciousness.
The ﬁrst model is the linear growth model.
This is the dominant 19th century Western view of
change, and it was also Darwin’s idea of
evolution of species …

The ﬁrst model is the linear growth model. This is
the dominant 9th century Western view of change,
and it was also Darwin’s idea of evolution of species,
where you would slowly move from one species to the
next. He was looking for evidence of that in the fossil
record and, of course, had some diﬃculty ﬁnding that.
The punctuated equilibrium theory challenges this
view. This is the dominant Western idea of progress
as well: that we are moving towards a better future.
It is also a predictable worldview, because it says that
change in one thing can lead to a predictable change
in something else. This whole worldview has had an
enormous inﬂuence on Western thinking, but I think
it is being challenged greatly by all the new paradigms
today.
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A diﬀerent worldview is a cyclical worldview; it is
more of an Eastern and an indigenous people’s worldview, that change happens through repeatable stages
that go back in a cycle over and over.
SAHTOURIS: It can be a spiral. Most indigenous people
don’t think it comes back to exactly the same place.
GROFF: Yes, I will get to that. Examples of the cyclical
worldview would be going through the four seasons
of the year. This is a common, more Eastern view. Do
any of you know P.R. Sarkar? You probably know him,
don’t you, Sesh?
VELAMOOR: I do. Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar is an Indian
philosopher.

Today we are ﬁnding more of the
unity of opposites instead of just an
adversarial worldview …
GROFF: Right. P.R. Sarkar took this idea based on
the Indian caste system and said that society goes
through cycles in terms of who is the dominant group
in power at any particular time. Very quickly, you
have four groups: the military, intellectuals, entrepreneurs, and the workers. Each group that comes to
power provides something the society needs at that
time, but there is also a weakness, which then creates
the foundation for the next group to come in. If you
have anarchy in society, then the military comes to
power to restore order. The military establishes order,
but the problem is that the military doesn’t have a lot
of new ideas. Then the intellectuals come to power,
and they have lots of new ideas, but the problem is
that they don’t know how to get anything done. Then
the entrepreneurs come to power, and they know how
to get things done, but they get too greedy, and then
the people have to rise up and take power back.
What I found very interesting is that the Internet
itself has gone through the ﬁrst three stages, even
though one would think that an Indian caste system
would not apply in other parts of the world. It started
out with the Advanced Research Projects Agency
wanting to get around a nuclear bomb somewhere so
that they could get information from A to B in a different pathway. Then the intellectuals started sharing
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information on the Internet and the ethic was to be
free about sharing your information. Then the entrepreneurs came in, which is clearly the stage we are in
right now, with everybody trying to ﬁgure out how
to make money on the Internet. Eventually the goal
has to be that everybody gets access to it. It has been
a goal of the Clinton-Gore Administration that we
should try to make the Internet available to everyone,
eventually globally. In the information age, those who
have access to information and ideas have power. You
create a new kind of haves and have-nots if you don’t
let that happen.
A diﬀerent cyclical view is rotation without any
set order. Examples would include alternation in
fashions or hairstyles, or within an organization if
you alternate leadership in no set order, so that different people rotate jobs in leadership. Another
model is where you have a cyclical change between
two polar opposites over time; you go back and forth
between A and B. Examples of this one would be liberal/conservative swings within a political system.
Another would be alternation in an economic system
between periods of expansion and then periods of
contraction. Kondratiﬀ was a Russian economist who
claimed there were 25-year expansion and 25-year
contraction periods in the capitalist business cycle.
Based on that, people were predicting that after the
930s depression, we would have another one in the
980s, but it didn’t totally happen. Then people like
Ravi Batra said: “Maybe it will be in the ’90s.” Then
Pitirim Sorokin, who was one of the Russians at Harvard in the ’30s, said that Western civilization itself
has alternated between underlying values: sensate or
materialistic values, and ideational or spiritual values,
or combinations of those over time.
Today we are ﬁnding more of the unity of opposites, instead of just an adversarial worldview, so we
get more people who are independent politically
because they don’t want to have to be in just one camp
or the other. Economically, there are more workerownership companies, so the worker and the owner
are no longer in an adversarial relationship. You also
see people honoring both spiritual and material values, and so on.
Then another model is thesis/antithesis/synthesis or the dialectic. In this model you might have an
original thesis or starting point, which then leads to
its opposite, which is an antithesis. Then they struggle
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with each other, and out of that you come to some
new synthesis, which has elements of both the thesis
and antithesis, but becomes itself a new thesis, and
the process starts all over again.
VELAMOOR:

The Hegelian model.

The common view of this dialectic is that you have thesis
and antithesis struggling with each other …
what if you have thesis and antithesis cooperating
with each other to create synergy…?
GROFF: Hegel and Marx, too. Marx did the same thing.
The models I have been showing you are some of the
older models that have been around for a long time; I
will get to others in a second here. Hegel’s view of history was the dialectic applied with an idealistic base;
Marx turned it on its head and applied it through a
materialistic assumption and then said that change
happens through a social class conﬂict at diﬀerent
historical periods. The common view of this dialectic
is that you have thesis and antithesis struggling with
each other, right? But what if you have thesis and
antithesis cooperating with each other to create synergy as a diﬀerent variant of this?

The rest of the models are ones that futurists are particularly looking at to explain the fact that we are
going through so much change today so quickly. The
ﬁrst model is accelerating growth, and this is where
you have an equal percentage increase each unit of
time, and so it starts out slowly. The thing with accelerating growth is you sometimes don’t know that
there is really a problem until you get way up here,
and by then it is pretty far along in the cycle, and then
you start to intervene with the policies to change it.
I am going to give you both negative and positive
examples, but almost every area of our life is going
through this today, this exponential curve. We talk
about whether we are going through a major change;
I think probably we are.
Some of the doom-and-gloom examples are the
global megacrisis issues of population, including
energy and environment. They are all growing exponentially. The rate of extinction of species, I think, is
exponential. Also the costs of higher education and
health care have been growing exponentially. There
may be lots of other examples. This leads to the so-

called doom-and-gloom futures literature, suggesting
that in these particular variables we are heading for
more diﬃculties in the future because we haven’t been
able to reverse these growth rates. And the planet just
reached six billion people.
Anyway, there have been movements to deal with
those. In the ’70s we had the appropriate/intermediate technology movement. This meant going back
and using more intermediate levels of technology
that employ more people but use less energy and
resources, because we are going to have more people
on the planet but we have ﬁnite resources. Then the
voluntary simplicity movement, also in the ’70s, said:
“Let’s go back and voluntarily live more simply and
less materialistically.” Now in the ’90s we have the
sustainable-development movement, which also says
that we should try to sustain the environment by having sustained economic growth. I will get to that in
another model.
What some people would call more positive examples of accelerating growth include the explosion of
technologies today in all these areas: information
technologies, telecommunications, robotics, virtual
reality, the Internet, genetic engineering, space technologies, nanotechnology, the possibility of nuclear
fusion in the future, and so on. There are major, major
implications for every single one of these. Genetic
engineering means we are starting to intervene in
the biological process – to play God, in eﬀect – and
that raises big responsibilities. In nanotechnology,
we could go down to the molecular structure and
redesign anything. To be able to create anything in
the future is a major thing. Space technology means
that we are going to space and our environment in
the future, our habitat, is not just this Earth but an
Earth-space environment. And information and the
communication technologies are connecting us all up
and making us instantly aware of what is going on in
the world, so that also speeds up the process of change.
You ﬁnd out what happens somewhere else instantly,
so you can instantly respond. In the past you had to
wait for the covered wagon to go across the prairies to
get your information; that is not true today.
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I don’t think that in the long run
evolution allows steady-state forever.

Now, after you have had a period of accelerating
growth, you can also reach limits to growth, where
within a given system you can’t expand anymore
because the resources are not there to support further
growth. That is the classic S-curve idea. There are three
diﬀerent models that show responses to accelerating
growth reaching limits to growth. The ﬁrst one is the
steady-state model, and here you have a goal to try
to sustain the level of growth because you can’t grow
more in that environment, and that seems like a positive response. This is a response to those megacrisis
issues today. The sustainable-development movement
argues that we need steady-state economic growth,
particularly in countries of the North, because the
countries in the South have a lot more people but they
live a lot more simply. The issue I have with that, from
an evolutionary point of view, is: I don’t think that in
the long run evolution allows steady-state forever.
Another term people use today besides sustainable development is regenerative design, and I actually
like that term, because it implies that the universe and
nature are regenerative if we take care of them.
SAHTOURIS: So, instead of calling it steady-state, you
call it regenerative?
GROFF: Yes. There is a regenerative design center, for
example, at Cal-Poly at Pomona, California. It is a
more dynamic concept of things.
VELAMOOR:

A positive feedback loop.

GROFF: Yes. Steady-state implies keeping it the way it
is, whereas the term regenerative implies a little more
dynamic sort of thing; that is why I prefer it.
Then another response to reaching limits to growth
after accelerating growth is that you suddenly have a
breakdown of the system. Instead of steady-state, it
isn’t working and the system breaks down. This is
what everyone is afraid might happen in the future
with all the crises we have. An example is if you have
an epidemic of disease and suddenly a lot of people
die, though eventually you would develop vaccines.
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Another is if you have a sudden drop in population
because the environment couldn’t support enough
people. The whole thing of the dinosaurs becoming
extinct is an example.
SCHMOOKLER: Though that is not caused from within
the same system.
GROFF: Yes, that is the trouble with that example.
There was a sudden falloﬀ with the species, but it was
an outside meteor or comet.

What about internal catastrophes? Economic, ﬁnancial, system collapse.
SAHTOURIS:

I would argue that the new ways of thinking need to be
within a bigger systems context, so that solutions can
start to be found.
GROFF: That would work too, yes. Now we are starting to get involved in diﬀerent variances of the same
idea. You have accelerating growth. You reach limits
to growth. Then you start to have a breakdown of the
system, caused by all the crises of the system coming
along. But then that releases people’s creative energy
to deal with these crises and to recontextualize how
they look at them and to come up with new ways of
thinking. I would argue that the new ways of thinking need to be within a bigger systems context, so
that solutions can start to be found. But the solutions
are not the old way of doing things; they have to be
breakthroughs to something new. This is a breakdown/breakthrough model, but usually there is a little
pain from breakdown ﬁrst before the breakthrough
starts to happen. Sometimes it starts under the surface and then it becomes more visible later, so people
focus on all the breakdowns and they don’t know that
the breakthroughs might also be happening.
Examples of that are the breakthroughs in all kinds
of technologies now. Alvin Toﬄer said that you could
not have predicted the breakthrough to the information revolution by extending the trends of the earlier
industrial revolution, because it was a breakthrough
to whole new kinds of technologies. That would ﬁt.
Maybe the breakdown of World War II and the dangers of that time led to the advent of the atomic age
as a response to the fears of Hitler getting there ﬁrst.
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It is hard sometimes to anticipate the breakthroughs.
You know the story of the caterpillar looking up at the
butterﬂy and saying: “You’ll never get me up in one of
those.” So, you can’t always see where you are heading
yourself in the future with your own breakthroughs.
Another model is a step/jump model. This means
that you are in one state and then all of a sudden you
are up in another state. You don’t have to have any
breakdown ﬁrst before you have a breakthrough. This
is a nice model, if it would work that way, but I would
argue that probably more often it is the other way. If
you take the change from ice to water to steam, is that
a set temperature? Or if you suddenly have an ah-ha
creative insight where you suddenly see patterns and
relationships between things that you didn’t before.
That is the basis, supposedly, of all our creativity –
suddenly you are in a diﬀerent place. If we had contact
with extraterrestrial life, I think that would be a major
breakthrough to a sudden new stage, or the advent of
the atomic age, or seeing the Earth from space. That
picture probably was an ah-ha experience for everybody, to see the Earth as a totally interdependent,
living entity without any borders or boundaries.
KISTLER:

The Internet might also be an example.

… it is the global brain emerging, and that is deﬁnitely
evolutionary … the Internet is the global brain that has
the id, ego, and superego of humanity, all there in it.
GROFF: With the Internet, I don’t know that there
was a breakdown, but the old technologies were not
totally dealing with everything and there was a breakthrough. I think the Internet is the second stage of the
information revolution; the ﬁrst stage was the explosion of computers and information from the macro
to the micro level of the universe. We have so much
information today that we never had before. Then
came connecting everybody up and allowing things
to be interactive and two-way.
I think the other brilliant thing about the Internet,
by the way, is that suddenly everyone can become his
or her own broadcasting studio to the world; everybody can put his ideas and worldview out there,
and make links to everyone else who appears to be
related. You really do create this net … it is the global

brain emerging, and that is deﬁnitely evolutionary. I
also say the Internet is the global brain that has the
id, ego, and superego of humanity, all there in it. The
transpersonal heart of humanity is all in the Internet, too. Again, you can look at the transition from
hunter-gatherer to the agricultural to the industrial to
the information age as examples of that. Duane Elgin,
in his book Awakening Earth [subtitle: Exploring the
Dimensions of Human Evolution, William Morrow,
993], has diﬀerent stages he goes through, and he
uses this exact model in his book. Each stage has a
diﬀerent level of consciousness associated with it.
The evolutionary spiral is a diﬀerent version of
breakdown/breakthrough. Barbara Hubbard uses this
model. A means that you have a crisis of the system,
and those crises are evolutionary drivers. They lead
to design innovations, B, which then usher in a new
age, C, a new stage of evolution. Examples of design
innovation, historically, include the invention of photosynthesis; that would be a major one. Another one
might be the change from reproduction by something
splitting itself to sexual reproduction between opposites. There are probably lots of others today.
The last model of change is chaos theory. My late
husband, Paul Smoker, did this drawing. We took
a long time to ﬁgure out how you can show in one
diagram chaos and order, because it is an alternating
state. In this one you have the idea that the universe is
not always totally predictable – all the new paradigms
talk about that, by the way – and that you alternate
between periods of more order and predictability
perhaps, and then periods of breakthrough. Chaos
theory has been applied to try to explain volatility in
weather patterns (which are becoming more unpredictable today), a drop of water from a faucet suddenly
changing its pattern, your heart suddenly going into
erratic ﬁbrillations, the stock market ﬂuctuating, or
neurons in the brain randomly ﬁring – any of those
are examples.
What can we say about all these models of change?
The debate about chaos theory is: Is it really a totally
new paradigm based on practical geometry that will
explain lots of things, or is it a nice metaphor that is
nice to talk about, so that when your life isn’t working
well, you can say: “Well, it is in chaos”? Conclusions
on the models of change are that there are lots of different models, and that there doesn’t seem to be one
model alone that explains everything. It is interest-
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ing, though, that the models that are preferred seem
to change at diﬀerent times. In the last century, we
had the linear model in the West, and non-Western
cultures tended to take more of a cyclical model. And
the evolutionary spiral, by the way, Elisabet, is the
combination of those two. It has the idea of the circle;
it comes back, but it is always at a higher level, so that
implies direction of change, which is the linear idea.
So, the combination of the two together creates the
evolutionary spiral, or a kind of synthesis of two different traditions.
Diﬀerent cultures have had diﬀerent models at
diﬀerent times, and also historically we have had
diﬀerent models at diﬀerent times. Both the cyclical
model and the linear model, representing Eastern and
Western cultures, were more predictable worldviews,
whereas now all these new paradigm views are much
more involved with the idea of uncertainty, and you
can’t always predict when they are going to jump to
another system level, or have a breakdown and then
a breakthrough, or when you are going to just go into
chaos. The new physics talks about that, too: There is
a lot more unpredictability today. You can have statistical probabilities, but you can’t totally predict one
system, because there is so much interaction of things.
You can’t totally know when something might shift.

… paradigms change because
you get new data that the
old paradigm cannot explain.

Now, on a deeper level, you can look at paradigm
change, where you have a whole overarching worldview and it suddenly shifts. A lot of the talk has been
about new scientiﬁc paradigms, as though the Western science is the only one that knows about holistic
thinking; all these new paradigms are holistic thinking. But the argument I would make is that the cultural
paradigms have been holistic for a long time. The idea
is that paradigms change because you get new data
that the old paradigm cannot explain. Some people
come up with a new framework that can then explain
the new data, and so they have to recontextualize
the framework of how we look at things in order to
explain the data. Today on the very macro level of the
whole universe and on the very subatomic, quantum
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level, we couldn’t explain the data with the old Newtonian paradigms, so that then led to all these new
paradigm ideas, with the new physics ﬁrst and then a
lot of other new paradigms that I don’t have time to
go through. In the paper, I have characteristics of old
and new paradigm thinking in physics, then I have a
list of examples of new-paradigm thinking: the new
physics, Prigogine’s dissipative structures idea, general systems theory, evolutionary theory, holographic
theories of the universe and the brain, morphogenetic
ﬁelds of Sheldrake, and then chaos theory. I think
those are all examples of new scientiﬁc paradigms.
I have done my own humble attempt to come up
with a summary of some of the characteristics of
those new paradigms in science. They seem to have
in common some of these characteristics: a dynamic,
interdependent, whole systems worldview: not seeing
everything as separate, but interdependent. There is
no objective, independent observer. Now, this raises
interesting issues for science, of course, where you
try to decrease the subjectivity of the scientist, but if
everything is interdependent, then there is no such
thing as a totally neutral independent observer, which
is what the new physics says. The system can also
suddenly jump to a more complex system level after
a breakdown and then the breakthrough, or it can
suddenly shift into chaos, and therefore there is also
more uncertainty and unpredictability about when
these things might happen.
The last idea is that the whole is in every part. That
appears in holographic theories, that the pattern of
the whole is in all the parts. The parts can specialize, but the reason they can work together is because
they also understand the whole that they are part of.
Fractal geometry is also a basis for chaos theory; and
in fractal geometry, if you go down to that image,
smaller and smaller parts….
ANDERSON: It is also in the genome, of course. It is
within every cell.
GROFF:

It has the pattern of the whole?

VELAMOOR:

The human genome is in every cell.
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… there are two dominant, polar-opposite, cultural
paradigms in the world … In one paradigm you see
everything as interdependent.
GROFF: So, there is another great example. Thank
you.
Now, I wanted to say a couple of quick things
about cultural paradigms, because we don’t always
talk about that as much, but this is something people
are getting much more interested in. These are grossly
oversimpliﬁed, but you could say that there are two
dominant, polar-opposite, cultural paradigms in the
world. It relates to how we see our relationship with
other people, with nature, and with God or spirit. In
one paradigm you see everything as interdependent.
This is the homogenized, whole systems thing I was
talking about. For example, I lived in Japan for a year.
An identity there is group identity; you don’t have an
individual identity but the society and culture reinforce you. This is so diﬀerent from our individual
identity that it is very hard for us to take ourselves
out of our framework and actually get into that one.
So, one identity is where everything is interdependent
and you have a group identity; you are also part of
nature, not separate from nature; and you also see
God or spirit in everything, as opposed to separate
somewhere.
A totally diﬀerent, Western, 9th century paradigm is that you divide reality into all these separate
parts, so we are separate individuals; each of us has
an individual identity; we are separate from nature,
so we try to control the forces of nature; and God is
also separate from us. The scientiﬁc method is also
based on that cultural worldview that says: “Divide
reality up into separate parts and analyze them.” Now
people are getting more into the new paradigms, the
more holistic ways. My argument would be, culturally
as well as in the new scientiﬁc paradigms, that what
we are moving to in the future – or one model of it,
because there are lots of them – is towards a third,
both/and model. Somebody was talking about both/
and before.
SAHTOURIS:

Yes.

I would argue that the best of the new paradigms is not
homogenized, whole systems thinking, but complex,
whole systems thinking based on
unity amidst great diversity.
GROFF: Instead of having just individual or group
identity, we can say that we need both individual and
group identity, which was Abraham Maslow’s original idea of a synergistic society, one where you would
meet the needs of the individual and the group. In this
model, that is a possibility. Instead of having societies
based just on the female principle of identity through
relationships, which is found more in non-Western
cultures, or societies based just on the male principle
of identity through achievements and goals, you can
have both be important. Both the means and the ends
are important; it is not either/or. Both spiritual and
material values; concrete and abstract thinking; even
the whole concept of spirituality, male and female
images of divinity, which have changed through time,
through diﬀerent cultures. We have had God, the
Father, in our Western cultures, and now there is an
interest in the Goddess again, so maybe we will recreate that so-called divine union of opposites, which is
symbolic of the need to bring together all these opposites and ﬁnd the higher unity.
A lot of cultures have symbols that represent the
unity of opposites; the yin-yang is one you all know.
But a lot of these others, like the Celtic cross … the
ankh in ancient Egypt is the female and the male
principle together; it represents immortality. The
vesica piscus is that place where they overlap; it is
like the spiritual and material worlds interacting, and
then they are part of a bigger, higher unity. The ﬁsh
that became a symbol of Christianity is that place in
the middle where they overlap. There are a lot of these
examples.
The last thing I want to talk about is the future of
civilization and cultures. That is a very interesting
thing today. I tried to pull together some of the diﬀerent views people have about what is happening now
and where we are going in the future with the cultures
and civilizations interacting with each other. There
are a lot of diﬀerent views, which I don’t have time to
go into here, about the future of cultures. The main
point is that non-Western cultures tended to have
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more what I would call homogenized, whole systems
views of reality. There was a group identity and everyone was part of the whole. Then Western culture came
along and said: “No, we are all diﬀerent; we are all
individuals.” So, one of the possibilities of what we are
doing today is that we are creating a complex, whole
systems worldview that combines elements of both. I
would argue that the best of the new paradigms is not
homogenized, whole systems thinking, but complex,
whole systems thinking based on unity amidst great
diversity. That is more the paradigm for the future in
science as well as in cultural interaction.
I tried to look at evolution in four areas of our life,
four substantive aspects of evolution. I argue that
you could look at evolution in terms of: () physical
evolution of the universe, (2) biological evolution of
species, (3) cultural evolution of technology, societal
institutions, and ideas, as well as the arts – i.e., all of
our socially learned behavior – and then (4) evolution of consciousness, where you could say we start
to become like the gods, so to speak. In the latter, we
can wake up and become self-aware and conscious
of how all these other aspects of evolution work and
what the laws are that worked in science and nature.
We can start to work with those to create more and
more sophisticated technologies. As Buckminster
Fuller said: “We didn’t invent technology. The most
exquisite technologies have always existed in nature;
for example, your thumb is a very exquisite piece of
technology.”
As we better understand the principles of science
in the universe, then we can create new and sophisticated technologies that are based on those things.
Also, we can become creative; we can combine all
kinds of diﬀerent ideas and come up with new things.
To me, that is the evolution of consciousness stage,
which Walt also talked about, that is extremely important today.
There are examples of how things evolve in each
of those four broad areas. There are examples where
consciousness can override or modify or transcend
earlier aspects of evolution: the physical, biological,
or cultural. Some of these might be controversial. I
have always said that the role of a good futurist is to
be provocative, and if you are not provocative, you
are not doing your job. The idea is to get people to
recontextualize how they look at things. Anyway, in
terms of consciousness transcending physiological
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conditioning, for example, if a mother rabbit has a
baby rabbit that is killed somewhere else away from
the mother, the mother still shows a response. It is not
from information from the ﬁve senses, because they
are not physically together, so there is something else,
some other consciousness that is connecting them.
There are scientiﬁc studies on ESP conducted with
people in diﬀerent rooms, and researchers ﬁnd that
people can read the thoughts of people in another
room certainly beyond what would be statistically
probable. Those studies are based on trying to apply
science to some of those areas.
Then there are examples of consciousness transcending biological conditioning. You can ﬁnd yogis
who are able to control their automatic body processes
and slow down their heart rate and other things like
that. That is also veriﬁed.
Then there is the whole ﬁeld of genetic engineering. Because we understand this more now, we are
going to go in consciously and intervene in genes, do
gene-splicing, change characteristics of species, and
create new hybrid species. We are intervening in the
biological evolutionary process, which has enormous
implications for the future. With the Human Genome
Project mapping all the human genes, there will be
huge implications of all that.

We couldn’t be human without culture,
but consciousness can also help us
transcend cultural conditioning.

Examples of consciousness transcending cultural conditioning – you talked about that, too, Walt. We are all
products of culture, and we also create culture. We
couldn’t be human without culture, but consciousness can also help us transcend cultural conditioning.
An example is in areas such as wife-beating and child
abuse. There is a tendency for people to repeat patterns that they learned in their own families growing
up. When they get into a similar situation themselves
as adults, they can end up repeating the patterns. The
way you break that cycle is to become conscious of
the pattern and you choose to reprogram yourself and
change your own behavior by becoming conscious of
it and working on it.
Another example of consciousness transcend-
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ing cultural programming is when we have creative,
innovative new ideas and breakthroughs, which transcend our past cultural programming – sometimes
by creatively combining and connecting old ideas
in new ways, which is what much of creativity is. I
would argue, Walter, that when you have invented
things, you have used your consciousness. That is a
stage I would distinguish from cultural, because the
cultural is the idea that we are products of learning.
Consciousness, as opposed to that, is where we transcend conditioning in all these areas of our lives.
The human experiment is an interesting one. Stephen Hawking talked about trying to understand the
creation of the universe from the mind of God. So, we
are trying to ﬁgure out: How is this universe working?
And then there is the topic: Is there intentionality in
evolution? That is a huge topic of debate. I would favor
the idea that there is, because of consciousness. Our
ability to wake up as conscious beings and become
aware that the universe is based on certain scientiﬁc
principles implies that maybe there was some design
in evolution. That is what Paul Davies says. Stephen
Jay Gould says that he doesn’t think there is intentionality in biological evolution. Some people say that
as you move from simpler to more complex species,
that implies intentionality, but Stephen Jay Gould
says that actually you may be more adaptive if you
are a simpler species, because if your environment
changes, you may be overspecialized and therefore
have diﬃculty; you might not survive as well as you
would if you were the simpler species. But then someone else came up with a theory that maybe you do one
step backwards when you have extinction of species,
but then you go forward two steps, so that there is
still direction or intentionality. I am biased in favor of
intentionality behind evolution.
Last, we are creating the future. That is what we
are doing all the time, and the more we become selfaware and conscious, the more our own possibilities
for the future expand. For the year 3000 … it is hard
to comprehend another thousand years with the rate
of change that we are going through today. It is incredible, and the possibilities are, in some ways, awesome.
I think we can destroy ourselves along the way. The
extent that we limit ourselves, that is how we limit our
own evolution, and to the extent that we expand our
own creativity and consciousness, our own evolution
opens up.

SAHTOURIS: You ended on that question of intentionality, which I think is a fascinating question. The way
I have wrestled with it is that nonlocality is somehow a key to this question. The rabbit perceiving the
harm to its babies; Rupert Sheldrake’s ﬁlms of the dog
where he times the video and shows the dog’s behavior changing when the owner intends to come home
– doesn’t come home, but intends to come home; Elizabeth Targ’s fabulously, carefully done research on the
power of prayer from a distance to heal people.
GROFF:

Larry Dossey, too.
… when you collapse time into a
nonlocal universe, where linear time
becomes a convention of the physical
world, then maybe intention
is the wrong word.

SAHTOURIS: Yes, and Larry Dossey. There is no question now that we have tons of evidence for a nonlocal
transfer of information. It isn’t coming through chemical means; it’s not coming through electromagnetic
means; it is something else about the fundamental
nature of the universe. That gets us into the question of time, because in linear time, we talk about
intentionality of now-to-future, but when you collapse time into a nonlocal universe, where linear time
becomes a convention of the physical world, then
maybe intention is the wrong word. In other words,
if, in a non-time/space sense, the universe contains
everything in itself, then the acorn and the oak tree
are both part of the eternal now. That is the only
experience any human has ever had: the eternal now.
This is a fascinating question. Does it mean the acorn
intends to be the oak? I think intend is the wrong
word. It is a linear-time word. In a nonlocal universe
the knowledge, the information, of oak is accessible
to acorn.
These are deep questions we are just exploring
now, which were explored in other cultures. Over
thousands of years, Vedic philosophy explored these
questions of mind and its relation to time, and we are
just beginning to explore them.
GROFF: Yes. I think some of these areas are where the
biggest leaps will be in the future, which will then
aﬀect all the other areas.
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SAHTOURIS:

I think so, too. Absolutely.

GROFF: Carl Jung’s idea of synchronicity was based on
the same idea: Suddenly you think of someone and
then that person calls you on the phone. Is that just an
accident, or is there some other way to explain it?

If we call it nonlocality, does it become
less controversial?
SAHTOURIS:

HUTCHEON:
GROFF:

Could I raise a skeptical question?

Sure. I was waiting for somebody to do that.

HUTCHEON: I wonder how many of you are familiar
with James Randi, the magician and the skeptic. He
has a standing oﬀer of a reward of a million dollars for
anyone who can come up with scientiﬁcally compelling evidence of the kind of connections that you have
just been talking about. Nobody yet has been able to.
Of course, the scientiﬁc test of that has to be a test that
is acceptable to a body of scientists.
SCHMOOKLER:

And able to be replicated.

HUTCHEON: All of you contend this, but the fact remains
that nobody has yet been able to claim that reward. All
of these people have brought their evidence forward,
but it has not passed the test of scientiﬁc replicability
in the scientiﬁc community. I think you should keep
that in mind.
SAHTOURIS:

Elizabeth Targ’s does.

GROFF: There are a lot of other scientiﬁc studies, some
of them I mentioned, that are scientiﬁcally controlled
studies.
HUTCHEON: All of them claim that they are, but I am
just saying that they have not yet been able to win that
million-dollar reward. I think it is wise to keep a little
warning, a signal, in your mind.
GROFF: I am not saying that anyone ought to be gullible, but I am saying we also need to be open. If we are
good scientists, we need to be open.
HUTCHEON: Of course we need to be open, but the
mark of a good scientist is being skeptical.
VELAMOOR: The way to escape that is to state that it is
potentially an emergent property, not that we know
it for sure.
SAHTOURIS:
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When the reputable journals publish the

research and accept it as good scientiﬁc design, will
we change our minds? Because that is happening
now.
GROFF: I want to raise a diﬀerent response to this, too.
Willis Harmon argued that Western scientiﬁc method
is an example of our Western cultural mindset, and
that maybe there are other ways of doing science. If
you look at, for example, Chinese medicine: Through
ages and ages, they have developed their own version of experimentation, and it is a totally diﬀerent
assumption of how the body works, that everything is
interdependent and you have energy ﬂow systems. It
is still a system. I suppose India did the same?

Yes. But the way I would look at that is
this: Yes, I agree completely that there are epistemes
that are diﬀerent ways of knowing, diﬀerent ways of
understanding. Anybody can do it any number of
ways, but you must show the correlation between
inputs and outputs, no matter what else you use internally. If the results are repeatable in any methodology,
that is acceptable. If two plus two is equal to ﬁve, and
can be shown repeatedly to be the case regardless of
how I use the method, then I will accept that proposition.
VELAMOOR:

HUTCHEON:

But not until.

KISTLER: Let’s say you have a heart attack and need to
have a triple bypass. Will you go to a Chinese doctor
with herbs and incense, or will you go to a modern
doctor?
GROFF:

I might do both. It depends on what it is.

SAHTOURIS: I just healed something with an Ayurvedic
doctor, who was the Dalai Lama’s personal physician,
and my retinal specialist was absolutely amazed. He
said he had never seen it happen before, but there it
is. And he documented it.

What is truth and how
do we know it? Maybe there is
more than one framework
for trying to arrive at truth.
GROFF: Another thing you could argue is that the West
has tried to master the external world and understand it through science, and the East went more on
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the inner journey, but they have developed their own
methods to explore the inner journey. If we are looking at a world where we want to say that maybe we can
learn from both traditions, then we need to be open
to diﬀerent methods. You get back to the old questions: What is truth and how do we know it? Maybe
there is more than one framework for trying to arrive
at truth.

… it is such a temptation, apparently,
to believe what you want to believe.

SCHMOOKLER: What troubles me about the epistemological shift … I was very pleased when Pat spoke to
that issue the last time. What I ﬁnd in watching people where I live – a lot of whom are fundamentalists,
and then the other side, the deacons – is that it is such
a temptation, apparently, to believe what you want to
believe. It seems like an overpowering temptation for
much of history and for many people today; I think
maybe more for people today than a generation ago.
What is great about some process of inquiry is if you
ask the question: If this were true, what would be the
evidence of it and how can I test it to be false? It is
true that Western science doesn’t necessarily create all
the proper tests, but it’s important at least to go into
it saying: “Let’s let reality talk to us,” as opposed to,
“What do we want to believe?”

One thing that is interesting about the
way these issues get played out and are being played
out right now in our culture is that there is a great
ambivalence about science. It is the lingua franca. If
you can say, “This has been scientiﬁcally proven,” that
is most likely to be acceptable by the greatest number of people. There is a great collectivity about it, so
that if there appears to be scientiﬁc proof that Rupert
Sheldrake is right, then people say, “This is scientiﬁcally proven.” But if it is not, then people say, “Well,
maybe science is not the only way to know things.”
You frequently get creationists looking around for
scientiﬁc proof, so it is just part of what is out there in
the mix as people wrestle with these things. There is a
kind of ambiguity about it.
ANDERSON:

HUTCHEON: It carries a great aura of authority if
you can say that something has been “scientiﬁcally
proven.”
SCHMOOKLER: But it is more under jeopardy in this
country than it was 20 or 40 years ago.

Real, authentic science is in
grave jeopardy because there is
so much pseudoscience.
HUTCHEON: Terrible jeopardy. Real, authentic science
is in grave jeopardy because there is so much pseudoscience.
SAHTOURIS: Let’s remember that reality is deﬁned by
science as the measurable, and that that reality has
been expanding vastly. In Galileo’s time, for instance,
smell and taste were considered some ﬁgment of the
imagination rather than any kind of reality, because
there was no way to measure the chemistry.
HUTCHEON: Reality is not deﬁned by science as measurable. Science says that all we can know of reality
is what we can in some way measure. That is quite
a diﬀerent thing. Science does not say that that is all
there is.
SCHMOOKLER: Though there are scientists who practice scientism, which also is narrow-minded.
GROFF: And you can be fundamentalist in science as
well as in religion or anything.
ANDERSON: Yes. It is important not to be monolithic
about science, as if all scientists were in agreement
about epistemology, the scientiﬁc method, and the
theory of science, because they are not. I have heard
really good scientists say that they think Thomas Kuhn
is a crock and Karl Popper’s falsiﬁability is something
nobody pays any attention to in the laboratory. Other
scientists, of course, are tremendously, you might say,
spiritual.
SOMIT:

Popper himself withdrew that requirement.

ANDERSON: And Kuhn backed down quite a bit on
some of the statements about paradigm shift.
HUTCHEON:
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Kuhn and Popper, and where you get to, I think, is a
very sound picture. I have a son who is a physicist,
doing research in particle physics, and he says, interestingly enough, that refutability is exactly the way
they operate. You see, with the scientiﬁc process you
can’t verify for sure. You could collect data and collect evidence, but always there is the possibility that
in the future something will discredit that; some new
evidence will appear. But you can falsify. You can say:
Well, at least we know that isn’t the case.
I think there is also a tendency in my
tribe – I regard myself still something as an apostate
member of the counterculture – to seize upon scientiﬁc ideas and mythologize from them. Though I am
not sure if I understand this material well enough to
say, I believe that taking Heisenberg and quantum
mechanics and applying it to the levels that we are
talking about today is a misapplication of the idea.
But I know that, from Chopra to a lot of other people
who have had a lot of press (which I envy), there is
this desire to take this idea, which breaks down the
Newtonian worldview at the smallest level, and to use
it as a way of prying open the whole thing and busting
all the limits so that you get away from any kind of
determinism or causality or anything else that might
inhibit our “free will.” I just don’t think it really does
that.
SCHMOOKLER:

VELAMOOR:

used.

There is a persistent tendency to turn
scientiﬁc ﬁnding into metaphor …

ANDERSON: There is a persistent tendency to turn
scientiﬁc ﬁnding into metaphor and to just throw
metaphors all over the place. Marilyn Ferguson does
it with Prigogine blatantly.
VELAMOOR: Once you take what is, relatively speaking, held to be certain by a large number of people,
and make that negotiable and put it in the middle of
the table, that gives currency to all the naysayers.
SCHMOOKLER: And the hundredth monkey story, I
gather, was a complete fabrication.
VELAMOOR: I like the way Pat put it. I think falsiﬁcation is the approach. Anything that appears to be
scientiﬁc, you must allow for the possibility that over
time it may still turn out to be true. But if it is false,
and demonstrably so at any given point in time, that
paradigm can no longer be seen as valid.

… replicability seems to me to be
an artiﬁcial constraint
on our knowability.

That is commonly the reasoning that is

HUTCHEON: Yes. I get a lot of information from my son;
he keeps giving me literature. The physical model of
chaos theory has been very much misinterpreted and
misused, he says, because it does not imply that there
is no predictability in essential reality. All it tells the
physicist is that, given their current tools for observation and their current models, they cannot predict
with any reasonable certainty.
SCHMOOKLER:

Chaos is also a potential misnomer.

SCHMOOKLER: At the same time, replicability seems to
me to be an artiﬁcial constraint on our knowability.
Take ESP. From what I have read, there has not been
any reliable proof of the existence of ESP, but you
could have a thousand cases where it turns out not
to be true, but all it takes is one reliable person who,
beyond any statistical chance, is able to do it and you
have established a phenomenon.
HUTCHEON:

It is possible.

VELAMOOR: Right. One question, though, Pat. Let’s
take the classic example that is used for demonstrating what chaos theory represents: the butterﬂy
ﬂapping its wings, eventually causing a tornado at
some reasonable distance away. This is where the difﬁculty with the scientiﬁc method could exist: Is the
scientiﬁc method, as we know it, adequate to deal
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with all the variables involved with the ﬂuctuation of
the butterﬂy’s wings?
It isn’t adequate to deal with everything,
but nothing else has ever worked as well. That is all
we can say.
HUTCHEON:

VELAMOOR:

There is no argument on that.

HUTCHEON: There is nothing so far that works better.
By the way, the man who originated the story of the
butterﬂy said that he totally refuted how it was being
used; that was not what he intended.
I would like to make another query. Twice this
morning it has been implied that Darwinism implies
just gradual change, and that the Gould and Eldridge
theory of punctuated equilibrium refutes Darwinism.
That is not the case at all, and Gould has made a point
of saying this.
SCHMOOKLER: Darwinism does stress the gradualistic
aspect, though.

What natural selection is about is
the role of the physical environment
in creating change in biology.
HUTCHEON: It stresses natural selection. And even
Darwin, in one of his notebooks, said that of course
it is possible that you could have a cataclysmic physical change, and then you would have a great change
in evolution. What natural selection is about is the
role of the physical environment in creating change
in biology. So, if you have great changes in the physical environment, then you will have a selection of
perhaps even a totally new species, but it still is natural selection operating. Darwin’s theory was natural
selection. And, by the way, survival of the ﬁttest has
been mentioned this morning as Darwinism, and that
is not the case; that is Spencer.
ANDERSON:

cer.

But Darwin did subscribe to it after Spen-

HUTCHEON: Oh, no. Darwin always maintained that
his cousin, Herb Spencer, had misunderstood natural
selection.
ANDERSON:

I thought he began to use it himself.

HUTCHEON: He said it works often that way, but then
you have to deﬁne ﬁttest. What can be ﬁttest in one
physical environment can be totally unﬁt in another.
That is, again, where we get into misunderstandings.
GROFF: There is also, I think, in the popular culture, a
tendency to think that it is the strongest.

People are thinking that Darwinism implies progress.
It does not at all. He never intended that. What it does
imply is movement toward greater organization and
greater complexity of organization.
HUTCHEON: Yes. Another problem is with progress.
People are thinking that Darwinism implies progress.
It does not at all. He never intended that. What it does
imply is movement toward greater organization and
greater complexity of organization. But this may, as
you mentioned, lead the particular species into an
evolutionary dead end, because they become overspecialized. Then, when the physical environment
changes again, they cannot adapt to these changes,
because they are overspecialized into one particular
set of physical circumstances.
GROFF: But our Western culture really took all of that
in as progress.
HUTCHEON: But that was Social Darwinism, and we
always have to distinguish between the two.
VELAMOOR: I was looking up the deﬁnition for the
word civilization in the dictionary yesterday; I was
just curious. It seemed to imply that complexity and
advanced social organization are civilization.

Yes. Civilization, to me, as a social scientist, merely means acquiring culture so that humans
can operate in groups.
HUTCHEON:

SCHMOOKLER:

is civilization?

So, as soon as there is language, there

HUTCHEON: Yes. And it doesn’t imply this whole business of bringing in morality – that we are civilized
and others are not. You see, that is a misuse of it.
GROFF: The rise of civilization in ancient empires also
was the rise of slavery.
HUTCHEON:
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ANDERSON: No wonder you begin to get the Aristotelian notion of the polis as the civilizing force.

Yes, you do. And it is not the social scientiﬁc meaning.
HUTCHEON:

will arise some other species after some dark age, or
whether we have a breakdown like the Great Depression or something of a historical magnitude, and then
we start reknitting based on all that we should have
learned before we ran into the wall.

We are the folks who have
superimposed one evolutionary
process on top of another and created
a dynamic that creates all these crises.
SCHMOOKLER: Our question is: How does evolution
work? To me, that ﬁts in with the point I made earlier
about a discontinuity between biological evolution
and what I called in my work “the evolution of civilization,” by which I meant a dividing line diﬀerent
from yours, diﬀerent as well from the traditional one,
which has to do with cities, but having to do with when
we started rearranging the ecosystem. In any event, I
see biological evolution as working by creating order
and homeostasis, even in a dynamic situation.
Most of these situations we’re concerned with
here have to do with the disorder that comes in with
the advent of the human project having crossed the
threshold into civilization. For example, we talked
about the dinosaur. The dinosaur breakdown of 65
million years ago happened not because of anything
within the system, but because of something coming
in from without. Likewise, if you look at the biological evolution for the last 3.5 billion years, the crises are
almost always caused, as far as I can tell – until lately,
with us civilized humans – by things outside the system, whether it was climate change, or the Sun, or the
tectonic plates joining North and South America, creating a crisis in the merging of those, or the comets,
or whatever.
We are the folks who have superimposed one evolutionary process on top of another and created a
dynamic that creates all these crises. From my point of
view, the only scenario that is very plausible is breakdown/breakthrough. We are already in breakdown,
when it comes to climate change and extinction of
species, and so forth. The question is how much
breakdown and whether the breakdown will take
place so thoroughly that the reemergence of the
ordering process, which is fundamental to evolution,
is able to build upon our mistakes, or whether there
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… the current extinction … is the ﬁrst
one caused by a single species,
namely us, and we are the only species
that has what we call foresight.
SAHTOURIS: The interesting thing about the current
extinction, which at least 69 percent of polled biologists agree we are in, is that it is the ﬁrst one caused by
a single species, namely us, and we are the only species
that has what we call foresight. So, it is an extremely
interesting event in evolution to have an extinction
happening caused by a species that can actually see
itself causing the extinction and can respond to that.
SCHMOOKLER: I don’t think any of the others were
caused, not only not by a single species, I don’t think
they were caused by anything in the biosphere.
SAHTOURIS: Well, nobody knows. The only one we
know anything about is the last one, really. The one
that knocked the dinosaurs out was caused by an
external impact. The others … in all the research I
did to write the evolution book, all through time, no
one has really any strong hypothesis about that.
SCHMOOKLER:

the ice ages.

Well, there are some minor things, like

SAHTOURIS: Yes, like the tectonic plates and the ice
ages, but none of them really coincides very well. It is
really interesting. It is like polarity reversal. We know
the Earth does it, and we have no idea why.
ANDERSON: Maybe you want to think of the system as
one that includes the tectonic plates, etc.
SAHTOURIS:

Yes. I do.

I was also wondering: If you think about the
Black Plague before, or AIDS today, is that external
or internal?
GROFF:

SCHMOOKLER: The Black Plague is an example of the
nature of human beings continually to take some-
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thing from one part of the pie and put it in another.
For example, we bring in goats that denude an island.
Where I live there are no chestnut trees, except they
keep on shooting out of the ground and then they get
the imported virus. What happened with the Black
Plague were ﬂeas from China that came to Europe on
the ships.
This is also humanity organized to handle
ever-bigger system levels today, which is inevitable.
GROFF:

SAHTOURIS: I think the question was: What events are
external and what are internal?
GROFF:

It depends on what your system level is.

HUTCHEON: Yes, it depends on what system you are
talking about.
GROFF: And then if your system level is in the process
of change….
SCHMOOKLER: Well, the Black Plague was internal, and
it has to do with the special nature of the living system
that civilization had created.
SAHTOURIS: And the current rate of extinction is faster
than the one that was caused by external impact.
SCHMOOKLER:
SAHTOURIS:

Even faster than the dinosaurs?

Yes.

That is under some challenge. I tend to
agree with it, but I have read quite a few things that say
that we don’t have any idea of how many species….
ANDERSON:

SCHMOOKLER:

Didn’t the dinosaurs die out abruptly?

SAHTOURIS: No, no. It takes a while for climate change
to result in an impact like that.
CITRON: Dinosaurs were on their way out when Chicx-

ulub occurred. Forty to 50 percent of dinosaur species
that existed before Chicxulub became extinct.
SCHMOOKLER: Well, that is true also of Homo species.
All but one of them are extinct, but that doesn’t mean
we are on our way out yet.

appeared pretty much overnight.
SAHTOURIS: No. A whole lot of species did not disappear overnight.
SCHMOOKLER:

Within a period of decades?

SAHTOURIS: I don’t think it is known just how long the
climate change lasted. But look, when you have a volcanic explosion … we have all seen explosions such
as the one in Mexico that changed our atmosphere
around the globe. I was in Greece, and we had sunrises like I had never seen before. I didn’t know why;
they were just suddenly so beautiful – then somebody
said, “That is the Mexican volcano.” It is hard, when
it was 60 million years ago, to say how many weeks
or months something took. What could make plants
stop reproducing so the food supply shifts?
CITRON: We had a paleontologist at one of our meetings, and he showed some graphs. Based on the fossil
evidence, the dinosaurs were on their way out when
the impact occurred. He said that it occurred fairly
quickly, but not all dinosaur species became extinct.
Several lasted several million years and some of them
were ﬂying as birds.
SAHTOURIS: Right. And there is still a lot of controversy about how long it takes for an ice age to come
on. I have read totally contradictory information on
that.
SCHMOOKLER: I think that would deﬁnitely be more
gradual than a huge impact.

Not according to some people, who are
saying “within one decade.” After all, it is only a few
degrees of average temperature diﬀerence.
SAHTOURIS:

SOMIT: Did your paleontologist say that the number of

dinosaur species was declining?

CITRON: Species, yes. The dinosaur species was on the
decline for tens of millions of years.

HUTCHEON: Don’t forget that birds evolved from
dinosaurs. I mean, not all of the dinosaurs were extinguished; some evolved.
SCHMOOKLER: I thought that a whole lot of species dis-
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… 99.9 percent of all species
go extinct. You could have had,
simultaneously, decline in the number
of dinosaur species, and yet the
dominance of the dinosaur …
SOMIT: That is true, but 99.9 percent of all species go
extinct. You could have had, simultaneously, decline
in the number of dinosaur species, and yet the dominance of the dinosaur qua dinosaur during that same
period. I am putting this as a question. I don’t know
what your paleontologist said.
ANDERSON: All of this suggests to me that you want to
be a little bit careful about generalizing about extinctions.
HUTCHEON:

Yes, that is the whole point.

SAHTOURIS: Extinction is continual. Creation of species is continual.
HUTCHEON:

Natural selection is going on all the time.

SAHTOURIS: And there are waves of them and there are

all these erratic patterns that no one understands.

HUTCHEON: Jonathan Weiner has a marvelous book
[The Beak of the Finch: A Story of Evolution in Our
Time, Alfred A. Knopf, 994] with all kinds of evidence showing that evolution is going on all around
us all the time: on the larger scale and relatively very
small scale. They can test it with species that change
very rapidly. You also have speciation: species forming on the Galapagos Islands, for instance. Then you
have these species breaking apart again so that they
can’t interbreed, and then a massive change and you
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get species joining again and becoming the one species. So, this kind of speciation is going on as well as
natural selection.
… if we start moving to space
and people start living in space
permanently … what kind of a new
species will that mean?
GROFF: There are also very interesting questions if we
start moving to space and people start living in space
permanently. We will have to adapt, and what kind
of a new species will that mean? How are we going to
evolve? You talk about man and machine interface;
you talk about genetic engineering changing us in
the future; you talk about going to space and totally
changing the environment and human species in the
future. All those things are going to greatly aﬀect what
we evolve into. In terms of evolutional consciousness,
as we become aware of all these things, we also evolve
a lot. People have always questioned: If we go to space
and end up with diﬀerent space colonies, they could
be organized around diﬀerent principles, and people
could evolve in diﬀerent ways perhaps. So, all those
things are evolving who we are as human beings in
very interesting ways.
VELAMOOR:

Thank you, Linda.

Note: For further information, see appendix articles:
Insights on the Evolution of Cultures, Civilizations, and
Religions: Past, Present, and Future, page 39, and How
Evolution Works: Process and Substance, page 67.
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This is a metaphor for the intertwined
and interdependent feedback
operation driving the evolution of
complex, self-organizing systems …

1. “The Triple Helix”
HUTCHEON: I am going to start by introducing this
metaphor of the triple helix, by which I have tried
to explain the complex interrelationships involved
in human development. This is a metaphor for the
intertwined and interdependent feedback operation
driving the evolution of complex, self-organizing
systems at the levels of human psychological development, society, and culture. It results in the realization
of individual genetic propensity within an ever-changing context of challenges and opportunities provided
by the physical and nonhuman organic environment,
as well as by society and culture.
The developing child can thus be viewed as a feedback system whose values, beliefs, and behaviors are
shaped by the reinforcing inﬂuences of other people,
animals, and objects in the surroundings. Social organization is, similarly, an example of the triple helix in
action, with society’s (usually unrecognized) incentive systems operating in selective capacity within the
limits set by whatever institutional function the organization is required to serve in the particular physical
and social setting.
Culture evolves in an analogous fashion, with
systems of knowledge, mythologies, ideologies, ideals, arts, technologies, and mores being formed and
transmitted vertically down the generations and horizontally across societies. The term meme has been used
to denote the basic reproducible unit of these evolving cultural complexes. Memes are “selected” (for the
most part, unknowingly) by the individual learner
through a socialization-learning process comprising

both trial and error, and imitation, in response to the
pressures of genetically inherited drives and needs,
the rewards and deterrents inherent in the challenges
of climate and terrain, and the social reinforcements
provided by fellow humans.
I am trying to set socialization – that is, social
learning – in an evolutionary sort of perspective, so
I am calling my talk today “An Evolutionary-systems
Model of Socialization.” My new book, Building Character and Culture [Praeger, 999], is based on this
evolutionary-systems model, looking at the learning
process in human beings.
2. The Triple Helix of Socialization

Most of us, if we think about socialization, tend to
equate it with education. We picture some sort of
conscientiously planned, intentional process by
which our children are taught the behaviors, values,
and beliefs that have been approved by our particular
society. Social scientists seldom take genetic propensities into account, unless forced to do so, in the
case of some egregious learning disability aﬄicting a
particular individual. In fact, in my own professional
ﬁelds, education and sociology, I found that most of
my colleagues assumed a strict view of “cultural relativism” – that is changing a bit today, though – on this
issue, to the extent that neither genetic inheritance,
nor broader evolutionary processes, nor even major
changes and challenges in the physical environment,
were considered very relevant. Well do I remember a
graduate-level sociology class at Yale University in the
late 960s when I raised an objection to the fact that
a certain sociological theory appeared to contradict
everything that I had learned in biology and geography. “Human behavior has nothing whatsoever to
do with those subjects,” I was promptly informed.
“Sociology concerns humans; geography is about
the physical terrain; and biology is only about animals!” My metaphor of the triple helix of evolution
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and socialization would have meant nothing to that
professor.
… rather than the linear cause and
eﬀect of physics, which Newton was
talking about, we are, in organic life, in
a contingent causal process.

The evolutionary-systems model sheds a diﬀerent light
on this fundamental process by which we as human
beings acquire our beliefs about the way things are and
the way things should be. Socialization is no longer
seen as a one-way, linear, cause-and-eﬀect enterprise
by which children are molded by their parents and
teachers to ﬁt a preestablished society. Instead we are
encouraged to imagine a contingent causal process.
By the way, I do have to say at this point that natural selection, which is Darwin’s theory, is not a linear,
cause-and-eﬀect process, but it is contingent; that is,
the environment selects. There is feedback from the
environment, and you get certain individuals surviving to have progeny, and others not. A lot of people
have missed this very important change in the type of
causality involved when we got into the organic level
of interaction. So, rather than the linear cause and
eﬀect of physics, which Newton was talking about,
we are, in organic life, in a contingent causal process.
It seems interesting to me that so many people have
missed what I consider the vital aspect of the breakthrough that Darwin accomplished.
So, this is a contingent causal process by which,
from birth onward, one can visualize each child as
swimming to the best of its ability in a virtual current of social interaction, like a ﬁsh in water, all the
while consuming and being shaped by the most readily available and immediately rewarding inputs from
the culture carried by that current, just as a ﬁsh takes
in food and oxygen. Another way of putting it is that
the learning individual is seen as a complex, dynamic
feedback system operating within an environment
of complex, adaptive systems: physical, organic, and
sociocultural. Our genetic inheritance and maturation
level provide our learning potential, and at the same
time they set limits on our capacity to beneﬁt from
stimulating experience. The sum of the responses of
those around us constitutes a pool of potential social
reinforcement that operates somewhat like natural
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selection in encouraging the individual’s adaptation
to the evolving current or web of the human community.
Equally inﬂuential is the reinforcement provided
by the responses feeding back to us from our actions
on the physical surroundings and by the consequent
demands and challenges from these. At the same
time, all of our resultant adaptive responses are contributing to an ongoing socialization process aﬀecting
others with whom we interact.
Put concisely, the evolutionary-systems model of
socialization describes and explains the dynamic,
adaptive feedback process by which humans acquire
their beliefs and values in the context
of social interaction.

Put concisely, the evolutionary-systems model of
socialization describes and explains the dynamic,
adaptive feedback process by which humans acquire
their beliefs and values in the context of social interaction. It is through this uniquely human process that
new entrants join the ongoing community of thought
and make their contributions to it. Socialization
results in character and systems of belief within the
individual and an evolving culture for the group as
a whole. If we are to learn anything about how and
why people behave as they do, and how this behavior
can be changed to enable our institutions to function
more intelligently, and to make the world a better and
safer and more sustainable place, we must comprehend the all-important role of socialization.
It is through socialization that all that we have
known becomes part of us, and we become part of
all that we have known. Depending on what is being
learned in the context of this encompassing web of
social interaction, the process serves either to sustain
or weaken the social fabric. By our example and the
feedback we provide for the behavior of others, no less
than by our procreative activities, we sow the seeds
of generations yet to come. Thus, by a process akin
to natural selection, socialization, while implanting
within us the culture that makes us human, provides
us as well with the means to recreate and alter that
very culture and to extend that common humanity to
those who share the globe with us and to those who
follow after us.
In order to understand how the socialization pro-
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cess works, it is necessary to know a great deal about
the culture that is being both transmitted and brought
into being by that process. In the ﬁrst two chapters
of my new book, I attempt to explain what is meant
by the concept of culture and how humans function
as both its creators and its creatures. Sociologists
and anthropologists have traditionally – and rightly,
I think – insisted on maintaining clear distinctions
among what we can think of as the four levels of causal
relations involved in human behavior. These are the
neurological, social, psychological, and cultural,
each with its own characteristic units and systemic
laws of relationship. That said, it is imperative that
we develop an integrated, interdisciplinary approach
of some kind that takes into account all of these. In
recent decades, evolutionary theorists have shown us
how an understanding of the hierarchical nature of
evolution, combined with modern systems theory,
can shed new light on the distinctions and interrelationships among these various systems involved in
human functioning and on the fully natural process
by which each emerged from the preceding simpler
one at a critical transition threshold in the evolution
of our species.
3. The Hierarchical Nature of Evolution

The occurrence of periodic, thoroughly natural [this
idea goes back to some of the material mentioned
earlier this morning – emergences within the evolutionary process, which was ﬁrst hypothesized,
interestingly, by T.H. Huxley in the late 9th century] can now be explained by chaos theory.2 From
humanity’s point of view, the most important of these
was a critical transition threshold that initiated the
spiraling series of structural changes leading to the
capacity, thus far unique in humans, to create and
manipulate symbols. Evidence from archaeology,
anthropology, evolutionary science, and neuroscience points to a major series of coincidental physical
changes in the case of the particular branch of primates that ultimately evolved into the human species.
These changes involved a major expansion in the size
of the frontal lobes of the brain, as well as alterations
in the functioning of the lungs and larynx, and in the
manipulative potential of the tongue. All this seems
to have occurred around the same general evolutionary period as did the onset of the use of primitive

language by our hominid ancestors. Also, we talked
this morning about the critical role of gesturing in all
this.
How do we make sense of the culture-creating
uniqueness these changes engendered in our primitive
forebears without inserting an imaginary, mysterious,
vital “spirit” from beyond nature – the kind of deadend, dualistic nonexplanations to which we ignorant
humans have had to resort for countless centuries?
I would say we have had to resort to these kinds of
explanations because we have not had anything better. Happily, within the evolutionary-systems frame
of reference, the critical emergence that had for so
long appeared inconceivable in scientiﬁc terms now
becomes an abundantly understandable function of
the hierarchical nature of evolution.

… scholars are well advised not to seek explanations of
complex sociocultural behavior in terms of cosmic forces
or neutrinos or quarks, or of genes alone …

At each increasingly complex level of relations in
nature, some sort of breakthrough in organizational
functioning is understood to have occurred. These
breakthroughs can be explained satisfactorily in terms
of a long buildup, over geological time, of minute
changes generated by the feedback operation of natural
selection: a feedback ultimately triggering a developmental spiral capable of sparking a major transition to
a more complex level of interaction. The new level is
then characterized by a quite diﬀerent set of basic units
and laws of relationship. This means that social scientists must take into account all available knowledge
about the levels of relations in nature that have been
built up by astronomy, physics, biology, neuroscience,
and psychology. However, they are not justiﬁed in
reducing their explanations to the units and relationships holding in these simpler systems. For example,
although social scientiﬁc “facts” must be consistent
with the laws of physics and biology – that is, they
must never contradict these laws – scholars are well
advised not to seek explanations of complex sociocultural behavior in terms of cosmic forces or neutrinos
or quarks, or of genes alone, I would say. I think this is
rather important. We know we can’t reduce our explanations to go with those simpler levels, because this is
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a more complex level that we are in.
We share many aspects of the ﬁrst two systems
levels with other animals. Take the neurological, for
instance. Numerous animal species possess brains
that appear to allow for a wide range of feelings, urges,
and responses. And then there is the social level. We
all know of animals that have acquired extremely
sophisticated social systems; we need only think of
bees and beavers. It is at the level where psychological
activity produces culture, however, that we ﬁnd the
critical transition threshold that only human beings,
of all the relatively advanced animal species, have
managed to fully navigate. It is this threshold that
separates humans from other primates. Culture, as it
has been traditionally understood by those who specialize in its study, requires a unique mental capacity
by which – thus far, at least – the human species is
distinguished from all others. This is the capacity to
create and communicate symbolic representations,
which then become causally eﬀective aspects of a
shared public domain. By causally eﬀective, I mean
that they have the capacity to produce observable
consequences, such as changes in behavior. Culture
can aﬀect behavior.
Some of you might know of Roger Sperry’s work;
he was a Nobel neuroscientist. He came up with the
idea of downward causation: that the more complex
systems level can aﬀect the level below, and, of course,
natural selection is a good example of that. A physical system is aﬀecting human behavior, but also we
have culture, which is a very complex level of human
behavior, aﬀecting psychological behavior. People can
visualize, and can think they feel and see things. For
instance, if you are in a fundamentalist church service where everybody is screaming and shouting and
speaking in tongues, people are aﬀected to the extent
that they can fall into faints, and all kinds of things
can happen. Here is the sociocultural level aﬀecting
the psychological in this downward movement.

suggest that it was the speciﬁc requirements involved
in living in interdependent groups and interacting
socially under increasingly complex environmental
conditions that created the selective forces for the
more subtle and meaningful forms of communication
that required the use of symbols rather than simple
sounds and bodily signals.3 And, quite naturally,
these decisive attributes evolved in conjunction with
the adaptive selection of those alterations in bodily
structure that favored their development. The distinction between cultural behavior and the merely social
appears particularly sound in light of the fact that the
emergence of symbolic language in that one branch
of primates that led to modern Homo sapiens has now
been found, as I mentioned, to have been coincident
with the evolution of a number of key organic structural changes.
It is also necessary, in my opinion, to maintain the
public-private conceptual boundary between the psychological (or the purely subjective) and the cultural
(or the potentially objective). I say potentially objective
because once something is out in the public domain,
then it is sharable and testable – checkable – and can
become what we can call objective in some sense. As
long as it is just in the individual brain, of course, it
is just subjective. An internal compulsion or intuition
is not an aspect of culture until it is expressed in a
form that allows it to move from the individual brain
into the public domain and thus into other brains.
And that is where symbolic language was so crucial.
Without a clear distinction between the subjective
and objective, we are unable to make comparisons
between these two critically diﬀerent systems of relations, the psychological and cultural.
We are right to jettison ambiguous
traditional deﬁnitions based on
empirically uncheckable assumptions
of dualism and vitalism.

4. Scientiﬁc Approaches to Human Culture

I consider this distinction between the social and the
cultural to be an extremely meaningful one, in spite
of the fact that it is now fairly clear that our uniquely
human culture is rooted in, and has evolved out of,
animal social behavior. Of course, where else would
it have come from? In fact, a number of theorists now
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Science requires carefully deﬁned, agreed-upon concepts that spell out logical and empirical demarcations
among the phenomena being studied. We are right to
jettison ambiguous traditional deﬁnitions based on
empirically uncheckable assumptions of dualism and
vitalism. However, I think that we ignore well-established, testable, and workable distinctions among the
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various hierarchical levels of relations in nature at our
peril, or at least at the peril of future scientiﬁc progress in the study of the full range of evolution. This is
what leads us into the reductionism that has sometimes plagued and crippled evolutionary approaches
to psychology and sociology, where everything is
being attributed to the genes.
This is precisely what is now going on among
some theorists today whose backgrounds are chieﬂy
in biology and/or neuroscience. A few physicists are
even attempting to broaden the concept of culture
to include the cosmic level as well. I happen to think
that in thus extending and confusing the meaning of
such a basic concept, we render it meaningless and
utterly unworkable as an explanatory tool. In spite of
the long-established anthropocentric tendencies and
anthropomorphic yearnings of our fallible species, we
should keep in mind that authentic scientiﬁc inquiry
has never yet found any compelling evidence to refute
the hypothesis that consciousness and culture are
conﬁned to certain advanced forms of organic life
here on Earth.
However, this does not mean that scholars from
ﬁelds other than the social sciences cannot oﬀer fruitful insights by shedding new light on old concepts.
One example of this is the work of the sociobiologists, especially Edward O. Wilson,4 who introduced
the theme of gene-culture coevolution from which I
derived my “triple helix” metaphor. As I am sure all of
you are aware, evolutionary scientists have suggested
that we should begin to think of units of culture
similar to the genes, which we now recognize as
reproducers of vital aspects of the human genotype.
This represents an important breakthrough, I think,
in the study of culture, but if, and only if, it is done
carefully and with due recognition of important, previously established demarcations among the relevant
concepts.
In the case of culture, then, what can be identiﬁed as
the smallest transmissible unit or the ultimate reproducer of the ideas and values and artistic creations
of the social group? Richard Dawkins recommends
calling these memes. Edward O. Wilson had previously suggested the term culturgen. However, modern
sociobiologists were not the ﬁrst to come up with this
general idea. Almost a century ago, the French sociologist Emile Durkheim suggested a name for basic
units of the kind of psychological and sociocultural

behavior that is clearly intergroup and transgenerational, though not biologically inherited. He referred
to them as individual and collective representations,
meaning utterances with the capacity to reproduce,
with relatively high ﬁdelity, the intended meaning of
the original sender.
It was the evolved human skill at manipulating
symbols, beginning with the gesture and with mime,
that had made possible the creation and the use of representations. By the way, Durkheim had not come up
with the term himself either. He had inherited it from
Herbert Spencer, who had used it before that. And he,
in turn, had inherited it from Arthur Schopenhauer.
This is the way culture evolves. Sometime later, Julian
Huxley introduced his own terms for those symbolically reproducible behaviors commonly identiﬁed at
the psychological and social levels. They were to be
mentifacts and socifacts, which he proposed would
correspond to those physically enduring cultural entities that had long been known as artifacts, a word we
already had in our language. However, it now appears
that Dawkins’ term, memes, has won out in a process
of competition and “survival of the ﬁttest,” I would
say, which, in itself, is sort of an example of cultural
evolution in action.

As one might expect of a brand new concept,
there is considerable confusion concerning just what
a single meme may be said to comprise.

As one might expect of a brand new concept, there is
considerable confusion concerning just what a single
meme may be said to comprise. To be workable as the
basic unit in a new theory of cultural evolution, it has
to be the simplest form of covert or overt behavior
that can be passed vertically along the generations as
well as horizontally across and among populations.
Susan Blackmore pointed out that for this to occur,
the unit has to be a more or less self-suﬃcient “bite”
of culture with a relatively high capacity for what we
would call ﬁdelity, fecundity, and longevity – those
three requirements. It is also necessary to make it clear
that these elementary units that are shared in public
culture are acquired through some form of learning
by people in their lifetimes, rather than being inherited in the genes. Like other animals, humans learn
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in two basic ways: through trial and error, and imitation. Both initiatives are probably used in the case of
cultural acquisitions, I would think.
But how to distinguish between what humans can
learn by these approaches to their surroundings and
what animals can manage? Initially, Richard Dawkins
seems to have seen the mere possibility of imitation
as deﬁnitive of a meme.5 He referred to imitation so
loosely in his preliminary deﬁnition that it could conceivably include the learning of all animal species.
Unfortunately, this meaning has stuck. Nevertheless,
as any social scientist would testify, there is more to
culture than the mere observable behavior accessible
for copying by other animals in the immediate vicinity.
Dawkins now seems to have recognized the problem
this deﬁnition has caused in blurring the long-established, meaningful distinction between the cultural
and the social, and thus a useful and empirically justiﬁable distinction between other animals and humans.
Recently he suggested deﬁning meme not merely as
the learned result of just any imitative act, but in Platonic terms by which the copier acquires a mental
picture of the ideal essence of the thing being copied.6
However, I think, as this is a strictly dualistic idea,
long since discarded by mainstream social science
and especially evolutionary naturalists like Dawkins
himself, I predict that that will soon be dropped.
Susan Blackmore, in her book The Meme Machine
[Oxford University Press, 999], begins by accepting
Dawkins’ original deﬁnition of a meme as any behavior capable of being imitated, but then proceeds to
specify the precise form of imitation required. She
says that it is the act of “following instructions.”7 This
deﬁnition allows her to assume the involvement of
some form of symbolic manipulation without actually saying so. In this way she manages to exclude the
kinds of copying employed successfully by other animals. She is thus able to make use of all the previous
research and theory in social science and evolutionary psychology on the centrality of language in the
emergence of culture.
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A meme is either a single instruction
or idea or belief capable of being
duplicated or communicated by means
of symbolic manipulation …

How much simpler it would be, however, to deﬁne
a meme not in terms of the act of acquiring it, but
by its content. Culture is, after all, the product of
social interaction, not the social interaction per se. It
is not the act of learning; it is what is learned. Even
more speciﬁcally, it is the instructions for reproducing that product of social interaction. For me, what
all this revisionism on the part of the new ﬁeld of
memetics must come down to, in the end, is a clear
deﬁnition such as the following: A meme is either a
single instruction or idea or belief capable of being
duplicated or communicated by means of symbolic
manipulation of some kind, if not actual language,
or it is a social custom requiring transmission by
means of gesturing or miming or conscious direction
rather than simple signaling to others in the immediate vicinity. In other words, as the earlier social
philosophers suggested long ago, a unit of culture is
a “symbolic representation” capable of transmitting a
meaningful instruction. It is not merely the product
of instincts or of direct individual-to-individual imitation, as in the case of young beavers building dams,
and elephants learning the interactive skills necessary to maintain the social group. Deﬁning memes
as symbolic representations maintains the previous
clear boundary between the human primate as cultural and other animal species as chieﬂy precultural,
with no resort to dualism. It would thus clear the way
for studies of memetic evolution to become authentically scientiﬁc.
If we could manage to agree on a common and precisely demarcated concept for the basic components
of culture, it would considerably clarify our understanding of the ways in which cultures change, as well
as the role of socialization in the process. We can visualize ideas being joined together by self-conscious,
reﬂective communicators to form systems of thought
(analogous to skeletons in biological evolution), some
of which are reformulated, expanded upon, and made
more accurate and workable as experience accumulates throughout the ages. Others are frozen into
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mythologies and ideologies with built-in resistance to
correction and change. Individual behaviors become
habits that, when modeled, articulated, and pursued
by groups through socialization, evolve into cultural
mores and rituals. Over time, rituals solidify into customs that tend to assume a life of their own. That is,
they become objectively real aspects of the culture in
that they function as both cause and consequence of
behavior. Similarly, new technical and aesthetic products, such as tools and objects of art, enter the cultural
stream in enduring forms, replacing others judged by
the members of society as less worthy, less memorable, or less immediately titillating and addictive.

instead be passed on in books, music, in the teaching of the elders, and in the reinforcement of peers.
Except in the case of science, culture merely accumulates, and often in a haphazard manner fueled by
conﬂicting fads or fashions. It does not, like biological evolution, necessarily increase in speciﬁcity and
complexity of organization over time.

5. The Triple Helix of Cultural Evolution

Another major diﬀerence is that in cultural change,
individuals are not just passive carriers of chance
arrangements of memes, as in the analogous case of
genes; they are also creators, introspective accumulators, and reorganizers of the creations of others.
Characteristics are learned during the lifetime of the
individual and transmitted, in some sort of symbolic
form, through an ongoing process of socialization
that operates by means of the selective mechanism of
reinforcement, rather than by natural selection. Every
culture and society functions as a giant socializing
incentive system, producing countless selective reinforcing contingencies for individuals to believe and
behave in one way rather than in another. Contingencies are usually unintended and unrecognized.
Now, we can think of all kinds of examples of programs that have been developed by very well-meaning
people with good intentions, but they have not looked
at the predictable consequences in terms of what
kinds of behaviors and values would be reinforced
by the program. A lot of honors systems programs,
for example, function that way, so that you end up
with the cheaters and the liars winning out, being
rewarded, and making fun of those who are honest.
In some cases, the young people succumb and follow
the cheaters and the liars because of the peer pressure, rather than doing the honorable thing, the way
the system was intended. In Vancouver, Canada, our
transit system operates so that it is infrequent that
anyone comes around to collect. The idea was that
people would pay on their own. However, the result
has been just the opposite, and we get more and more
people being dishonest. So, we have to think very
carefully about good intentions. In the long ﬂow of

Although humans may long for the stability and certainty of a static way of life, nature guarantees that
no culture can remain intact for long, if only for the
obvious reason that our physical surroundings, which
perform the key selective role in evolution, are constantly undergoing alteration. Although this often
occurs in scarcely discernable ways, environmental
change sometimes features cataclysmic leaps and long
periods of relative stability. All this means that change
is the only certainty, both in the universal culture of
all humankind, and in national cultures and the myriad of subcultures that comprise them. In addition
to ongoing challenges from the climate and terrain,
change is generated as well by migrations of populations and the artistic and scientiﬁc endeavors of new
generations. Periodically, in an environment altered
by drastic geographical and ecological upheavals or
radical technological innovation, beliefs and practices
that no longer work in terms of providing positive
reinforcement for the group are forsaken by their carriers, to be replaced by more immediately eﬀective
responses. However, there is no guarantee that what
is experienced as rewarding for an individual in the
short term may not have devastating long-term consequences for self and group.
As with biological evolution, the cultural form of
change is not necessarily progressive. It can just as
readily spiral downwards as upwards in terms of possibilities for human fulﬁllment and the survival of life
on Earth. Cultural evolution diﬀers from its physical
counterpart in that what is acquired during an individual’s lifetime does not enter the gene pool. It must

Every culture and society functions as a giant socializing
incentive system, producing countless selective
reinforcing contingencies for individuals to believe and
behave in one way rather than in another.
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evolution, good intentions don’t matter very much. It
is consequences that count in evolution, and we have
to start thinking in those terms when we develop new
programs.
My new book is full of examples of the kinds of
overlapping cultures-within-cultures that we have
produced, for the most part unknowingly, by our policies and behaviors over recent centuries. I discuss the
culture of violence that, as any social scientist could
have predicted, is creating monsters out of numerous
malleable young children. Any social scientist could
have told you 20 or 30 years ago what the violence in
the media would do to our culture. We have countless studies – I have an annotated bibliography in my
book – hundreds, or thousands, of studies that document this as compellingly as the documentation of
the connection between smoking and lung cancer
is now documented, and yet people act surprised
when we have these tragedies now in the American
and Canadian schools. I also apply the evolutionarysystems model to the identiﬁcation and analysis of
the two solitudes of the culture of aﬄuence and the
culture of poverty in modern industrial society, the
incompatible cultures of tribalism and pluralism, and
the culture of fantasy that is now threatening to make
gullible victims of all of us. I see this as one of the
gravest dangers, the culture of fantasy today, which
is so attractive because so many of us want to believe
that the things this culture tells us are true.
Culture allows each generation
to stand on the shoulders of the
generation that went before, in a
cumulative process of change,
for either good or bad …

These cultures that we are creating so mindlessly
today by our socializing practices are extremely
important. Culture allows each generation to stand
on the shoulders of the generation that went before,
in a cumulative process of change, for either good or
bad, that is extremely rapid compared to biological
evolution. Entire civilizations have spiraled downwards in the past and can do so again. Culture can
also take control of the process of biological evolution. This can happen inadvertently, as when cultural
fads and changes in mores aﬀect mating practices or
cause extreme variations in birthrates – such as we
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were discussing this morning – with dysgenics among
certain deﬁnitive populations so that the gene pool is
severely altered in one particular direction.
Cultural control of biological evolution can also
occur through the evolution of the leading edge of
modern culture, which is science. Science can have an
impact indirectly, as a result of new technologies and
the social organizations and changes in values that
these promote or require, or it can happen directly, as
when scientists set out to alter the human gene pool,
or the gene pools of other species, in numerous ways.
In fact, where the leading role played by the evolution
of scientiﬁc knowledge is concerned, there is a sense
in which we could say that evolution has the potential to become conscious. We have already referred to
this.
This conclusion forces thinking people to acknowledge and accept our joint responsibility for the future
of all life on Earth. It brings home the recognition that
our task for the new millennium will be to so develop
and select and nurture socialization that humans
everywhere will be encouraged to acquire the sound
morality and reasoning capacity needed for building
guiding institutions that are both intelligent and wise.
Now, I know it sounds weird to talk about an institution being intelligent or wise, but to the degree that
an institution has organizations within it to respond
to feedback over the long term rather than just short
term, with people in key positions who can consciously think long term and respond in those terms
rather than just in terms of short-term greed, we
can say that we are evolving intelligent institutions. I
scarcely need to repeat here that the critical prerequisite for all this is a better understanding of the human
socialization process.
When we talk about culture in terms
of the smallest transmissible elements,
we are acting as if we have come
to some kind of a judgment about the
nature of culture.
SCHMOOKLER: The concept of the meme, which might
seem like an important concept, had not surfaced
when I was studying cultural evolution; at least I
didn’t run across it then, but I run across it now. I
would like to raise the question of whether it is really
a very useful concept. The question that I have about
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it is whether it is the most useful aspect of culture to
emphasize. It seems, in a sense, a contradiction to
a previous part of your talk that had to do with the
importance of avoiding reductionism. When we talk
about culture in terms of the smallest transmissible
elements, we are acting as if we have come to some
kind of a judgment about the nature of culture. Not
that there aren’t memes or that smallest transmissibles do not play a role, but how important is that level
in the great scheme of things and the whole panoply
of ways in which culture exists and is transmitted?
My way of looking at culture, which is not necessarily sophisticated, is involved more with transmission
of patterns, of gestalts, rather than thinking in terms
of memes. I was studying how family secrets work,
for example. The whole family may conspire so that
the children growing up have no idea of what terrible
things happened the generation or two generations
back, yet by some means or other, whatever is transmitted leads to a recapitulation of those same patterns,
whether it is suicide or incest or abuse or whatever.
HUTCHEON: The idea of the meme, if it is done well,
would make cultural evolution open to being scientiﬁc, and I don’t think it is yet. The reason is – and it
isn’t reductionism – any science of the system level
requires looking at the ultimate units in the system
in which that science is studied. Some of you use the
term holistic, but I don’t like the term. I think systems
is the term to use, because there is quite a diﬀerence.
Holistic thinkers often want to say: “We have to think
in terms of a whole, and the units and the laws of relationship among them are not important at all. It is the
whole, the gestalt.” But I don’t think that we have ever
become scientiﬁc with that approach. I think that the
sciences always require, not to use the basic units in
a lower, simpler system, but to look for the ultimate
units in the appropriate system. So, I would say that
memes would be the ultimate units to study in a system of culture. That is all that we need.

But when you talk about the system, a
system has to do with the interconnectedness and the
interrelationships.
SCHMOOKLER:

HUTCHEON:

is.

Interrelationships – that is what a system

SCHMOOKLER:

But if you are focusing on the bits….

HUTCHEON: No, you don’t focus on the bits, but you
have to identify bits and identify how those bits relate.
That really is the scientiﬁc process, the analytic.
SCHMOOKLER: One of the things I ﬁnd when I look into
a cultural system is: I can have this set of bits and they
form a certain pattern, and then over here is another
completely diﬀerent set of bits, but the same pattern
exists. For example, people talk about patriarchy, and
they will talk about the dominance between the husband and the wife, or the king and the people. You
look at all these diﬀerent domains, and yet the patterns are the same, and that seems more important.
HUTCHEON:

Well, that would be the meme, you see.

SCHMOOKLER:
HUTCHEON:

I see. Dominance would be the meme.

Yes.
… the idea of memes … seemed
to me to be bringing into a wider
understanding the concept of cultural
DNA, which has been around in
evolutionary theory for a long time.

ANDERSON: When the idea of memes began to surface,
I liked it because it seemed to me to be bringing into
a wider understanding the concept of cultural DNA,
which has been around in evolutionary theory for a
long time. I think that is very important, but as things
tend to do, I think it has gotten completely out of
hand.
HUTCHEON:

I couldn’t agree more.

ANDERSON: It has turned into another one of those
things like paradigms, where a scientiﬁc concept
begins to be used for all kinds of things.
HUTCHEON:

problem.

But it is not scientiﬁc; that is the whole

ANDERSON: A gene can be very precisely deﬁned and
you know what the deﬁnition is. It is precise enough
that you can even take a gene from one organism, put
it into another one, and it will do pretty much what it
did elsewhere. I don’t think there is any such deﬁnition or any such test that can be applied for something
like the meme.
HUTCHEON:
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have become increasingly upset by the way it is being
used.
ANDERSON:

Which is all over the place.

HUTCHEON: Yes, and everyone deﬁning it diﬀerently.
Of course, there is no way that anyone can study cultural evolution scientiﬁcally in that way. I think that
there is a potential, as I say, if it is spelled out very
speciﬁcally as the smallest possible stand-alone unit
of symbolic representation that can be reproduced.
ANDERSON:

Yes.

HUTCHEON:

But whether it is workable at all, I don’t

know.

No, it is not a word. It has to be an idea.

ANDERSON: There is a need to be somewhat tolerant of
the fact that language does tend to be a very ambiguous medium, and maybe some purpose is being
served by being almost deliberately tolerant here. I
think that the word is just becoming almost useless.
It is like paradigms; the word is used all over the place
and it seems to mean anything.
HUTCHEON: Yes. This is why I would say, if we are going
to use it, we have to deﬁne it much more concisely.

Do we want to use a term that is
supposed to resemble genes when the
only thing we know about DNA in the
body is how it codes for proteins…?

One problem is that we are still at such
an early stage of understanding DNA itself, so however precisely we deﬁne a gene, the genes that we are
deﬁning precisely constitute ﬁve or less percent of the
DNA in an organism. It is only the protein codes that
we understand. So, the question is: Do we want to use
a term that is supposed to resemble genes when the
only thing we know about DNA in the body is how
it codes for proteins, which are basic building blocks,
but tell us absolutely nothing about the organization
SAHTOURIS:
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HUTCHEON: I think the question is: Is it helpful in
understanding cultural evolution? I think it could
be very helpful if we could deﬁne it clearly. Cultural
evolution is very, very important. We’ve got to start
understanding it.
SAHTOURIS: Absolutely it is important – and maybe it
needs terms on its own level rather than trying to use
an analogy about which we don’t know much yet.
HUTCHEON: The intent of the term is only analogous. It

ANDERSON: I am of two minds – at least two minds –
about it. On the one hand, I think the objections that
Andy is raising are absolutely correct; I don’t think
you will ever ﬁnd a stand-alone meme. You can ﬁnd a
word, but those are entirely diﬀerent.
HUTCHEON:

of the proteins?

is not meant to be the same as genes at all or to operate the same, but that may be the problem: that people
think, because the term meme is similar to gene, that
it is the same. There may be some other terms, such as
symbolic representation, or culturgen, which E.O. Wilson wanted to use, that might have been better.
ANDERSON:

Not a catchy term.

VELAMOOR: This reminds me of the debate in the
Supreme Court about what pornography meant. A
meme, as you are referring to it, is something that “I
know it when I see it,” but I could not deﬁne it.
HUTCHEON: But still it is important to know that there
is such a thing as pornography, and the same with a
unit of culture. How can we study culture if we can’t
identify what a unit of culture is?

… if you are talking about culture,
it is not individual things; it is
the whole collective combination
of things that creates culture.
GROFF: We are all products of cultural conditioning
and we create cultures, not in just one way, and it is
constantly evolving. But also there are other things,
like identity today and cross cultures; I wanted to
write something called “Identity in an Age of Boundary Meltdown.” What happens to memes? It seems to
me that if you are talking about culture, it is not individual things; it is the whole collective combination
of things that creates culture. You can say that we are
products of culture in a broad sense, but it is made up
of many components that somehow come together in
some whole pattern that makes us who we are. I don’t
know if you can isolate it to the individual parts.
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HUTCHEON: No, it’s cultural systems within systems.
You can think of the family culture and all the diﬀerent systems of culture that feed into the socialization
process of a child. That is a tremendous number of
systems. I don’t think you can think of it intelligently
without thinking in terms of systems theory.
GROFF: Would a meme be like identity as a concept, or
would it be a particular identity?
SAHTOURIS:

It depends on who is deﬁning it.

VELAMOOR:

I think Pat is attempting to get to a much

lower unit.

SCHMOOKLER: When you use the phrase “basic unit,” I
think that you have signaled something that does not
allow you then to go around and say that dominance
is an example of a basic unit. A unit has got to do with
building blocks; it is a metaphor of building blocks.

It implies modularity too. It is capable of
being taken out of one person or context, and put into
another one.
ANDERSON:

Then the question can arise: When you
are talking about culture, to what extent is it important to talk about the building blocks, such as the
baseball cap that you can ﬁnd in Africa, and things
that are movable?
SCHMOOKLER:

HUTCHEON: We already have a word for those: artifacts
of culture. This has been in use for a long time.
SAHTOURIS:

It is the linguistic context.

SCHMOOKLER: If we are talking about architecture with
a pattern, I don’t think it can be referred to as a basic
unit. We are talking metaphors. It is language, but the
language has implications, and in America, we tend
to so much believe that things are made up of pieces.

SAHTOURIS: Pat, have you read the book, Virus of the
Mind [subtitle: The New Science of the Meme, Integral
Press, 995] by Richard Brodie? It is all about memes.
HUTCHEON:

SAHTOURIS: His idea is that we have to be conscious
of the memes of our society, because if we want to
change our society, we have to hype up the kinds of
linguistic units that get attention and get spread in
the culture. If, for instance, our consumer culture has
Madison Avenue making up memes like “The Pepsi
Generation,” then anyone who wants to change the
culture has to think up equally powerful memes to
put out there. That is the way he uses it.
HUTCHEON:

of building blocks. A system is units interacting
according to particular laws of relationship.

Titillating and immediately memorable.

SAHTOURIS: People say now, “Can you give me a meme
for that?” That means, the shortest possible sound bite
that someone can remember.
HUTCHEON: That is a good way of putting it. Already it
is being used and there is a great need for it, so I think
we are going to end up with this smallest ultimate
concept – whatever we want to call it.
GROFF: But you are not going to understand culture by
only seeing the separate parts.
HUTCHEON: No, no. In systems theory, it is the interac-

tion of the components – this is basic.

GROFF: The interactions may create more than the
sum of the parts. That is what I am trying to say.
VELAMOOR:
GROFF:

Sure, that would be a meme by itself.

Then there are systems levels of memes.

HUTCHEON:

Yes.

There is a great deal in the literature
that suggests that our cultural capacity
is shared with other primates.

A system is units interacting
according to particular laws
of relationship.
HUTCHEON: But this idea of systems is not just a bunch

Yes.

SOMIT: For a slight change of subject, I would like to
go back to your opening remarks. As I was listening
to you, it occurred to me that there is a rather sizable number of biologists, particularly primatologists,
who would take issue with your idea that Homo sapi-
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ens is the only species that has culture. This has been
a long-standing issue, covering questions like: Who
has language? Who is self-conscious? And now it is
surfacing as: Who has culture?
There is a great deal in the literature that suggests
that our cultural capacity is shared with other primates. There are some rather interesting things about
chimpanzees. If you deﬁne culture as the use of tools,
they use tools. If you deﬁne it as making tools, they
now make tools. In terms of food processing, they
have learned how to process food. It is passed along
from one generation to another. And language – well,
I don’t have to tell you what an issue that is, but we
now have an example of a chimp mother who was
taught symbol use, and who in turn taught that to her
oﬀspring. So, I think it is more than a trivial matter.
We are entering into a period when animal rights, and
the distinction between humans and nonhumans, is
going to be a major issue.
HUTCHEON: I recognize all this, and I think that it is
why it is important that we understand culture a bit
better. After all, if we believe, as I certainly do, that
culture evolves, has evolved, and that we have evolved
from others, and that we have very close chimpanzee
cousins, wouldn’t we expect that our closest cousins
are just on the very verge of the kind of language that
we have? Wouldn’t it be strange if chimpanzees didn’t
exhibit many signs of culture?
Except that, this particular transition – which I
think, again, you have to explain in terms of chaos
theory, and it explains it very well – into the use of
symbolic language hasn’t occurred for them. They are
on the verge of it and you even have signs where the
chimpanzees are using symbols; they leave signs on
the trail for other chimpanzees coming later to follow.
That is the reﬂective thinking that is involved with
symbolic language. They are thinking in terms of others coming and what they need to know. So, of course
they are on the very verge….
SOMIT:

Are you using the verge to conceal yes or no?

HUTCHEON: No, no. I am saying that all of evolution is
a process, and wouldn’t we expect the closest primates
to us to be right on the verge of having the complex
symbolic … I am saying it is exactly what I would
expect. And don’t you think that the human species
for probably eons was at that same point where the
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chimpanzees are right now?
SOMIT:

What point are you making?

HUTCHEON: I am saying the point just before they
evolved complex symbolic usage. And you are not
saying, surely, that there isn’t a diﬀerence between the
science of humans and the chimpanzee.
SOMIT: There are several diﬀerences, but the physiological answer is that they don’t have the apparatus
to speak.
HUTCHEON: And that is part of the breakthrough, as I
pointed out.
SOMIT: The answers that come to mind suggest simply a period of stasis. Conceivably they may have
evolved and may be evolving, but I don’t think that
really addresses the question that runs through this
literature. Are we going to deﬁne ourselves as the only
species that has culture, or are we going to accept the
notion that some other species have culture, even if of
a very primitive nature?

I think it is one of the patterns of our
culture that we have attempted for centuries to deﬁne
ourselves in terms of whatever it is that diﬀerentiates
us from everything else. In terms of what our true
nature is, it really should not matter to us whether we
are unique or not, but we seem as a culture to have
that need. It is a “Superbowl” mentality.
SCHMOOKLER:

HUTCHEON: Doesn’t it help, if we are going to understand human behavior, to understand both the ways
in which we are similar to other animals and the ways
in which we are diﬀerent?
SCHMOOKLER:

degree.

The diﬀerences can also be matters of

VELAMOOR: I think that is what we are really referring
to – it is just a question of degree, not unique diﬀerences.
ANDERSON: Let’s remember that we are talking in the
context of evolution, and one of the main messages
of the Darwinian theory and all that surrounded it
was that we are not totally exceptional, but that we
are part of the kinship, and that is what made it so
controversial.
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HUTCHEON: Absolutely. Think of it: 98-point-something percent of our DNA is the same.
SCHMOOKLER: There are so many people who still do not

have any room in their minds for any sense of kinship.

But don’t you think it is still useful to
talk about whatever it is that has given
humans the kind of power that allows
us to destroy all the other species?
HUTCHEON: No. But don’t you think it is still useful to
talk about whatever it is that has given humans the
kind of power that allows us to destroy all the other
species? Chimpanzees don’t have that kind of power.
Shouldn’t we understand the source of that kind of
power if we are going to curb the harm we can do?
To pretend that we are no diﬀerent, I think, is just a
romantic world to live in.

That certainly was not the point that I was
making. I was making exactly the opposite point. It is
equally wrong to pretend they have no culture.
SOMIT:

SCHMOOKLER:
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It is a continuum.

HUTCHEON: Yes, but this is where the distinction
between social and cultural, I think, is a useful one.
GROFF: There is also a progression through evolution,
where behavior is based more strictly on instinct,
then a combination of instinct and learning, and then
some people say that by the time you get to humans,
it is almost totally learned. I think we still have some
animal nature there, but we also have a whole lot more
learning going on.
HUTCHEON: It may be that we are particularly dangerous because of the combination of the animal instincts
that drive us with the kind of power that our science
and our sophisticated culture have given us. This may
make us uniquely dangerous to the whole globe, and
I think it is important to understand that.
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… I have become a kind of advocate
for the microbial life that was the only
life form of this planet for
three-quarters of evolution …
SAHTOURIS: I call my presentation “The Evolving Story
of Our Evolving Earth.” Walter talked this morning
about how our story of evolution keeps evolving as
the Earth itself evolves. Maybe I should subtitle this:
“Carrying the Cultural Continuum Back to the Bacteria,” because I have become a kind of advocate for the
microbial life that was the only life form of this planet
for three-quarters of evolution and about which we
are learning more and more daily. Among other
things, we are learning quite a lot about their culture
that we had no way of learning before this decade,
due to technological breakthroughs we now have.
What a fascinating and bold exercise it is to stand
at this historic millennial juncture, looking back into
our past as we attempt to look forward another thousand years – and in that broad time frame to address
the question of How Evolution Works as though we
few people in this workshop had answers that would
hold up into the distant human future, should that
itself become a reality.
Our present scientiﬁc understanding of Earth’s
evolution is far from complete and may be subject
to change in even its essential fundamentals, as I will
propose after reviewing our present “state of the art,” if
I may use that phrase for our current scientiﬁc understanding. We cannot take anything that we now know
as dogma. Like the planet itself, our understanding of
its evolution will continue to evolve. It is impossible
for us to imagine how evolution will be understood in
another millennium. We certainly can look back and
see how much our story has changed since a single
century ago, and then grapple with our imaginations
to think what else we will learn.

Our actual observations of material reality will
probably hold up, essentially, but they will be augmented a great deal in quantity, accuracy, and
precision. Year by year, we extend our vision with
ever more powerful telescopes, microscopes, scanners, counters, dating techniques, and explorations of
rainforest canopies, ocean depths, deserts, and deep
polar ice. We continue to count more species at the
same time that we see farther into the vast reaches
of outer space and deeper into the inner reaches of
quantum and molecular microcosms. The more we
see, the more the way in which we interpret what we
see changes. In short, our current evolution story is
itself evolving with breathtaking speed, and will surely
continue evolving for a long time to come.
It is from the leading-edge trends in evolutionary science that we can make our best predictions of
how this story will evolve. There are four trends that
I ﬁnd most evident at present: ) the systems or ecological perspective, 2) the DNA revolution, 3) the new
emphasis on our microbial ancestry, and 4) the new
understanding of life’s creativity in response to crisis.
I will discuss each of these in as much detail as this
short time permits.
1. The Systems View

Increasingly, we are seeing evolution systemically and
ecologically, as the simultaneous and intertwined
coevolution of all Earth species at once.

Ecological or systems thinking involves a shift away
from tracing the evolution of individual species’ lineages against environmental “backdrops.” Increasingly,
we are seeing evolution systemically and ecologically,
as the simultaneous and intertwined coevolution of
all Earth species at once. This way of seeing evolution
brings it into new focus, resolving environments into
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ecosystems: complex webs of coevolving, interdependent species, each of which helps shape every other,
and is shaped by the others. As ﬁgure and ground
merge, in a sense, the old view of “rabbits in habitats”
becomes a view of “rhabitats.”
Even our most basic distinctions between geology
and biology – the designated domains of nonlife and
life, inanimate and animate – are blurring into geobiology or biogeology. We see how Earth’s changes
over time determine and are determined by the “biomass” of creature life. We amass evidence that the
Earth’s rocky crust (the lithosphere), soils, waters
(the hydrosphere), and atmosphere are permeated,
altered, produced, and even chemically regulated by
living creatures (the biosphere), especially microbes.
It become apparent that even Earth’s temperature is
held constant by its life forms despite the ever-increasing heat of our Sun star.
For half of Earth’s life, its ﬁrst few billion years,
bacteria pioneered all the later lifestyles of larger
creatures. I mean that in the sense that they invented
fermentation, photosynthesis, and respiration, which
are the lifestyles that continue today in the biological world. During this time they created a wholly new
kind of atmosphere – an oxygen-dominated atmosphere – and rearranged the planet’s crust, building
continental shelves and sorting its thoroughly blended
substances into the pure veins of copper, silver, and
other metals we humans mine today.
Most scientists today recognize that Earth’s lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere are
dynamically interdependent systems: self-organizing
and inseparably interconnected. Some scientists now
follow British atmospheric scientist James Lovelock’s
concept of the Earth as a living planet,2 – a concept
of nature that was informally common to most of
Earth’s human cultures. The concept of a live Earth
still remains controversial among scientists, and how
this controversy is resolved will depend largely on
how scientists agree to deﬁne life – a matter that is
still unresolved. If you accept the biological deﬁnition of autopoiesis (literally, self-creation) as the core
deﬁnition of life, it is not very diﬃcult to show, as this
author has done elsewhere, that Earth ﬁts that deﬁnition.3,4 Some people, like the former head of Yale
Medical School, Lewis Thomas, have seen the deﬁnition in that way. As for others … I corresponded
about it with Maturana and Varela, who came up with
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that deﬁnition, and Varela said: “Well, I never thought
of looking at something that large as an autopoietic
entity, but I don’t think its boundary can be considered sharp enough to consider it a life form.” I wrote
back and said: “Blow a cell up to the size of the planet,
and which one has the fuzzier boundary?” When we
look at the Earth from space, clearly it looks like a
tighter boundary than a cell blown up to the same size
as that picture would. So, these are interesting questions.
The Russian geologist Vladimir Vernadsky was
quite inﬂuential in my thinking. He viewed life as “a
disperse of rock.” Vernadsky saw life as a geochemical process transforming rock into highly active living
matter.5,6 In this view, life is a kind of planetary metabolic activity, “packaging” crustal components into
cells, speeding up its chemical changes with enzymes,
turning cosmic radiation into bioenergy. In that view,
life is literally rock rearranging itself with the help of
energy from the core of the planet, solar energy, and
the energy of weather, such as the lightning produced
by air and water cycles.
As rock – solid or eroded into sand and dust
– transforms metabolically into ever-evolving creatures, they in turn break up more crust, consuming
and moving its components around. Eventually living
cells are produced and later they, and the multicelled
creatures into which they evolve, are reduced back
into soil and sediments, ﬁnally completing the geobiological cycle as they actually return to rock. Then
at the edges of the great tectonic plates, they are
remelted into the magma.

… the oldest continuing thing
on the planet is DNA.

We can now actually measure magma that, because
of the previous life forms that have been melted back
into it, has a diﬀerent consistency. An example is the
great white cliﬀs of Dover, which are all chalk, which
was all due to marine animals. When you melt that
kind of stuﬀ in, you have that higher calcium carbonate content in the magma and it alters. We now see
the whole Earth turning itself literally inside out all
the time: the magma, through sea ﬂoor rifts and vol-
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canoes, bringing the new rock to the surface. There
is almost no original rock on the surface. In fact, at
this point, the oldest continuing thing on the planet is
DNA. And the statistics on the amount of it are quite
staggering because – and this is a favorite of mine
– if you unraveled the DNA in each of your cells and
strung it end to end, the string would be so long that a
jet plane ﬂying a thousand kilometers an hour would
take millennia to reach the end of your DNA. I use
kilometers (in thousands) because it is easy then to
work out. The last estimate I heard on human bodies
was 40 to 70 trillion cells. Fifty trillion will take more
than 0,000 years of ﬂying!
Anyway, living soil, unadulterated by agricultural
chemicals, actually contains more DNA pound for
pound than your body, because the DNA of microbes
is packed much more densely than your body, which
has its DNA packed into small nuclei in relatively
large cells. So, when you look out over the crust of the
planet, thinking that way, you see an enormous prevalence of this language of life, as some have called it,
reinventing itself over time for billions of years, permeating the crust of the Earth down to the deepest
depths we have been able to measure, and it goes very
high into the atmosphere.
Vernadsky pointed out an interesting example: A
locust plague of a single day has been estimated to ﬁll
6,000 cubic kilometers of space and weigh 45 million
tons. That is animal matter. Where did it come from?
You could see that 45 million tons of soil converted
fairly quickly into the same amount of plant matter,
and that then converted fairly quickly into animal
matter. So, his example shows this metabolic change
from earth to plant material to animal material. Then
it is decomposed again into the soil and ends up as
sediment. Most biogeological activity goes on less
dramatically, but it is interesting to consider that the
same molecules and atoms may be found over time in
rock, soil, plant, animal, microbe, etc.
G.E. Hutchinson of Yale University promoted
Vernadsky’s view that life is a geochemical process of
the Earth. There was a triad of people who coined the
word biosphere: Vernadsky, Teilhard de Chardin, and
Eduard Suess. In 937 – ten years after the publication
of Vernadsky’s book The Biosphere – British geochemist V.M. Goldschmidt wrote about the inﬂuence
of the biosphere on geology. Canadian environmental chemist William Fyfe pointed out in 994 that the

scale of this inﬂuence is only now being appreciated.7
Fyfe tells us, as did Vernadsky and Lovelock, that
many ore deposits clearly show the important role
of microorganisms. Many veins of ores exist because
microorganisms coaxed minerals out of water. They
also ingested minerals and left them behind as they
died in huge numbers within colonies. Thus living
beings rearrange and concentrate minerals over geologic time, as mentioned earlier. In Fyfe’s words, “For
many elements … there is a good chance that they
have spent part of their lifetime on the planet inside
a living cell.”

So, how mixed up can our biology and geology be?
Colonies of microbes are found down to a depth of
4.2 kilometers inside the Earth’s crust.

So, how mixed up can our biology and geology be?
Colonies of microbes are found down to a depth of
4.2 kilometers inside the Earth’s crust. “As deep scientiﬁc drilling is developed, a host of observations
shows the products from the deep biosphere. Indeed,
if there is a cavity of appropriate size with suﬃcient
water life will be present. … We must understand the
deep biosphere if we are to correctly describe the carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur dynamics of Earth.”8 That is
a quote from the chemist Fyfe.
As we begin to see billions of years of Earth’s evolution as a single process, we begin to comprehend
its larger patterns, such as that of interwoven species coevolving with each other, demonstrating a
pattern of maturation from young, acquisitive, and
competitive species that multiply as rapidly as possible and take over all the resources and territory they
can, to mature cooperative species sharing resources
and contributing to each other’s livelihoods in more
stable ecosystems such as rainforests or prairies. In
those terms, it is very interesting to look at humanity as a young species that has multiplied wildly, used
up maximum resources, competed with each other
and with other species, and now is in the process of
globalization. Are we going to form a mature, cooperative community?
Seeing living systems as embedded within each
other, as by Arthur Koestler’s model of holons (which
he deﬁned as individual living entities) within holar-
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chies (nested and nonhierarchical embeddedness)6,
reveals other patterns, especially patterns of embedded cooperation such as bacterial colonies living
within larger organisms such as termites, which in
turn may dwell in even larger organisms like colonies,
while those dwell within complex ecosystems.
… that kind of embeddedness …
forces negotiations among
self-interested levels of the system.
This is a very valuable lesson
for humanity.

When I use the term holistic, I think holarchy, this
embeddedness of life. What is interesting about that
kind of embeddedness is that it forces negotiations
among self-interested levels of the system. This is a
very valuable lesson for humanity. In your body, for
instance, if you see it as a holarchy of cells, organs,
organ systems, a body, there is self-interest at the level
of every cell. It has an identity. It is like a city-state,
in fact, if you look at it closely. It must negotiate its
self-interest with the self-interest of the tissue, of
the organ that it is a part of. The heart has a diﬀerent self-interest from the liver, if you like. The body
itself, which must maintain the integrity of the entire
system, has a self-interest that is diﬀerent from that
of its smaller holons. That is why, when I look at the
patterns of globalization, I see very clearly that if you
want to have a global economy, you must ensure the
health of every local economy at the same time. It
is not a case of either we do local economy or we do
global economy, but how do we make every level of
the system healthy? We can look to nature for clues
of that kind.
We are a wonderful example of this embeddedness
because the ﬁrst nucleated cells, called eukaryotes
– meaning in Greek “with kernel or nucleus,” and
also called protists – came together as cooperatives,
if you like. Lynn Margulis, of course, worked out
this information for decades, and it wasn’t until 998
that her cell symbiosis model was publicly acknowledged. “The New Tree of Evolution” was published
in National Geographic magazine in February of
998, showing, instead of all the branches that had
been microbes and fungi and plants and animals, the
whole tree of evolution as microbes and the tip of one
branch everything else, all the multicelled creatures.
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This is a dramatic change in our biological picture of
evolution – truly dramatic. Lewis Thomas has even
suggested that bacteria may have invented us as big
taxis to get around in safely.9
2. The DNA Revolution

We are still in the early stages of an exciting new view of
DNA: as a complex, self-organizing system
in communication with other such systems …

The discovery of DNA structure in the 950s, when
I was a graduate student, has since engendered vast
amounts of information about its role in individuals
and in evolution, as well as the whole ﬁeld of genetic
engineering. Most notably, our view of DNA as a ﬁxed
“blueprint” in each creature, altered only by accidents
in the course of evolution, is changing dramatically.
We are still in the early stages of an exciting new view
of DNA: as a complex, self-organizing system in communication with other such systems, notably the cell
membrane, such that DNA responds with apparent
intelligence to information about events outside its
cell and even outside the multicelled organism in
which it resides.
A few years ago now, a researcher at Harvard and
Yale actually photographed direct connections from
the DNA within the nucleus to the cell wall. So, there
is even some evidence of communication channels
that we never saw before, because those channels, as
well as the whole internal architecture of the cellular
skeleton, had been dissolved in studying cells, in the
chemicals with which we prepared the cells. So, just
as we have systems of muscle, bone, and ligaments
that move us, so do cells. They have the same kind
of rigid structures connected by elastic structures,
which permit cells to pick themselves up and move,
if you put them on a substrate, or hunker down when
there is less food so that they come in contact with a
maximum number of molecules of that food, or get
up and walk away when it is gone. These are fascinating things we were never able to see. And this was at
the level of the nucleated cell, much less the bacterial
level, which I will get to shortly.
Let us recall that Einstein’s worldview was shaken
when quantum physicists suggested that electrons
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intentionally leap orbits.0 Microbiologists are similarly shaken when they see apparently intentional
activity in molecular DNA. Discoveries of genomic
changes in response to an organism’s environment
are changing our story of how evolution proceeds
in very signiﬁcant ways. What is coming to light is
that life forms, beginning with the archebacteria from
which all other organisms evolved, are capable of selfimprovement through environmental challenge.
Genomic changes in response to an organism’s
environment have actually been known, also, since
the 950s, but they challenged the accepted theories
of the time – and those theories are still being challenged as some people still hold those theories – so
it has taken half a century to amass suﬃcient data to
warrant changing our scientiﬁc picture of evolution
accordingly. Barbara McClintock, who did much of
her work on corn plants – which were multicelled
creatures, of course – pioneered the research showing
that DNA sequences move about to new locations and
that this genetic activity increases when the plants are
stressed. She also found closed-loop molecular bits of
self-reproducing DNA called plasmids moving about
among the normal DNA and exchanged from cell to
cell.,2 Plasmids were invented by ancient bacteria and
persist in multicelled creatures. They are used a great
deal in genetic engineering, as they can be inserted
into new genomes.
McClintock’s work on transposable genetic elements was veriﬁed and elaborated by many researchers
until it became clear that DNA reorganizes itself
and trades genes with other cells, even with other
creatures.3 The trading process sometimes involves
virus-like elements known as transposons. Some are
retrotransposons and retroviruses that transcribe
their RNA into DNA – opposite to the usual order
and, again, not thought possible before their discovery. Some theorists now believe that bacteria may
have invented viruses as well as plasmids, as a kind of
time capsules for storing information.

… bacteria naturally retool themselves genetically and
can correct defects created by human genetic engineers.

993 Nobel Laureate biologists Phillip Sharp and
Richard Roberts discovered that RNA is arranged
in modules that can be reshuﬄed by “spliceosomes,”
referred to as a cell’s “editors.”4 Other researchers
have shown that bacteria naturally retool themselves
genetically and can correct defects created by human
genetic engineers.5 (Recall that ancient bacteria had
already evolved the ability to repair genes damaged
by UV radiation.)
Further research shows that bacteria not only alter
genomes very speciﬁcally in response to speciﬁc environmental pressures, but also transfer the mutations
to other bacteria.6,7 Many of these genetic transfers
appear to be evolutionarily related to “free-living”
viruses, according to Temin and Engels in England.8
Retroviruses are known to infect across species and
enter the host’s germline DNA.
When mad cow disease came out in England,
I talked to the chief vet at the London Zoo, among
others, and he told me that it had already been transferred to a number of hoofed animal species at the
London Zoo, and then the cats in France were found
to have it. I called the Atlanta Center for Disease Control and was told that they had been able to transfer it
to every species they had used in the lab. “Of course,”
he said, “we cannot do it with humans, but I would be
very cautious.”
We are still in the early stages of understanding the
extent to which DNA is freely traded in the world of
microbes to beneﬁt both individuals and their communities. And we are just beginning to see these
processes of genetic alteration at cellular levels as
intelligent responses to changing environmental conditions in multicelled creatures. We know viruses and
plasmids carry bits of DNA from whales to seagulls,
from monkeys to cats, and so on, but it remains to
be understood whether all this transfer is random or
meaningful.
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… we still do not know what the
vast proportion of
multicellular-creature DNA does.

Most research in this area of gene transfer among species is still conﬁned to microbes because it is simply
easier to study them, although Barbara McClintock
started it with corn plants. As yet we know relatively
little about the extent to which DNA trading occurs
in creatures larger than microbes, or to what extent it
facilitates speciﬁc responses to environmental conditions. For that matter, we still do not know what the
vast proportion of multicellular-creature DNA does.
However, it seems reasonable to hazard the guess
that nature would not have evolved an evolutionary
strategy as sophisticated as gene trading to facilitate
evolution billions of years ago only to abandon it in
evolving larger creatures.
As I said, depending on the particular plant or animal species, only one percent to ﬁve percent of DNA
codes for proteins. Of the remaining 95 to 99 percent,
20 to 30 percent is made of repeating elements called
LINEs (long interspersed nuclear elements) and SINEs
(short interspersed nuclear elements), which move
from one location to another or even trade places
neatly, without revealing exactly why they do so.9 The
rest remains utter mystery. Last week I was down at
the Salk Institute, and that is the best information I
could get on this. Even the much-discussed Human
Genome Project is concerned only with mapping the
protein-coding portion of DNA, so our stories are far
from complete. They will map it, but they won’t know
what the rest of it does just because they are able to
identify the chemical sequences.
When you look at DNA in the cell, of course, it is
very complexly packed with protein and water. The
little protein triplet of molecules of DNA wraps itself
twice around this one, twice around that one, and
twice around this one, and then goes on to the next
little three-leaf clover in three dimensions. When it
wants to copy a gene, it unfurls one very particular
section, copies it, and refolds it, so that the thing
remains organized even though it is writhing around
like a batch of snakes, if you could look at it. It is amazing the extent of the organization in what looks to us
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to be random or what we were calling “junk DNA.”
It is highly unlikely that nature is inventing junk at
this level!
British researcher Jeﬀrey Pollard reports the rapid
restructuring of genomes in response to stress in
many diﬀerent species from microbes to plants and
animals, with the changes passed on to succeeding
generations. (Is Lamarck going to be vindicated?)
This can bring about, as Pollard says, “dramatic alterations of developmental plans independent of natural
selection,” which itself may “play a minor role in evolutionary change, perhaps honing up the ﬁt between
the organism and its environment.”20
… genomes tend to preserve themselves until there is
a need for change, and then have the capacity,
through a vast number of genes,
to rearrange themselves quite quickly.

This growing body of evidence suggests that evolution may proceed much faster under stress than was
thought possible. This is where we may be getting
some really valuable information for why punctuated equilibrium happens: that genomes tend to
preserve themselves until there is a need for change,
and then have the capacity, through a vast number of
genes, to rearrange themselves quite quickly. It also
reveals how the worldwide web of DNA information
exchange invented by Archean bacteria still functions
today, not only among bacteria as always, but also
within multicelled creatures and among species. As
microbiologist Lynn Margulis puts it: “Evolution is no
linear family tree, but change in the single multidimensional being that has grown to cover the entire
surface of Earth.”2,22
3. New Emphasis on Our Microbial Ancestry

Margulis has contributed enormously to our evolving
story of the microbial world that was Earth for the ﬁrst
three-fourths of its entire evolution up to the present,
and to the understanding that multicelled creatures
– fungi, plants, and animals – have the descendants
of ancient bacteria providing the energy in each and
every one of their (and our) cells. Despite her comment that life is a single, multidimensional being,
and not a linear family tree, it is her work that caused
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a most dramatic change in the way we picture that
old “tree of evolution,” which I have already talked
about. Suddenly and dramatically, a new version of
this familiar picture was launched into the public
eye by that early 998 article in National Geographic
magazine.23 Animals, fungi, and plants were no longer
the main branches of the tree; rather, all three were
relegated to the mere tip of a single branch on a tree
composed of myriad kinds of microbes – creatures
too small to see with the naked eye.
Before our new wave of knowledge about our
single-celled ancestors – bacteria and protists, or
nucleated cells – the bulk of evolution was as murky
a prehistory as the three million years of human existence prior to what we call the Stone Age. Now, quite
suddenly, we are unveiling a surprisingly cosmopolitan ancient (and modern) microworld. Discovering
the urban lifestyles of bacteria with all their technologies – from skyscrapers to the compass and electric
motor, from solar energy devices to polyester, and
even to a worldwide web of information exchange – is
an amazing journey.
Over the billions of years that the archae – our
name for ancient bacteria – were inventing diverse
lifestyles such as fermentation, photosynthesis, and
respiration, they were also rearranging the planet’s
crust, creating a new atmosphere, and exchanging
bits of DNA information among themselves. We can
say they were the ﬁrst to invent a worldwide web
of information exchange. The importance of this
astoundingly ﬂexible gene pool cannot be underestimated. It is still as active among bacteria today as
in Archean times and accounts, for example, for their
rapid resistance to our antibiotics.

Bacteria discovered the advantages of communal living
eons ago and evolved sophisticated urban lives
and cityscapes.

Information exchange gives bacteria close relationships that facilitate cooperation in communal living.
We have known of their communal lives for some
time, but only now are we able to investigate their
amazing urban complexes in real detail. Bacteria discovered the advantages of communal living eons ago
and evolved sophisticated urban lives and cityscapes.

We can see these huge urban complexes today, though
with the naked eye they appear only as slimy ﬁlms
in the kitchen drain, thick muddy microbial mats,
or giant fossilized communities called stromatolites
– rocky domes of layered ancient seashore communities that trapped sand and other particles. Living
slime cities persist on their surfaces.4,2,22
Stromatolites are found in many locations, some
pushed under the surface into fossilized banded rock
formations, again reminding us of Vernadsky’s deﬁnition of life as a transform of rock that goes back
again to rock. Other stromatolites are still growing
themselves on the surface in shallow waters and on
seashores. Other communal life experiments have
less rigid forms than stromatolites. Some bacteria
create communities that look and sometimes act
remarkably like later multicelled plants; others adopt
free-swimming lifestyles. One way or another, they
all maintain community through their exchanges of
resources and information.
Bacteria living on top of microbial mats or stromatolites are burned to death by ultraviolet light, but the
dead cells make good ﬁlters, absorbing the burning
rays while letting the rest of the light reach those that
need it below. In other community situations, some
individuals commit suicide so that others may live – a
process called apoptosis, also found later in evolution
as the embryological process of “programmed death,”
in which certain cells must die for multicelled creatures to “sculpt” their forms.4
Bacterial cityscapes exist today wherever they can
take hold: in wetlands, in dank closets, in the stomachs of cows, in kitchen drains. Scientists call them
bioﬁlms or mucilages, as they look like slimy brown
or greenish patches to the unaided human eye. Only
now can we discover their inner structure and functions with the newest microscopy techniques that
magnify them suﬃciently without destroying them
(for example, confocal scanning laser microscopy).
Looking closely for the ﬁrst time at intact bacterial microcities, scientists are amazed to see them
packed as tightly as our own urban centers, but with
a decidedly futuristic look. Towers of spheres and
cone- or mushroom-shaped skyscrapers soar 00 to
200 micrometers upward from a base of dense sticky
sugars, other big molecules, and water, all collectively
produced by the bacterial inhabitants. In these cities,
diﬀerent strains of bacteria with diﬀerent enzymes
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help each other exploit food supplies that no one
strain can break down alone. The more food is available, the denser the populations become.
I don’t know how many of you know
that bacteria invented
the electric motor …
They also harnessed solar energy …

All of them together build the city’s infrastructure.
The cities are laced with intricate channels connecting
the buildings to circulate water, nutrients, enzymes,
oxygen, and recyclable wastes. Their diverse inhabitants live in diﬀerent microneighborhoods and glide,
motor, or swim along roadways and canals. I don’t
know how many of you know that bacteria invented
the electric motor. It is a small disk rotating in a
magnetic ﬁeld at the tail end of a bacterium with a
ﬂagellum attached and ball bearings. It spins very fast
to drive the bacterium. That was invented by respiring bacteria in archaic times, so they can motor along.
They also harnessed solar energy, and that is what
creates photosynthesis, which created the waste gas
of oxygen. And it was that oxygen that, when it ﬁrst
piled up in the atmosphere of the planet, was the ﬁrst
global pollution, because it was killing oﬀ so many of
the existing bacteria, which then, under stress, found
ways to encapsulate themselves or go underground
and ﬁnd ways of surviving. It was largely fermenters
that were being killed oﬀ, and then the photosynthesizers themselves had to develop protection so that
their own bodies were not harmed by their technology.
It is just an absolutely fascinating world to look at.
Researcher Bill Keevil in England, making videos of
these cityscapes, says of one, “It looks like Manhattan
when you ﬂy over it.” 25,26 Microbiologist Bill Costerton in Montana observes: “All of a sudden, instead
of individual organisms, you have communication,
cell cooperation, cell specialization, and a basic circulatory system, as in plants or animals…. It’s a big
intellectual break.”26 Researchers are coming to see
colonial bacteria or even all bacteria now as multicelled creatures.27
Most astonishing to investigators, communal
bacteria turn on a diﬀerent set of genes than their
genetically identical relatives roaming independently
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outside of bioﬁlms. This gives the urban dwellers a
very diﬀerent biochemical makeup. A special bacterial chemical, homoserine lactone, signals incoming
bacteria to turn into city dwellers. All bacteria constantly discharge low levels of this chemical. Large
concentrations of it in urban environments trigger
the urbanizing genetic changes, no matter what strain
the bacteria are.
Now, you probably all know that they do not speciate bacteria anymore, because one of the ﬁrst things
they invented was the original, as I call it, worldwide
web of information exchange. Every bacterium to this
day can trade DNA with every other, and I talked earlier about how they come in and out of multicelled
creatures. We think of genetic engineering as something new – it’s the name of the game in evolution!
These genes are ﬂapping around in and out of us all
the time, and maybe they know what they are doing
better than we do.
ANDERSON: Maybe we are ﬁguring out another way of
doing what they have been doing.

I always loved what Lewis Thomas said:
“Perhaps we are giant taxis they invented to get
around in safely.”
SAHTOURIS:

ANDERSON:

Yes, I was thinking about that.

SAHTOURIS: And now, of course, they have their taxis
inventing airplanes and spaceships, so that they can
get around more eﬀectively, because to this day, their
system of trading DNA depends on direct contact
or sending viruses abroad. But now we carry them
around the Earth. Malaria is a case in point of how
quickly microbes evolve so that our medications don’t
work.
Interestingly, bacteria living in communities and
pooling their resources, are up to ,500 times more
resistant to antibiotics than a single colony.25 Under
today’s siege by antibiotics, bacteria respond with
ever-new genetic immunity. Our ﬁfth generation of
antibiotics failed in 996.
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4. Creativity in Crisis
The genomes of individuals – deﬁned as their full set of
structural and regulatory genes – can and do
alter their patterns in the interests of the
bacterial community as a whole.

In Tel-Aviv, Eshel Ben-Jacob also ﬁnds bacteria trading genes and discovers complex interactions between
individuals and their communities. The genomes of
individuals – deﬁned as their full set of structural
and regulatory genes – can and do alter their patterns in the interests of the bacterial community as
a whole. He observes that bacteria signal each other
chemically, calculate their own numbers in relation
to food supplies, make decisions on how to behave
accordingly to maximize community well-being, and
collectively change their environments to their communal beneﬁt.28,29 It is fascinating work. I ran into
Ben-Jacob on the Internet, and he has since sent me
his published papers on this subject. He concludes
that colonies form a kind of super-mind, genomic
web of intelligent individual genomes. Such webs are
capable of creative responses to the environment that
bring about “cooperative self-improvement or cooperative evolution.”29
In terms of how bacteria originally formed the
multicreatured cell – this is what I call fractal biology – there was probably a huge amount of trial and
error in this process, and it probably started with cannibalism, where one bacterium swallowed another,
and then some of the ones that had been swallowed
survived and multiplied. There were probably many
dead-ended situations in this kind of bacterial colonialism, in which the whole project died because
the resources got used up inside. But eventually they
stumbled upon a cooperative situation where diﬀerent kinds of bacteria together formed a colony, each
giving up some of their DNA to the central nucleus,
and evolved this much, much larger multicreatured
cell, which is what all other evolution is based on: all
the fungi, plants, animals. They went on to evolve the
multicelled creature. Now, I am wondering whether
we are going through a new phase of forming multicreatured cells in our globalization process. That is
food for thought.

Evolution, in fact, can be seen as a story of crises and
solutions, stability out of instability, ever-new levels
of order emerging from ever-new chaos. Tracing its
story, we encounter fascinating events that can help
us understand the crises we face today. We discover
that we are not the ﬁrst global polluters, nor the ﬁrst
species to evolve from competition over resources
to cooperative sharing. From the experience of our
Earth in evolution, we can actually gain hope, courage, and even practical solutions.3,30
Within the great process and pattern of evolution, we see the holistic, cooperative, energy-eﬃcient,
recycling ecosystems that nature has evolved with
apparent intelligence, trial, and error over billions
of years: rain forests, savannas, deserts, river basins,
coral reefs. In these living systems, we can ﬁnd inspiration and models for a new kind of human invention:
the ecologically sustainable human communities we
must develop to survive as a healthy species in this
new millennium.
Already in ancient times, food shortages, global
atmospheric pollution, and destructive ultraviolet
radiation were challenges that led to the invention of
new DNA genes and new lifestyles. Later evolved animals and plants faced repeated massive extinctions,
the survivors of each such crisis retooling, evolving
into new forms and functions. It begins to look as
though crises aﬀord life unusual evolutionary opportunities to create novel solutions.
… life is too intelligent to proceed by accident …
DNA is altered in intelligent response
to the organism’s needs.

These emerging themes – the geobiological systems
view, the DNA revolution, our microbial ancestry, and
the creativity of life in response to crisis – are leading
us to a new story of evolution. Darwin will always be
credited as the great pioneer of evolution biology, but
Lamarck will also be vindicated for his ideas on the
reorganization of species through the inheritance of
acquired characteristics. The central theme of our
changing story is that life is too intelligent to proceed
by accident. We can now see clearly that the accidents
we thought were the basis for evolution are, rather,
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recognized and repaired as they occur, while DNA
is altered in intelligent response to the organism’s
needs. We see this in the urban complexes of bacteria
that simulate later multicelled creatures; we see it in
the multicreatured cells that we ourselves are made
of. It remains to discover far more of how this process works in multicelled creatures – to build on the
half-century of that evidence pioneered by Barbara
McClintock.
5. The Larger Picture

If biological evolution is revealing itself to our scientiﬁc scrutiny as a holistic and intelligent learning
process, what of the universe in which it is embedded?
Western science is but a few centuries old – a very
new endeavor on the scale of evolution itself, which is
counted in billions of years. The concept of biological evolution and the pursuit of its nature came into
this science and into the public eye only a little more
than a single century ago. Yet in that brief moment
we came very far: from the ﬁrst voyages of the Beagle
to identify and catalog a handful of our planet’s still
countless species in a framework of the ﬁrst modern
theory of their emergence over time, to the temporal mapping of an amazing diversity of life, most of it
far too small to see with the naked eye. At the same
time, we are unraveling the DNA common to them
all, with the understanding that it is freely traded in
a great worldwide web, and the capability of shuﬄing
genes among species ourselves, for our own human
purposes.
Does this indicate that we now know how evolution works? Consider that it is now less than two years
ago that we oﬃcially revised the entire tree of evolution, displacing the visible species that had made up
the bulk of this tree to the tip of a single branch on
a new tree made largely of microbes. Consider that
the truly detailed study of these microbes and their
worlds has become technologically possible only in
the past decade and that our newly observable information about them is dramatically changing our views
of how DNA works. And consider that the sciences
of astronomy and physics, within whose frameworks
biological theories exist, are in complex transitions of
their own, in both observation and theory.
Is it possible to know how biological evolution
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works without knowing how the physical universe
in which it is embedded works? If we believe, as the
physicists tell us, that everything in the universe is
inseparably interconnected at the most fundamental
levels of reality, then I think we can agree that there
must be a consistency in the realities of our biological
and physical worlds. In fact, our separation of these
worlds has been no more than an artiﬁcial convenience of Western science – a division of disciplines
and labor for studying various aspects and levels of
our observable universe and planet. Such divisions
for the sake of convention should not blind us to the
search for consistency throughout the entire system
we call our universe.

Unfortunately, there has been a serious
disconnect, or lack of communication,
between biology and physics …

Unfortunately, there has been a serious disconnect, or
lack of communication, between biology and physics, such that mainstream biology still works with
rather Newtonian models, while physics has gone on
through almost a century of relativity theory, quantum theory, and explorations of superstrings, multiple
dimensions beyond the usual four, zero-point energy,
nonlocality, consciousness, and other adventures in
understanding reality.
Micro- and macrobiologists argue that it is a question of levels – that physics deals with a quantum
world, the laws and nature of which are unique to its
scale, while biology must look to its own unique scale.
But when physicists tell us that nonlocality, for example, is a basic property of the universe, that we live in
a universe that knows itself because every point in it is
ever in informational touch with every other, no matter how distant, can biology ignore this? Or must we
then assume that every cell in our bodies, for example, is in informational touch with every other, that a
change in DNA within one cell is known by all others
– not through chemical or electromagnetic information exchange, but by virtue of the basic property of
our entire universe? Do we now have a physical basis
for the “wisdom of the body” so long ago named by the
great physiologist John Cannon? Can we now explain
why a human with multiple personality disorder can
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instantly change their physiologies from diabetic to
nondiabetic, allergic to nonallergic in an instant? If
an electron can choose to jump orbits, why can’t a cell
or an entire organism choose its actions as well?
What we are being forced into is a deep reassessment of the state of our knowledge about universal
physical reality, or, more simply, “reality.” Since the
advent of quantum theory, some physicists have been
exploring the concept that reality is the collapse of
wave functions by consciousness, that without conscious observers there is no reality. Does this mean
that there can be no universe without humans? Or
does it imply that the universe itself is fundamentally
conscious – a learning universe that originates in
some simple awareness of itself through nonlocality
and then ever evolves more complex local consciousnesses within itself until it can look clearly at itself
from within? This is what some physicists who center
the process on ourselves call the anthropic principle.3
Western science is committed to the concept of a
permanent knowable reality that is understandable
through reason, just as Western religions believe a
similarly knowable reality to be accessible through
revelation. Eastern philosophy, which is an integral
spiritual science with a far longer history than Western science, has seen reality very diﬀerently: as rooted
in consciousness, illusory, ﬂuctuating or cyclic, at once
impermanent and eternal, but still comprehensible,
with an internal order. One of its tenets, as quoted by
Swami Muktananda, is that “Universal consciousness
creates this universe in total freedom.”32 Muktananda
goes on to say:
Contemporary scientists are becoming aware that
the basis of the universe is energy. They are discovering
what the ancient sages of India have known for millennia: that it is consciousness which forms the ground,
or canvas, on which the material universe is drawn. In
fact, the entire world is the play of this energy. Within
its own being, by its own free will, it manifests this universe of diversities and becomes all the forms and shapes
we see around us. This energy pervades every particle of
the universe, from the supreme principle to the tiniest
insect, and performs inﬁnite functions…. Just as this
energy pervades the universe, it permeates the human
body, ﬁlling it from head to toe … this conscious energy
powers our bodies.32

The simple fact most basic to all human experience
… has been swept under the rug by science until now.
That fact is that all human experience takes place in our
consciousness and in a single eternal present moment.

The simple fact most basic to all human experience
– including that of all scientists for all of our lives
– has been swept under the rug by science until now.
That fact is that all human experience takes place
in our consciousness and in a single eternal present moment. Neither science nor any other human
endeavor has ever discovered a way of getting outside this richly patterned moment of consciousness
in which we spin out our histories, our cosmic and
biological evolution.
Eastern philosophy and the rigorous science of
internal exploration through meditation – as arduous
a training as any Western Ph.D. program – have long
explored the consciousness Western science is just
discovering at the heart of the universe in poking its
probes into and through the zero-point energy ﬁeld.
The great human endeavors of East and West have
been coming together in understanding during the
past half century. Science and spirituality were separated by historical events into competitive endeavors,
just as species are separated into competitive players
during their immature phases. But human endeavors can mature like species themselves. As humanity
matures over the next millennium, I believe science
will deﬁne spirituality from its own perspective while
religions incorporate scientiﬁc stories of evolution,
and that ultimately they will see themselves clearly
as aspects of the same whole, the same participatory universe in which all is interconnected. This, in
turn, will restore our view of nature as sacred, rather
than as the object of our conquest and destruction,
and promote our maturation into a cooperative and
benign species of beings knowing ourselves as spirit
become Earth matter without losing consciousness of
our eternal selves.
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What does this imply about
how we should see the system
of which we are part?
SCHMOOKLER: Well, I found that pretty wonderful. I
would like to ask you a question and give you a hypothetical opportunity: You have one minute to address
the American people. They have just seen the ﬁlm
with all these ideas of your presentation in it. Now
you have one minute in which to distill this into ﬁve
sentences at the philosophical or moral level: What
should we come away with? What does this imply
about how we should see the system of which we are
part? Five sentences.
VELAMOOR:

What is the moral of the story?

SCHMOOKLER:

Exactly.

SAHTOURIS: The moral of the story is that we have
tried to organize human society in mechanical terms
with top-down command and control institutions,
whether they are medical, educational, economic, or
whatever. We have not perceived ourselves as cultures
and all humanity as living systems embedded within
a larger living system. If we did, then we would recognize certain things such as that if the system is to be
an entity, then all parts of it must be healthy.
So, if you want globalization, if you want to unite
all humanity, then you had better bring all humanity
into the system in ways that everyone can make a living. Once you make a decision that you want to create
this entity, this globalized humanity, then either you
bring it up to snuﬀ or it is going to be sick. In your
body, aid is sent immediately wherever there is a problem, because the body has a kind of body wisdom, as
the physiologist Cannon called it long ago, knowing
that if one part is unhealthy, it will aﬀect the rest. As
we look at economic globalization, then, you must
ensure that every local economy is as healthy as your
global economy. You cannot do one at the expense
of the other. You cannot have your body running if a
couple of organs are exploiting it for their beneﬁt.
VELAMOOR: “… never send to know for whom the bell
tolls. It tolls for thee.” John Donne.
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SAHTOURIS: At present, the only institutions on the
globe that really are working – meaning: carrying out
their goals – are the corporate world, the economic
institutions. As Dee Hock [founder of VISA] has
pointed out, educational institutions are not really
educating; the health system is not giving us health;
and the justice system is not providing justice; but the
corporations are making proﬁts and that is what they
set out to do.
SCHMOOKLER: But they are not behaving in accordance with what you described.
SAHTOURIS: Yes, their time is limited, too, unless they
begin to behave more like living systems. Fortunately,
we can show them that when they do reorganize that
way, the proﬁts get even better; we can have a profitable recycling economy; we can have an economy
where everyone can make a living. There is no reason
to do things the way we do now except that we simply
haven’t known; we haven’t been able to look ahead.
We didn’t set out to pollute the planet; that wasn’t the
idea of the industrial age. We didn’t set out to commit
nuclear suicide by inventing nuclear weapons. The
interesting thing about our species is that we can now
learn about ourselves and have the foresight not to
continue our errors into the future.
GROFF: That is an interesting idea, because if you think

about the world organizing on a bigger systems level
today, I think a lot of our institutions are still products
of the industrial age and they haven’t restructured
enough. Maybe economic organizations move faster
and political are slower. Education is slower.
SAHTOURIS:

to.

They can move more quickly if they want

ANDERSON: I always get nervous when people start
talking about what works and what doesn’t work,
and what is breaking down and what is not breaking
down. I think we throw those deﬁnitions around very
carelessly about things that could as well be described
as being at steep learning curves or major transitions.
There is a degree of – forgive me for putting it this way
– carelessness about the way those deﬁnitions are used.
One, I also think there is a great tendency of people,
particularly who are not really looking closely at what
is happening in the world governance these days, to
talk as if nothing were going on. A lot is going on.
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SCHMOOKLER: Does “a lot going on” mean “changing
in good ways”?

… the whole system of human rights
is much more advanced
than most people think.
ANDERSON: Changing in good ways and bad ways. For
example, the whole system of human rights is much
more advanced than most people think. If you look
at Judge Baltazar Garzon’s work in Argentina, you are
seeing something that is being scantily reported in
the news but it is a manifestation of a huge process
of change in legal systems that has been going on for
decades and is now in a kind of transformative state.
So, we need to be a little bit careful about making
assumptions as if governments were just sitting there
and not doing anything, even though a lot them are
tremendously reactionary.

Actually I don’t at all see them as doing
nothing. I think at this point our economic institutions are dominating our dominant culture that is
being spread around the world, so that the consumer
society has become the core way of being, the modus
operandi. Therefore, the corporations have had the
power to dictate an awful lot to our governments. For
that reason, I feel that going directly to the corporate
world is more eﬃcient right now, because they can
write the check in a minute; somebody in the government can’t. You can get things done in the corporate
world, because of their access to resources and their
ability to move quickly, that you cannot in any other
institution that I know of. Neither a university nor a
hospital, none of them can move the way a corporation can move when it sees its self-interest.
SAHTOURIS:

If you list all the pieces of what I would
call the global governance system, including multinational corporations, intergovernmental organizations,
nongovernmental organizations, governments, and
two or three others, and then if you rank those in
terms of capacity to adapt to change, you have to put
corporations at the top.
ANDERSON:

SAHTOURIS:

ANDERSON: Yes, I would put NGOs next. I would put
intergovernmental organizations pretty high up. And
governments – those things that sit there in the capitol with their ﬂags waving – are not that adaptive.
SAHTOURIS: Which is very interesting, because what it
is saying is that life pulls itself to where it can move; it
goes to the edge of the colony, or wherever, where it
has some ﬂexibility.

… power is moving towards
more global and more decentralized
levels, both, for most nations.
GROFF: Do you know why? It is partly because governments are losing power right now. They are certainly
trying to hold on to what they had, but the power is
moving towards more global and more decentralized
levels, both, for most nations.
SAHTOURIS: Yes. If you look at the people in our society that Paul Ray calls “the cultural creatives” [The
Cultural Creatives: How 50 Million People Are Changing the World, Crown, 2000], most of them have been
inventing their own jobs, their own ways of staying
alive. Whether that is a cultural myth or what, I know
a whole lot of them, and many of them have invented
ways of existing outside the system so that they have
bought the ﬂexibility to be able to write books, like
Andrew does.
SCHMOOKLER: Yes. To get back to corporations and
the assets that they have, we get back to that question: What do we mean by we? The problem with the
corporation is that the we that they are institutionally inclined to think of, the way the game they play is
structured, and the way that game is scored – none of
those is conducive to serving the interest of the whole
system. You were saying that you could tell them that
in a healthy world there are even more proﬁts to be
made. Well, that may be true in some very long-term
way….
SAHTOURIS:

We could ﬁnd proﬁt, too.

Yes. And NGOs coming in very close.
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… I am not sure that I feel optimistic
that that particular set of actors
is going to make decisions with
the whole in mind …
SCHMOOKLER: But in the short term, where they are
scoring the game, and with the bottom line the way
they understand the bottom line … I wrote a book
about the shortcomings of the market system as a
way of dealing with the needs of the whole. But the
system you were describing has evolved over such a
huge period of time, whereas the processes that we
are talking about are converging so rapidly that I am
not sure that I feel optimistic that that particular set
of actors is going to make decisions with the whole in
mind – unless the concept of what they are planning
to maximize can be transformed.
VELAMOOR: If the impetus of the system inherently
is toward some rational conclusion, as you seem to
point out, those businesses that don’t see it will go out
of business.
SCHMOOKLER: Yes, in a few centuries. If their interest,
like that of a lot of managers, is to have things accomplished in the next several quarters because then they
are going to be moving on to the next thing….
VELAMOOR: We at the Foundation, at least, are not
thinking in terms of these solutions and formulas taking eﬀect in the next decade.
SCHMOOKLER: I am just asking: How good a vehicle
are these corporations, in their present focus and purpose, for thinking in terms of the whole?
SAHTOURIS:

Not very good.

VELAMOOR: One thing all of them are good at, simply driven by self-interest, is the ability to react. If
the consequence is at the door, they are very good at
reacting.
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We have to ﬁgure out how to evolve
from just self-interest to
enlightened self-interest …
GROFF: I think there is a diﬀerence between self-interest and enlightened self-interest. We have to ﬁgure
out how to evolve from just self-interest to enlightened self-interest, which gets to an awareness that our
own interest is aﬀected by the health of the rest. Part
of it is ﬁnding a shift from win-lose to win-win.
SCHMOOKLER: There is also the enlightened concept of
the self, about whose interest you are concerned, too,
because if yourself is just you, and you are going to be
dead in 40 years or whatever … there is something
in the concept of caring about the grandchildren, the
seventh generation.

When self-interest is tempered
by the self-interest of community,
it becomes enlightened …
SAHTOURIS: What you are saying is what I am saying with holarchy. Enlightened self-interest deﬁned
biologically is compromised with the other levels of
the system you are embedded in. You can’t have your
own way as a cell within the organ. When self-interest is tempered by the self-interest of community, it
becomes enlightened, if you like.
SCHMOOKLER: You have to change the concept of the
game to get to that from where a lot of things are
operating.
SAHTOURIS: How does a marriage work? It is a two-level

holarchy: a level of individuals, a level of couplehood.
Couplehood has certain self-interests in maintaining that integrity. You are not only negotiating with
each other; you are negotiating with a new entity you
have created in a marriage. It is a dynamic situation in
which the interests of couplehood have to be weighed
against your individual interests. Enlightened selfinterest is: How much of my individual interest can
I get served without breaking up the integrity of the
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couple I want to maintain? It is a community tempering the individuals.
GROFF: I once had this idea: You have all these systems

within systems within systems in the world, and you
have all these parts of a particular system. First they
come together and they are all doing their own selfinterest; they are not seeing that they are interrelated.
Over time, they eventually get to a point where they
get their whole system integrated and it works well.
But then, as soon as that happens, they suddenly discover that they are part of a bigger system, and the
process has to start all over again. It is a kind of continuum.

It doesn’t start over. It expands, and it
gets tempered and revised. Let me give one example.
Thomas Petzinger Jr., who is a Wall Street Journal columnist, has written a book called The New Pioneers
[subtitled The Men and Women Who Are Transforming the Workplace and Marketplace, Simon & Schuster,
999]. In it, he talks about how, when the big corporations downsized, they thought they were improving
things. In fact, it didn’t improve a single corporation’s
situation. What happened to all the downsized middle-management people? They went home, got on
their PCs, and invented businesses on the Internet.
I recently sat down with a corporate consultant, and
he was looking at my “Essential Features of Healthy
Living Systems” list of 5 principles. When we looked
at this, we also started looking at the Internet, and it
turns out that every one of these features can be found
on the Internet, not necessarily as a single coherent
system, but all of these things occur on the Internet.
And when you look at your average corporate structure, almost none of them is present there. I think that
is the power of life being shown on the Internet, to
drag the corporate world into the Internet to behave
more like living systems. They are all being forced
now to pay much more attention to their consumers
and their suppliers because of the way the Internet
works. Entrepreneurs got onto the Internet and said:
“Oh, warehouses full of stuﬀ? Hey, we’ll auction it oﬀ.”
Or, “That consumer wants things a particular way. If
you just put the supplier with the consumer, they can
tailor anything they want instantly. You never have to
pile stuﬀ up in your warehouses.” All these features of
living systems are coming out through the Internet
and pulling the economic world into it. It is a very
SAHTOURIS:

interesting phenomenon to watch, because here is
this giant self-organizing system that is actually having a profound eﬀect on our economic world.
SCHMOOKLER: Capitalism has been a giant in selforganizing for several centuries.
SAHTOURIS: Yes. Look at the ﬁnancial system. Nobody

predicted ten years ago, when they designed the current ﬁnancial system, that the Internet would permit
people to slosh three trillion dollars a day around the
planet, 95 percent of it completely disconnected from
all production-consumption kinds of realities, and
that every high school kid can now aspire to being a
millionaire next week on the Internet. Something is
going to happen to that system. We know that because,
as Linda showed us, exponential curves cannot go to
inﬁnity if they are graphing something in the real
world. But those are some of the indications of the
enormous change that we are in the middle of, and
when you relate it to living systems, I ﬁnd it begins to
make some kind of sense of a chaotic world.
VELAMOOR:

Thank you, Elisabet.

__________________________________________
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… there is a discontinuity between
biological evolution and
the evolution of civilization.
SCHMOOKLER: Looking at the question of how evolution works led me to three ideas that have a certain
relationship to each other. The ﬁrst one is the idea that
I alluded to earlier, which I developed in my book [The
Parable of the Tribes: The Problem of Power in Social
Evolution, 2nd edition, State University of New York
Press, 994]. This is the idea that there is a discontinuity between biological evolution and the evolution
of civilization. Something happened to our species
0,000 years ago. We unleashed forces that were not a
function of our nature and that had the result of driving our social evolution in ways that we would not
have chosen, had we been able to choose.
The forces that we unleashed had something to do
with the fact that, on the one hand, we had extricated
ourselves from the niche in which we had evolved
biologically. On the other hand, we had not arrived
at a point where we collectively, as a group of societies, as humankind, could replace the order of nature
with any kind of human-chosen order. We stumbled,
essentially, into a kind of anarchy. Anarchy has certain properties; for example, it makes a struggle for
power inevitable. Because of our creativity and our
capacity to innovate culturally, it appeared that a huge
spectrum of cultural possibilities were opened to
humankind. It seemed that we became free to invent
our own way of life. What I try to show is it was only an
apparent freedom. It looks like freedom from a point
of view of a single society, but if you have a group of
such societies interacting, what you have is not freedom, but anarchy. And anarchy, combined with the
struggle for power and open-ended possibilities for
cultural innovation, leads to a selection from only one

narrow band of all that appears to be possible. And
that band has to do with power-maximization.
The book basically makes the point that so long
as humankind was fragmented into various actors
– sovereign societies that would have to interact with
each other, outside of any human or naturally evolved
order – we were condemned to have some of the
worst of our possibilities magniﬁed into necessities
of our cultural existence. That is the scary situation
our species has been in, and the pessimistic aspect
is that we had no alternative. There was no way we
could have chosen, once we took that step, to go in
any other direction.
SAHTOURIS:

Would you repeat what the step was?

SCHMOOKLER: The step was that we extricated ourselves from the niche in which we evolved biologically.
I would say that 20,000 years ago, human beings were
cultural animals. We had crossed the threshold that
Pat described as being civilization. We were cultural
animals, but in a lot of basic respects we were still
living in a way continuous with our primate paths.
We were still living in hunting and gathering bands;
still basically egalitarian; still basically not involved
in chronic, meaningful warfare; still living oﬀ what
nature spontaneously provided. Then, for reasons that
were good and suﬃcient, we started to domesticate
plants and animals, and to live a way of life that was
not given in our genome, that was invented through
culture. This basic innovation seemed to make a lot of
things possible in terms of social organization, political organization, economic organization, expansion
of the social entity without any inherent limit – except
for the fact that we were a civilization that was more
than just one society. It was whole clusters of societies in a fairly circumscribed area in each of the seven
places where it developed. Anyway, that is where the
theory goes.
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… if some other intelligent species
crosses over that threshold on some
other planet, it will recapitulate a lot
of the same problems …

In terms of our conversation, the crucial point is that
if some other intelligent species crosses over that
threshold on some other planet, it will recapitulate
a lot of the same problems that I call the parable of
tribes. The same will happen if we extinguish ourselves and, like in the aftermath of the K-T disaster
that did in the dinosaurs, we create a big vacuum that
can be ﬁlled by the descendants of, maybe, raccoons.
After 20 million years, if they are smart enough and
creative enough to take the step that we took, I think
the same thing is going to happen. So, anarchy and
fragmentation may be an inevitable by-product of the
emergence of this kind of a civilizational system. But
eventually you start knitting things together and we
get to what Walter is looking at, which is globalization, a process in which we’ve been engaged for 500
years.
ANDERSON:

that.

At least. I would go further back than

SCHMOOKLER: At least since Columbus, we can certainly say, and there is no reason to draw the line
there. Now it is moving at an accelerating speed.

So, it is the shift from hunting and gathering
to the beginning of agriculture?
GROFF:

SCHMOOKLER:

path to this.

Yes, that launches it. That opens up the

GROFF: Some people are now saying that the beginning of agriculture – the beginning, not later – was
the rise of the goddess culture, which was pretty nonviolent.
SCHMOOKLER:

lence.

What emerges does not have to be vio-

VELAMOOR: It is a source of power, benignly used or
malevolently used. Agriculture creates a source of all
kinds of food, ability to store food, and have time on
your hands.
SCHMOOKLER:

over.
76

Yes. And that is what I am glossing

SAHTOURIS: A combination of concentrating numbers
and feeding itself with agriculture.
SCHMOOKLER: An ongoing interaction among societies

that is not governed by any order. And now with globalization we have the capacity to actually constitute
a we, and that is the point I want to get to. When we
talk about we, we are talking about decision-making
and whether or not the decision-making is done in a
way in which the needs of the whole are taken into
account, as opposed to sovereign states making selfinterested decisions, or multinational corporations
making proﬁt-maximizing decisions. We have the
capacity, which was logically impossible earlier on,
to make decisions such as the Kyoto Global Warming
Treaty, or the Law of the Sea Treaty in the late ’70s, or
nuclear nonproliferation. These are ways of regulating
the way civilization is going to develop.

… it really is an urgent matter
to be able to make certain kinds of decisions
in an unatomistic way.

The real issue is, then: Are we going to ﬁnd a way of
exercising any kind of collective decision-making?
Simply to talk about the emergence of new powers
and where they are heading, and to say that they are
going to unfold in their own self-organizing ways, is
completely unrealistic in terms of a positive human
scenario, because that is what led to history’s being as
destructive as it has been. Because of the nature of the
human project and the innovations that we undertake
now, we are putting all of our eggs into one basket.
Whether we talk about it in terms of homogenization
or not, we are putting all of our eggs into one basket.
And we can’t really aﬀord to make a lot of mistakes.
We don’t have a lot of experiments to conduct when it
comes to what we do with the ecosystem or the extinction of plants. There are some plants and other animal
species – some people are saying that maybe half of
them will be gone in a century, so it really is an urgent
matter to be able to make certain kinds of decisions
in an unatomistic way. Then the question is whether
we have the wisdom to do it in a way that really takes
into account the seventh generation, other species,
and other aspects of wholeness.
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The second idea is that this is supposed to replace
the more or less common-sense idea that our problems have to do either with defects in our nature (the
idea of original sin, in which my neighbors in the
Shenandoah Valley believe), or, if you have an evolutionary perspective, simply the mismatch between
what we are by nature and what we need to be in
these very diﬀerent circumstances. I think everyone is
familiar with this issue, so I will just use it as a bridge
to a question that I wanted to ask.
When the Foundation conveyed to me the question for this workshop (How does evolution work?),
the ﬁrst thing I thought of is that as an idea, evolution
is not working in anything like the way I thought it
would or could or should. I remember being a kid in
the 950s, and one of my boyhood heroes was Clarence Darrow – for a lot of reasons, one of which was
the Scopes trial. I remember thinking: “Boy, imagine that! It was in the 920s when my parents were
already alive and already in school and already could
read, and people were still thinking about these questions as if Genesis and not Darwin told you how we
got here.”
VELAMOOR:

again.

They did it three months ago in Kansas

Today, 48 percent of Americans do not believe
in evolution; they believe in some kind of
“creation” explanation of how we got here.
SCHMOOKLER: Exactly. That is where I am headed,
framing it in terms of what people are thinking in the
United States now in regard to these questions. Today,
48 percent of Americans do not believe in evolution;
they believe in some kind of “creation” explanation of
how we got here. There are a number of people who
believe in some kind of amalgam of evolution and
the possible participation of the divine. I don’t have
any problem with that, because I sometimes straddle
between believing that the universe is a machine and
believing that there really are great mysteries.
My boy is a sixth-grader. He came home from the
ﬁrst or second day of school, saying that his science
teacher said that evolution is just a theory, and she
conveyed that she herself did not hold with evolution.
Now, I can imagine a teacher holding certain reli-

gious beliefs yet being required by the curriculum to
teach certain things, so I sympathized with her putting her own position on the table once. But then I
found out that every time she mentioned evolution,
she described it as “just a theory” and undercut her
teaching by making it clear that she didn’t believe it.
I communicated to the principal that I thought there
was an issue to look at, and a diplomatic way of dealing with it was found. But this position is very much
alive out there. This is an issue, and here it is, 40 years
since I was amazed that my parents had been alive
during the Scopes trial.
This leads me to ask the question: Does it matter? I
think it does. I said in the introduction that evolution
just keeps on coming up for me. I know that a person doesn’t have to believe in evolution to care about
the Earth. I know fundamentalists who say: “God
made us stewards.” But I think it helps when we see
that we really are kin to all these things, that we are
communities of cells, each of which is a community
of mitochondria and other ancient organisms. There
is more than one lineage that leads into us. I think it
helps to see our history in that way. We don’t want
presidents of the United States appointing secretaries
of the interior who think that it doesn’t matter what
they do with what they have been entrusted with
because the Second Coming is going to take care of
all that anyway. It does matter what perspective you
bring to these things. So, why, after all this time, is
it possible that the American public, which is surrounded by science, can fall for a line like: “It’s just a
theory”?
One of the things I wrote to the principal was:
“When she comes to gravity, is she going to say, ‘It’s
just a theory’?” That would be equally true of gravity as evolution. Is she going to say that every time
she teaches them anything about science? I have a
suspicion what the answer to that question is. Saying “It’s just a theory” shows a misunderstanding of
the nature of science. What I have said in public in
a variety of forums, mostly on the radio, is that the
theory of evolution is as well established as virtually any other major idea in science. It is subject to
revision – as Elisabet has indicated – and there probably will be a lot of changes over the generations. But
fundamentally, we know that evolution is the correct
explanation as much as we know anything, and people don’t recognize that. Why is that?
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… people need a meaningful story …
not only of how we got here,
but of all of life.

I think one of the reasons is that people need a meaningful story – a meaningful story not only of how we
got here, but of all of life. For some people, the whole
Bible has to be the inerrant word of God or their
entire worldview falls apart, and for those people, science creates problems. But there must be more going
on than that to cause half the American people not
to believe in evolution, despite all the knowledge that
supports it. I think that there is a failure by the scientiﬁc community. Of course, it isn’t the task of science,
but maybe it is the task of people like us to put who
we are and what we are doing on the table in some
meaningful way, so that people can absorb the science
and not feel desolate about what it means. There is
no meaning that comes with the story they get with
science. And I don’t know how you change that in the
public school situation. With the battles that go on,
you can’t introduce your moral and theological ways
of looking at things, but somehow we have failed to
present this idea – which you and I regard as important enough to come across the country to talk about
– in a way that other people can absorb it and ﬁnd
that it does not undercut the meaning and purpose
in their lives.
SOMIT: Do you really think that science can answer
the questions you have just raised: who we are, what
we are? You talk as if it is there for them to put on the
table.

I intended to diﬀerentiate between science and that question.
SCHMOOKLER:

SOMIT:

But who would answer it?

SCHMOOKLER: Well, people like us here in this room,
who are sort of “metathinkers.”
HUTCHEON: It happens that I have been invited to give
the sermon at a Vancouver Unitarian Church just
after Christmas, and I am going to be speaking on
“The Wonder of Evolution.” I am trying to do exactly
what you are talking about, provide a meaningful
story, and I have a song that has been used a num-
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ber of times by evolutionary thinkers, to the tune of
Amazing Grace. I have written a song, Amazing Life,
which is quite compelling.
SAHTOURIS: I want to go to Kansas and give them a
better story. One of the problems is that they get a
very inadequate story. They are told that Darwin is
about our being related to monkeys, survival of the
ﬁttest. They have a very limited view of what evolution is.

We also have an animal nature, but we
are distinctly diﬀerent from animals
because we have culture and learning,
and we have the spark of divinity …
GROFF: The framework I use is that all the types of
evolution work through us human beings. We are
part of the star stuﬀ of the universe – that is a physical
part. We also have an animal nature, but we are distinctly diﬀerent from animals because we have culture
and learning, and we have the spark of divinity, in the
sense that we can wake up and become conscious and
act consciously in the world. We can be responsible,
creative, and innovative. Maybe there are nonmaterial aspects of reality, too, that go with that. It seems to
me that a lot of fundamentalists are threatened by the
idea that we could be reduced to being like an ape.
SCHMOOKLER: Like Tom DeLay talking about the idea
that we crawl out of the slime – that captures, I think,
what they feel is being said about humans in the perspective oﬀered by evolution.
SAHTOURIS:

slime is.

That is because they don’t know what

ANDERSON: It is something that we have to look at
seriously, because it has been around as long as the
idea of evolution has been around, and it obviously
has a lot of power as a concern and a fear. It has to
do with the idea of human separateness or human
exceptionalism and whether the human species is or
is not totally distinct, somehow, from the rest of life.
As soon as the Darwin controversy emerged, you had
people incensed about that. You had Bishop Wilberforce talking about “our unsuspected cousinship with
the mushrooms,” which he regarded as a despicable
idea. That has been continually present in the evolu-
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tion/creationist controversy, and it keeps coming up
in diﬀerent kinds of scientiﬁc issues. It is with us right
now in relation to biotechnology.
Jeremy Rifkin proposed some years ago that we
pass a law to legislate the continuation of species in
their purity, exactly as they are, and not cross species
lines and certainly not combine anything nonhuman
with anything human. When vaccinations came along,
many people were similarly oﬀended by the idea of
using cowpox in human beings. I have a cartoon that
appeared about that time that was widely used by the
antivaccination leagues showing little cows coming
out of people’s arms and legs as a result.
It goes at least as deep as Genesis, the feeling of
having been somehow kicked out of the garden, out
of a state of nature. It has to do with the question of
what nature is, and are we a part of it or are we something diﬀerent from it? That is part of the question
you were raising: Did we somehow take a step almost
out of the garden? It struck me that what you are saying is quite comparable to the Genesis story.
SCHMOOKLER:

Right. I use that metaphor.

ANDERSON: There is something that I think is really
diﬃcult to wrestle with. If you want to look at it in
abstract, intellectual terms, it has to do with what I
call the social construction of nature. We talk about
nature as if everybody knew what that meant and as
if it were out there somehow. It is a particular way
of dealing with the world that we have created in the
Western world that, again, certainly is not everywhere. I think it is a knothole we have to get through
somehow. That is putting the matter, as I say, at a kind
of abstract level.

You say it is a knothole, and I would
say it is also a “not holy.” For the people that I talk
with in Virginia, the idea of the sacred or the holy is
very important. In their worldview, the creator and
the creation are quite distinct.
SCHMOOKLER:

VELAMOOR:

Man and God are wholly separate.

SCHMOOKLER: Yes. We are not just matter and energy,
they insist. The spirit was breathed into us. And we
may have our animal self, but we have our immortal soul also, which participates in a very diﬀerent
dimension. If we make ourselves out of something
that grew out of matter – rocks rearranging them-

selves – they see no place for the holy. There is no
bridge for them to reintroduce the holy. You were
talking about the social construction of reality. Their
framework doesn’t have a bridge – or not much of one
– between the spiritual and the material.
… there are multiple ways of
describing the situation we’re in
and who we are as individuals
in relation to it.
ANDERSON: One of the big issues to look at has to do
with description and the fact that once you get into a
place that has as much mystery around it as evolution
does, unless you are going to go back and say it is all
in the Good Book (either Andrew’s good book or the
black one), you have to recognize that there are multiple ways of describing the situation we’re in and who
we are as individuals in relation to it. You said “diﬀerent stories,” and that is a nice way of putting it.
We have choices about that. It is a creative enterprise, not just a matter of ﬁnding objective truth. If
you look around this room or look at people who
have an evolutionary way of looking at the world, you
ﬁnd that they are in diﬀerent places in terms of outlook and perspective. You have people who are in a
New Age “gloriosky” mode – that it is all just wonderful and it is unfolding beautifully. And you have
people who see it as terribly dangerous and a falling
away from nature and a destruction of the Earth. And
you have people, like a lot of us, who think it is all
of those, that it is dangerous and that we don’t know
where it goes, and that whatever it is, we are right in
the middle of it.
Personally, and I think this is what Andy is saying,
too, I ﬁnd that at least as moving as anything I ever
encountered in church, in fact more so. Yet you are
quite right: Somehow that doesn’t seem to communicate in the same way to a lot of people, while at the
same time it does communicate in that way to a lot of
people, and we know a lot of them.
VELAMOOR: The irony is that the conﬂict is in the tradition that gave rise and impetus to science, and the
pursuit of science, and the accumulation of knowledge, which is the Judeo-Christian tradition. The
other traditions have not been as sympathetic as the
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Western tradition, and here comes the tragic irony,
that the very tradition that gave rise to the Darwinian
theory of evolution is where the conﬂict is.
SCHMOOKLER:

the world?

There is not such conﬂict elsewhere in

No, not really. In the Eastern concepts of
time, it already encompasses millions and millions
of years, not six thousand years of creation. Perhaps
one explanation might be that the basis of your work
is power. By accepting evolution, the very institution
of the Church has to fall apart. How am I going to
encourage and support the notion that dissolves my
existence?
VELAMOOR:

SCHMOOKLER: It is really Protestantism, and particularly certain forms of Protestantism, much more than
in Catholicism. Catholicism is not nearly as antagonistic to the idea.
VELAMOOR: Well, not wanting to lose the power base
has a lot to do with it. Billions of dollars are riding
on it.
ANDERSON: It is entirely possible to be – and a lot of
people are – devoutly Christian in an evolutionary
worldview.
GROFF:

That is true.

HUTCHEON:

I don’t see how.

VELAMOOR: By accepting one and not the other – in
this case, saying, “I believe in evolution” – it seems to
me it shatters every assumption you have held about
time, about who we are, or where it is going, or purpose, or meaning, or existence, or life, or value. You
have to revise all of those things.

But Darwinism is diﬀerent from
evolution, and Darwinism deﬁnitely
is a deadly blow to any religion.
KISTLER: Science is very destructive for human beings
and human imagination, which makes beautiful
things like heaven, like life after you are dead, like a
purpose in life, like reward for good deeds – all this
has been destroyed by science, step by step. Evolution
may not completely destroy it. I know many believing
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people, quite religious, who accept evolution easily. It
is not necessarily a complete contrast. But Darwinism
is diﬀerent from evolution, and Darwinism deﬁnitely
is a deadly blow to any religion.
SCHMOOKLER: If you know a lot of believing people,
you probably know some who also study Darwinian
evolution and believe that, too, don’t you?
KISTLER: Yes, because they don’t understand. Darwin
explains the mechanism of evolution and creation, of
everything. Darwinism doesn’t explain just evolution.
Life started someplace, and religious people think
that God instilled the spark of life and therefore made
life, but today biologists and chemists certainly do not
believe that. It is easy to ﬁgure the pool of elements
that organized itself so that DNA just by chance came
about, and life came about. So, Darwinism doesn’t just
destroy the creation of man and of animals; it destroys
the spark of life that religious people attribute to God.
In the same way, if you extend Darwinism to the creation of the universe, like modern physics does, with
the uncertainty principle and so on, you can readily
explain creation of the universe out of chaos without
needing God. So, Darwinism completely kills oﬀ anything religious.
SAHTOURIS: Why do we want to call evolution and science Darwinism? We don’t call physics Newtonianism.
Darwin was an important pioneer, but, as I showed,
we are expanding on his knowledge and understanding, and seeing life in a very diﬀerent way. What is
coming into microbiology now is to see even the
microbial level of life as already intelligent, already
able to make intelligent response.
SCHMOOKLER:

“As if ” intelligent.
To me, intelligence is a use of available
information in ways that achieve
survival or some other
self-selected purpose.

SAHTOURIS: Everybody is very worried about that
word. All right, let’s talk about intelligence. What is
the deﬁnition? To me, intelligence is a use of available
information in ways that achieve survival or some
other self-selected purpose. In other words, if the
bacterium is able to rearrange its genome so that it
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can now digest something it could never digest before
– or whatever it is rearranging itself to do – by my definition of intelligence, that is an intelligent response. It
meets the need of the organism to continue living in
a situation that is brand new to it, but there is information available that it uses to rearrange itself. What
is wrong with calling that intelligence? I did not say
it was human. I did not say it had a fantasy life. But
it seems to make intelligent responses. You see this
elaborate microbial society functioning in ways that
we thought were unique to multicelled creatures, and
we are seeing it worldwide.
And here is this DNA all over the planet making
huge contributions to its evolution and continually
reorganizing itself in these ways – even if it doesn’t
have foresight, it is reacting intelligently. Then somebody calls it Gaia, and somebody says, “Isn’t that
fantastic?” And you begin to get a sense of the sacred.
Then the next thing you know, the World Parliament
of Religions is bringing the Evolution Exhibit down
to South Africa at considerable expense to have it
available there for the religious leaders of the world to
walk through and look at.
VELAMOOR: That would be a good step. They are the
ones that need to learn ﬁrst.
GROFF: My late husband and I did some writing on
this. If you look at any religion, there is a potential
spectrum within that of diﬀerent perspectives. You
can’t say that all Christians are this or that. The same
is true of any group. You have, on the one hand, mystics who don’t even believe in dogma; they just trust
their own inner experience of connectiveness. That
is how every religion originally began. And then you
get followers later and they say: “Let’s start an organized religion.” But the followers haven’t had all the
same experiences, so they start creating dogma and
rituals, and before you know it, you pass it down and
it becomes part of learning and culture. Then, if the
religion gets threatened, it can become fundamentalism, or really dogmatic.
A lot of people today would distinguish being spiritual and being religious. You can be spiritual and not
necessarily buy into a whole lot of organized religion.
Or you can be both. I think fundamentalists are on
that end of the spectrum where people are threatened
by the idea of evolution.

SCHMOOKLER:

mentalists.

The 48 percent are mostly not funda-

GROFF: I have trouble believing that, because there are

other data, too, for example, that 80 percent of the
people are interested in personal growth and consciousness.
… we have to remind ourselves of
… the capability that people have to
organize memes in entirely diﬀerent
ways that may not look logical …
ANDERSON: There is a fundamental thing we have to
remind ourselves of, which is the complexity of the
human mind and the capability that people have to
organize memes in entirely diﬀerent ways that may
not look logical to us from the outside. My son is a
geneticist, and he is at MIT now, but he was in the
doctoral program at Davis a few years ago. He used to
tell me about this fellow in his molecular biology lab
who was a fundamentalist Christian – a really rocksolid, Bible-thumping, fundamentalist Christian, and
he was in there doing genetics. I thought: “I wish I
could see the inside of that fellow’s head.” But he did
what we all do, which is that he lives a very complex
consciousness and was able to organize things in ways
that work for him. There is a lot of that going on. I
think that if there were not a lot of it going on, things
would be in worse shape than they are because people
would be drawing very clear lines between very clear
belief systems and things would be even bloodier than
they are already.

Even among the evolutionary
biologists, there are a number who
draw the line at animals; it simply
does not apply to humans.

Even among the evolutionary biologists, there
are a number who draw the line at animals; it simply
does not apply to humans. Some very distinguished
people simply draw the line there.
SOMIT:

GROFF: You mean they say we are not descended from

animals?
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HUTCHEON:

They say we are diﬀerent from animals.
… in the mid-1960s or the mid-’50s …
a much larger proportion of people
would have turned to modern science
to answer the question …

SCHMOOKLER: Are they saying that the animals came
about that way, but human beings are the object of
creation?
SOMIT: The subject is not discussed. That is how you
protect belief. I forget the name of the psychologist
who made a reputation in the ’50s by pointing out
that we are capable of holding at the same time conﬂicting beliefs.
SCHMOOKLER:
SOMIT:

Cognitive dissonance.

Yes.

HUTCHEON:

It is supposed to be a source of creativity.

SAHTOURIS: You are saying that these evolution
biologists actually believe that humans evolved differently?
SOMIT: They stop short and say simply: “This does not

apply to humans.”

There is one other thing going on here, more
generally, and that is that we are in a period of massive
change, and a lot of people are threatened by all this
change. Part of the appeal of fundamentalism today
is that people ﬁnd a lot of things in their external
environment totally changing on them, and they are
trying desperately to ﬁnd something they can hold on
to that will give them some kind of security. It may be
a false security but it is something that they think can
solve their insecurity.
At the same time, there is an interest in fundamentalism; there is an interest in New Age and in all
diﬀerent kinds of religions. There is another trend I
am working on, and that is people who have explored
two or more diﬀerent religions. People are getting
exposed to diﬀerent cultures. So, there is a lot going
on, and I have trouble thinking that that 48 percent
are all from the general population.
GROFF:

SCHMOOKLER: I have seen in various forms and in
various places over the last ﬁve years various things
that point to a very large segment of the American
population.
SAHTOURIS: But it covers a huge, broad spectrum from
fundamentalist Christians to New Age people. And
whatever they know evolution to be violates their
worldview, which may be a very limited view.
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SCHMOOKLER: Another thing I would say is that if you
had done the same studies in the mid-960s or the
mid-’50s, you would likely have found that a much
larger proportion of people would have turned to
modern science to answer the question, and a smaller
proportion would have returned to traditional religion to answer the question than now. In other words,
as opposed to what I grew up assuming was the vector
of history, we have gone in the other direction.
VELAMOOR: You raised the issue that it pertained to
your sixth-grader. I don’t know that the sixth-graders
in school are objecting to the teaching of evolution; it
is their parents who are objecting.
SCHMOOKLER: I told the story just to indicate that it
came into my life through my sixth-grader because of
what his teacher said.
VELAMOOR: Right. The point I am making is that,
again, it goes back to those people that hold sway
over these things; they are the ones intervening pro or
con; in your case, yourself or the teacher. I think the
child is simply the pawn in this case because the child
would not know the diﬀerence to say that evolution is
not creation or creation is not evolution.
HUTCHEON:

though.

The teacher has tremendous authority,

VELAMOOR: Also, it may have nothing to do with evolution itself, but perhaps a general disillusionment
with the whole idea of the results of science and technology: the progress that presumably was promised
and/or the problems that it was supposed to solve and
it hasn’t.
SCHMOOKLER: And the meaningfulness of the narrative
structure by which we hold together our civilization,
whether it has to be the meaning of history or the
meaning of what life is about.
ANDERSON: What are the lifestyles of people who are
preaching evolution?
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SCHMOOKLER: Are these people who, when you look
at them, you say, “I want to walk in those shoes and
experience things the way they do”?

the world, one of the cultures in which there is the
highest percentage of people who do not believe in
evolution today.

KISTLER: During World War II, I explained evolution
to a bunch of soldiers. This was in a Catholic area in
Switzerland. These people got quite angry. I asked
them: “Why are you so against evolution?” They had
a very logical, very simple explanation. They said: “It
is not compatible with our religious beliefs. If you
teach this to the world in general and religious beliefs
are corroded or destroyed, then the moral behavior
of people will disappear. People will behave without
morals because they don’t have the guidelines of religion.”
Well, of course, people are a bit animals, when
you look at what happened during World War II and
before.

SAHTOURIS: In some European countries, religion is
actively taught in the schools. I used to talk to my
little nephew, who was in school in Greece. In religion class, the students were taught that the Bible
stories are the truth, and in Greek mythology class,
they were taught that these are the myths of the Greek
people, stories they made up. And I said: “Well, how
do you know that in religion class they are not giving
you Hebrew mythology?” One mythology class was
presented as truth and the other mythology class was
myth.

I think you are correct. It is that fear that
people cannot lead morally responsible lives outside
of a formal belief system.

SAHTOURIS:

ANDERSON:

SOMIT: Before drawing any conclusions about that
48 percent who do or do not believe in evolution, we
ought to know a little more about the belief system
in other countries. Talking about Western Europe,
I would suggest that the number of the Darwinians
– those who believe in Darwinism – in European cultures is probably a good deal less than 48 percent. I
see no reason to believe otherwise. I have a good deal
of anecdotal evidence, because I have lectured there,
as some of you have, to believe that they have opposition to that.

… the proportion of people who
do not believe in evolution is much
smaller in Europe than it is
in the United States.
HUTCHEON: I don’t have the ﬁgures with me, but I
have read studies on this. According to the studies,
the Europeans are much ahead of the Americans on
this. That is, the proportion of people who do not
believe in evolution is much smaller in Europe than it
is in the United States. In Canada, the proportion of
people who do not believe in evolution is lower than
in the United States. The United States is probably, in

SCHMOOKLER: And how did your nephew respond to
your question?

With big eyes.

HUTCHEON: When you consider Europe, you have to
think of Denmark, Sweden – very secular countries
for years. And you have to think of France, which
rebelled in the time of the revolution against the
Church. And Holland, the Netherlands, where, again,
the proportion of people who still believe in anti-evolution, that is, in the old-fashioned God, is so much
lower than in this country.
SCHMOOKLER: There are a variety of ways in which
American culture is more reactionary in this respect
than Western European.
SAHTOURIS:

them.

Environmentalism is getting to be one of

SCHMOOKLER: But we were the leaders in that 20 or 30

years ago.

SAHTOURIS:

Yes, but we got surpassed.

… in our modern culture
we have disconnected
from the power of myth …
GROFF: Your comment, Andrew, that people need stories and myths to live by reminds me of the Joseph
Campbell material on the power of myth. He said that
in our modern culture we have disconnected from the
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power of myth, that we tend to deﬁne myth as some- I can’t remember how many millions of years ago, but
thing that is not true, but that on some level there is a obviously….
reality to myths in our lives. Maybe the solution is that
VELAMOOR: It would not have ﬁt on Noah’s ark. Just
instead of this either/or thinking – it is either science
the neck had to be about 60 feet high.
or some other way of ﬁnding meaning – we can honor
SCHMOOKLER: I wonder if a lot of the same people will
that they both have a role in our lives.
watch this and absorb that information and not resist
SCHMOOKLER: One wonders how much they comit at all, and then if you ask them how old the Earth is,
partmentalize. For example, at the hotel room this
they will say, “Five or six thousand years.” I just don’t
morning, I saw on CNN that in Oklahoma the bones
know how it works in their heads.
of a dinosaur were dug up. The neck was 40 feet long. I
imagined my fundamentalist neighbors watching this. VELAMOOR: We should wrap up this discussion. Thank
The newscast mentioned that these bones are from … you, Andrew.
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Evolution has worked to endow us …
with a rare capacity …
indoctrinability.
SOMIT: How does evolution work? Well, with regard to
politics, particularly for those who are sympathetic to
democracy, I would say it works with a rather ironic
sense of humor. Evolution has worked to endow us
– the us in this case equates with Homo sapiens – with
a rare capacity. I would say we are the only ones that
have this capacity, which has a very awkward term,
indoctrinability. It is the idea of creating beliefs and
then having those beliefs govern your life. A friend
of mine said, “You shouldn’t call that indoctrinability;
you should call it gullibility.”
In any event, indoctrinability, under certain conditions, does make democracy possible. But the same
evolution that has endowed us with indoctrinability
has also endowed us with an inherent bias for authoritarian modes of government rather than democratic
modes of government. As a consequence, democracy
has been, is today, and may well be for the future, both
a rather rare and fragile form of governance.
Now, indoctrinability plus two conditions, which
I will mention very brieﬂy, make democracy possible. Both are necessary, and neither is a suﬃcient
condition. When you get the two of them together,
occasionally democracy comes into being, and even
more rarely, it survives. Turning to the United States
as a case in point, there has been a grave deterioration with regard both to the requisite and so-called
“enabling conditions,” as they are called in the literature, the enabling conditions of democracy and our
belief in democracy itself. This deterioration poses, I
think, increasing threat to the future of democracy in
this country.
What, then, should be done? What, then, can be

done? That is the problem this paper addresses, following from some previous work.

… we are endowed by evolution with a genetic bias
against democracy, or, more precisely,
for authoritarian modes of governance.

Let me begin with what is the unpopular aspect of
this notion: that we are endowed by evolution with a
genetic bias against democracy, or, more precisely, for
authoritarian modes of governance. I would simply
remind you that this is the form of governance or social
structure we encounter in all of the social climates,
including our social climate. On that point, I would
perhaps question the idea that the time of change was
0,000 years ago; I suggest that it occurred as nature
was shaping the behavioral patterns of social primates
generally, which is a bit earlier, perhaps, than 0,000
years ago. We are social primates. We behave as the
other social primates behave.
Second, human history probably provides the most
persuasive body of evidence. How many democracies can you count? Certainly until the emergence of
democracy in the United States in the early 9th century, you could count only two prior democracies: a
period of about 50 years in Greece and very brieﬂy
in Rome. Where you ﬁnd so-called primitive man,
you ﬁnd authoritarian modes of governance or social
structure, diﬀering only in their degree. Perhaps the
only group in which you get even a semblance of
equality is what they call “immediate-return primitive
man.” That is, groups so primitive that they eat what
they ﬁnd and that’s it. But as soon as they go beyond
that point, you start getting social stratiﬁcation.
The third source of evidence is Western political
philosophy. There has not been a single major philosopher who has been an advocate of democratic
government. Some have been quite outspoken in
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their criticism of it, but none has backed it. James
Stuart Mill is an advocate of representative government, not of democratic government, and they are
quite diﬀerent. As a matter of fact, Mill had rather
serious reservations about the political capacity of
mass man. Until the early 9th century, political ideas
were denounced as “democratic.” There is a whole literature in political philosophy trying to trace the way
in which the term changed meaning and gradually
acquired status.
We are, then, social primates, but, on the other
hand, we are endowed with indoctrinability and,
given the right enabling conditions, democracy can
appear and, as we know, has on occasion appeared.
Now, from here on I talk primarily about democracy of the United States, but clearly, if democracy
of the United States faces diﬃculty, then democracy
may well face the same problems elsewhere. The socalled enabling conditions are familiar: reasonable
distribution of wealth, reasonably educated citizenry,
communication networks, preferably linguistic and
religious unity, what they call a “predisposing civic
culture,” and, of course, our friend, indoctrinability,
that unique capacity to create values that take on a
life of their own and can often compel or encourage
behavior and actions running counter to our genetic
tendencies. The ﬁrst example, of course, that comes
to mind is celibacy. What idea could be more counter
to our genetic tendencies than celibacy? Some people
would suggest monogamy, but that becomes a matter
of opinion.
Democracy as an idea is almost as alien to our
social primate nature as the others I have mentioned,
but it can come into existence, given the right conjunction of events. Unfortunately, the enabling
conditions seem to be undergoing a serious turn for
the worse in this country, and there is a consequence
that may pose some very serious threats to the future
of democracy in this country.
… our schools … seem to have
lost two capacities. One, the ability
to educate; second, the ability
to indoctrinate.

To summarize brieﬂy what is happening with the
enabling conditions, the increasing gap between the
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haves and the have-nots in this country is one of
the most obvious ones. I have three or four pages of
data on that, but I think everybody here is familiar
with the concentration of wealth and the growth of
poverty, and particularly the number of youngsters
being raised in poverty. I think the ﬁgure is above 20
percent now. The second one has been the decline
of democratic civic education. Up to World War II,
our schools did a pretty good job of civic indoctrination, but that is now apparently beyond their capacity.
They seem to have lost two capacities. One, the ability to educate; second, the ability to indoctrinate. It is
hard to know which is the more serious loss. Then, of
course, not to belabor it, the third is a political system
that seems to creak and groan more and more. Let me
tick oﬀ some of the things we see. Decline in political
participation: The percentage of people voting now in
a presidential election is steadily going downward.
VELAMOOR:

It is 40 percent or less now.

SOMIT: The lack of information and interest in civic
matters among our young: A 997 ACE [American
Council on Education] study suggested that only 27
percent of the youth surveyed felt it important to keep
up to date with politics. Our political campaigns are
increasingly worrisome: the level of the campaign, the
use of 30-second bites, and almost a total lack of rational discourse. As one of the commentators observed,
we can no longer have a sensible campaign as long as
it is built around the news media.
Then, to me, one of the most serious developments
– there was a lead story in the paper today on it – the
cost of political campaigning. To run a congressional campaign, a mere congressional campaign, is 3
to 4 million. A presidential campaign – Mr. Bradley is raising daily 72,000; Mr. Gore, 70,000; and
Mr. Bush, 200,000 daily. That is the average of what
they are raising, and this is just the primary. It is estimated that a presidential campaign is now coming in
at about 250 million.
SCHMOOKLER: Is that from the primary all the way to
the general election?
SOMIT: No, just the general election. Once you have
gotten the nomination, that is what your presidential
campaign will run. Well, obviously, when you have
that kind of money needed to run a campaign, it is
going to aﬀect the balance of power. Surely the voters
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have power, though there are some who are suﬃciently skeptical to suggest that major contributors
may also have some power and inﬂuence as well. One
of the reﬂections of that has been the increasing ability of interest groups to aﬀect decisions in Congress
and the near inability now to get any major legislation
through Congress, because almost any major legislation steps on the toes of one or more of the major
interest groups.

… if the schools are not doing the job,
why not contemplate a national policy of
civic indoctrination?

Looking at this conjunction of events suggested two
things that were by no means original. One was that
we had better get some legislation to stop any further deterioration of the enabling conditions, which
means, fundamentally, economic, social, and political
legislation. The second was that if the schools are not
doing the job, why not contemplate a national policy
of civic indoctrination? That is what we proposed
four years ago: that the federal government take on
the task of developing, encouraging, and implementing a policy of civic indoctrination to be carried on
through the schools. Well, we couldn’t have been more
wrong in that recommendation, because since then,
it has turned our attention to how you would implement such a policy in practical terms and we came
to the conclusion that: (a) there would be no way of
getting such a proposal through Congress; and, (b) if,
by some miracle, it got through Congress, it would be
totally destroyed in its implementation.
One of the things required – political considerations aside – is an eﬀective public school system and,
in so many jurisdictions, this is no longer possible.
The schools are struggling. They can’t even teach
driver education now, let alone the three R’s. Giving
schools the task of civic indoctrination is asking for
something far beyond their competence. In short, it
was a good idea; it was just impractical. It was not an
idea whose time has not come; it was, rather, curiously, an idea whose time has passed – the notion that
you could turn over to the schools something of this
importance.
Now, if the schools can’t restore faith in democ-

racy, and this is an essential element, it seems to me,
for the survival of democracy in a country, especially given the political stresses facing our political
system, that raises the question: What might be the
options? I came up with the following possible scenarios. Although Hegelians and Marxists question it,
the personal factor does play an important part in history and in altering the course of the nation’s political
path. In the 20th century alone, in our own lifetime,
there have been leaders who have restored to ailing
democracies a faith in the government and in the ability of that government successfully to cope with the
problems. Certainly, Franklin D. Roosevelt did that in
this country; Winston Churchill did that in England;
and whatever we might think of other of his views,
Charles de Gaulle did that in France. Some historians
– and here I am treading on dangerous ground – are
beginning to give Ronald Reagan the credit for doing
the same thing in the ’80s. This is what we might call
the “knight in shining armor” theory. It does happen
in a nation’s history, though their appearance is far
more the exception than the rule. Still, it is a possibility that we should not totally preclude, though, as of
this writing, we have yet to discern the faintest glint of
shining armor on the horizon.
The second possibility is that if the federal government can’t do it, maybe one or two of the states,
possibly the smaller, rural, or less urbanized states,
could launch such a program and it might be copied elsewhere. It is a possibility. There are formidable
odds against it and it would encounter all kinds of
opposition, but it is thinkable.
The third possibility is perhaps less thinkable, but
not less possible. Although some might see the cure
as worse than the malady, a war, especially in defense
of democracy and freedom, in opposition to some
un-American ideology, might rekindle belief.
VELAMOOR:

The barbarian at the gate.

SOMIT: Yes, the barbarian at the gate. There is nothing better than that, and if you don’t have them, you
can create them. This was certainly one of the consequences of involvement in World War I and World
War II, and maybe in the Korean War, though that is
a little muddled. Now, it didn’t happen in the Vietnam
War. That is a very interesting phenomenon. For the
ﬁrst time we didn’t get a wave of patriotic feeling as a
consequence of the war. As a matter of fact, if we got a
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wave of anything, it certainly wasn’t patriotic feeling.
Yet, we lost the Vietnam War and maybe if the war
had gone victoriously, things might have turned out
diﬀerently.
But conceivably a war might help to reinvigorate
the democratic faith. At this moment, happily, no
other country poses a plausible threat to our national
well-being and security. The Chinese are doing their
best, but it isn’t very plausible.
HUTCHEON:

How about Canada?

VELAMOOR:

Canada can be set up as a threat.

ANDERSON:

The hordes from the North.

SCHMOOKLER: 825 – Jacksonian? You’re not counting
the Constitution?

What happens if the material
conditions continue to deteriorate
and if faith in democracy continues
to evanesce?
SOMIT: Once you start thinking about it, all sorts of
likely scenarios come to mind. The fourth possibility
was brought to mind by what happened in Czechoslovakia. There is some wonderful writing on the Czech
model: spontaneous action by concerned citizens living in a totalitarian state who decided that they were
going to act as if they lived in a democracy. They went
ahead and did it, and little by little they created the
conditions for the Velvet Revolution. This is the kind
of thing that could happen in this country. We are not
a small, uniﬁed country as Czechoslovakia was, but
it could happen here. And it is one way, it seems to
me, that foundations and similar groups might play a
signiﬁcant role.
Then, of course, we come to the ultimate question:
What happens if the material conditions continue
to deteriorate and if faith in democracy continues
to evanesce? In answering that, I would make the
following points from my experience as a political
futurist. It is a very dangerous business, predicting
the future. Most predictions tend to be projections
and they never take into consideration the things that
don’t strike us immediately. It is even more hazardous to predict the outcome of planned social action.
Robert Merton has made a very important point in
that many, if not most, planned social actions have
social consequences that were unanticipated and are
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unwanted. So, even if some of the policies we recommended had been enacted, the Lord knows what
disasters might have followed. That is Point One.
Point Two is that no regime is immortal. Ninetynine percent of the species that lived are no longer
existent; 99 percent of the governments that have
been are no longer in existence. Regimes come and
go. It has been calculated that the average life of a
political system is 32 years. Well, democracies, fortunately, at least the two leading ones, have been around
a bit longer than that, since roughly 825 or 830 in
this country, since about 880 or 890 in England.

If we treat governments as species, democracy is a
species that has come into existence.
It has hung on sometimes by its ﬁngernails.
SOMIT: No, that’s not democratic. The last thing they
wanted was mass democracy.
A hundred years, 50 years: This sounds like a
good span of time, but in the sweep of history, it is a
short tick. The Greeks managed 50 years; the Romans,
00, and then they went. This brings me to the third
point, which I think has to be considered. If we go
back to medicine and biology, despite all the medical
miracles, there are still many diseases for which we
have no cure. We have to keep in mind the possibility that there may be social and political ailments for
which either we have no cure or we lack the will to
put the cure into eﬀect, which adds up to the same
thing. If we treat governments as species, democracy is a species that has come into existence. It has
hung on sometimes by its ﬁngernails. This is the age
of democracy – we are told that over and over again
by our leaders. Our leaders take pride for restoring
democracy, say, to Haiti. Can you think of when Haiti
had democracy?
But even in the age of democracy, by the most generous count, roughly 30 to 32 percent of the states could
be classiﬁed as democratic forms of government. That
is a fairly generous count. Rather curiously, that is the
same count that Dahl arrived at when he counted governments in 900. That is, we have gone a long way in
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the numbers, but the percentage of democracies has
not increased. It does vary. Huntington has pointed
out that democracies come in waves. They come in
waves, and, like waves, they fall. They were created
en masse after World War I and they disappeared en
masse within a decade.
SAHTOURIS:

nations?

When you said states, did you mean

SOMIT: Nation-states. Yes, I use the terms interchangeably.
In any event, I think that a rather plausible case
can be made that we are not by nature a democratic
species, or a species inclined to a democratic organization; that it takes a special set of circumstances for
democracy to survive and, unless we are very, very
careful, these circumstances tend to disappear; and
if and when they disappear, democratic government
becomes what we might call an endangered species.

You made a distinction between representative government and democracy. In Canada, our
system is representative.
HUTCHEON:

SOMIT: And democratic; it’s both. You may have both.
Democracy is usually deﬁned as “universal (if you
will forgive me) manhood suﬀrage.” Now it’s “universal suﬀrage, with free and open elections, and the rule
of the law.” You can have representative government
without universal suﬀrage easily. You could have representatives chosen by some subcategory within the
population, or you could have weighted ballot, as you
had in Germany with one vote counting. I should
have said equal vote.
VELAMOOR: About three years ago, or maybe a little
earlier than that, the rage was Francis Fukuyama and
his book The End of History and the Last Man [Simon
& Schuster, 99].
SOMIT:

Yes. Couldn’t have been more wrong.

VELAMOOR: His is the opposite thesis, that the culmination of human social organization is liberal
democracy, and most nations of the world are now
approaching it. There is nothing else to be written.
SOMIT: If they are approaching it, they are approaching it in a very circuitous fashion. All you have to do
is read the newspapers and do your own count to see
what has happened since. His book reminded me very

much of Daniel Bell’s book a decade earlier, The End
of Ideology [Harvard University Press, 988]. Ideology
is still doing pretty well. Instead of Marxism, it may
be religion; it may be nationalism; but it thrives.
GROFF: First of all, if you believe in evolution, how can
there be an end state anyway?
SCHMOOKLER: I divide your ideas into two categories.
One is your assessment of our inherent nature and
the other is your concern about the state of democracy in America now. One doesn’t have to hold with
the validity of your argument in the ﬁrst to share the
second.
SOMIT:

No, they are logically independent.

SCHMOOKLER:

And, in fact, I am in that position.

SOMIT: Except, remember that I threw one element in,
an inherent bias against.
SCHMOOKLER: I understand. I don’t know if the fact
that the time I studied it intensely was back in the
early ’70s changes things. My review of the nature
of ape society – chimpanzees and gorillas come to
my mind – is that they are much closer relatives of
ours than the baboon, say. My sense is that there is
a fair egalitarianism. Not to say there are no dominance hierarchies, but reading Goodall and people
like her….
SOMIT: Duval’s book is much later. Many things have
changed in the primate literature, not the least of
which is the role of the female. It used to be all male
dominance. Now the females have a very signiﬁcant role. But with the exception of the bonobo, the
so-called pygmy chimp, they are all strongly hierarchical.
SCHMOOKLER: Well, okay, there are some dominance
hierarchies. That doesn’t necessarily in itself make
them authoritarian regimes. But also the anthropological literature I was familiar with at the time
– the one that comes to my mind is Morton Fried’s
The Evolution of Political Society [subtitle: An Essay
in Political Anthropology, McGraw-Hill, 967] – made
the case, which I thought was fairly well borne out
by my attempt to study hunting-gathering societies,
that the hunting-gathering societies were essentially
egalitarian.
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SOMIT: There has been a revolution in that literature
in the last 5 years. They have gone back and now see
it diﬀerently.

I would appreciate it if you would spell
out why the relative wealth of society
– moving from the middle into the
extremes – undermines democracy …
SCHMOOKLER: But I would still ask you to expand
on something having to do with the distribution of
wealth. I am very aware of how much the division
between the rich and poor has widened in the last 30
years in the United States, and how it reverses trends
of a half-century before that. I am concerned about
it, and I have this feeling that it must be a problem in
a variety of ways. I would appreciate it if you would
spell out why the relative wealth of society – moving from the middle into the extremes – undermines
democracy, and independently of the absolute. If the
lower people had an income of 50,000 a year, but
there was still a big divergence between that and the
people who have 50-billion-a-year incomes, would
that still be a danger to democracy, independently of
the question of whether money buys power, like in
our campaign-ﬁnance system?
SOMIT: Probably not of itself if those on the bottom (a)
lived halfway decently and (b) did not live in a system that had made some very substantial promises to
them and then had failed to live up to the promises.
ANDERSON:

And kept making the promises.

Yes. Dan Bell pointed out 20-some years ago
that the worst thing you could do was to make promises to a large subset of your population, and then not
honor them.
SOMIT:

SCHMOOKLER:

this case?
SOMIT:

dren.

What promises do you have in mind in

Better life for them, better life for their chil-

SCHMOOKLER: So, it is the growth of resentment among
the people who are in the ever-darkening shadow of
their “betters.”
SOMIT: I think that is part of it. The other thing is –
the withdrawal of Elizabeth Dole from the campaign
seemed to drive this home – the cost of becoming
a political candidate today has removed a political
career from the hands of all but a very small number
of people. If you don’t have money and you can’t raise
money, we are back with the days of the Roman Senate.

Don’t we need a more adequate
deﬁnition of democracy?

SAHTOURIS: Don’t we need a more adequate deﬁnition

of democracy? “Universal suﬀrage, free and open elections, and rule of law” – suppose I get the choice of
voting for two dictators, each of whom has a complete
code of law. Does that mean I live in a democracy?
SOMIT: Well, by deﬁnition you couldn’t have two
dictators and two rules of law. The two terms are
inconsistent.
SAHTOURIS: What is your deﬁnition of rule of law?
Who made the laws up?

Where the courts consent. Rule of law usually
is deﬁned by an independent judiciary capable of setting aside acts of the government.
SOMIT:

VELAMOOR: Separation of powers, like [Independent
Counsel Kenneth] Starr investigating President Clinton.
SAHTOURIS:
SOMIT:

So, even if there were not a widening
gap between rich and poor….
SCHMOOKLER:

SOMIT: I think that would still be a problem. Now, the
widening gap is like ﬂaunting wealth in one’s face.
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Poverty is bad enough in itself, but we have now – the
last ﬁgures I saw were unbelievable – three million
millionaires in this country.

What does setting aside mean?

Revoking, declaring unconstitutional.

HUTCHEON: Simply put, the law applies equally to
everyone, whatever his status is.

How did the judiciary get to be judiciary?
Are they also elected?
SAHTOURIS:
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SOMIT: They may be, but in this country the federal
judiciaries are appointed. In the states you have 50some diﬀerent ways. In some states they are appointed,
and in some, not. Since I focused on the USA, I would
say that the independent judiciary, in this country,
for all practical purposes, is the federal judiciary. Of
course, the ability to set aside laws of the government
is a historical development.
ANDERSON: Al, I wonder what you think of the line of
thought – I’m not altogether sure of what I think of
it myself, except I think it is worth paying attention
to: People are saying that there are diﬀerent kinds of
access to the system. You probably know Jim Rosenau
and what he calls the “skill revolution” – his idea that
all kinds of people are getting into political action
by way of nongovernmental organizations, by way
of organizing in cyberspace, by diﬀerent routes than
running for oﬃce. What do you think of that?
SOMIT: Well, it may be our version of the way the Czechs
went about it. I don’t know as yet that one would draw
any political implications from it. It certainly hasn’t,
as yet, stopped what they call the “negative developments” about which so many people have expressed
concern.
VELAMOOR: One example of the point you raised just
happened in this state: Initiative I-695, which had to
do with rolling back the rate at which automobiles
are taxed for excise purposes. It used to be a phenomenally high dollar amount, and the money was
subsidizing not only the main purpose – roads and
maintenance – but also 6 other things in some way
networked and connected with the basic purpose of
roads. I think this is happening around the country.
You can initiate a petition and, as long as it is signed
by a certain minimum number of signatures, just by
voting on it, on a simple majority, it becomes law.
That has happened in this state by vote of more than
60 percent of the population.

ANDERSON: You ﬁnd out that it is cheaper to buy legislation by running an initiative than it is by bribing
politicians.
VELAMOOR: A more insidious one, I learned from personal experience 5 or 20 years ago. I got interested
in the political process, just to see how it works. I
started as a precinct committee person and wound up
almost going to the national convention as a delegate
for the oﬃce of president. I started to see that where
it is rigged is not in the choice that people exercise
in terms of voting for somebody, but in what names
are on the ballot. That is where it is rigged. It is a
foregone conclusion now – even though there are 6
Democratic candidates and probably 0 Republican
candidates – that it will be Bush against Gore.
ANDERSON: A famous American political boss years
ago said, “I don’t care who does the electing as long as
I get to do the nominating.”
VELAMOOR: There were two campaigns I was involved
in. In the ’60s, when Eugene McCarthy ran against
the establishment, ﬁnally causing Lyndon Johnson
to withdraw from a bid for reelection as president,
at the very last second Robert Kennedy jumped in.
Then he was assassinated, and Hubert Humphrey got
the nomination, even though the person who had
led with the chin, for all intents and purposes, was
Eugene McCarthy. He probably would have made a
great president; we will never ﬁnd out. And then in
the election when Walter Mondale was nominated,
Gary Hart was by far the candidate projected to beat
Reagan by quite a margin.
SAHTOURIS: Regarding universal suﬀrage again, in this
country it is not compulsory. As a Greek citizen, if I
don’t vote in an election, I don’t get a driver’s license;
I don’t get a passport. Now, I can vote a blank vote; I
can vote a protest vote, but I must cast a ballot.
HUTCHEON:

That has pros and cons, too.

ANDERSON: It turns out that it has its antidemocratic
side, too. California has a long history of it and what
happens is that, ﬁrst, people get into the business of
collecting signatures, then people get into the business of running referenda campaigns.
VELAMOOR: Oh yes. It becomes a system in itself: 0
per signature.
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future where you can conduct a lot of interaction. It is
a more democratized, social phenomenon.
We do compel paying taxes. Why
would it be so bad to compel voting?

SAHTOURIS: Americans would say: “but that’s not freedom. Democracy is supposed to be free and you can’t
compel anybody to do anything.” Well, the one thing
we do compel people to do in this democracy (socalled) is to pay taxes. We do compel paying taxes.
Why would it be so bad to compel voting?
GROFF: Well, you want people to be informed and
responsible voters.
SAHTOURIS: But the Greeks are very political animals,
and everybody talks about the election because they
know they have to vote.

The idea of democracy is not
just rights, but responsibilities.

SAHTOURIS:

ANDERSON: We have had things like the big issue
about the creation of the MAI, the Multilateral Agreement on Investments, which was going on in a little
room in the basement of the OECD [Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development] in Paris,
and suddenly it became a global issue, and all kinds
of groups mobilized.
SAHTOURIS:

No. I said that a representative government is
not necessarily democratic.
SOMIT:

SCHMOOKLER:

It depends on who gets to vote.

SOMIT: You can have a representative government
with only a very small percentage of the population
voting.

Okay. There have been people writing that
there is a global democratization trend happening,
and other people have also written that the industrial
age was representative democracy and the information age is going to be more direct, participatory
democracy. And certainly the Internet….
GROFF:

SOMIT:

Where? In Serbia? Bosnia?

GROFF: No. I don’t think that has happened, but in
terms of the Internet being a potential place in the
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Right. Because of the Internet.

ANDERSON: Yes, using the Internet. Basically they shot
it down for the time being. When is the World Trade
Organization coming to Seattle?
VELAMOOR:

Next month.

ANDERSON: That is going to be a big scene in Seattle,
and it is not going to be people going to the US government or to the state government. It will be a bunch
of people: NGOs [nongovernmental organizations]
converging on an IGO [intergovernmental organization], essentially.
VELAMOOR:

GROFF: The idea of democracy is not just rights, but
responsibilities. Al, I want to ask you a question. You
said that you don’t consider a representative democracy as democracy….

If we enfranchised everybody.

Yes.

ANDERSON: I don’t know that that is more democratic,
but it is a whole diﬀerent kind of ball game.
VELAMOOR:

The Internet is the wild card.

And there is a phenomenal growth in NGOs
around the world, and those are public-interest groups
where people get involved in issues. It is probably an
exponential-growth curve.
GROFF:

ANDERSON: I’ve seen numbers on it. It is just astonish-

ing.

VELAMOOR: In a way, that reinforces what Albert is
saying, that the whole notion of organized democracy
is not the only way to do it; people are ﬁnding other
ways.
SOMIT: Vaclav Havel’s book on how they got together
and worked to ﬁrst institute a sense of democracy and
then a skeleton in which they could function is a very
insightful study. They did pull it oﬀ. Of course, they
had perhaps one of the most benign of the totalitarian regimes, if that is not an oxymoron. It is a way
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of looking at things that, I think, occurs to very few
of us, because we are used to a diﬀerent social structure.
GROFF: Besides the fact that it costs so much money to
run for oﬃce in a democracy and the other issues we
have raised, there is another issue today: How many
people are totally free of any skeletons in their closets
so they would feel free to run and expose their whole
life to the world, to be nit-picked over every little
detail and have no privacy left of any kind?
SCHMOOKLER: I want to ask you a question about civic
indoctrination in schools. I am not aware of the truth
of what you’re saying. You seem to be saying that
we used to do something that we don’t do anymore.
When I went to school, a longish while ago, we got
indoctrinated into what a wonderful country it is, and
how our government works, and our civic duty, and
all that. It seems to me that my kids have been given
the same kind of civics lessons in their school, so I am
not aware of there having been this change that you
seem to be referring to. I would appreciate it if you
would elaborate.
SOMIT:

know.

Well, your school may be doing it, I don’t

VELAMOOR: My two kids, for the 8 years of their growing up in the school system here, the indiﬀerence they
had, and continue to have, for anything involved with
civic responsibility or good citizenship….
SCHMOOKLER: Are you speaking of the indiﬀerence in
your children or of the schools?
VELAMOOR: The children and the schools and everybody in that milieu. It is just appalling. I tried to
enforce the idea that every time they got home in the
afternoon, they had to read the newspaper, at least the
cover page, before they went oﬀ to do something else.
I couldn’t get them to do that. I gave up. Then after my
own involvement in politics had made me a cynic, I
said, “I think they are on the right track.”
SAHTOURIS: Now you are bringing up something very
interesting, and that is the quality of the information
that is on the front page of the newspaper. In the same
way, I would say, if the government wants to teach
civics in the schools, then it behooves the government
to behave like a democratic government, and I don’t

think it is at present.
VELAMOOR: I think we have all the paraphernalia, but
it truly isn’t.
SAHTOURIS:

No, it’s not. It is a sham democracy.

SOMIT: Another thing to keep in mind is that a number of the schools are now oﬃcially committed to
teaching multiculturalism.
SAHTOURIS:

That’s true, and that’s good.
… multiculturalism not only is not
democratic indoctrination, but in
many cases is hostile to it, as a
sexist, white, Western idea.

SOMIT: And multiculturalism not only is not democratic indoctrination, but in many cases is hostile to
it, as a sexist, white, Western idea. The crux of multiculturalism is that all ideas, especially in ethnic or
racial aspects, stand on an equal basis.
SAHTOURIS: That is not how it’s coming through. In
my grandchildren’s school, I am amazed at the beauty
of what they are being taught in multiculturalism,
which is basically a tremendous amount of tolerance
and cooperation. The school invites the grandparents
to bring in ethnic foods and then they do little plays
showing how they used to all think they were the only
ones right in the world, and they wear diﬀerent rainbows of colors. Then they ﬁnd out that the rainbow
works better all together. It is as a community working together, rather than everybody going his own
way. It is about bringing people together.
VELAMOOR: Elisabet, I am fully for multiculturalism
and I think it is very good. Being in a minority, as I
am in this society, I really appreciate the fact that it
works that way. But I have news for you. The minorities couldn’t care less about what the majority culture
is, or what the majority institution is.
SCHMOOKLER:

Is that really true?

VELAMOOR: Well, as far as I know. We participate in
the economic marketplace very well, but then we
withdraw back into our own little cocoons and we
would have as little to do as possible with the majority
culture unless our own status as the ethnic minority
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in that milieu is threatened. Maybe I am an exception,
but I have been involved in our community’s aﬀairs
here for the last 5 years. If it is something that is transnational, if it is an Indian-American issue of interest,
then you will see the entire community jumping up.
GROFF:

book [Building Character and Culture, Praeger, 999].
I think it is important for Americans to realize how
far this has gone and what some of the consequences
of this are in Canada.

That is a classic thing you see in democracies.

The metaphor we have heard is
the “melting pot,” but I think
the pot has melted.

A large number of us would sit on the
fence as far as becoming citizens. If we don’t have to,
we won’t.
VELAMOOR:

In saying that you don’t care about
the majority culture, does that include not having
an appreciation for the opportunities and freedoms
– the things that have made immigrants over the last
couple of centuries come and kiss the ground because
they could be free here – you’re saying there is no
appreciation of that?
SCHMOOKLER:

VELAMOOR: That appreciation exists, but the obligations and the responsibilities that go with good
citizenship, just like we are pointing out with the
majority, is equally absent.

Multiculturalism really implies
the building up of walls.

VELAMOOR: The metaphor we have heard is the “melting pot,” but I think the pot has melted. Then we said
it is a “salad bowl.” But there is an implication; it’s
what it has become. As far as I know, the container
has been thrown away and all the ingredients are scattered, each with its own identity. I don’t know what
the next metaphor will be. This might sound strange,
coming from one of the minorities, but this is the way
I feel.
GROFF: So, you don’t see any common glue binding
people as Americans?
VELAMOOR:

No.

SAHTOURIS:

It’s not about unity and diversity?

GROFF:

unity.
I would like to corroborate what Sesh is
saying. From the Canadian point of view, we have
gone a lot further down the road to multiculturalism
than what you have in the States yet. It has been formalized much more in our system. I have written a
lot on this topic myself. We moved from interculturalism, which is what was being discussed here, and
which I am all for – we have moved quite a way from
that. Multiculturalism really implies the building up
of walls.
HUTCHEON:

SCHMOOKLER:

It is tribalization, balkanization.

HUTCHEON: Very much so. We have gotten to the stage
in British Columbia where we are encouraged by
government policy to develop schools based on not
just religious lines but ethnic lines, and they are supported by the public system. So, we are instituting a
new form of apartheid, under the name of multiculturalism. I hope that some of you will read this in my
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You are saying there is only diversity and not

VELAMOOR: But, even as I say that, what I ﬁnd equally
appalling is that you can ask your high school students, you can ask the people on the street, “Who is
your congressman?” I doubt very much people would
know. During the Vietnam War, you could ask them,
“Could you point to Vietnam on the map?” They
couldn’t do that.
SCHMOOKLER: I am interested in the topic, but I would
like you to say a few sentences regarding how, in your
mind, all this bears on the theme of the day, which
is the question: “How does evolution work?” I know
you made an evolutionary point about our inherent
nature, but you must have more in mind than that.
SOMIT: Well, that’s an incomplete sentence: how evolution works – in what areas? Around this table, each
of us will interpret that phrase in a diﬀerent way. I
chose to interpret how it works in political life.
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SCHMOOKLER:

democracy?

In terms of, for example, the decline of

How it aﬀects the kinds of government our
species lives under. I think that is the broadest issue.
SOMIT:

SCHMOOKLER: Evolution gave us a nature and here we
are showing how that nature doesn’t….
SOMIT: In a way, you were saying the same thing: that
come 0,000 years ago, circumstances changed so our
inherent nature had an opportunity to display itself,
and that’s the form it took.
SCHMOOKLER: That’s not what I said. I said that – independently of our nature – we had gone that route.
SOMIT:

How can it be independently of our nature?

SCHMOOKLER: The idea is that there are certain forces
inherent in the structure of the system that would
select among the possibilities and only require a creature …
SOMIT:

… who created the system.
… evolution has this idea that
systems can go in a certain direction
because of the characteristics of
the environment …

SCHMOOKLER: I don’t think we have time to go back
through the whole thing, but it has to do with something that Elisabet or Pat was saying: that we are
dealing, in evolution, with a very diﬀerent structure
of causality. It is a diﬀerent kind of idea. A lot of people don’t seem to be able to wrap their minds around
it as a structural idea. Marxism has its determinism;
evolution has this idea that systems can go in a certain
direction because of the characteristics of the environment in which the actors …
SOMIT:

SCHMOOKLER: If you look at the range of what humans
have manifested during the course of this process, we
have manifested such an enormous diversity of potentialities. If you have a system that is going to select
only from within a certain band of that diversity, a
creature can go in any of these directions in terms of
its inherent nature. But if there is a selective process
that says, “You can go only that way, because anything
in any of these other directions will not be viable in
this system,” then you can end up with a system that is
that way, and it would be that way, as I said, with the
descendants of raccoons as well as with the descendents of primates.

… and the actors.

SCHMOOKLER: In interaction with them. But if you
have an animal that is capable of culture, it means it
is capable of an enormously broad variety of diﬀerent
ways of….
SOMIT: In theory. But the culture he is capable of is
shaped by his genetic makeup. That is the point. Just
as the colors you are capable of seeing….

The range of opportunities,
even cultural opportunities, from
which we can select is, in part,
a function of our genetic legacy.
SOMIT: I’m not sure I follow you. I would say this, and
we may be saying the same thing: The range of opportunities, even cultural opportunities, from which we
can select is, in part, a function of our genetic legacy.

… culture can override genetics …
especially in human beings.

GROFF: There are a lot of ways in which culture can
override genetics, though, especially in human
beings.
SOMIT: Of course. That is the point I was making.
Through indoctrinability, we can create ideas and
then the ideas take on a force of their own.
GROFF: Yes, but if we become conscious – back to
consciousness again – of how we have been indoctrinated, we can also choose not to be indoctrinated
anymore.
SOMIT: I don’t know what our behavior would be if we
were not indoctrinated. That is an interesting question.
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GROFF: It’s not just that other things inﬂuence us; we
also inﬂuence other things.

… the Greeks would not have seen
our system as democratic at all,
because they believed in
direct democracy.

HUTCHEON: Culture has to be taught. Culture certainly

has to be taught to babies – consciously taught.
GROFF:

But everybody learns from everything.

SAHTOURIS: Everybody is teaching children to be like
them, by our nature of mimicry or imitation. I’m
surprised that you never mentioned the Ho-de-nosau-nee. The Ho-de-no-sau-nee League was where
Ben Franklin got half the ideas for our American
Constitution.
SOMIT:

You mean the Iroquois?

SOMIT: The analogy that comes to mind is that the
Greeks would not have seen our system as democratic
at all, because they believed in direct democracy.
SAHTOURIS:

SCHMOOKLER:
SAHTOURIS:

SAHTOURIS: Yes, that was what the white people called
them, the Iroquois. They had made peace among six
nations that had been at war; they had a great law of
peace and lived by a legal system in which there was a
great deal of community discussion to reach consensus on issues. The chiefs were chosen, but they were
chosen by grandmothers, in at least some of those
nations, on the grounds that the grandmothers had
watched the boys grow up and knew who would serve
the culture well. The grandmothers maintained the
power to warn them if they weren’t acting according
to the wishes of the people and could actually depose
them, although they had no other formal role.
Ben Franklin’s writings show a great interest in elements of this culture, because he kept bringing them
into the deliberations about the Constitution. The
whole business of separating the military from the
civic and having two houses and other similar material came from their ideas, but we turned it to voting.
They would have thought voting was very undemocratic, because 49 percent of the people could be left
out of having their wishes implemented in a voting situation. To them, that was a very strange way.
And when the American government imposed tribal
council forms on all the Native American tribes or
nations, they had a very hard time with it because
none of them had ever used voting, though many of
them had used deliberation with many participants.

Right, yes.
Direct democracy of whom?

Of the non-slave men.

GROFF: Under communism, people believed it was
democratic if it was more an economic democracy
and not a politically democratic system.
SAHTOURIS: What is interesting to me as a biologist is
that what the communist system did was sacriﬁce the
individual to, presumably, community – in theory; it
turned out to be more dictatorship than community
– while the West was sacriﬁcing community to individual interest. That is why nature is interesting: You
can’t do these either/ors.
GROFF:

You need both.

If you don’t have community that
instills some responsibility in people …
you get chaotic competition …
SAHTOURIS: If you don’t have individual interest,
people will get lazy and do nothing – see what they
can get away with. If you don’t have community that
instills some responsibility in people, you also get a
bad situation because you get chaotic competition,
like the kids on the Internet now. It is competition
over who can become a millionaire the fastest. If you
can become one, how much faster than somebody
else can you do it? There is no sense of community at
all involved in that.
GROFF: Al, do you see any positive developments
happening, with regard to the whole topic of democracy?
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SOMIT: Well, one thing that came up many years ago – I
think it was when interactive television came in – was
the notion that you could have immediate plebiscites.
Now, whether immediate plebiscites are a good idea
or not is a matter of some discussion, but with the
rise of the personal computer it does become technologically feasible. If you wanted to know what a large
cross section of the population thought, you could
ﬁnd out almost instantaneously. Again, whether that
is good or bad is a separate issue.
ANDERSON: There is quite a movement about electronic

democracy going on. Our organization, Meridian
International Institute, had a conference of electronicdemocracy activists some years ago. I found it very
interesting, but I also had a strong feeling that I was in
the presence of a bunch of true believers who felt that
if they could just get this process to work, the people
were going to make all the right decisions, which I
am not terribly persuaded of. Anyway, it is certainly
out there.
Santa Monica, CA, had a program where they
had computer terminals around the city that anybody
could put in questions and information that would go
to the city government. I don’t know whether the city
still does that or if it worked for them.
GROFF:

There are a couple of communities that
have tried that sort of thing.
SAHTOURIS:

… power is going away from the
nation-state and becoming more
global and more decentralized …
GROFF: It is a very interesting question. If you look at
this country and the low percentage of people that are
voting – which is of concern, absolutely – and then
you look at countries that recently became democratic, like Czechoslovakia or Poland, they haven’t
had democracy and for them it is really important.
Is it just that we are taking it for granted, or is it that
people don’t think the federal government will be of
use to change their lives? Maybe that is why they are
not getting involved. Maybe they think that getting
involved with NGOs or on the Internet or some other
avenue is going to have more of an eﬀect than the

federal government. I do think power is going away
from the nation-state and becoming more global and
more decentralized, and there is still, certainly, some
cynicism.
SAHTOURIS:

There is a lot!

I read an article about the “X” generation
[people born between 96 and 98]. This was a real
eye-opener for me, because we people who came
of age in the ’60s thought we were supposed to be
involved, so sometimes we look at younger generations and say, “Why aren’t they more involved?” With
the statistics on marriage, with 50 percent of marriages in the United States ending in divorce, an awful
lot of the people of the “X” generation are from broken families. As a result, what is really important to
them is to develop personal relationships and a sense
of family, because that is what they didn’t have. Different generations are motivated by diﬀerent things
because of what they did or did not have growing up.
GROFF:

SOMIT: Some people explain democracy by pointing
to the American passion for joining organizations.
The NGOs that you talked about may be a re-creation
of that.
GROFF: There is also the fact that, supposedly, indigenous peoples use the Internet a lot. Technology is a
tool, and anybody can use it or not. Those people who
are connecting globally didn’t have such easy ways
before to connect and share information.
ANDERSON: There is also quite a shift on the part of
governments and aid agencies to work directly with
NGOs instead of with governments in development
work because they ﬁnd that money is less likely to end
up where it isn’t supposed to be.

We are caught in a situation
that looks increasingly chaotic
at times and yet is self-organizing
in very positive ways.
SAHTOURIS: It will be very interesting to see what happens if we really do enfranchise a good representation
of the Earth’s population into an information system
such as the Internet. I know a number of people working on various technologies, such as very inexpensive
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solar radios that pick up very high-quality digital
signals from satellites to get information out and, of
course, the next step is that they can communicate
back into the system. Today I received software that
works on throwaway computers, back to the 286s,
that can put people on the Internet, if there is a server
available. I am taking it to the Maori in New Zealand.
Our goal there is to get at least one computer on every
marae. Every marae is a cultural center and there are
about 200 of them in New Zealand. This software is
much, much cheaper than the usual, and the company is giving a lot of it away to schools in Harlem, to
Australian aborigines.
One of the positive trends I see in the world is that
no small number of these newly wealthy people do
believe they should share their wealth and give something back to society. There are a lot of discussions
about the soul of money. State of the World Forum
had some excellent speakers on the importance of
giving back to community. One young man gave
State of the World itself a million dollars of his personal money and has spent two million more trying
to develop really cheap power sources so that more
people will come into the loop and have access. I
think we are seeing something like what happens in
the chrysalis of the caterpillar, where the caterpillar’s
body is still trying to protect itself while the butterﬂy
is forming. That is, we have trends that are regressive – fundamentalism and economic consumerism
– and at the same time we have these trends toward
more positive directions. We are caught in a situation
that looks increasingly chaotic at times and yet is selforganizing in very positive ways.
GROFF: I read that Bill Gates just gave a billion dollars, or some very large amount, for black education.
There are getting to be more people who have huge
amounts of money and are ﬁnding ways to give. Ted
Turner is another.
VELAMOOR: Bill Gates plans to give away 90 percent of
his fortune. I found it very interesting that Ted Turner
gave money to the United Nations.

People want to decide where their money
goes. There is a very “American” resistance to paying taxes without having any say in what they go to.
This is a question I am considering for the Australian tax oﬃce, because they are so open to change:
SAHTOURIS:
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What would happen if you give people some choice
of where their tax money goes? Would you, overall in
the population, get everything you need funded? Let’s
say I could choose to give my taxes to health care, the
arts, and education, rather than to the military budget
and roads.
SCHMOOKLER: The government would say, “You owe
us 0,000, or whatever. Here is a list; tell us the proportion you want to go where.”
SAHTOURIS: Yes. What would happen? Would you ﬁnd
out that some things did not get funded at all? Would
it balance itself out? That is the kind of question I
would like to ask.
GROFF: If you get areas that aren’t funded, then you
have to get people out campaigning, asking people to
give to this area.
SAHTOURIS: Exactly. Then you have to explain why
they should give to that area. I read a very interesting
essay a long time ago called “Thinkers and Treasurers.” It was by an American philosopher, not very
well known, named Barrows Dunham. He said that
every human organization, from the Boy Scouts to
a nation-state, always has treasurers who have the
power to collect taxes, and unless they want to collect
them by force, they have to hire thinkers to rationalize the tax-collection process. You have to explain to
people why they should pay their taxes. That is why
the IRS is hiring consultants.
SCHMOOKLER: Under that system, the IRS would go
out of business immediately, because nobody would
say, “Oh, I want to give 0 percent of my money to
the IRS.”

The mark of a good society will be
when the thinkers can tell the truth.

SAHTOURIS: What that means is that the IRS has failed

to hire good thinkers who can rationalize the process.
What this philosopher ended up saying was, “The
mark of a good society will be when the thinkers can
tell the truth.” In other words, when the thinkers can
tell the people, “Here is what your money is going
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to,” and convince them, by saying, “Pay up; then you
will know you have a good society.” I thought it was
a wonderfully oversimpliﬁed model that had a kernel
of truth in it that was worth thinking about.
HUTCHEON:

SAHTOURIS:

Yes, I think you do.

VELAMOOR: That might be a good thought to stop on.
Thank you very much.

You still need the civics education ﬁrst.
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F

ollowing the individual presentations on Day ,
participants returned the following day to focus
their attention on group discussion of critical
question themes. First they ﬁnalized the list of questions to be addressed, starting from an existing list
of four questions developed in advance by the Center
for Human Evolution:
Question 1

Is evolution primarily and singularly an active force of
competition among organisms for reproductive success,
with all other systems being by-products, or is evolution competition for resources among organisms within
a set of complex systems, with the winner’s reproductive
success? (Consider climate change speciﬁcally as one
element in the discussions.)
Question 2

Consider the proposition: “Evolution is not destiny; it
is opportunity. Its path is not predictable, but it can be
controlled.” Stated another way: Will human beings
overcome their evolutionary natures to control future
evolution humanely?

Today the idea is to throw one question
at a time in the middle … and see
what emerges from the perspectives
and insights we bring to it.
VELAMOOR: Yesterday we tried to come at the subject
from your individual points of view. Today the idea
is to throw one question at a time in the middle and
have a conversation, and see what emerges from the
perspectives and insights we bring to it. Let’s take a
look at four possible themes. I developed these with
the best of intentions that these might be interesting
subject areas, but let’s eliminate any that are not very
interesting and substitute what you think would be a
better question.
SCHMOOKLER: I think the fourth question is narrow
and technical and without obvious import for the
kind of concerns we have here.
ANDERSON: And none of us here has particular expertise in that area.

Question 3

VELAMOOR: Okay, No. 4 is out. We will come back
with a replacement after we determine what should
remain. What about the others?

Are humans, by virtue of evolution, inherently “moral”
absolutely?

SCHMOOKLER: In Question No. 3, what does the word
absolutely mean in the context of that sentence?

Question 4

Are humans descendants of a single common ancestor
(Eve) who began as a new species of humanity in Africa
about 200,000 years ago, or are humans products of a
much longer process (two million years) taking place in
many places and having many ancestors, not a single
one?

VELAMOOR: Exactly what Linda was getting at yesterday. Morality can be viewed in a relative context:
What is moral in one group may not be moral in
another group. However, those are the manifestations
of morality, as opposed to whether we have an instinct
for morality and we can wear the clothing of the situation as required. By that I mean: If I am hardwired for
moral instincts, then it doesn’t matter whether I am
born in a Hindu society or in a Muslim society or in a
Christian society. The hardwiring simply enables me
to adapt to the morality of the context.
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SCHMOOKLER: So, the absolute would be an aspect of
whatever is in us, which is not dependent on the situation.
VELAMOOR:
GROFF:

Evolutionarily, do we have the
instincts for dealing with the
human family in its large concept…?

Not situational or context. Exactly.

The propensity to be moral in some way.

VELAMOOR: The idea of enlightened self-interest and
the actions that ensue from it could be hardwired into
us. At least that is what some people are saying.

… the notion that there are other
people who have their own agendas is
already a step up from
complete immorality …
ANDERSON: If I recall Kohlberg’s moral development
ideas, even the notion that there are other people
who have their own agendas is already a step up from
complete immorality on his scale.

Andrew took objection to one adverb; let
me call attention to another. Humanely changes the
meaning of Question 2. It would require, it seems to
me, some explication if you really want humanely in
there. It is also a very interesting question without
humanely.

VELAMOOR: All humanity, exactly. That is the intent.
Evolutionarily, do we have the instincts for dealing
with the human family in its large concept, as opposed
to saying, “No, I am a Hindu”? Are we hardwired to
deal only in the small-group context?
HUTCHEON:

SAHTOURIS: Can we add a question, perhaps in place
of No. 4? Yesterday we talked about how to learn to
look before we leap. I think that would be a good
question.
VELAMOOR:

SAHTOURIS: The idea is to control the future evolution
to the beneﬁt of all humanity.
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Is there an ability to develop foresight?
Can we apply the human capacity for
foresight to the human future …
when we have a new technology
– do we look at it before we just
throw it into use?

SOMIT:

VELAMOOR: Yes. The question is: Will human beings
overcome their evolutionary natures to control future
evolution humanely? Let me give you the context in
which that question was framed and then let’s feel free
to strike it or substitute something else. As we heard
even in yesterday’s discussions, most of our abilities
to deal with situations are constrained by the group
to which we belong. Most of morality and most of
what I accept as precepts for good behavior are constrained by the group within which I am contained.
But the same precepts don’t apply if I am dealing
with somebody outside my in-group. The challenge
for tomorrow is: Can we deal with the global concept
of human, overriding all sectarian, cultural, or ethnic boundaries? So, humanely is used in the broad
global context of the human family, as opposed to
constrained by a smaller group.

It is a good question.

SAHTOURIS: Can we apply the human capacity for
foresight to the human future, to what we are doing? I
like the “look before you leap” phrasing; I forget who
used that phrase. The implications in terms of when
we have a new technology – do we look at it before we
just throw it into use? And can we?

In the futurist ﬁeld, people say that we have to
think ahead about the consequences before we make
decisions, of what those decisions might lead to. That
is part of it; another part of it is if there is any evolutionary process that we can detect, can we use that
to see where we are going and what the possibilities
are?
GROFF:

SAHTOURIS: Yes. If the First Nations people can think
ahead seven generations, why is it that our culture
doesn’t do that?
VELAMOOR: Is everybody in agreement that that could be
the fourth question here: Can we look before we leap?
HUTCHEON:

Certainly.
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GROFF: Regarding the second question, yesterday
I brought up the debate about whether there is any
intentionality in evolution – that would relate to No.
2, right?
VELAMOOR:

That’s exactly right, yes.

One thing that strikes me about the
question is that I can imagine that by the time we are
ﬁnished, we might either have reformulated the question, or we might have found that the best answer we
can come up with is ﬁnding which four or ﬁve questions underneath it are the components of ﬁnding an
answer to the question.
SCHMOOKLER:

Absolutely. No holds barred; we will just
take it where it goes.
VELAMOOR:

VELAMOOR: Some of these questions are simply extractions from diﬀerent propositions of people writing
about evolution. What No.  addresses is the human
component in evolution. Is it human versus everything else? Or is evolution taking into account human
as part of? As you yourself pointed out, for the last
0,000 years the premise is that it is humans driving
evolution with all other systems being consequences
of what we do, as opposed to the other point of view,
which suggests that human beings evolve as a subsystem in a complex interaction of multiple systems.
Okay? Which question should we talk about ﬁrst?
HUTCHEON:

morality.

Let’s start with the one that takes up

SCHMOOKLER: On Question , I imagine that I know
what you are driving at, but I wonder if you would
clarify it.
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Question 1
Are humans, by virtue of evolution, inherently “moral” absolutely?

The propensity to regard some things
as desirable and some things as
undesirable is what you could call
hardwired.

Do we have an instinct for morality?
Are we hardwired with
moral instincts…?
VELAMOOR: The question is: Are humans, by virtue of
evolution, inherently “moral” absolutely? Do we have
an instinct for morality? Are we hardwired with moral
instincts, with the result that we can readily adapt to
the morality of whatever culture we are born into and
indoctrinated to regard as correct?
SCHMOOKLER: There are some distinctions to be made
between a proclivity, like a space to be ﬁlled, and the
speciﬁcity of content. I would venture that the “space
to be ﬁlled” is like Chomsky’s work with language, for
example: There is a hardwired sort of syntax that then
can be ﬁlled with Mandarin Chinese or German or
whatever.
VELAMOOR:

Yes. Exactly.
There is at least an unﬁnishedness
about our nature … We are born
awaiting instructions, to some extent,
developmentally.

SCHMOOKLER: There is at least an unﬁnishedness
about our nature that requires some kind of socialization, which has to do with our relationship with
the surrounding human order. We are born awaiting
instructions, to some extent, developmentally.

ANDERSON: In discussions on what I was talking about
yesterday, fundamentalism or absolutism versus what
we might call relativism, the statement is frequently
made that a relativistic point of view leads inevitably to a view of the world in which everything seems
equal, so that any value system is as good as another
and any act is as moral as another, and so forth. That
is the standard threat that is made, and I think it is
utterly groundless, because I don’t think there is such
a thing as a human being who does not value, in one
way or another.
That comes to Andy’s point. The propensity to
regard some things as desirable and some things as
undesirable is what you could call hardwired. What
things you then ﬁll that up with are tremendously
variable. They are variable from culture to culture,
where one culture might see human sacriﬁces as a
really excellent thing to be doing. As a whole body
of good work in the social sciences is getting at these
days, there is also variability not only from person
to person, but within a person’s life cycle. In other
words, there is moral development that goes on in the
individual. Some of us get further along in the process
than others, but there are diﬀerent ways, which are
fairly clear and describable, in which people conceptualize who they are and how they relate to the world
that result in diﬀerent kinds of moral behavior. So, not
only are there diﬀerent ways that diﬀerent cultures ﬁll
the space, but most of us probably in our lifetimes are
continually in the process of reﬁlling the space, and of
rethinking our moral stands.

So, you subscribe to the premise that
there is a hardwired component to it and that it might
VELAMOOR:
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take on the forms and shapes of the situation at hand,
depending on where you are and the context in which
you are dealing with it.
ANDERSON:

Yes. Situation is very important.

VELAMOOR: Then let’s stay with the hardwired portions of it. What are the motivations or the driving
forces that have caused that hardwiring – if we agree
that it is hardwired – to exist?

I object very much to the proposition
that there are only these two
philosophical positions: the one
relativistic and situational, and the
other absolute …
HUTCHEON: I would like to speak to that, too, but ﬁrst I

want to return to the point I raised yesterday. I object
very much to the proposition that there are only these
two philosophical positions: the one relativistic and
situational, and the other absolute, an absolute source
of authority. Yesterday we were talking about knowledge, and the same applies in the case of morality.
My same objection holds. There is a third alternative, which is that human beings have the capacity
to identify values that are universal, that apply to all
of the human race. They extend beyond situations
and beyond tribes. There are three reasons that I will
argue why this is the fact and why it is necessary for
us to build universal values. These don’t come about
by accident; humans have to identify and build these.
One is that we all have the same evolutionary
inheritance and the same kinds of instincts. Some of
them are very destructive and must be inhibited, so
we must develop universal values that will serve to
inhibit our destructive instincts and to reinforce the
constructive ones.
Another reason is that we all have to live in social
groups. The very fact that we have to live in social
groups means that we must build the kind of ethics
or morality that will allow us to function socially, to
fulﬁll social responsibility of various kinds. That is
necessary or we will destroy the group – whatever the
group is, at whatever level.
The third is that we have power. With our science,
we have developed so much power that, of all the species, we are the only one with the capacity to destroy
not only our own species, but all life on this globe.
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Because of that unique kind of power that humans
have developed, we must build universal ethics. I
think we must keep that in mind. That is quite a different thing from suggesting that our ethics can vary
with the situation.
To get back to the other point of how much is
hardwired, we have a lot of evidence and a lot of good
theorists now who have identiﬁed family altruism,
which comes from the work in kinship. This kind
of altruism was very functional in the early stages of
evolution, because the only way humans were able to
survive so successfully was that they developed kins
or tribes that worked because they were against the
“out” tribe and they were for their own. It was a survival tool in those early stages of evolution.
VELAMOOR: But individuals are prepared to sacriﬁce
for the sake of the reproductive success of the group.
HUTCHEON: Yes. Many did not have children because
they were prepared to sacriﬁce for their sisters or for
those who were breeding. The result of this willingness
to sacriﬁce to keep the group alive was that the genes
of those sacriﬁcers, as well as the others, did survive.
Therefore there were genes that were altruistic that
survived. The trouble was that it was associated with
the tribe only.
VELAMOOR:

it is.

It is a case of the boundary and how big

HUTCHEON: The other part of it, and E.O. Wilson
talks about this very well in one of his books, is that
the reciprocal altruism, which is an essential part of
these universal values I was talking about, must be
acquired, must be learned. This is where the moral
development comes in, the original work of Piaget,
which is much superior to Kohlberg, by the way.
ANDERSON:

Kohlberg was based on Piaget.

HUTCHEON: Yes, I know, but he distorted some of Piag-

et’s ideas.

ANDERSON:

Let’s set that oﬀ as a matter of opinion.
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… moral development is not a matter of stages
where children automatically move from
one stage to another …
HUTCHEON: Anyway, if you go back to Piaget’s original work, he states that moral development is not a
matter of stages where children automatically move
from one stage to another, as was implied by some
of the others who have used his work. Instead, every
stage requires a certain level of intellectual development, but you must have the right kind of experience;
you must have the appropriate socialization at that
stage for the child. Then the child can advance to the
next level. But if you don’t have those inputs from the
cultural environment, then even though the child
may develop intellectually through the various Piaget
stages, you don’t get this moral development.

This raises a couple of comments that
relate back to what Albert was pointing out yesterday. If the size of the boundary is something that is
ﬂexible, I think you are suggesting that it can be dealt
with that way. Let me give you an example: Depending upon what is at stake, the boundary of my group
nature expands or contracts. If it is a war against
another country, that is a boundary that I am able to
draw. If it is a football game between two neighborhood schools, that boundary I am able to deal with,
too.
VELAMOOR:

HUTCHEON:

SOMIT: Hardwired has an ambiguity that we ought to
recognize. The obvious example is ducklings. Ducklings are hardwired to imprint on the ﬁrst moving
object that they see very early in their life. But if they
don’t see a moving object very early in their life, that
capacity disappears. Imprinting is a biological quirk
in that the ducklings will follow, adopt as a parent,
whatever large moving object they see early in their
life. Konrad Lorenz, for example, would get ducklings
to imprint on him. It was fascinating to watch.

There are some wonderful ﬁlms of these
little ducks following him around.
ANDERSON:

The hardwires must have
some kind of environmental stimulus
at an appropriate time.
SOMIT: Now, humans, in loose language, are hardwired for language. We have a language capacity – and
we will avoid the question of whether anybody else
has it. But if humans are brought up without exposure to other humans, that capacity dissipates. When
these feral humans are found at the age of 4 or 5, it
is nearly impossible to teach them. If we are going to
talk about hardwiring for morality, we have to keep
in mind the ambiguity of that term. The hardwires
must have some kind of environmental stimulus at an
appropriate time.

It all depends on what you have learned.

… we are the only animal that has to
set its own limits … because we are not
hardwired to stop at a certain point in
our aggression within our species.

Yes, and to that extent, it goes along with
what Albert was saying: the idea that perhaps the
capacity for indoctrinability, to use his word, is also
hardwired.
VELAMOOR:

HUTCHEON:

tent.

The capacity, deﬁnitely, but not the con-

VELAMOOR: So, perhaps the challenge is a matter of
learning what the new boundary is.
HUTCHEON:

This is where the universality comes in.

ANDERSON: Morality seems to be very closely connected to worldview, to how you think the world is.
HUTCHEON:

Deﬁnitely.

SAHTOURIS: I have looked at this question for a long
time in biological evolution. One of the things that
became obvious to me when social biologists were
talking about humans having innate aggression and
territoriality because we are related to other animals
was that territoriality and aggression in other animals
evolved built-in limits that Pat was talking about,
which we are needing. We are the only species that
kills huge numbers of ourselves in intraspecies warfare. For all other species, it is almost accidental if
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something goes beyond the limit of constraint. Everybody has seen the way a puppy or kitten throws itself
on its back and exposes its throat in an “I give up”
maneuver that stops the aggressor. Once the animal
expresses, “I’m vulnerable,” the aggressor doesn’t go
for the throat. It goes for the throat only as long as
the other animal is attacking, too. In ﬁsh, in birds, in
mammals, you see lots of territorial behavior, lots of
negotiating of boundaries through aggression that
is often ritual aggression. Some humans also have
carried that out, as in ancient Japan and the North
American Indians, who carried out ritual battles in
which they didn’t kill each other.
We have a lot more freedom in our behavior than
other species do; therefore, we are the only animal
that has to set its own limits. I think that is what ethics is about. We are forced to set limits because we are
not hardwired to stop at a certain point in our aggression within our species. To me, it is a mandate of our
human evolution that you have to take the responsibility for all this freedom. It comes with the territory.
Dostoyevsky did the most wonderful job in the
Grand Inquisitor passage of The Brothers Karamazov
in talking about Jesus being condemned a second
time during the Inquisition. Are you all familiar with
that passage? It addresses the criminal act of giving humans freedom, of telling them that they have
to take responsibility, because the church fathers
said, “It is our job to give the bread and miracles in
return for the loyalty. Humans are sheep that need a
shepherd.” That was often misinterpreted as an antiChristian stance, but Dostoyevsky was saying: “The
human condition is: People don’t want responsibility.
They don’t want to do democracy.” So, we are the ﬁrst
animal in evolution, if you like, who has to work out
this rather new responsibility for freedom.
I have looked into the process of evolution to see
if there are any guidelines for a natural ethics. What
I came up with was: If you are a human being having
to make a moral decision whether to do something or
not, ask yourself, “Is this to my beneﬁt, to my family’s
beneﬁt, to my community’s beneﬁt, to my ecosystem’s
beneﬁt, to my world’s beneﬁt?” Then look at each of
those levels as best you can, and if it is positive at
any of those levels, and neutral at the other levels, go
for it. Since you are a human being, you can’t make
a perfect assessment, but the idea is to look at the
embeddedness of the systems. The more layers of the
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system something will beneﬁt, the more ethical, let’s
say, it is.
In a highly evolved ecosystem, such as a rain forest, the best life insurance for survival is what you
give to other species, what you put out that is useful
to other species. If I am a certain kind of a plant or
animal, if my dung is great fertilizer, if I am making
habitats for other species, then I will survive because
the system has worked out how all can contribute to
each other’s welfare. I think that is what we are trying
to learn as humans: How do we contribute to each
other’s welfare, knowing that if the whole community
is healthy, we all have a better chance than if we are at
each others’ throats?
… people’s system level of identity
aﬀects the kind of ethic that will
be perfect for survival at
any particular time.
GROFF: One of the things happening today is that
technology is driving change, but the technology is
connecting us at much bigger system levels. It is on a
global level; it is not just at the nation-state level. That
is why we now need to talk about how to change ethics from a national sense of self-interest to a broader,
larger sense of self-interest. Also, technology has
given us the power to totally destroy ourselves, which
is another big incentive in regard to what measures
we can take to avoid doing that.
There is an identity question here, too: What level
do people identify with as the biggest system level in
which they see themselves? A lot of people still have
national identities. I happen to have some identity
as a planetary citizen because of my traveling and
because I have a personal commitment to that, but
not everybody has that.
Then there are other people who now see the
national government as the enemy, so they think it is
appropriate to use violence within their own country.
When we are talking about an ethic, people’s system
level of identity aﬀects the kind of ethic that will be
perfect for survival at any particular time. Just to
mention: the Parliament of World Religions came up
with a draft on a global ethic. That was one attempted
response to this issue.
In looking at the questions we are discussing, I
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found it interesting that we took Question  and Question 3. No.  is asking if we are somehow hardwired for
competition, and No. 3 is asking if we are somehow
hardwired for morality, which to me implies cooperation of some kind and a sense of interconnectedness
that will allow us to cooperate and work well together.
I think those two questions are related in an interesting way. I teach classes in conﬂict resolution and
nonviolence, and there is a debate on aggression: Are
people instinctively aggressive, or is it all based on
social learning?
Then there is the frustration-aggression theory
that a person becomes aggressive because his goals
are blocked and that can lead to aggression. There are
a lot of diﬀerent perspectives on this.
Regarding instinct, there is no way to prove scientiﬁcally that there is an instinct for aggression in
humans. You can prove social learning; you can prove
frustration-aggression in controlled laboratory experiments, but you can’t prove that there is an instinct for
aggression. You can only see the aggressive behavior
and infer back that it is an instinct. The point I am
trying to get to, though, is that people look at negative
aspects of behavior and they conclude that therefore
we are aggressive as an instinct. Some people have
done that. But unless the Human Genome Project
can verify that there is a particular gene that makes
people aggressive, I don’t think that so far such a gene
has been found.
CITRON: Actually, a participant of ours from Los Angeles is doing precisely those studies. His name is David
Comings. He has published some work indicating
that there are genes that cause aggressive behavior
and antisocial behavior.
GROFF: The point I wanted to make is that we tend
to look at our negative behavior and say, “Oh, that’s
due to an instinct,” but we don’t look at the fact that
throughout human history we have also had to cooperate or we couldn’t survive, but we don’t go back and
infer that there is a cooperation instinct.
HUTCHEON:

But we do, in the literature on altruism.

GROFF: Yes. That is true, and moving to bigger system
levels today will aﬀect that, too.

A very important piece of our
evolutionary development is just
buying into the idea that we are
more or less all related.
ANDERSON: In terms of human social instincts, it may
be that it is not just cooperation, but something a little
deeper than that. There does seem to be an instinctive tendency to conform. First of all, there is a need
to construct a world. That is a fundamental need we
have: to have some kind of an image of who and what
we are, what our environment is, and so forth. That
is something that is done only with outside help. In
other words, we are very much dependent on feedback from other people about what we see, what we
value, what is happening, what time of day it is, who
we are, how we look, and all those kinds of things. We
are continually checking for reaﬃrmation, and there
has been a good deal of study done that if we don’t get
that, a whole lot of things will break down, including
our very sense of who and what we are.
One other thing I would like to mention from an
evolutionary point of view is that, as I said yesterday,
it is only fairly recently in human history that we have
had an idea of the whole world the way we all have
an idea of it now. It is also fairly recently in human
history that we have had an idea of a whole species
that is more or less biologically the same thing. Probably not everybody has that idea yet; a lot of people
regard people outside the tribe, for example, as something other than people. A very important piece of
our evolutionary development is just buying into the
idea that we are more or less all related. In order to do
that, there clearly must be some letting go of a lot of
assumptions, for example, that to be French is inherently diﬀerent from being German, or to be black
is inherently diﬀerent from being white. It is pretty
clear at this point that race is totally a social construction, and a fairly recent one. There just is no genetic
evidence that there are ﬁve or whatever categories of
human beings that are fundamentally diﬀerent from
one another.
VELAMOOR: Going along with what Dr. Somit refers to
as indoctrinability, if this expanded notion of who we
are and where we are in the world, including global
citizenship, is a case of learning (since it is simply a
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matter of conditioning yourself, given an instinct or
capacity to be able to do that), then what about the
issue of power? I will introduce the manipulability
of the human psychology or the human personality.
Walter said that we also seem to have an instinct to
follow. It seems to me that if you give enough people
information, they have the capacity to understand and
participate, yet they become prey to manipulability.
Say that I am the leader of my group, and I have a
vested interest in a boundary remaining where it is.
Given the fact that human beings are manipulable, I
play on that capacity as a leader. If we are all diﬀerent in some way, where some are sheep and some are
leaders, that seems to be the central issue insofar as
saying, “I manipulate my group to stay within boundaries by creating the fear of the other.”
ANDERSON:

history.
VELAMOOR:

We have seen that in Yugoslavia in recent
We see it in all conﬂicts.

HUTCHEON: The media is extremely powerful as a tool
in doing this, and those who have control of the media
are extremely powerful.
SAHTOURIS: Yes, and there are a lot of studies showing
that if you put people together in a crowd and play
march music or whatever, you can get the crowd to
behave very diﬀerently from how any one individual
would. There was a documentary recently on the Ku
Klux Klan in the United States. I had no idea how
big it was. There was a peak where there were open
parades in Washington, DC, of hundreds of thousands of people. That was in the 930s and ’40s in the
nation’s capitol.
HUTCHEON: I want to go way back to a point that Elisa-

bet raised in her talk, because it ties in with what I
was saying yesterday about the transition thresholds,
and especially the language threshold from the nonhuman to the human. She mentioned that humans
are the only species that have to learn so much; that
in other species, much more of the behavior is hardwired by instinct, and many of these instincts have
been evolved to function to protect the groups for
their survival.
Gould talks about this, and there is signiﬁcant
evidence for the importance of this particular breakthrough. The human species became what he calls
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neotenous at that point of that transition. A much
larger amount of what the individual ends up with
has to be learned in a human than in any other of the
species. It is all tied in with what happened with the
expansion of the brain. Not that it happened all of a
sudden; there was a long, long buildup, but eventually
there was this transition. It is a very important thing.
… there are a lot of characteristics
of our bodies that indicate that
we are a prolonged juvenile form.
SAHTOURIS: Yes. Neoteny is a very important concept about humans. Neoteny is when a species starts
elaborating on a juvenile form because the adult form
has reached a kind of evolutionary dead end. If you
look at a family of chimpanzees, the adult human
looks more like the baby chimp than like the adult
chimp. What happened, apparently, was that as the
brain increased in size, babies had to be born earlier
so that the skull was still soft and could get through
the mother’s pelvic bone, and then the brain mushrooms in size during the ﬁrst year of the baby’s life.
Throughout its life, the human is playful; it learns; it
has the capacity for juvenile behavior.
There are not many animals that maintain that
open, ﬂexible learning capacity all their lives. And,
of course, we are hairless as adults; we don’t develop
brow ridges, and there are a lot of characteristics of
our bodies that indicate that we are a prolonged juvenile form. Arthur Koestler talked a lot about neoteny.
I think he is the one who popularized it in biology
– like polyps. All over the world we have polyps that
stick onto a rock and then they bud oﬀ, turn upside
down and turn into jellyﬁsh, and then those mate and
they make a little planula. So, there is a third stage in
this, which is supposed to sit on a rock and become a
polyp. Some of those little baby planula in evolution
never went and sat on a rock to become polyps again;
they eventually evolved into vertebrates. It was the
juvenile form of the polyp that went on in evolution.
That is the concept of neoteny.
SCHMOOKLER:

We are descended from polyps?

SAHTOURIS: We are descended from everything, in a
sense, if you believe in evolution. You could say, in
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response to that last question, that our ancestry is
bacterial and that there were a myriad of them.
I want to point out one other thing about aggression and territoriality in animals. It has a very positive
role, because it prevents overcrowding. The idea is
that every family should have some space. Sometimes
when we say that aggression is bad, we are categorizing again. Aggression is what gets us out into the
world. It is what gets us looking for jobs; it’s what gets
you to want to save money to buy a house for your
family. All of that is some level of aggression. The
issue is when it is socially functional and when it is
socially dysfunctional.
HUTCHEON:

This is where socialization comes in.

SAHTOURIS:

Yes.

GROFF: But animals have gestures of submission, so
they stop short of killing each other after they ﬁgure
out dominance, and some people say that humans
have lost that. Partly, it is because humans become
much more products of learning, as you were saying. Because of that, we will go to war for a ﬂag, for
example, or for a country. An animal would never go
to war for a ﬂag.
One other thing about identity and system levels:
I don’t think you move from, say, national identity to
be a planetary citizen and then forget that you are also
a national citizen. It is important to look at identity
as layers of identity. What you are doing is adding
additional layers. You have identities as diﬀerent subgroups – ethnic groups, or racial groups, or whatever
in your own society. Then you have national identity,
and now we are adding other layers.
ANDERSON: All those layers are social constructions.
They are all symbolic systems in one way or another.
GROFF: Yes. What I am saying is that if you add another,
bigger system level of identity, then the others have to
be subsumed within that.
SAHTOURIS:

They don’t go away.

VELAMOOR: What I would like to do at this point is
for each of you to take a turn and give us the answer
to Question  with a yes, or a yes if, a yes but, or no, as
succinctly as you can put it.
SAHTOURIS: Are humans, by virtue of evolution, inher-

ently moral absolutely? Is there an absolute morality

built into us? That’s the question?
VELAMOOR: Yes. Take your turn and qualify it, put
conditions on it, contingencies, whatever you wish,
or simply say no. Let’s take about two minutes each.
Who would like to go ﬁrst?

The capacity for empathy,
the capacity for a sense of justice,
the capacity for cooperation – all of
these are part of morality.
HUTCHEON: I’ll go ﬁrst. Humans have the capacity
for morality. We have the capacity for the essentials
of morality. That is all. The capacity for empathy, the
capacity for a sense of justice, the capacity for cooperation – all of these are part of morality. We have this
capacity, but morality – the actual character of the
individual – must be developed through appropriate
socialization at the appropriate level of maturation
and intellectual development.
We need to build universal values, but I am not
saying that universal values are in any way embedded
in us. By universal, I mean values that are applicable
to all human beings in order to allow life to survive,
and allow human individuals to have some kind of
fulﬁllment in their lives. But it is not going to be easy,
and these would not be absolute. They would be tentative and, like scientiﬁc knowledge, they would be
adjusted all the time in terms of consequences.
SCHMOOKLER: I would like to go to the question and
see if I can ﬁrst identify what the import or thrust of
the question is, what the underlying question is. Let
me say one thing I think it is not. Looking at it, at ﬁrst
I might think that you might be asking, “Are there
moral absolutes?” The thrust would be the question
of whether we are, by nature, inclined by virtue of our
human genetics toward a certain set of moral values,
and those are absolutes. I just want to say that that
would be a non sequitur in my view; human nature
and the existence of moral absolutes are separate.
VELAMOOR:

Right.

SCHMOOKLER: The second question I can imagine you
asking is: If we look at what it is that is required of
us at this stage in our evolution, the question arises:
Are we by nature equipped to do what we need to do?
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And I think that is probably the question.
VELAMOOR:

Pretty much, yes.
… whatever we have within us
naturally is going to fall far short of
the kind of moral structures and
impetus that we are going to need to
act responsibly with these powers.

I would say that we are probably, by
nature, equipped to do what we need to do in the situation in which we evolved. But our powers have been
so magniﬁed by the last 0,000 years of our history
that the ways we are called upon to be moral – meaning, to act in the best interests of the whole species
and the whole biosphere – are so far beyond any
responsibilities that we had when our natures were
written, that whatever we have within us naturally is
going to fall far short of the kind of moral structures
and impetus that we are going to need to act responsibly with these powers.
SCHMOOKLER:

So, you discount even the capacity for
learning or social advancement? You are saying that
the gap will never be bridged?
VELAMOOR:

I am saying that we cannot depend
upon that which goes easily with the grain. We are
going to need to stretch and strain ourselves, and the
unnatural powers that we have are going to require a
concomitant unnatural stretching of our moral capabilities.

tion we have an absolute morality at the species level.
We clearly have the capacity for learning it. We clearly
have had examples of human cultures that have been
far more peaceful and cooperative than others. We
have had the whole range, from the nastiest to the
nicest in humans. We have had the Gandhis and the
Christs and that kind of leadership impelling us to
morality. And we have had the Hitlers and you all
know who they are. We are a wide-open species; we
are a new experiment from an evolutionary perspective, and the responsibility is on us to develop those
levels of morality that I think are under discussion.
Now, many human beings see us as far more than
biological creatures, with nonphysical aspects, and
that puts a whole other dimension on things, as Sesh
well knows, from thousands of years of tradition in
India and other parts of the world. If we are talking
about ourselves as a species, do we include the perspectives of people other than Western scientists
in questions of this kind? I just want to put that on
record.
VELAMOOR:

… there is a small subset
of individuals who are
incapable of holding moral positions.

SCHMOOKLER:

… by virtue of biological evolution,
humans have a local morality built in,
but not a species-wide morality.
SAHTOURIS: I would say by virtue of biological evolution, humans have a local morality built in, but not a
species-wide morality. In other words, love of oﬀspring
is a parental natural. Without it, babies wouldn’t survive, because we all know what nasty little creatures
they can be. It is clear to me that there is hardwiring
for a love of each other for mating purposes and of
oﬀspring for survival purposes.
I do not think that by virtue of biological evolu-
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Albert?

SOMIT: The question is: What evidence would suﬃce
to answer this question? It is not a question of what do
we think or what do we believe. What evidence would
suﬃce to answer the question? To the extent that we
have evidence, I think most of us would agree on the
following propositions: If we look at human history,
the great bulk of individuals have had the capacity to
hold moral views. On the other hand, the fact that
they held moral views does not mean that they always
acted on the basis of those views. History teaches that,
too. The third thing that we can see from history and
from our own experience is that there is a small subset of individuals who are incapable of holding moral
positions. These used to be called “pathological personality types,” from the literature; I don’t know what
they are called now.
VELAMOOR:

Leaders.
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SOMIT: I was about to say that sometimes these individuals hold public oﬃce. The fourth point that I think
has to be made is that the moral views on which one
acts are a function of a position one has. We have often
heard people in high positions say, “I am doing this; I
don’t believe it is moral, but I have to do it because of
my role in this organization.” So, the setting in which
views are held also has to be considered.
VELAMOOR: Are you optimistic or pessimistic about
the potentiality or the ability to expand the notion to
include the species and, in the long term, act morally?
We are not denying that the capacity exists.
SOMIT: Well, the conversation around here suggests
that we are all agreed upon the deﬁnition of what a
moral act is. I think that is an assumption that has yet
to be demonstrated. Your deﬁnition of what is moral
in a given situation may be strikingly diﬀerent from
what mine is.
VELAMOOR:

… not only are we continually forming
a narrative about the world and
what we are doing in it, but we are
forming multiple narratives and
polishing the drafts as we go along.

Absolutely. I agree with you.

SOMIT: Sure, we can act morally, but that doesn’t mean
we are all going to agree on the same action.
VELAMOOR: True. But, going back to what Elisabet
said, at its absolute minimal, a mother’s interest in her
oﬀspring, at least, is universal.
SOMIT: No, it is not universal. We have many records
of mothers killing their oﬀspring.
VELAMOOR: I know, but those ﬁt the “pathological
personality types.”
SOMIT: The term universal has to be used with some
restraint.
VELAMOOR:

people are willing to sacriﬁce for the bigger good on
certain occasions. People are willing to lose their lives
if they think it is important for the survival of their
group. I think whatever level we identify with also
aﬀects our sense of what we are willing to sacriﬁce for
and what we are willing to work positively for.
I also think there is a gap in regard to technology
today. New technologies get introduced and then
there is a need for us to reframe and develop identities
and responsibilities at bigger levels. It doesn’t happen
immediately; it takes a period of time to develop a
sense of morality that is appropriate to the powers
that we now have. That transition period is a dangerous period, and it is what we are in today.

All right. I agree.
New technologies get introduced
and then there is a need for us to
reframe and develop identities and
responsibilities at bigger levels.

GROFF: You can qualify everything. I think there is a
basic hardwiring to survive and to prosper, perhaps,
and do better as human beings than we have before.
That would involve a sense of being able to cooperate and love and take care of one’s own oﬀspring, and

ANDERSON: Let me put it a little diﬀerently. Instead of
talking about being hardwired for morality, I would
say that human beings fundamentally are what our
friend Terry Deacon calls the symbolic species. We
have evolved brains and bodies that were selected on
the basis of our ability to manipulate symbols, to talk,
to store information. And morality in human beings
is symbolic behavior. It is based on descriptions; it is
based on constructions of reality; it is based on ideas,
which are often highly abstract, about who is us and
who is them. It is inseparable from verbal behavior.
At some level we are more or less saying: “I am being
good; I am being bad; this is the right thing to do.”
If you listen to yourself when you are dealing with a
moral decision – I don’t know about you, but I talk a
lot! I run a lot of descriptions; I verbalize a lot; and I
basically arrive at a description that feels good, at a
construction that feels good. Even though it might be,
to some extent, driven by some kind of instinct, it is
inseparable from verbal behavior, from constructions
of reality.
Current research indicates that not only are we
continually forming a narrative about the world and
what we are doing in it, but we are forming multiple
narratives and polishing the drafts as we go along. Are
people capable of being socialized into – or indoctrinated into, to use Al’s term – a way of being in the
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world in which they regard the human species as
something they belong to and have some moral obligation toward, in which they regard the Earth either
as sacred or as so inseparable from their well-being
that they need to preserve it?
In other words, are people capable of living in a
desirable, socially and environmentally responsible
way of being? Absolutely. I see no reason at all, considering the range of civilizations that have existed,
that that kind of civilization cannot exist, providing
its existence doesn’t fundamentally threaten people’s
biological well-being. In other words, if people are
going to have to die to get there, the odds are not too
good. Aside from that, its basic achievability, I think,
is no trouble at all.
VELAMOOR: Walter, would you like to add something
on this subject?

… humanity will always do what feels
good, not necessarily what is best.

KISTLER: We use the word hardwired quite a bit, but do
we know what we mean when we use the word hard-
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wired? The anatomic brain has the cortex, which, the
old psychologists say, is ready to receive and think.
What is diﬀerent is the limbic system inside the brain,
which makes emotions, and I think that is hardwired.
Whether we are feeling good about something or bad
about something depends not on the cortex or the
big brain or the cerebrum, but on the limbic system
inside. People are driven by what feels good and what
does not feel good, and that is hardwired.
Now, what you make out of it by reasoning and
so on, that is in the big brain and that you can adjust
depending how you were brought up or what you
value in life. But the certain things about which you
feel good or don’t feel good, these are hardwired in,
and so it depends on conditions how you will react.
I think humanity will always do what feels good, not
necessarily what is best.
VELAMOOR: Let’s close this discussion now and move
to the next question. Which one would you like to
take next?
GROFF: The ﬁrst one on your list of themes is related to
the third one, which we just talked about, so it might
be interesting to take that one next.
VELAMOOR: Fine. That will be our question when we
return from a break.
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reproductive success, with all other systems being by-products, or is evolution competition
for resources among organisms within a set of complex systems, with the winner’s
reproductive success?

Is this another way of asking the
question: What is the unit that is
selected for by evolution?

I have a procedural suggestion. I think
it would be good to talk about the question before we
try to answer it: What is the import of it? What is it
we are really asking? Is this another way of asking the
question: What is the unit that is selected for by evolution? Is it individuals, like in the social Darwinist
point of view? Is it the survival of the ﬁttest? Is it species? Is it whole ecosystems or biospheres? Is that the
nature of the question?
SCHMOOKLER:

SAHTOURIS: Is reproduction the driving force of evolution – is that the question here?

This is more a discussion about
the process by which
evolution works.
VELAMOOR: Essentially, the basic deﬁnitions of evolution all involve reproductive success, in the biological
sense. This is more a discussion about the process
by which evolution works. Is it simply competition
among organisms for reproductive success and therefore all forms of organization that might emerge,
whether it is a democratic form of government or
the organization of an ant colony, are all outcomes of
that process? Or, is it simply the competition among
organisms within a complex interplay of systems
where reproductive success is the consequence?
SCHMOOKLER: Elisabet, the thrust of your thinking is
always away from nature’s “red in tooth and claw,” and
toward a holistic view.

SAHTOURIS: In my thinking it goes in cycles, and
competition is an earlier phase in the cycle than
cooperation.
SCHMOOKLER:

ing about?
SAHTOURIS:

lution?
VELAMOOR:

What role does competition play in evoYes. And in the outcomes.

SCHMOOKLER:
VELAMOOR:

My question is: Is that what we are ask-

And what units are competing.

Yes.

GROFF: And we are talking about evolution of all different species in this question? The previous question
concerned only humans.
VELAMOOR:

Right, exactly.

ANDERSON: I think that is the problem with the alternatives in this question, because either one of them is
only a useful argument in relation to the evolution of
species up until the appearance of symbolic communication in human beings, at which time you begin to
get other sets of rules and motivations in play. It is no
longer just a biological issue.
SOMIT: There are three questions here. Are you talking
biological evolution? That would go back to biological
theory and the biologist’s answer. If we are talking a
mix of biological and cultural evolution, then another
set of factors comes into play.
ANDERSON:

That is what I was talking about.

SOMIT: The second question is: “Is evolution competition?” Do you mean primarily competition, to
exclude cooperation? We know some species cooperate; we know others compete. So, that is the second
question here. Then the third question, from the
biologist’s viewpoint, is probably: “What is driving
the whole thing, for which reproductive success is the
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end result? Now, which of these several questions do
you have in mind?
The last one. We have looked at three, in
one sense, but I want us to go back to the biological
aspects of it and ask: Are we kidding ourselves into
building all kinds of complex superstructures of evolutionary thinking when it is really – still – nothing
more than competition for reproductive success?
VELAMOOR:

Let me try it from a biologist’s perspective, since you want to talk biology.
SAHTOURIS:

Then someone noticed a lot of altruism within species. I forget who was the main proponent of this, but
he proposed that it is really species competing with
each other for ecological niches, as it was called. Then
Richard Dawkins came along and said, “No, you are
both wrong. It is neither the organism, nor the species; it’s the gene. It is the selﬁsh gene competing to
express itself.”
HUTCHEON: He didn’t say that. I have to elaborate on
that if we’re going to pull it in.

SCHMOOKLER: Are you about to help us clarify the
question, or are you going to address the question?

That part-whole,
individual-community tension,
I think, is what drives evolution.

A combination of the two. I am going to
take the question to mean: “What drives biological
evolution?”
SAHTOURIS:

VELAMOOR: I would like to modify that to say: “Is evolution nothing more than biological evolution?”
SAHTOURIS: That is a very diﬀerent question than what
is on the paper.

… if we are talking about humans,
then evolution is not just biological.

GROFF: I would say as strongly as I could that if we
are talking about humans, then evolution is not just
biological.
SAHTOURIS: No, but I thought we were to think in
terms of all organisms.
VELAMOOR: If we were to contain humans within the
biological evolution equation, culture could be nothing more than an outcome.
ANDERSON:

Then we could just answer no and go on.

VELAMOOR:

Is everybody in agreement that it is just

a ﬂat no?

SAHTOURIS: I think what I have to say might help us
to move forward. There have been a number of theories in biology about what drives evolution, starting
with Darwin’s notion that it is individual organisms
competing with each other for reproductive success.
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At the genetic level, there is some kind of
a drive to move the genes out into the gene pool. What
I see is that they are all right, but only collectively. If
you take a systemic view of things, there is self-interest at every level of the system. As a metaphor, I like
to go back to the Indian creation story, where everything starts with an undiﬀerentiated sea of milk and a
wavelet forms. Forever after, the little wavelet is torn
between having its own identity and merging back
into the sea. That part-whole, individual-community
tension, I think, is what drives evolution.
As I said yesterday, the individual interest of every
cell in your body has to be met to some degree. The
individual interest of every diﬀerent kind of organ has
to be met, the individual interest of the body, of this
species. It is going on at all levels, and that is what
forces the negotiations that lead to cooperation when
you have mature ecosystems or well-evolved bodies,
so that you get a lot of competition among species
at early stages. If you plow a ﬁeld and you don’t do
anything with it, you can watch the species come in.
The ones who come in ﬁrst are the ones that make
the most seeds, that spread themselves the fastest, and
when they bump into other species, the negotiations
start happening. You can end up with a very mature
ecosystem that looks quite cooperative.
SAHTOURIS:

SCHMOOKLER: The formation of it was cooperative.
The steps leading up to it….
SAHTOURIS:

The steps leading up to it may have been
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very aggressive. It seems that there is a cycle that
things go through, where the self-interest is expressed
without concern for the larger community but then
eventually has to take into account the larger community. I think that is something very important to look
at in terms of what humans are doing today.
VELAMOOR: So, it is competition and cooperation at
all levels of the hierarchical arrangement.
SAHTOURIS: Yes, or you can see it sequentially with the
maturation of species: They get less competitive and
more cooperative.
VELAMOOR: Would you characterize the process as
being inclusive of humans, as well?

From an evolutionary perspective, humans are a
relatively new, juvenile species that is still working out
how to behave.

three levels involved in evolution. There is the species
level – the result for the species gene pool – and there
is the individual carrier of the genes, and, of course,
the gene as the basic unit that evolves. He does say
that the social group, as such, does not evolve, but it
provides the setting for evolutionary, stable strategies
for the various individuals and the genes they carry.
VELAMOOR: I don’t think that there is an essential con-

tradiction.

SAHTOURIS: No. The point is that each level has been
cited by somebody, sometime, and if you look at them
together….
HUTCHEON: Yes, and as you said, where the Social
Darwinists went so wrong was in focusing on the
individual as the basic unit that is evolving, whereas
it is random mutations in the genes carried by the
individual that result in an environmentally selected
accumulation of changes in the species over time.

SAHTOURIS: Yes, of course. From an evolutionary perspective, humans are a relatively new, juvenile species
that is still working out how to behave. It is not a
mature species.
VELAMOOR: Right, I understand. Pat, you wanted to
qualify something?

… it is very important in science to
take the simplest explanation that
works. Natural selection is a very
simple explanation …

“No creature can win against
its environment for long.”

SCHMOOKLER: I would like to put forth a sentence,
which is not mine, but it made a big impression on
me. It comes from Gregory Bateson. The line is: “No
creature can win against its environment for long.”
VELAMOOR: Do you mean, “in competition with its
environment”?

To win at the expense of the environment. You asked a moment ago: How does the human
project ﬁt into this evolutionary picture? I think that
this sentence of Bateson’s contains a key to an answer
to that. Modern civilization arises with a lack of
understanding of that idea, but its continued viability depends upon our coming to understand that idea
and live accordingly.
SCHMOOKLER:

HUTCHEON: First, we have all kinds of theories in evolution, but it seems to me that it is very important in
science to take the simplest explanation that works.
Natural selection is a very simple explanation; it
works; it explains evolution very satisfactorily. Most
of the biological community accepts that explanation. In natural selection, there is no intentionality
involved; it is a matter of how it functions and what
the consequences are. The individuals that survive
are the individuals that happen to be able to live, to
reproduce, in the changed situation.
Second, I wanted to mention that Dawkins did
not say it is only the gene. Dawkins said that there are

VELAMOOR:
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A species adapts; it undergoes a
change that enables it to live in its
environment, or it becomes extinct.

This is a good example of taking a concept
from one area and trying to apply it in another: “No
creature can win against its environment for long.” A
species adapts; it undergoes a change that enables it
to live in its environment, or it becomes extinct. Now,
“against its environment” is a puzzling term, because
either it adapts to its environment or it disappears.
SOMIT:

Because it has destroyed the environment on which it depends. That is what I understand
that phrase, “win against its environment” to mean: to
destroy our environment around us.
SCHMOOKLER:

SOMIT: Not at all. I don’t think that is what Bateson
means, but if that is what he means, then we are talking cultural environment.

No. For example, a goat on an island
that eats up so much stuﬀ that pretty soon there is
nothing left for the goat to eat.
SCHMOOKLER:

SOMIT:

In that case, there isn’t enough time to adapt.

SCHMOOKLER:
SOMIT:

ism.

Right.

Then what we have here is essentially a tru-

SAHTOURIS: Natural selection has been said by many
biologists to be just a tautology or a backward explanation: What exists has adapted. What does that tell
you about the process?
ANDERSON:

It is an adaptive process.

SCHMOOKLER: Survival of the ﬁttest … what do you
mean by ﬁttest? The thing that can survive.
HUTCHEON: Gould said it is not a tautology at all, that
if you could look ahead, given the physical environment, one could predict which species would have
been able to adapt and which not. An example is the
beak of the ﬁnch. You could look at these very rapid
changes on the island. Given the fact that a particular kind of seeds have all been eaten, and that there
were particular ﬁnches with a beak that could crack
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only those seeds and they couldn’t eat anything else,
you could predict that those would not survive; those
would be selected out. Of course, when you watch
it play itself out, that is what happens. That is what
Gould meant; it is not a logical tautology at all.
SCHMOOKLER: Al, you said that the Bateson quote is
a truism, and I am not going to completely disagree
with you. But if you mean that it says nothing other
than what everybody already understands, there is
a quote that I remember from the early ’90s. I was
watching on PBS a Brazilian entrepreneur who had
designs on the Amazon jungle. Basically what he said
was that when the whole thing is over, he wanted the
last thing standing to be a human being.
SAHTOURIS:

The trees would be gone.

SCHMOOKLER: Yes, and we humans would be the ones
left standing. In other words, he saw the process as
being an elimination tournament, and you win by
being the last one standing. Now, I don’t think he’s
necessarily typical, but I think he is a caricature of
a point of view that is not only not rare, but which
is dominant and increasing in dominance on the
planet.
SAHTOURIS: Yes, a Canadian was quoted by The Wall
Street Journal as saying that with the World Trade
Organization now, at last Brazil would be properly
mined, the only problem being that there were still
all those darn trees in the way. That was a statement
on the front page of The Wall Street Journal: to get all
the minerals out, you have to get all the trees out of
the way.
ANDERSON: I have been sitting here processing what
Andy said, and clearly the Canadian chap you mentioned was not what you would call a really advanced
technological thinker. The question is: Does that
really represent the consciousness of the majority of
people in the world today? I don’t think so.
SCHMOOKLER: I wouldn’t say it represents the majority, but does it represent any component of it?
ANDERSON:

Yes, clearly.

SCHMOOKLER:

That is all I was suggesting.
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… what we are looking at right now
is an evolution of what you might call
environmental consciousness.
ANDERSON: But I think that what we are looking at
right now is an evolution of what you might call
environmental consciousness. I don’t want to be Pollyannaish about this, because I have no reason at all
to think it is going to evolve rapidly enough to keep
us from destroying the planet. But I do want to direct
our attention to the fact that, in this area, as in all
others, we are in a process of very large change. The
whole notion of the biosphere and environmental
problems and so forth – it was like the day before yesterday that those kinds of ideas appeared. I think we
are seeing (and I think it is deﬁnitely measurable) a
tremendous growth of that kind of valuing and that
kind of consciousness. Again, I want to underline
that I don’t know if it is happening fast enough. For
one thing, I suspect that some of it is dangerous and
destructive, because I see now, in the appearance of a
lot of environmental politics, a very narrow, almost
puritanical self-righteousness surfacing along with it.
So, I wouldn’t even want to say that the growth of it
is all good, even though I think that something under
that heading has to happen if we are to survive as a
planet.

There are a lot of things propelling us today
towards more whole-systems thinking and one is the
environmental question, because it is our life-support system. Our enlightened self-interest makes us
aware over time that we have to be dependent on our
environment. It makes us aware that if we use nuclear
weapons today, we will all be gone. There are more
and more issues today that can’t be solved unless
there is global cooperation: like environmental issues
– you can’t keep them within national borders. Seeing
the Earth from space is another thing that has made
us think in more whole-systems ways.
You have diﬀerent system levels and within any
system you start out with all these parts thinking
about their own self-interest and competing with each
other. But then over time they start to see that their
interest is based on cooperating, that getting their
own needs met is dependent also on the whole sysGROFF:

tem working, and then they start to expand to a more
enlightened self-interest point of view. Today, as we
are moving to bigger system levels, global levels, we
are having to again reframe on what level our enlightened self-interest is working. The question was asked:
Are we a mature species? It is an interesting question
because maybe we were mature at one level within the
nation-state, but now to be a mature human species
– because we are on a bigger system level – requires
another whole set of reframing.
SAHTOURIS: I think expansion of context is something

that we are beginning to reach consensus on: having
to stretch your intelligence, if you like, to more and
more layers of being in the systems.

ANDERSON: During the break, Pat and I were talking a
bit more about various moral-development theorists.
We were agreed that one we like is Robert Kegan, who
wrote a book not long ago called In Over Our Heads
[subtitle: The Mental Demands of Modern Life, Harvard University Press, 994]. He says, essentially, that
the situation we are now in requires a level of moral
or cognitive development that most of us haven’t gotten to yet. That sounds like a very commonplace kind
of statement, but I think the way he puts it is very
sophisticated and is based on a good deal of research
and theory.
HUTCHEON: It requires a great deal of the right kind
of socialization to accomplish it. This is what I feel
that we are not getting across at all to human beings.
Our education systems are so poor. If we are going to
develop the kinds of capacities that he talks about, we
have got to educate the right way.

… countries all over the world are
talking about global education …
people need to be educated that we
are part of the whole world today.
GROFF: Another thing that is an interesting issue, as
we move from just a nation-state world to a global,
interdependent world, is that now countries all over
the world are talking about global education as a new
thing, because people need to be educated that we
are part of the whole world today. Maybe eventually
we will have to educate people that we are part of the
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solar system and beyond, and we will have to have
education beyond global education. When I lived
in Japan, people were debating there about the need
for global education. I don’t know that it was actually happening, but there was a lot of talk about the
fact that people needed this kind of education. In the
United States there is a lot of talk about that, too.
HUTCHEON: Often it is done so poorly, because it is
not done within the context of the development of
the individual. For instance, they throw ideas at the
child that require a kind of cognitive thinking that
the child isn’t able to handle yet. At the end of my
book are moral education guidelines, identifying the
various intellectual stages of development, and then
identifying what some of the goals should be in trying
to develop morality in human beings. If we don’t do
it that way, we just throw abstract concepts to children about globalization, and it is not going to mean
a thing.
VELAMOOR: Might I suggest something radical and see
what everybody thinks about this. Taking the perspective of somebody from outer space looking down on
the planet and on humans trying to come to grips with
all this, what if I were to suggest that perhaps what is
required is a total retreat from being on the treadmill
that we are on in terms of the paradigm that we have
operated in, going back 0,000 years to the beginning
of human civilization. Prior to that there was no risk
to the environment; there was no global capacity for
killing everybody. So, what if I were to redeﬁne the
context of what it is to be civilized – which is to exist
in diverse groups, occasionally quarreling to resolve
some issues, but generally going about my business
in my niche?
SCHMOOKLER: Are you considering also that we retreat

from six billion back to ten million in population?

VELAMOOR: Well, it may happen if we say we are going

to get oﬀ the boat.

ANDERSON: It is worth observing that there is a fairly
coherent movement of people whose dearest hope is
that we will somehow get back to living in very small
tribes and communities with self-suﬃcient agriculture.

What do we do with all the helpless people
we have?
KISTLER:
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HUTCHEON:

You can’t go back.

ANDERSON: I think it is sheer fantasy – but I think that
of quite a few political movements. I just wanted to
point out that there is a coherent political and intellectual ideological point of view that supports that.

I am not myself a subscriber to it, but I’m
saying, “What if?”
VELAMOOR:

HUTCHEON: Isaac Asimov has some marvelous answers
to that in his writings.

You could say our claim to fame
as a species is that we are
a desert-making animal.

It isn’t insane to think of standing on the
Moon and looking, with the naked eye, for signs of
humanity. If you do that, there is only one sign I know
of that identiﬁes the human presence on the planet
and it is not the Great Wall of China. It is the deserts.
Humans have expanded the desert coverage of this
planet signiﬁcantly. You could say our claim to fame
as a species is that we are a desert-making animal.
SAHTOURIS:

SCHMOOKLER:

We destroy life.

SAHTOURIS: We used hoofed creatures to do it, of
course, but without us they would not have multiplied enough to create this.
VELAMOOR: What has been the relative pace of growth
of this desertiﬁcation? Was it before 0,000 years
ago?
SAHTOURIS:

When were goats domesticated?

SCHMOOKLER: It would have been thousands of years
ago, but between the beginnings of herding and….
SAHTOURIS: Herding and agriculture probably came
in about the same time.
GROFF: In general, you are talking about more people
taking over the planet and pushing the animals back
further, and then they eat the brush and that turns
more land into desert?
SAHTOURIS: Also enlisting the animals in our service
and creating deserts in conjunction with them. What
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is curious to me now is that humans continue to kill
oﬀ fertile soils at an enormously high rate – the highest rate ever in history – and it is done through the
assumption that our technology can grow food for
us without fertile soils. I think that is a very foolish
assumption to continue.

technology or some hopeful sets of circumstances
where these things will take care of themselves. This
is one thing that is never discussed. I would be curious as to why.

I am not sure that people are that clear when
they do it. I think we are just getting more and more
people on the planet and that itself is requiring more
living space. People are pushing back more and more
land and taking it over, and that is pushing everything
else back, but it is not done intentionally. Los Angeles
used to be orange groves.

GROFF:

GROFF:

The destruction is happening through
agricultural techniques, speciﬁcally high-tech agricultural techniques.
SAHTOURIS:

VELAMOOR: Coming back to what Walter said, let’s
regress to the idyllic stages of whatever it was before
0,000 years ago. Large parts of the world’s populations are there now. They have never left it. Let me
take you to some villages in India.
SCHMOOKLER:

Then you have to look at that desertmaking capacity in terms of consumption. The only
reason we care about population is because of drain
on resources, right? Is that agreed?
SAHTOURIS:

No.

SCHMOOKLER:

Quality of life.

SAHTOURIS: But quality of life is about what is available to eat and to live on.
GROFF: It is also a pollution issue. There is more pollu-

tion with more people.
ANDERSON:

It is a space issue.

GROFF: It is all interrelated: population, food, environmental issues.
VELAMOOR: In the Third World, the problem is at an
exacerbated level, but in other parts of the world somehow it appears that we are continuously talking about

I discuss it all the time.

I think most people discuss it.

ANDERSON: I have been discussing it for years. I bore
people to death discussing it.
SCHMOOKLER: I probably am the only one here who
lives surrounded by people for whom, in terms of
these issues, it might as well be 950. When you talk
about global warming, people will call up and say. “It
hasn’t been proven.” When you talk about population, they say, “Well, there’s plenty of room.” If I get on
Wisconsin public radio, which I do about every three
months statewide, there have been lots of people who
call and say, “I think the key to all of our problems is
controlling human members.” It takes a long time.

We overconsume per capita, and other
parts of the world overpopulate. There
are diﬀerent ways people put strain on
the world’s ecosystem.

Not to pre-0,000 years ago.

VELAMOOR: Well, it is a matter of degrees. You mentioned the six billion people. How come people don’t
talk about the six billion people anymore?

SEVERAL:

HUTCHEON:

GROFF: It is not just a population problem, though.
We overconsume per capita, and other parts of the
world overpopulate. There are diﬀerent ways people
put strain on the world’s ecosystem.
SAHTOURIS: It seems to me that humans have shown
that they can live in extremely concentrated areas in
some parts of Holland, Denmark, and Belgium, and
we don’t say there is a problem there. We say there is a
problem when they are scrabbling for ﬁrewood, when
they are using up every last resource to exist. But if
you consider that the average American uses 40 to 70
times the resources that a Bangladeshi does, then we
are equivalent to ten billion Bangladeshis. At the more
conservative ﬁgure of 40, the United States amounts
to ten billion people living the way Bangladeshis do in
terms of how much resources are consumed. I don’t
think we can ignore that.
SCHMOOKLER: People say, “We have plenty of room;
look how dense the Japanese are, or the Dutch.” But
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their impact is not conﬁned within their borders and
neither is ours.
SAHTOURIS: Our impact is way out of our borders. We

are the role model for the world, as far as lifestyle goes
today. Our television is exported all over. We wonder why Mexicans want to immigrate to the United
States; why on Earth are we exporting messages that
say it is terriﬁc here? If you think systemically, it is not
a good strategy.
What if, someday, we actually get to a point
when we don’t have these national borders?
GROFF:

VELAMOOR:

SAHTOURIS:

VELAMOOR: So, when the IMF [International Monetary
Fund] goes to the Third World, or insists on market
mechanisms, or consumption in the free market, or
the ability to buy cars from 72 diﬀerent sources, this
is the contradiction I am seeing. The treadmill we are
on is not one of elegant simplicity, as you describe;
nobody is acting on it.
SAHTOURIS: I am saying that is the goal we should be
promoting. Nobody is even promoting it.

That is what I mean.

Yes, and why are we not making it a goal
to live in elegant simplicity – my favorite words for
what the lifestyle of the future should be? I do not
own a car; I use a bicycle to shop; I live in a one-room
apartment. I do a lot of things to live as lightly on
the Earth as I can. I do travel, on the grounds, as E.F.
Schumacher said, “Somebody’s got to go and try to
teach sustainability.” In the long range that is a tradeoﬀ I consciously make. I use computers, too, knowing
that Indonesian women die making them – but I also
talk about that fact.

Worse yet, we are asking
the Third World to get
their economies to the level of
consuming where Americans are.

SAHTOURIS:

SCHMOOKLER:

They die making what?

Exactly.

VELAMOOR: Worse yet, we are asking the Third World
to get their economies to the level of consuming
where Americans are. The question becomes: Does it
matter that it is six billion people; we can get to that
level of consumption because we have faith in technology and science, and we can grow food on Mars or
mine something else?

I don’t know anyone who thinks you can
bring six billion people up to the level of consumption
of Americans. I have never heard anyone argue that.
On the contrary, they argue that it is not possible.
SAHTOURIS:

… we have not held each other
responsible for living the way
the rest of nature does:
not making junk,
not making garbage.

Computers – from the poisons in making
chips. The shop managers literally put silver chains
around the women’s necks and when the chains turn
black, those women are ﬁred because the managers
know that they are too sick to last much longer. There
are these situations in the world that we don’t like to
look at. But we could make recyclable computers that
were safe. We have the human ingenuity to recycle
every product we make that is not consumable. It is
not that we can’t do it; it is that we have not held each
other responsible for living the way the rest of nature
does: not making junk, not making garbage.
SAHTOURIS:

But do you see any of the economies of
the Third World saying: “We know we cannot; therefore, we are going to do it diﬀerently?”
VELAMOOR:

No. The Third World is all saying: “If
you can do it, why can’t we do it?” I think that is perfectly reasonable. We have to be the role models for
changing that pattern because we implemented that
pattern.
SAHTOURIS:

KISTLER: But assuming we go down in consumption
like the Third World, then humanity will multiply
even more. There will be 0 billion, 20 billion, and
then everybody shrinks and consumes almost nothing. Is this an advantage?

This is the model, though, that the rest of
the world is emulating.
VELAMOOR:
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When women are educated, the birthrate goes down.
When children can grow up to be adults,
the birthrate goes down.

The better oﬀ we are in this country, the
fewer children we have, and that has been true of all
the developed societies. When women are educated,
the birthrate goes down. When children can grow up
to be adults, the birthrate goes down.
SAHTOURIS:

GROFF: When people reach a minimum standard of
living, it goes down.
SAHTOURIS: Yes. I am saying role models in every
sense, and that includes that we don’t overpopulate
when we are well oﬀ.

I would like to put one word on the
table: advertising. It goes back to the question of,
“Who is we and who is shaping the world for what
purposes?” Earlier we were asking: What is the unit?
Who is trying to win against their environment? I
think the game is being played by a lot of very powerful organizations. It has to do with keeping score in
a way that is very short term and where the payoﬀ is
very localized.
SCHMOOKLER:

SCHMOOKLER: Yes, because the program that won the
tournament was a program that had reciprocality
with a prejudice toward niceness.
SAHTOURIS: Isn’t that interesting in terms of what I
said before about mature and immature species?

Yes. There was another program called
Tit for Tat. Basically, Tit for Tat would do what the
other guy did and if the other guy continually defected,
which is a not-nice move, every once in a while it
would be nice on its own. It wasn’t a paciﬁst, but it
tried to create mutually beneﬁcial relationships.
SCHMOOKLER:

HUTCHEON: It’s the explanation for evolutionarily
stable strategies that have evolved all through our
evolutionary history. We can identify certain ones.
VELAMOOR:

GROFF: The Prisoner’s Dilemma meant that if you don’t
cooperate but you try to win at the other’s expense,
then you ﬁnd out in the next round that they do the
same thing to you. Then you both lose. You ﬁnally
ﬁnd out that the only way you can both win is if you
cooperate. So, you move to enlightened self-interest
through the experience of not doing that and ﬁnding
out that you don’t get your own needs met.

VELAMOOR: In thinking about this, the big dilemma in

… the most powerful educational
force in America today is advertising
– it is beyond anything that
the schools accomplish.

my head is: Is it a zero-sum game or is it not?

SCHMOOKLER: Do you know Robert Axelrod’s book
The Evolution of Cooperation [Basic Books, 984]?
There is a computer tournament that called for submitting programs to see what kind of rule in this
Prisoner’s Dilemma-type game would prevail. One of
the qualities had to do with niceness, which was: To
what extent do you try to exploit and to what extent
do you enter into cooperative relationships with other
players? What they found was that in the short run,
a not-nice program could do very well. I believe the
not-nice program was called Harrington. But after
a certain number of generations of play, the kinds
of programs that Harrington thrived on had been
rendered extinct by interacting with the likes of Harrington. Harrington then gradually disappeared.

So, you are saying that cooperation
increased over generations?
SAHTOURIS:

Right.

SCHMOOKLER: Advertising, I think, is a Harringtontype cultural force where the organization essentially
continues to spew out messages that subvert the
integrity of the culture as a whole. There is so much
brilliance and creativity and ﬁnancial resources that
go into this. I believe that the most powerful educational force in America today is advertising – it is
beyond anything that the schools accomplish.
GROFF: It is wants versus needs. You have certain
needs that must be met, but then you have artiﬁcial
wants created through advertising.
SCHMOOKLER: If you talk about the kind of impact we
are going to have on the planet – and why it is that in
spite of what we say, most people continue to see the
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world in very diﬀerent terms – well, the most powerful educational force in society today is continuing to
bombard people with the information that they can
ﬁnd fulﬁllment through material consumption.
SAHTOURIS: It is the whole consumer-society thing.
Why is human society based on consumption instead
of human values or something else? Because our society has driven the world into believing that the No. 
reason for living is to acquire things.
VELAMOOR: But on the other side of this, Elisabet, if
we have that much faith in advertising, as it relates to
being able to convince millions of people, it doesn’t
say much for the people that are being convinced.
Here is what I am getting at. You were just in India.
If I were to go to this self-contained village tomorrow
that has suddenly opened the doors to the outside
world, I submit to you that if I showed them these
consumer goods, one at a time, there is a fatal attraction. I call it the fatal attraction to acquire all of it.
Even without advertising, just show them a transistor
radio, if they haven’t seen one.
ANDERSON:

That is a form of advertising.

If there is learnability,
how do we get there?

VELAMOOR: It is. But the point I am making is: If there
is learnability, how do we get there?

That is exactly why I am saying that we
are the only culture that can role model a better way
because we have had these things. Those who haven’t
had them, you are not going to teach them not to
want them. We have to role model that we can live
better without that many things.
SAHTOURIS:

SCHMOOKLER: The role model aspect also means that
what is attractive about goods sometimes is not just
their intrinsic value, but their association with power
and prestige. So there are a lot of things about America that are emulated broadly.
VELAMOOR: How about nuclear power? The Third
World wants to emulate the powers and acquire
nuclear weapons. It falls prey to the notion that there
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has to be a balance of power or they need to cover for
their vulnerability.
Earlier people wanted dams and steel
plants because they were symbols of modernization.
HUTCHEON:

ANDERSON:

Yes. This is also a deﬁnite ego factor.

VELAMOOR: But if the solution is along the lines of
what Elisabet is proposing – a responsibility as a role
model by those societies that have developed and now
see the light, having had all the goodies – I personally
think that is more than a thousand-year process.
HUTCHEON:

People don’t operate that way.

GROFF: On one hand it is easy for us, who have all
these material things, to say to other countries: “You
shouldn’t develop in the same way we did,” but that
is not quite fair, because they see the attraction of
these things and they think it might improve their
lives. Look at the work of Sorokin, of Harvard back in
the 930s, which gets into whether civilizations have
underlying spiritual or material values, and also the
appropriate-technology movement combined with
the voluntary-simplicity movement, and there was
some idea of spirituality in there. If people’s only values are material, then they have to ﬁnd a value system
that gives their life meaning that doesn’t have to be
just consumer-oriented. As people get to a certain
level of material needs being met, sometimes they
begin to ask, “Is that all there is?” Then they look for
some other value.
SAHTOURIS:

Always.

GROFF: Right. This is becoming totally nonscientiﬁc,
but there was a prophecy about when the iron bird
ﬂies west, meaning that spirituality would have a
revival in the West, not in the non-Western countries,
which are much more traditionally spiritual cultures.
The reason was that people in the developed West
who got all these material things would ﬁnally ask, “Is
that all there is to life?” Then they would want to ﬁnd
some other level of meaning.
SAHTOURIS:

And that has happened.

HUTCHEON: What is happening with all this spirituality? What are you talking about? We were talking about
all these kinds of worldviews that remove responsibility from human beings because there is some father
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ﬁgure or some mother ﬁgure.
GROFF: I am not talking about organized religion. I
am talking about spirituality.
SAHTOURIS: There is a big voluntary-simplicity movement. If I earn less income, I may have more free
time. Will I trade oﬀ money that will buy goods for
free time to develop, however I deﬁne personal development, or for interaction with others, or whatever?
That movement is growing in Australia; it’s growing
in the United States. It is a movement to sacriﬁce
some income for free time and to streamline your
life to consume less, like Vicki Robin’s material. There
are seminars all over on how to manage your money
more eﬃciently so you need less.
SCHMOOKLER: Your Money or Your Life [subtitle: Transforming Your Relationship with Money and Achieving
Financial Independence, by Dominguez and Robin,
Penguin, 2000].
SAHTOURIS: Yes. Most of those movements are saying: “Goodies haven’t made us happy; we need other
things in life. Going out and volunteering in your
community may make you feel better than buying a
new dress.” There is a lot of that that is bringing in a
diﬀerent value.

Right. As in one of the models from yesterday, the antithesis is inherent in the conditions that
prevail in any system.
VELAMOOR:

SAHTOURIS:

But you must show an improvement.

VELAMOOR: To bring this all back to the evolutionary context, it is a process that by itself automatically
unfolds. To that extent, if we have the patience and
the time, it will happen, even as we all provide inputs
to it.
SAHTOURIS: That is the key: It happens because we get
interested and make inputs, not because we sit back
and watch the process. We are active participants.

Sure. It also points out that the minute
you start to frame it in the form of a program, the
minute you start to describe it within the framework
of a charter, or a set of actions, that is when, actually,
you tend to spoil it.
VELAMOOR:

… part of the answer to the question of
whether we make it or not,
does have to do with the evolution
of technological systems.
ANDERSON: I want to remind us that it is an extremely
complex world out there and a whole lot of stuﬀ is
happening all at once, many parts of which seem
totally contradictory. I know people in Marin County
who are heavily spiritual and are commuting in their
BMWs between 3 million houses and the Zen center. Part of what is going on out there, and part of the
answer to the question of whether we make it or not,
does have to do with the evolution of technological
systems. There is a lot of interesting stuﬀ going on,
though I would not bet the farm on its being the
answer, that has to do with the evolution of systems
that are capable of producing things with less consumption of resources or less consumption of energy.
At the same time that the kinds of movements you are
talking about are taking place, entirely diﬀerent kinds
of things are also taking place, and I don’t know what
the proportions will be.
GROFF: These ﬁgures might be slightly old, but people
say that we have 6 percent of the world’s population
but we consume 25 or whatever percent of the world’s
resources, and it varies from resource to resource.
People also say that we have enormous waste in this
country. I don’t think most people want to totally give
up their lifestyles and the advantages of modern life.
SAHTOURIS: I never proposed that. Let’s make it clear.
I said, elegant simplicity.
GROFF: But we could do a lot to maintain a lot of the
lifestyle that everybody likes, and just by eliminating
waste and getting much more eﬃcient technologies….
SCHMOOKLER: Europeans consume a lot less than
we do and enjoy a comparable level of aﬄuence and
comfort.
GROFF: That is much more palatable as an argument if
you want people to change.
SAHTOURIS: I think that we all want our communications devices. We all want to be able to play recorded
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music, to get from one place to another conveniently.
There is no reason why we should give up any of our
good high-tech solutions.
SCHMOOKLER: And not all forms of consumption, in
terms of dollars spent, are equally destructive of the
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planet. Listening to music is not the same thing as, for
example, using a gas-powered leaf blower.
Maybe this is a good place to stop for a
quick break, then we will come back for the third
question.
VELAMOOR:
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… is there an ability to develop
foresight that we could and would
apply to the human future?
VELAMOOR: We have one more question to put on the
table. We talked about addressing the question: Can
we look before we leap? In other words, is there an
ability to develop foresight that we could and would
apply to the human future? Do you still want to tackle
that one or are there some fresh ideas on something
else that you want to talk about? Have we covered the
“can we look before we leap” issue at all?
SAHTOURIS:

No.

CITRON: That is an important one because that was
Walter’s purpose for starting the Foundation: to make
sure that we look before we leap.
VELAMOOR: All right. Then let’s go forward again with
the same process. Andy, do you want to discuss the
question itself ﬁrst?

… one of the issues of morality has to
do with the weighing of
future versus present satisfactions.
SCHMOOKLER: I would just say that a bridge or overlap between this question and the ﬁrst question we
discussed is that one of the issues of morality has to
do with the weighing of future versus present satisfactions. Another has to do with self-interest versus
caring about others, which would include future
generations. Included in the question is: Can we get
ourselves to care about the landing of the leap that we
take? There is a moral dimension to this, which has to
do with our capacity to care about future generations

and our own future to the point of being willing to
sacriﬁce some immediate personal gratiﬁcations.
It seems to me that your original Question 2
[Evolution is not destiny; it is opportunity. Its path is
not predictable, but it can be controlled] also relates
to this question about our ability to look before we
leap. Maybe we could combine them so that both are
dealt with. If you ask whether evolution is destiny or
an opportunity, part of the opportunity is to use foresight and be responsible and look before you leap.
GROFF:

VELAMOOR:

Yes, they are connected.

ANDERSON: I want to make an observation that leads
up to answering the question, at least partially. As I
look at the things we are wrestling with here, I keep
seeing a vision of what is happening as several evolutionary forces in process simultaneously. Those
include value changes in relation to things like environmental sustainability, technological changes, and
a lot of things that I think precede value changes that
we tend to not pay enough attention to, which is the
spread of what Emile Durkheim called social facts,
like our all being the same species. Whether you want
to get emotional about it or not, just the mere presence of that as an increasingly commonplace idea, I
think, is highly signiﬁcant.
There is the evolution of industrial systems and of
energy systems, mostly in what seem to be hopeful
directions, at the same time that there are processes
in motion, such as population growth, global climate
change, and probably a lot of others having to do with
the oceans and the ideas that Bill Calvin talks about.
So, the question is: Do we get better before things are
completely hopeless? I have yet to ﬁnd an answer to
that question, nor do I think we know how to project anything with suﬃcient certainty to answer those
kinds of questions.

The pace of deterioration: Is it being
matched, at least for now, by the pace of amelioration?
VELAMOOR:
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If we are going to make major
changes … we have to have a lot of
consensus that there is something
happening that can be changed, that
we need to change.
ANDERSON: Yes. Another factor, when you start talking about looking before leaping, has to do with the
growing – and I think it is growing – inclination
toward future thinking. Future thinking is also pretty
new. We are developing methodologies, technological forecasting, scenarios, and so forth, but we are a
long ways from being able to say with any kind of certainty: This is going to happen if we do this, or if we
continue doing that, or if we stop doing that. One of
the things that is going on in the world that I think is
absolutely fascinating is the growth of global information systems of various kinds that are literally taking
the Earth’s temperature and studying the oceans, the
movement of tectonic plates, and the migration of
animal populations that are wandering around in the
tundra with transmitters attached to them. All those
kinds of information systems are growing tremendously rapidly with increasing sophistication. So, one
of the things that we are pretty sure of is that we are
going to be continually getting more bad news – or
maybe good news, if we see some systems changing.
This brings me to another observation about this:
A lot of what the information brings us at this point
continues to be capable of being interpreted in many
diﬀerent ways and of being extrapolated in many
diﬀerent ways, so that you ﬁnd fairly respectable people who challenge the whole idea of global climate
change, for example. If we are going to make major
changes in the way we do things, we have to have a
lot of consensus that there is something happening
that can be changed, that we need to change. Nobody
has dropped a hydrogen bomb in recent decades, and
that doesn’t assure me at all that nobody is going to,
but there is some evidence that there is a capability of
slowing down or putting on hold certain uses of certain kinds of systems for considerable periods of time,
on account of global consensus. It is a shaky one, but
there it is.
VELAMOOR:
SOMIT:
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Yes. Albert?

Can who look before who leaps? That is hid-

den in the question, and what comes to mind is the
very well-known example of Keynes, the advisor to
the Versailles treaty-making process.
VELAMOOR:

Are you talking about John Maynard?
It is easy for us to talk about looking
… but the agencies that make the
decisions are very often driven
by other factors.

SOMIT: Yes. John Maynard Keynes, who warned that
the treaty was going in the wrong direction. His book,
The Economic Consequences of the Peace [Harcourt,
Brace, and Howe, 920], dutifully predicted what happened as a consequence of that treaty. He looked, but
the government leaped. It is easy for us to talk about
looking – in the sense of people around this table who
might or might not arrive at consensus – but the agencies that make the decisions are very often driven by
other factors. So, can we look before we leap? Are we
talking about intellectuals and scientists, alternatively
or together, or are we talking about the powers that
drive public decisions? These are quite diﬀerent.
VELAMOOR: You make a very good point. That is what
this Foundation is attempting: not for itself to deﬁne
programs, but to create a level of diﬀusion in a powerful way, a bottom-up process so that sooner or later
the pressures from underneath can eﬀect change in
the methods, the means, and the course of decisionmaking.
KISTLER:

By diﬀusion of correct information.

CITRON: The Foundation is not just a coterie of scholars debating amongst themselves. One of the reasons
we tape-record and videotape our seminars and
pursue our publications program is because those
documents are disseminated, not only to other scholars and libraries and various institutions around the
world, but they also will ﬁnd their way into ministries and governments. We are beginning to aﬃliate
with fairly powerful organizations that are made up of
ministers of diﬀerent governments around the world.
We are just now developing access to organizations
that will disseminate the results of our deliberations
to dozens of countries throughout the world.
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SCHMOOKLER: Do you ever think about having any
of those kinds of people participate in these discussions?

What we are interested in doing is
getting the world’s best minds together
periodically to discuss these issues, to
publish their comments …
CITRON: Yes, in fact we have. We had the head of the
Futures Program of OECD [Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development] here; we have
just been invited to participate in a ministerial conference in Germany in December that is sponsored
by OECD. It is Walter’s direction that the Foundation
itself does not get involved in promoting anything or
having any agenda or trying to save the rain forests or
whatever. What we are interested in doing is getting
the world’s best minds together periodically to discuss these issues, to publish their comments, and to
make them available to world governments, to congressmen, and other people who are in power – not to
promote anything, but just to show them what various scholars think is going on in the world and what
the problems are and their ideas about how to solve
some of those problems.

all need to have correct information, because today
that is not necessarily the case. With incorrect information, wrong actions very easily result, because
people leap without ﬁrst looking and thinking. We try
to do the looking and thinking. We don’t tell them:
“Now leap,” or “Don’t leap,” or “Leap there.” We just
tell them the facts: “There is a big drop – you can leap
or not. Over here is something solid; you may go or
not go, but at least we tell you that over there is a big
hole and over here is something solid; you can make
your own decision.”
CITRON: When there are debates amongst scientists
or scholars that have two diﬀerent points of view, we
explain that. For example, you mentioned, Walter,
that some scientists disagree about climate change.
Actually they don’t disagree about change – the climate is changing. They disagree about the extent of
the change and how much of the change is being
caused by human interference with the global environment. As part of our job here, we will hold a series
of workshops on climate and we will have the world’s
experts in that ﬁeld, and we will show both points of
view. As our knowledge base increases over decades
and centuries into the future, the latest information
will be disseminated by the Foundation. The beauty
of the Foundation is that it is private; it has a permanent endowment, and it can go on, we hope, as long
as humanity is on this planet.

I, myself, believe there is absolute truth
… this absolute truth does eventually
come out when many people come
together and discuss together …
KISTLER: We touched on whether there is an absolute,
as in absolute morals. I, myself, believe there is absolute truth and things that are true and correct, even
in the world of nonmaterial things. I feel that this
absolute truth does eventually come out when many
people come together and discuss together, and that
is what we try to attain: correct, true facts, which are
needed in today’s world where everything is considered relative and uncertain.
I think there is solid ground. The Foundation tries
to ﬁnd this solid ground, and once it is found, of
course, to disseminate this knowledge to people who
are in charge of doing things, like Congress, parliaments, leaders of countries, and even the press. They

The need to make decisions based
on some uncertainty, I think, is
part of the issue …
SCHMOOKLER: What you said about giving both points
of view reminded me of something that is connected
with this issue of looking before we leap. The need to
make decisions based on some uncertainty, I think, is
part of the issue, and with respect to climate change,
there are a number of uncertainties. One of the concerns has to do with our public discourse and the way
we talk about things, that is, our essentially binary
or adversarial approach to issues. For a question like
“Is the world round or ﬂat?” there are two points of
view.
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Exactly. And one is right and the other is

VELAMOOR: There is a global climate conference going
on right now between the governments of the world.

I would agree with you about that. But
if you are watching the media and they want to have
a conversation about this topic, they will invite somebody who says that the Earth is round and they will
invite somebody who says the Earth is ﬂat. The naive
viewer gets the impression that these two points of
view may have equal standing, and he won’t realize
that 999,999 of the people in the world who are entitled to have an expert opinion are of one point of view
and only one person represents the other point of
view. So, to have two points of view represented may
obscure reality on such questions as: Did the Holocaust ever happen? Is there an issue of world climate
change that needs our serious attention? It is really
important to be aware that our way of talking about
things in our society gets in the way. In addition to
putting out information, the vehicle the media uses
also must not obscure the reality.

But the Kyoto Treaty was signed two
or three years ago, and they can’t even bring it to the
Senate.

KISTLER:

wrong.

SCHMOOKLER:

KISTLER: In regard to the two points of view you mentioned, that is when we would tell people, “Go back to
where you started and look closer.” Eventually there
should be one point of view.
SCHMOOKLER: Well, on the issue of whether the Earth
is ﬂat, for example, there are still two points of view.
There is a Flat Earth Society. We are never going to
come to complete unanimity. On the issue of climate
change, my impression is that the overwhelming
majority of people in the ﬁeld have a position that
might be characterized as: This is something we really
have to take seriously and start taking some steps to
address. If the remaining ﬁve percent (or whatever it
is) of people who are entitled to an opinion believe
diﬀerently, it should be made clear, I think, what the
preponderance is.

If you look at CFCs [chloroﬂuorocarbons],
the scientiﬁc evidence showed conclusively that we
were destroying the ozone layer. Within ﬁve years we
had an international convention that outlawed CFCs
within a decade. That is how fast governments can
work and move.
CITRON:

SCHMOOKLER:

Of course, we cannot be complacent
about a rate of deterioration where
the pace of solving the problem is
slower than the deterioration.
VELAMOOR: As to the rate of progress, my temperament is to look at it this way: In the last 30 years, we
have, I think, come to agree that climate is perhaps
an issue. That is progress from not knowing anything
about it 30 years ago. Of course, we cannot be complacent about a rate of deterioration where the pace of
solving the problem is slower than the deterioration.
But if we don’t address the problem at all, it will continue to happen the way it is happening.

The point I want to make is: Are we moving in the right direction on some of these things? I
have a short story to tell you about evolution and creationism. My granddaughter was in third-year biology
at UBC [University of British Columbia] and I asked
her if she was studying anything about evolutionary
theory. She said, “Oh, we had one session on it. We
heard two points of view: We had a creationist speaking and we had an evolutionary scientist.” This was
third-year biology at the college level! She is majoring in it, and that was all she was taught! I said, “You
mean you have had nothing else but that?” She said,
“Well, it’s only fair. Our professor said that we had to
be fair and hear both sides.” I told her what I thought,
and she said, “Nana, you are so intolerant.”
HUTCHEON:

SCHMOOKLER:

That is a scary story.

KISTLER: That is where the Foundation comes in: to
present things about which the scientiﬁc community
is convinced.

SCHMOOKLER: Are you saying that we would be doing
the same thing with respect to climate change, if there
were more conclusive evidence?
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… the scientiﬁc method itself always
holds open the possibility of new data
requiring a diﬀerent reframing of
the explanation.
GROFF: I think that it is very admirable to try to come
to total truth, but my only qualiﬁcation would be that
the scientiﬁc method itself always holds open the possibility of new data requiring a diﬀerent reframing of
the explanation.
VELAMOOR:

KISTLER: That is correct. We did it even before Hitler
was in power. People leapt before having all the information.
GROFF: In Stephen Hawking’s terms, unless you can
see the whole evolution of history, from the beginning of time until the end of time, you don’t have
absolute information.

… we must focus on piecemeal social
engineering … and then assess the
consequences of them, and stop
making these great big leaps.

Absolutely.

GROFF: And policy-makers often have to make decisions with incomplete information.
SCHMOOKLER:

That is what I thought was getting lost.

… most of the things that societies do,
including the better ones, are always
based on incomplete information.

HUTCHEON: All this implies – and I would like to
make a plea for this – that we must focus on piecemeal social engineering, that is, small changes, and
then assess the consequences of them, and stop making these great big leaps. Leaps don’t work. We have to
make small changes, and keep on checking, and then
altering in terms of the feedback that is coming to us.

That is a whole diﬀerent concept of timing, however.
ANDERSON:

ANDERSON: One of my basic beliefs is that all information is incomplete, including my basic beliefs. People
have to understand, I think, as we get more and more
into the information age, as we get more data about
things, that most of the things that human beings do
and most of the things that societies do, including the
better ones, are always based on incomplete information. It may be very good information, but it is not
complete.
SCHMOOKLER: If you waited until you had complete
information, it would be too late to do anything.
KISTLER: Look at eugenics a hundred years ago. They
had some information, but not very good information, and they leapt before having all the facts. There
were programs for sterilizing people, and not just Hitler. In Sweden, only recently a program was started
for sterilizing people.
SAHTOURIS: We were doing it here before Hitler did
it; in fact, he got some of his ideas from the United
States.

HUTCHEON:

Quite diﬀerent, yes.

VELAMOOR:

Logical incrementalism is what I call it.

Science doesn’t get to have its say
when your economy is driven
by proﬁts alone.
SAHTOURIS: On the whole, given that we are a young
species that is very much on a technological path now,
a lot of what we have done has had to be in hindsight,
learning things in hindsight. We are doing such new
things, it is diﬃcult to assess ahead. As an example,
the ﬁnancial system designed ten years ago could
not predict the Internet. It makes it very hard to look
ahead when you are a hot technological species.
But what happened when the World Bank came
out in the late ’80s, saying, “We made a mistake; we
created deserts in the name of making gardens with
the way we went about funding the Green Revolution,
because there was not enough scientiﬁc information”?
If you talk to people in India, they are dismayed by
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the fact that such huge deserts were created in India
during the Green Revolution, and perhaps that wasn’t
necessary. Someone could say, “That is water over the
dam,” but do you take that information and apply it or
not? In many ways we have not applied that information. We have said, “Well, there is another technology
that is better.”
I remember the ads in the 940s that said: “DDT is
good for me.” Then we found that it wasn’t so good, and
most of the world stopped using that. Then we went
into agricultural chemicals of one kind or another. If
we look at the scientiﬁc data now, we are using more
chemicals per hectare by a factor of 40, I think, than
when we began, and yet the rate of pest destruction
to crops is higher than it was originally. Why don’t we
look at that data? The reason is that there are proﬁts to
be made on selling them. Science doesn’t get to have
its say when your economy is driven by proﬁts alone.
One of my questions would be: How do we get
better public information out and have it carry some
clout so that businesses aren’t, in a way, licensed to
get away with ignoring it in the world? I think Walter is asking this from the scientiﬁc perspective. The
whole question of private ownership, of patenting of
the generative powers of the planet – all the plants
and animals, the life forms and our own genes, now
– I think it is a very dangerous prospect that is motivated by markets. When private companies fund the
research and then can take that information and apply
ownership laws to it, I think we are in a very dangerous situation.
KISTLER: That is just the point here: that the Foundation does not have to rely on people giving money
and then having to do them favors. The self-ﬁnanced,
we hope, can be independent.
GROFF:

More impartial, yes.

SCHMOOKLER: I would like to say a little bit more about
the fact that we have to act on uncertainty. Though I
agree with Walter, and I like the idea of there being
absolute truth, I just don’t know how often we ever get
it. We can certainly approximate it, more or less. There
is a prejudice, not entirely rational, for continuing the
status quo – whatever that status quo is. It sounds like
it is a conservative position, but it isn’t necessarily
conservative. When it comes to continuing to spew
out billions of tons of carbon dioxide, the status quo is
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radical. When it comes to releasing genetically altered
crops into the biosphere, the status quo is conservative. In one situation, you can say what was said a few
minutes ago, “We don’t have complete information so
we had better wait.” But in the other situation, to say
we had better wait is to be reckless, because lack of
complete information means you are gambling with
the future of the planet and the status quo of our process is not the same thing as protecting the status quo
of the biosphere.
Yes. There is clear information on one
issue: I think that everyone agrees that recycling is
better than not recycling, that all other species do
recycle, and that we have the human ingenuity so that
we could function without making nonbiodegradable
wastes. We can do that. We know now that we can do
it. One of the ways of thinking ahead to future generations would certainly be to say, “Let’s get together,
humans, and ﬁgure out how we can end nonrecyclable production.” Paul Hawken has even argued that if
business is going to persist into the future, it will have
to do that. It is not being done – again – because economic interests aren’t being held accountable.
SAHTOURIS:

KISTLER:

It is being done in Europe.

SAHTOURIS:

Yes, it is.

KISTLER: In Switzerland, you cannot put cans and
bottles into the garbage, and you pay for every garbage bag you deposit for the garbage collector. So,
everyone is interested not to put too much in. Then
throughout the city, there are little covered areas with
one bin for green bottles, one for brown bottles, one
for white bottles, one for aluminum cans, and so it
goes. Most of your garbage is recycled and only small
amounts go into bags where you pay for every bag
you deposit.
SAHTOURIS: Why has it been easier to promote that
in Europe than in the United States, and how can we
bring the United States up to that standard?
KISTLER: There is less space in Europe; more people
per square mile.
VELAMOOR: The contingencies and the constraints are
far more immediate.

Is it also that there is more foresight?
America, after all, has been a kind of adolescent
SAHTOURIS:
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culture in its acquisitions. It is explorative; it is innovative; it is very youthful. It doesn’t see itself as having
a long tradition. Maybe if you don’t see yourself as
having a long past tradition, you also don’t think long
into the future?

Human progress needs recklessness
up to a point. It needs initiative …

VELAMOOR: Perhaps, as it relates to the global picture,
we should leave America alone to do what it is doing
and create something around it that eventually will
cause the circumstances to change here.
What happens in the opposite context of social
responsibility or corporate responsibility being legislated? You get planned economies at the extreme of
what happened in most of the developed economies
for 40 or 50 years – where it is absolute, total devastation, except it happens in the public domain. You
kill the market mechanism. The Soviet economy is
an example: There is no sense of incentive, no sense
of creativity, no sense of going out there and taking
a risk. What characterizes Walter as diﬀerent from
most people I know is he leads with his chin when
he has an idea. That is what makes this environment as successful as it is even though the fallout is
of great consequence, as well. Human progress needs
recklessness up to a point. It needs initiative; it needs
going out there and doing the kinds of things we are
doing, or – this is the point I was making earlier – we
should all agree that we will go to pre-0,000 years
ago. You can’t be half pregnant.

evolving solutions, don’t lie entirely within the technological realm; they don’t lie only in the economic
policy-making of the World Bank; they don’t lie in
the decisions of politicians in Washington, DC. They
lie in the domains of all three of them, where they
intersect. The important thing, I think, is promoting
multidisciplinary inquiry and conversation on the
one hand and having good information with (and
this is my personal preference) a timetable that is not
indicative of impatience, because that, too, is a cultural sign of immaturity. As you point out, there is
a bias to do something and do it now, as opposed to
saying, “Let’s think about what we are talking about
a little bit more” – not a whole lot more, because it is
a ﬁne line. Where do you stop thinking and talking
about it too much?
SAHTOURIS: Yes, but one of the big problems is that
this young innovative culture presently has the power
to inﬂict its culture on most of the rest of the world.
If you are going to achieve the balance, somehow we
have to give more power to the wisdom, the balance,
the restraint.
VELAMOOR: I wouldn’t worry about that too much,
Elisabet. In India, for every person who is talking
about advancing and development and so on, there
is a swami, there is a guru, there is a community
leader who is oﬀsetting it in no small measure. That
is happening everywhere. I see it all over the place. It
is not as if this is a runaway train. There are brakes
being applied. Like Walter Anderson just said, “It is
all happening simultaneously in so many dimensions;
I think we should just calm down.”

The United States is very wasteful …
but we also have a lot of individual
initiative here to do things
about the environment.

You are saying, “Let’s let the United States
play that role in the world, of the innovator, and have
the rest of the world balance that out.” It’s an interesting idea.
SAHTOURIS:

VELAMOOR: When you go to a climatology conference,
there are only climatologists sitting there and talking
to each other. If you go to some other conference, it is
always more and more about less and less. One thing
that is diﬀerent about the Foundation is that we are
constantly striving to hold these discussions in a multidisciplinary framework.
Most of the struggles that we have, related to

GROFF: The United States is very wasteful, and we
need to ﬁgure out how to be less wasteful, but we also
have a lot of individual initiative here to do things
about the environment. That is the other side of the
coin. I lived in Japan for a year and there you have to
develop a group consensus before anything can get
done. Here, if you are an individual, you can say, “I
am going to take responsibility and do something.”
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Then I was in Beijing, China, once, where there was a
planned economy. A lot of the socialist countries did
terrible things with the environment. At the time I was
there, people were wearing masks because the pollution was so horrendous that it was almost impossible
to see. The explanation I heard was that at some point
under Mao, the birds became diseased. In order to get
rid of the birds, they cut down all the trees in Beijing,
and as a result there was incredible dust everywhere.
This was an example of a planned economy that, if it
had had foresight, might have been able to do something that would have helped the situation; instead
it did the exact opposite. So, many places are a long
way yet from having the perfect political or economic
system.
Then in the South … there was at the Earth Summit a recommendation to deal with the relationship
between environment and development, and to see
that our economic development is based on environmental life-support systems. But a lot of the countries
in the South say that they can’t aﬀord to pay for environmental issues. Unless the countries of the North
help them fund those costs, they are not going to be
able to deal with the environmental issues – but wherever environmental events happen, they then spread
all over the globe. We are interdependent.
And the linkages are spreading so rapidly
that there is increasing leverage on the part of those

groups that may feel oppressed, but it is not as if a
superpower can entirely and completely dictate whatever it is attempting. Those days have changed; those
days are gone. Some of us haven’t quite caught up to
that acceptance yet.
Albert, do you care to have the last word?
SOMIT:

Thank you for a very nice conference.

ANDERSON:
GROFF:

Yes, thanks. Well done.

On behalf of all of us, thank you.

SAHTOURIS: It really is a great privilege to be able to
sit around and dialogue about the important issues in
the world in a free way.
SCHMOOKLER:

And to meet the people.
Part of the process, we hope, is that
what you think about next will be
altered in terms of
what has happened here.

VELAMOOR: That is the idea. Part of the process, we
hope, is that what you think about next will be altered
in terms of what has happened here. Thank you all
for coming.

VELAMOOR:
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Workshop Agenda
November 4, 1999

November 5, 1999

Foundation Building in Bellevue, WA

Foundation Building

• Welcome

• Welcome to the second day of the workshop;
comments on Day  activities
— Walter Kistler

• Introduction to the Foundation For the Future
— Walter Kistler, President
• Introduction to the Center for Human Evolution
— Bob Citron, Executive Director
• Introduction to the Workshop
How Evolution Works
— Sesh Velamoor, Deputy Director
• Self-introductions by workshop participants
• Presentation of position papers and discussion on
How Evolution Works
Paper  Walter Truett Anderson

• Summary of the discussion on Day  and review
of plans for Day 2
— Sesh Velamoor
Discussion of Critical Question Theme 
Discussion of Critical Question Theme 2
Discussion of Critical Question Theme 3
• Closing remarks and adjournment
— Walter Kistler
— Sesh Velamoor

Paper 2 Linda Groﬀ
Paper 3 Pat Duﬀy Hutcheon
Paper 4 Elisabet Sahtouris
Paper 5 Andrew Bard Schmookler
Paper 6 Albert Somit
• Evening cocktail reception and dinner:
Daniel’s Restaurant, Bellevue, WA
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Enclosures
In addition to their generous sharing of research in
presentations, some of the participants of the Center
for Human Evolution workshop provided articles to
supplement their lectures or to enhance understanding of the current thinking related to evolution. Those
additional materials are included as enclosures.

Enclosure 1 [page 139]
Insights on the Evolution of Cultures, Civilizations,
and Religions: Past, Present, and Future
by Dr. Linda Groﬀ

Enclosure 2 [page 167]
How Evolution Works: Process and Substance
by Dr. Linda Groﬀ

Enclosure 3 [page 219]
How Evolution Works … Usually Against Democracy:
The United States as a Case in Point
by Dr. Albert Somit and Dr. Steven A. Peterson
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Insights on the Evolution of
Cultures, Civilizations, and
Religions: Past, Present, and
Future
“Our generation has arrived at the threshold of a new
era in human history: the birth of a global community.
Modern communications, trade and international
relations, as well as the security and environmental
dilemmas we all face, make us increasingly interdependent. No one can live in isolation. Thus, whether
we like it or not, our vast and diverse human family
must ﬁnally learn to live together. Individually and collectively we must assume a greater sense of Universal
Responsibility.”
— The XIVth Dalai Lama
“No peace among the nations without peace among the
religions. No peace among the religions without dialogue among the religions.”
— Hans Kuhn

Introduction
This article focuses on three topics that greatly determine and inﬂuence who we are as human beings: the
evolution of cultures (Part I), the evolution of civilizations (Part II), and the evolution of religions (Part
III). Cultures (in the broad sense used in this article)
are all of our socially learned behavior and include
technology/tools, social organizations (of all types),
the arts (which by themselves are a narrow deﬁnition of culture), and values/beliefs/worldviews. (See
Part I). Civilizations are groupings of cultures with
similar underlying values, lifestyles, and sometimes
languages and histories. They are treated separately
here because there is a separate literature on both
of them. Religions are one (of many) parts of culture
and learning that pass down values and guidelines
for living from one generation to the next. However,
individual people can also have a “direct experience
of ultimate reality,” i.e., a transcendent, mystical,
direct inner spiritual experience that connects them
to something beyond our ﬁve senses and traditional
learning through culture. Indeed, most religions were
begun by persons who had such direct, inner spiritual experiences, which they then attempted to share

with others, who became their followers, which led
over time to the formation of a new religion based on
the teachings of that original person (who usually was
not trying to start a new religion).
All of these topics – culture, civilization, and religion – are extremely important today (dominating
much of the news), as they have always been key factors in human evolution, and as they will continue to
have major inﬂuences on future human evolution.
What is most signiﬁcant today is that cultures, civilizations, and religions, which once grew up relatively
separate from each other (though there were always
connections between and inﬂuences on each other,
including one culture trying to conquer another), are
now experiencing an accelerating rate at which all the
diversity of the world is interacting with each other
today – also aided by technologies of telecommunications and the Internet, plus global business, trade, and
travel, not to mention current wars between diﬀerent
cultures, civilizations, and religions. The rapid pace at
which the world’s diverse cultures, civilizations, and
religions are interacting with each other today is truly
remarkable, and it is calling out for ways for all this
diversity of humanity to come together and ﬁnd areas
of common ground, including common values to live
by in our increasingly interdependent world. The outcome of this eﬀort will determine the future evolution
of humanity and whether our diverse human species
can make this transition without too much disruption
and violence or not.
This article also notes tools – intercultural communication, the dialogue versus the clash of civilizations,
and interreligioius dialogue – which can make this
transition (to a globally interdependent world based
on both unity and interdependence, as well as diversity
in how humanity expresses itself through its diverse
cultures, civilizations, and religions) less diﬃcult. If
humanity can get through this diﬃcult transition, all
kinds of new creativity and innovation are possible
in future, but only if we can accept a complex, whole
systems worldview (based on both unity and diversity)
on a global systems level today, and not a homogenized
global systems worldview (that seeks – by any group
– to make the whole world in its image only).
These are some of the topics and issues to be discussed in this article.
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Part I: The Evolution of Cultures, and
Intercultural Communication (ICC)

Two Opposite Archetypal Worldviews based on
Opposite Underlying Values

Ideas and information for Part I come partly from
Groﬀ, “Intercultural Communication, Interreligious
Dialogue, and Peace” (2002), especially Part I on “Intercultural Communication.”

In addition to the more visible aspects of culture
reﬂected in outer behavior, there are less visible
aspects, including underlying values and assumptions
about reality (concerning relationships with others,
nature, God/spirit, and the body in medicine), that
drive and motivate behavior. Two archetypal, opposite cultural paradigms or worldviews, based on polar
opposite underlying values, include the following,
with most cultures falling somewhere in between:
(This writer’s views; also Smoker and Groﬀ, 996)
() A homogenized, whole systems, interdependent
worldview, including: group (not individual) identity;
feeling part of nature; seeing God or spirit immanent
in all creation; and seeing the body as a dynamic
energy ﬂow system. This is a more traditionally nonWestern worldview.
(2) A segmented worldview, including: identity as
separate individuals; feeling separate from nature
and thus trying to control the forces of nature; seeing
God as separate and on high; and seeing the body as
a number of separate organs and parts. This is a more
traditional, 9th century Western worldview.

Introduction to Culture and Intercultural
Communication, and a Deﬁnition of Terms

Part I will introduce diﬀerent aspects of culture, as
well as the ﬁeld of intercultural communication,
which provides positive tools for dealing with cultural
diversity. (See the Bibliography for “General Sources
on Intercultural Communication.”) Before going further, several important terms must be deﬁned:
Culture: There are many deﬁnitions of culture,
including “what gives meaning to life,” as well as
“learned, shared, patterned behavior, as reﬂected in
technology/tools, social organizations [of all types],
and ideas/values/beliefs” (common anthropological
deﬁnition). There are also visible aspects of culture
(such as people’s overt behavior or words), as well
as invisible aspects (such as the underlying values or
assumptions about reality and life that motivate people’s behavior, but are not overtly visible – unless one
knows what to look for).
Socialization is how we learn our culture. We learn
it through many diﬀerent areas of life – also called
agents of socializations – which include family, education, religion, politics, economics, media, as well as
the language(s) we learn (which provide frameworks
for how we view and express reality), and even our
geographic area, climate, and terrain (which we must
adapt to and learn how to survive in).
Anthropology: Often looks at a particular culture
in great depth.
Comparative Cultural Studies: Compares how a
particular aspect of culture – such as the family or
religion – functions in diﬀerent countries or cultures.
An example would be a comparative study of the family in Russia, Japan, and Nigeria.
Intercultural Communication is a ﬁeld of study that
looks at what happens when people from diﬀerent
cultures come together to interact, communicate, and
negotiate with each other. These interactions between
peoples from diﬀerent cultures include both theoretical frameworks in general and studies of particular
combinations of cultures interacting.
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Additional Sets of Polar Opposite Values
Underlying Diﬀerent Cultures

Additional pairs of polar opposite values that can
underlie diﬀerent cultures and inﬂuence behavior
and negotiating styles of people from diﬀerent cultures include the following. Any given culture can lie
somewhere on a spectrum between poles in any set of
these underlying polar opposite values. (Summarized
from Storti, 999, Chap. 2–3, and Trompenaars, 998,
Chap. 4–0.)
High-context cultures (where social relationships
and rules for interacting between people are most
important, and where you have to take time to get
to know people and establish personal relationships
of trust between people before you can negotiate or
do business between people) versus low-context cultures (which are very results-oriented, where “time
is money” and one immediately wants to “get down
to business” to negotiate with people and reach an
agreement; often based on legal protections in one’s
dealings with others, thus one doesn’t have to like
someone in order to do business with them).
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Group-identity cultures (where one’s primary identity is as a member of one or more groups, and where
one is socialized from the day one is born to subordinate one’s individual needs and wants to the needs
of the group, and to be respectful and sensitive to
the rules for interacting with others) vs. individualidentity cultures (where one’s primary identity is as a
separate individual, and where one is socialized from
the day one is born to stand out as an individual, to
express one’s own ideas and feelings, and to assert
oneself and ﬁght for one’s own interests and values).
Particularist cultures (where people are expected
to treat friends, family, and close business associates
– i.e., those with whom one has close relations – in
diﬀerent, more favorable ways than one treats other
people) vs. universalist cultures (where everyone is
supposed to be treated equally, based on commonly
understood norms or legal standards of acceptable or
unacceptable behavior).
Diﬀuse cultures (where all aspects of life, including
one’s status at work and in private life, are interrelated
and carry over from one area of life to other areas)
vs. speciﬁc cultures (where each area of life is separate
from other areas, and one’s status can be diﬀerent in
each area of life, leading to diﬀerent patterns of communication).
Nonverbal communication cultures (where nonverbal forms of communication are respected and
trusted more and where one is expected to intuit the
meaning from the context in which relationships
occur more than from what is actually said) vs. verbal
communication cultures (where truth is embodied in
“the word” and one is expected to be factual and honest and speciﬁc in one’s verbal communications, since
they are relied upon as a basis for business and social
relationships between people).
Indirect communication cultures (where communication is more indirect and one strives to maintain
harmonious group relationships and not oﬀend
others by being too blunt or direct) vs. direct communication cultures (where one says what one thinks and
feels – even if it oﬀends others, based on the belief
that being “honest” is most important, and where one
is also expected to assert oneself and make one’s own
interests and needs known – even if it disturbs the
group harmony in the process).
Neutral cultures (where emotions are controlled,
and people’s feelings and thinking are not revealed

outwardly) vs. aﬀective cultures (where feelings are
freely expressed); also relates to cultures with less
touching vs. more touching, respectively.
Ascribed status cultures (where status is largely
inherited and based on social class, gender, and age)
vs. achieved status cultures (where status is based on
achievement, on the knowledge and skills that one
has achieved, and hence on one’s ability to perform
certain tasks).
Being cultures (which are more inner-directed and
focus more on “being in the moment” and ﬁnding
inner peace and balance, as well as harmony in one’s
relationships with others, based on a cyclical view
of change that accepts reality as it is at the moment,
rather than trying to change the external world) vs.
doing cultures (which are more outer-directed and
focus more on change in the world, social justice
questions, and the possibility for linear “progress” in
the world, based on taking individual or collective
actions in the external world to create a better world
future).
Cultures living in harmony with nature/externally
oriented cultures (where one sees oneself as part of
nature, not separate from it, and therefore tries to
respect and live in harmony with the cycles of nature)
vs. cultures trying to control or subordinate nature, by
imposing one’s will upon nature/internally oriented cultures (where one sees oneself as a separate individual,
who is also separate from nature, and therefore one
must try to “harness the forces of nature” to one’s own
ends).
Synchronic time orientation (where past, present,
and future are all interrelated, and past glories and
traditions are the basis for great futures) vs. sequential
or linear time orientation (where events are seen as
sequentially ordered, and the focus is on linear progress and on the conscious creation of a better future
through individual and collective creativity and innovation, which changes the future from what it has
been in the past).
Cultures also vary, not only in how they deal with
time, but also in how they deal with space (i.e., how
close one is comfortable being, relative to others, when
communicating with them). Thus, the comfort distance between people varies from culture to culture.
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Possibility of Discovering the Unity and
Interdependence between Seemingly
Opposite Underlying Values in Our Increasingly
Interdependent World

While the world has often been polarized between
diﬀerent points of view between opposing parties
in a conﬂict situation – as existed during much of
the Cold War and that exists today, especially in the
wake of September , 200 – the world is nonetheless becoming increasingly interdependent, making it
necessary to reach out to peoples from diverse cultural backgrounds with diverse underlying values.
The challenge is whether we can all ﬁnd some areas
of common ground that unite us in the world, while
still honoring the diversity of cultures inhabiting the
planet. This is clearly one of the greatest challenges
facing humanity today.
Principles of Intercultural Communication for
Dealing with Cultural Diversity

When one goes from comparing diﬀerent, even
opposing, values underlying diﬀerent cultures to
looking at what happens when people from diﬀerent
cultures come together to interact, communicate, and
negotiate with each other, then one enters the focal
point of the intercultural communication ﬁeld. Here
one ﬁnds both approaches and principles of intercultural communication in general, as well as studies of
people from particular pairs of cultures (with their
respective sets of underlying values) interacting with
each other.
Key principles of intercultural communication
include that “the message sent is often not the message received,” even though we usually assume that
this is the case – especially when we do not know
about another culture, and we therefore expect people
from that culture to perceive what we say and behave
the same way we would in our own culture.
This leads to learning to be able to distinguish
among D, I, and E/J; that is, among Describing the
behavior of someone from another culture (purely
factually) versus Interpreting the meaning of, or
reasons for, the behavior of someone from another
culture (where misinterpretation can occur – especially if we do not know the other culture) versus
Evaluating or Judging that behavior as good or bad,
usually with some emotional content, based on how
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one interpreted it. The problem comes when we do
not know the other culture and therefore interpret the
behavior of someone from another culture based on
what that behavior would mean within our own culture, since that’s all we know. This misinterpretation
of their behavior can then lead to a negative judgment
of that behavior, which might not have occurred if we
had known what that behavior meant in the other person’s culture. The problem, in short, is that we often
jump from D to I to E and end up in judgment, while
still thinking we are just describing the behavior of
that person from another culture. (DIE is commonly
included in intercultural trainings and simulations.)
How National Negotiating Styles Reﬂect
Underlying Values of Cultures

Negotiating styles of diﬀerent countries reﬂect the
underlying cultural values of their cultures. When
people from diﬀerent cultures come together to
negotiate and don’t know anything about the other
culture, they will expect people from that culture to
behave and negotiate with a style similar to their own,
and then when people from that other culture have
a diﬀerent negotiating style, this can lead to misunderstandings and negative judgments of each other’s
behavior, which can even undermine the possibility
of reaching an agreement on whatever issue is being
negotiated.
The United States government (and its Institute
for the Study of Foreign Aﬀairs within the U.S. State
Department) did one study by Hans Binnendijk, Ed.,
National Negotiating Styles (987) on the negotiating
styles of people from six diﬀerent cultures (Russia,
France, Japan, China, Egypt, and Mexico) – the only
such U.S. government study.
Later, there was some discussion about a followup study on U.S. negotiating styles. However, when
U.S. diplomats were asked, “What is the U.S. negotiating style?” they replied, “We don’t have one!” Of
course, this is not true, but it illustrates the fact that
it is much easier to see the characteristics of another
culture’s negotiating style and behavior than it is to
see the characteristics (both good and bad) of one’s
own behavior and negotiating style. Finally, former
U.S. Ambassador John MacDonald wrote a short article on characteristics of U.S. negotiating style, based
on his years as a U.S. diplomat. (McDonald, 996, pp.
323–326.) It is quite surprising, however, that a coun-
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try as powerful in the world as the United States would
not have a system in place to systematically train its
own diplomats in characteristics of its own, as well as
other countries’, negotiating styles.
Layers of Cultural Identity, and Cultural Marginality

People often have layers of cultural identity, and adding an additional layer (as, for example, identifying
as a European in Europe today, or as a planetary citizen today, beyond one’s national and ethnic-cultural
identity) does not mean that one needs to eliminate
other preexisting national and cultural/ethnic layers
of identity. The intercultural ﬁeld also has a concept
of cultural marginality, where persons can learn about
and live in so many diﬀerent cultures that their own
identity is no longer limited to any one culture and, in
this sense, they become “marginal” to any one culture,
but able to appreciate and interact with many cultures
(Janet Bennett, 993, and Milton Bennett, 986). Such
people are sometimes called “global nomads.”
Helpful Rules for Eﬀective Intercultural Interaction
with People from Another Culture

There are a few helpful rules for interacting with
people from a diﬀerent culture that, if used, will help
create better intercultural relations between peoples
from diﬀerent cultures now and in the future. Not
following these rules can increase the probability
of misunderstandings occurring between peoples
from diﬀerent cultures, which can lead to increased
conﬂicts that could have been avoided. (For good
examples, see Copeland/Griggs Productions, Going
International, Film Series on Intercultural Communication.)
Before interacting with people from another culture, do your homework and learn about the dominant
characteristics and expected behavior patterns of that
culture, as well as the underlying values on which this
behavior is based, so that you are not surprised to discover people behaving diﬀerently than they would in
your own culture, and then judging them negatively as
a result, without really understanding why, from their
cultural context, they are behaving the way they are.
When in another culture, look at the behavior of
respected leaders in that culture for clues about the
accepted behavior. Also try to ﬁnd a mentor or friend
from that culture or subculture whom you can consult for advice and better understanding on how best

to behave and interact in that culture.
Once you have learned some of the dominant characteristics of people’s behavior in another culture, give
yourself time to get to know each person individually,
to ﬁnd out how much his or her behavior and values
correspond to that of the dominant culture. Remember that each person is an individual, with his or her
own life experiences and interests – no matter what
dominant culture or subculture he or she may have
been socialized into.
Remember that as people from diﬀerent cultures
increasingly interact with each other in our increasingly interdependent world – which will only increase
further in the future – more and more people will ﬁnd
themselves inﬂuenced by more than one culture, ethnic group, race, or religion, and their identities will
also reﬂect these more multifaceted inﬂuences. Be
careful not to put people in preset boxes. Be open to
ﬁnd out who they really are and how they have fused
diﬀerent aspects of their identity together.
The Future of Cultures in Our Interdependent World

See the concluding sections of “The Evolution of Civilizations: Past, Present, and Future,” for more on the
future of cultures and civilizations in our interdependent world.

Part II: The Evolution of Civilizations,
Macrohistory, and the Dialogue Versus
Clash of Civilizations
Note: A shorter article, covering some, but not all, of
the following topics, will be published in a forthcoming special issue of Peace & Policy, Journal of the Toda
Institute for Global Peace and Policy Research, under
the title, “The Dialogue or Clash of Civilizations: Prospects for the Future.”
Introduction to Cultures, Civilizations, and
Macrohistory, and a Deﬁnition of Terms

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest
in civilizations, and their past and future evolution,
now that interethnic conﬂict within countries has
increased since the Cold War ended, and since terrorist
conﬂicts have emerged (by both state and transnational, non-state actors) that have further dominated
world politics since September , 200 – even though
terrorism has been around much longer. Samuel P.
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Huntington’s article and book, The Clash of Civilizations, has also focused much attention on whether
his thesis – that the Cold War would be followed by
a clash of civilizations – is correct or not, or whether
a “dialogue of civilizations” is not only a more desirable outcome, but also possible. If such a dialogue is
to occur, then positive tools – such as those provided
by the ﬁelds of intercultural communication, the dialogue of civilizations, and interreligious dialogue, as
well as conﬂict resolution/negotiation skills and a
commitment to various forms of peacebuilding and
nonviolence – will all be necessary.
There have also been various attempts to deﬁne
and classify civilizations into diﬀerent types (Toynbee, Chandler, and Huntington, as examples), as well
as classical macrohistory studies done in the past (see
Galtung and Inayatullah for 20 examples), along with
much interest in the future of civilizations, now that
they are all interacting with each other. All these topics will be covered below.
There have also been many deﬁnitions of the terms
culture, civilization, and macrohistory, a few of which
follow. Culture is what gives meaning to life. It is also
learned, shared, patterned behavior as reﬂected in
technology/tools, social organizations (of all types),
and values/ideas (anthropology deﬁnition). Civilization can include whole groupings of cultures with
similar underlying values and lifestyles. Examples
include European, East Asian, South Asian, Arab,
African, and Latin civilizations. Samuel Huntington
also deﬁnes civilization as the largest lifestyle grouping with which people identify short of humanity as
a whole (Huntington, 993 and 996). Civilizations
began with the rise of ancient empires, followed preliterate, precivilizational societies, and will be followed
by a post-civilizational world in the 2st century, now
that all civilizations are interacting with each other
and realizing that their culture or civilization is only
one version of “reality” – not the only one (Chandler,
992). Macrohistory examines history’s evolution via
focusing on broad civilizational changes over broad
time periods.
Attempts to Classify Diﬀerent Types of Civilizations

Various writers have developed typologies on ways to
classify diﬀerent types of civilizations. A few examples follow:
Samuel Huntington and Arnold Toynbee: Samuel P.
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Huntington, in his famous Foreign Aﬀairs article and
later book – both entitled The Clash of Civilizations
– noted that Arnold Toynbee, in his earlier work,
had identiﬁed over 26 diﬀerent types of civilizations,
but noted that only six of those original civilizations
survive today. Huntington himself identiﬁes seven to
eight diﬀerent current civilizations (again deﬁned as
the largest lifestyle grouping with which people identify short of humanity as a whole). His seven to eight
currently existing civilizations include: “Western,
Confucian, Japanese, Islamic, Hindu, Slavic-Orthodox, Latin American and possibly African civilization”
(Huntington, 993, p. 25).
Gerald Heard: Gerald Heard talked about three
major types of civilizations:
)Western civilization, where the focus is on control of nature and mastery of the environment.
2) East Asian/Chinese civilization, where the focus
is on societal relations, as in the example of Confucianism.
3) South Asian/Indian civilization, where the focus
is on inner spiritual life and mastery.
Houston Smith, based on Gerald Heard: Houston
Smith, based on the work of Gerald Heard, and writing in Essays on World Religion, edited by M. Darrol
Bryant, talks about three types of civilizations based
on three types of religions, as follows:
) East Asia, where the focus is on societal relations
and mastery.
2) South Asia, where the focus is on internal spiritual mastery.
3) The West, where the focus is on the control of
nature.
Keith Chandler, based on Gerald Heard: Keith
Chandler, writing in Beyond Civilizations: The
Four Great Streams of Civilization, extends Gerald Heard’s and Houston Smith’s framework from
three to four prototypical civilizations based on four
diﬀerent mindsets – each based on diﬀering combinations of views concerning whether order (in
the external world) and non-order (the mysterious/
chaos/inner life) are each okay or not okay, as follows:
[Note: items in brackets are added by this writer.]
) Occidental Civilization: Order okay; non-order
not okay; Theme – Transformation; Main Concern
– [Control of] Nature [Outer]. Thus, Western civilization has focused especially on trying to control and
master the forces of nature in the service of human
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goals and accomplishments.
2) Indic Civilization: Order not-okay, non-order
okay; Theme – Transcendence; Main Concern –
[Mastery of] Self [Inner]. Indic (Indian) civilization
is thus the opposite of Western civilization. It sees our
everyday lives in the world as characterized by illusion or “maya,” and focuses instead on inner spiritual
mastery.
3) Sinic Civilization: Order okay, non-order okay
[yin and yang both part of a larger interdependent
whole and unity]; Theme – Balance [between opposites]; Main Concern – [Harmony in] Society [Space].
Sinic (Chinese) civilization focuses on a dynamic balance and harmony between opposites, represented by
yin (female) and yang (male), and avoids the extremes
of either total yin or yang.
4) Amerindic Civilization: Order not okay, nonorder not okay; Theme – Precariousness; Main
Concern – Time [Time]. Basis for explaining the role
of human sacriﬁce in such civilizations. This fourth
mindset was originally a hypothetical type of civilization only, which Chandler sought examples of in the
world, concluding that Central American, Amerindic
civilizations ﬁt this pattern. Such civilizations were
obsessed with time, as seen in the elaborate Mayan
and Aztec calendars. Chandler believed that such
civilizations saw life as very precarious, requiring an
elaborate tracking of time cycles and periodic human
sacriﬁces to pacify the gods, so that creation would
not be destroyed.
Author’s Note: One can look at these four prototypical types of civilizations, as well as diﬀerent variants of
these four, as diﬀerent human experiments in how to
organize human society and life according to diﬀerent
sets of underlying values. What is interesting is that all
these diﬀerent experiments in diﬀerent types of civilizations are now coming together and interacting with
each other more and more with evolutionary implications for the future, as noted next.
The Future in a Post-Civilizational World: In earlier
periods of prehistory or history, people believed that
their culture or civilization (the latter based on variants of one of the above four mindsets) was a ﬁxed
worldview and the only “reality” or truth, not one of
various diﬀerent learned maps or versions of “reality,”
as we understand today. Now people can try on and
use diﬀerent cultural/civilizational maps, as appropriate. Being able to distinguish between diﬀerent

culturally learned maps or versions of reality and the
territory or ultimate reality represents a fundamental shift in human consciousness that was not really
possible in earlier eras when people seldom encountered people diverse from themselves and were thus
able to assume that their version of reality was indeed
reality itself. Today, modern telecommunications and
the Internet keep us informed about events in other
cultures and civilizations around the world and it
becomes increasingly diﬃcult to stay in a cocoon and
believe that one’s own cultural or religious worldview
is the only one, or the only legitimate one. Nonetheless, all this interaction among diﬀerent cultures and
religions can be threatening to some people, who
retreat into black and white worldviews that oversimplify reality and frequently lead to needless conﬂict
and violence in the world.
Classical Macrohistory Studies on Spiritual and/or
Material Values Underlying Civilizations

With the increased interest in either a “clash of civilizations,” especially in the post Cold War era (Samuel
Huntington’s thesis – discussed in Part I and later in
Part II of this article) or a “dialogue of civilizations,”
as the key problem or opportunity facing the contemporary world, there has also been an interest in
diﬀerent macrohistorians. One book that deals with
about 20 classical macrohistorians and their ideas is
Johan Galtung and Sohail Inayatullah’s Macrohistory
and Macrohistorians (997). The views of six diﬀerent
macrohistorians – including Marx, Toﬄer, Sorokin,
Toynbee, Sarkar, and Teilhard de Chardin – are brieﬂy
summarized by this writer below, focusing on their
views on the major factors driving changes in civilizations, as well as whether spiritual and/or material
values primarily underlie the civilizations they examined.
) Karl Marx: a materialist viewpoint based on
the dialectic (thesis, antithesis, synthesis) applied to
social class conﬂict working through diﬀerent historical periods, each dominated by a diﬀerent social class
structure and a diﬀerent dominant social class that
seeks to hold onto its power. Revolutions occur when
new forces of production (especially technology)
come into conﬂict with old relations of production
(how people are organized in social-economic systems
to produce things). In short, new forces of production
call forth new relations of production regarding how
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goods are produced, but the social class controlling
the old production system resists losing its power
to such change. Finally, a revolution is necessary to
bring a new social class to power that will be able to
create a new social-economic system more appropriate to the new forces of production (Marx and Engels,
Communist Manifesto, 848).
2) Alvin and Heidi Toﬄer: futurists looking at
changing technologies creating new jobs and driving societal and institutional change in all areas of
life (including jobs, economics, politics, education,
family, even thinking) as people transition through
Agricultural, Industrial, and now Information Age
societies (Toﬄer’s three waves of civilization) and
beyond. Here technology drives change, as in Marx’s
view – both are primarily materialist worldviews
(Toﬄer, The Third Wave).
Another interesting question is: What will follow
the Information Age? Many views have been expressed
in the literature – including a new era dominated by
biotechnology, the exploration of outer space, and/or
the exploration of inner space or consciousness.
3) Pitirim Sorokin: Russian sociologist at Harvard
in the 930s who saw an alternation between spiritual
and/or material values in the evolution of Western
civilization during diﬀerent historical periods. His
three main culture mentalities or worldviews are
sensate (materialistic), ideational (spiritual), and idealistic (mixed), as seen in the following table:
TABLE: Three Types of Culture Mentality (Sorokin): Active
Sensate, Ascetic Ideational, and Idealistic (Combining Both)

Active
Sensate

Ascetic
Ideational

Idealistic

Reality

Sensate,
material,
empirical

Non-sensate,
eternal,
transcendental

Both equally
represented

Main needs
& ends

Manifold & richly
sensate

Spiritual

Both equally
represented

Extent of
satisfaction

Maximum

Maximum

Great,
but balanced

Method of
satisfaction

Modify external
environment

Selfmodiﬁcation

Both ways

In the 930s, Sorokin foresaw that Western civilization had become so materialistic that it would swing
back towards either spiritual, or spiritual and material underlying values. Interestingly, this view ﬁts
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with an Indian prophecy that there would be a revival
of spirituality in the world when “the iron bird [airplane] ﬂies West,” meaning that overly materialistic
cultures would see a swing to more spiritual values,
which ﬁts perfectly with Sorokin’s model. This would
occur because once people’s basic material needs are
satisﬁed, they will seek something more in life, and
turn to spiritual values to provide such deeper meaning (Sorokin, Social and Cultural Dynamics, 985).
Likewise, one sees Eastern (traditionally more
spiritual) cultures becoming more materialistic today.
One hopes they will not lose their traditional spiritual
values in the process. How these spiritual and materialistic values alternate or exist in Western and Eastern
civilizations over time also raises interesting questions on the future of civilizations, now that East and
West are interacting so much. Will a global civilization emerge – that honors both spiritual and material
values – from this interaction, or what?
4) Arnold Toynbee: Civilizations need not “rise
and fall” in Toynbee’s view. He presents a challengeresponse model (not a stimulus-response model), in
which civilizations can continue to survive if they
have enough energy to meet new challenges as these
arise (Toynbee, A Study of History). Toynbee identiﬁed over 26 diﬀerent types of civilizations, only six of
which still exist, according to Huntington (Huntington, 993).
5) P.R. Sarkar: Sarkar’s model is based on the Indian
caste system, which sees cyclical changes of those
in power within any civilization rotating between
four social castes or classes in the following order:
military/warriors, academics/intellectuals, businessmen/entrepreneurs, and workers/people. Each group
has initial strengths that bring it to power, but then
shortcomings occur that usher in a new social caste
or class that possesses those traits needed at the time.
Thus when there is anarchy, the military comes to
power to restore order, but then they lack new ideas,
bringing the intellectuals to power. They have ideas,
but don’t know how to get things done, which brings
the entrepreneurs to power, but then they get too
greedy, bringing the workers or people to power, who
create anarchy, and the process starts all over again. If
diﬀerent social castes or classes share common spiritual values together, this can sometimes help reduce
some of the worst, negative, disruptive eﬀects on
humans of such transitions of power from one caste
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or class to another.
It is interesting that the Internet itself has evolved
through the ﬁrst of Sarkar’s three stages, with warriors,
intellectuals, and entrepreneurs each successively
dominating the Internet, leaving the workers or
masses as the next stage for the Internet, i.e., when
everyone gains access to it.
DIAGRAM: P.R. Sarkar’s Circular Model of Power Rotating
among Four Diﬀerent Social Classes or Castes

WARRIORS

WORKERS

INTELLECTUALS

ENTREPRENEURS

6) Teilhard de Chardin: Jesuit priest/scientist who
saw the evolution of civilizations moving towards
spiritual values increasingly, replacing material values,
leading to the eventual creation of the “Noosphere”
– a sphere around the Earth that would link all the
minds of humans together (Teilhard de Chardin, The
Phenomenon of Man). His views seemed to presage
the emergence of the Internet as the infrastructure for
an emerging global brain or mind of humanity today.
Civilizations Today: Samuel Huntington’s Thesis
on the “Clash of Civilizations” in the Post Cold War
Period Versus the Alternative of a “Dialogue of
Civilizations”

Events of September , 200, and other terrorist
events underscore Samuel P. Huntington’s warning of
a “clash of civilizations” replacing the old Cold War
conﬂict, in this case Muslim versus Western civilizations, but the ﬁelds of intercultural communication
and interreligious and intercivilizational dialogue
provide positive tools to help avoid such an outcome.
Huntington’s views have been quite controversial
and have generated a true global debate on the issue.
What is essential is that a “dialogue of civilizations”
– including a dialogue of religions as an important

component of civilizations – increasingly replaces
Huntington’s “clash of civilizations.” A number of
organizations are involved in facilitating the dialogue
of religions, including the World Conference on Religion and Peace, the Council for a Parliament of the
World’s Religions, and the United Religions Initiative,
amongst many such groups. A number of important
books have also documented the importance of this
dialogue of civilizations and religions (see Tehranian
& Chappell, Eds., Dialogue of Civilizations; Mische
and Merkling, Eds., Toward a Global Civilization? The
Contribution of Religions; and Beversluis, A Sourcebook on the World’s Religions). These books document
that, despite the news being dominated by conﬂicts
between civilizations and religions, peoples of diverse
cultures, civilizations, and religions from around the
world are all reaching out to each other in important
ways, and using dialogue with each other to create
better understanding and respect, showing that there
are important alternatives to Huntington’s “clash of
civilizations.” The future of the world depends on
these alternatives being realized.
A Range of Diﬀerent Views by Others on the
Futures of Civilizations, with Examples

There are a wide range of views on the future of civilizations, especially now that everyone in the world
is interacting with each other today. A few of these
views follow, with examples of each.
One common anthropological view mourns the
damage to, and destruction of, non-Western cultures
by Western cultures, and has a fear of global cultural homogenization based on the predominance of
Western values and lifestyles threatening the survival
of other civilizations and cultures worldwide. This is
seen in the television series Legacy, dealing with six
diﬀerent civilizations.
An opposite view sees Western culture as the
wave of the future. This view can be seen in books
by Charles Van Doren (A History of Knowledge) and
Thomas Cahill (How the Irish Saved Civilization and
The Gifts of the Jews).
A third view seeks a return to non-Western values and cultures as superior to Western values and
cultures. This view can include the same people as in
the ﬁrst example above. The “peace corp syndrome”
is one example of this, where people start to favor
the culture they are living and working in abroad
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and begin to value it more than their culture of origin. This is also why ambassadors representing their
countries abroad are regularly rotated in their foreign
assignments, so that they do not over-identify with
the country in which they are currently serving.
Another view, of Arnold Toynbee (A Study of History), is that civilizations need not rise and fall; they
can survive if they have enough energy in them to
meet new challenges as these arise.
In the 930s, Pitirim Sorokin saw Western civilization becoming overly materialistic (sensate), leading
to a prediction of a swing of the pendulum in the
future either towards spiritual (ideational) values or
spiritual and material (idealistic) values (Social and
Cultural Dynamics). There is a parallel concern today
with the increasing materialization of non-Western
civilizations, with hope that they will not totally lose
their spiritual roots as they undergo rapid development and modernization. Now that Eastern and
Western civilizations are all interacting with each
other, will we create a global civilization that honors
both spiritual and material values, or what?
P.R. Sarkar sees power rotating cyclically within
any civilization between four groups in the following order: warriors, intellectuals, entrepreneurs, and
workers, with each coming to power because of certain strengths they possess, while later losing power
because of particular weaknesses that emerge in their
exercise of power. Sarkar’s model is based on the
Indian caste system, and it is therefore fascinating
that the Internet (a Western invention) has evolved
through the ﬁrst three stages of Sarkar’s model, with
the fourth stage thus predictably emerging next.
Another view sees a global future emerging that
honors and dynamically balances Western and nonWestern values, cultures, and worldviews within a
larger, global, whole systems context. This draws on
traditional Taoist worldviews on the dynamic unity of
opposites. (See also Smoker and Groﬀ, “Spirituality,
Religion, Culture, and Peace.”)
Keith Chandler sees traditional civilizations representing diﬀerent learned maps or versions of reality
(not the territory or ultimate reality), which in our
interdependent world can no longer be seen as ﬁxed
worldviews containing all truth, but available as
mindsets to be donned when appropriate. (Beyond
Civilization.)
Fons Trompenaars sees the possibility of a true
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“reconciliation” in future between formerly opposing underlying cultural values – such as Eastern and
Western, Japanese and “American” values. (Keynote
address, Japan.)
Another view sees advances in technology driving civilizations through various universal stages that
any country can potentially go through. Alvin Toﬄer
outlines agricultural, industrial, and information
age stages, while Majid Tehranian sees hunting and
gathering, agricultural, commercial/trading, industrial, and informatics ages as the key stages. (Toﬄer,
The Third Wave, and Tehranian, Dialogue of Civilizations.)
As noted previously, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
sees the evolution of civilizations moving increasingly towards spiritual values, replacing material
values, leading to the eventual creation of the “Noosphere” – a sphere around the Earth that would link
all the minds of humanity together (The Phenomenon
of Man). These views presaged the emergence of the
Internet as the infrastructure for an emerging global
brain or mind of humanity.
Barbara Marx Hubbard sees the future going
beyond traditional cultures, civilizations, and religions to create something totally new, i.e., a great
evolutionary leap leading to the emergence of a “universal human” connected to universal spiritual values,
who also goes out to explore the universe (The Evolutionary Journey).
The ﬁnal view – common in science ﬁction – sees an
evolution to space age civilizations beyond Earth, with
the possibility of encounters with extraterrestrial life,
with an even greater diversity of civilizations, races,
and species existing then. Science ﬁction, including
Star Trek, has been popular because of its images of
dealing with great diversity from a positive, constructive perspective, “to go where no man[/person] has
gone before,” but to honor the “prime directive,” i.e.,
not to intervene in the evolution of other civilizations
of other species, if at all possible. (As the New Physics
explains, however, one’s presence in a situation will
aﬀect the outcome.)
Further Reﬂections by This Writer on the Futures
of Cultures and Civilizations in Our Increasingly
Interdependent 21st Century World

In addition to the many views on the future of cultures
and civilizations noted above, this writer has further
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reﬂections on this subject, including the following.
Culture has superﬁcial aspects (dress, greetings,
food, etc.) that can change quickly, and deeper levels,
such as underlying values motivating behavior in different cultures, that change much more slowly.
People used to see the United States as a “melting
pot” of cultures (creating homogenization), but now
the “salad bowl” image (of unity amidst great diversity) is seen as more appropriate. Similarly, there has
been great fear before of Western cultural imperialism
creating a homogenized global culture (one scenario
for the future), which may be occurring on a superﬁcial level, but not as much on deeper levels, where
culture changes much more slowly.
This implies that in the future, while aspects of
a global culture are being created on one level, on
deeper levels people will continue to value and reﬂect
their own diverse cultures and civilizations in their
everyday lives. As people move more quickly into
the future, they also go back more to their roots to
hold on to what is really important and meaningful to
them from their respective cultures. In these various
ways, people will both stay connected to their past,
and ensure their movement into the future.
In an interdependent world, it is vitally important
that everyone realizes that cultures are all diﬀerent,
socially learned maps of reality, but they are not ultimate reality; nor are cultures ﬁxed or static or immune
from outside inﬂuence.
Cultures and civilizations can conquer other cultures, and on the surface predominate, but sometimes
the values and behaviors of the conquered culture
survive in various mutated ways or even co-opt the
conquering culture. Possible examples include Native
Americans in the dominant U.S. culture, indigenous
peoples in Australia or New Zealand, and Tibetans
with China. When the conquered culture or civilization has values lacking, but needed in the dominant
culture if it wants to survive, this can happen. In this
regard, when more material cultures conquer less
material, but often more spiritual, cultures, it is the
spiritual values of holism and interdependence with
all of life that the dominant culture needs to rebalance itself. Especially when its technology becomes
advanced and potentially destructive to all life, if misused, it needs the values of interdependence to save
itself, and indeed all life, from extinction. This is the
stage where humans are on Earth today. Unfortu-

nately, a lot of cultural damage can be done before
this rebalancing occurs.
The dangers of conﬂicts and wars between diﬀerent civilizations, cultures, and religions remain very
real (Huntington, Galtung, and others), but only if
people don’t reframe their worldviews to acknowledge diversity and also interdependence between all
the world’s peoples.
All cultures and civilizations must adapt to global
interdependence today and therefore reframe how
they relate to other cultures and civilizations. Fundamentalist views – that one’s own interpretation of one’s
civilization, culture, religion, or nation is the only
valid one – thus become increasingly dysfunctional
in an interdependent world that requires respect
between cultures and an ability to work together.
Black and white thinking – whether of Bin Laden’s
Islamist fundamentalism and attack on September
, 200, or of the Bush Administration’s decision to
invade Iraq rather than focus on Bin Laden, on the
pretext that Hussein posed an “imminent threat”
to the United States, thus not waiting for the U.N.
inspectors to complete their job in Iraq or for an international consensus to emerge behind such a war – has
greatly increased polarization (both domestically and
globally), fueling support for Huntington’s thesis of a
“clash of civilizations.”
An alternative hypothesis for the future is that,
as people from diﬀerent cultures and civilizations
increasingly interact with each other – globally, as well
as in their own local communities – each individual
can become his or her own unique synthesis of all the
diﬀerent cultural inﬂuences that have impacted his
or her life. In short, people’s “identity” will increasingly cross boundaries between diﬀerent cultures
and civilizations. Much intercultural creativity can
be unleashed from such interactions – both within
societies and within individuals (who must seek ways
to make sense of and reconcile these diverse cultural
inﬂuences in their lives). While this process is not
always easy, it is a process that all humanity is going
through today in varying degrees.
The best framework is to see all cultures and civilizations as having something important to contribute
to the world (based on those strengths that they have
each developed from their unique histories and experiences and environmental requirements), with no
culture or civilization having all the answers. In the
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future (as in the past), people can enrich their own
lives by being open to learning from other cultures,
while still continuing to value what is important
from their own cultural roots. One can thus look at
each culture or civilization as bringing diﬀerent gifts
to the table of humanity today. This framework can
only work, however, if people can be open to learning
from, and respecting, cultural diversity.
Two hypothetical, archetypal, opposite cultural
worldviews are possible, with most cultures falling somewhere in between these extremes, though
often more towards one pole than the other: ) a
homogenized, whole systems worldview (especially
characteristic of non-Western civilizations), and 2)
a segmented worldview – where everything is separate from each other (especially characteristic of 9th
century Western worldviews). A homogenized, whole
systems worldview sees everything as part of an interconnected, larger whole, including collective identity,
being part of nature, spirit immanent in everything,
and energy connecting everything, as acupuncture
sees the human body. A segmented worldview sees
reality divided into separate parts, including individual identity, being separate from nature, God as
separate and “on high,” and reality divided up into
separate parts in the scientiﬁc method. (See Part I of
this article for further examples of these two opposite
worldviews.)
The increasing interactions among the world’s
diverse cultures and civilizations, which are seeking
some common ground that unites them across all
their diversity, illustrate the possibility of a third, alternative, complex whole systems worldview emerging
today – of unity amidst great diversity. For example,
people may be seeking ways to have both individual
and group identities, as well as global, national, and
local identities; to honor both the male principle of
identity through achievement and the female principle of identity through relationships; to honor both
spiritual and material values, i.e., both the inner and
the outer life; to be open to both Eastern and Western
cultures, as well as indigenous cultures; to honor both
tradition and development or modernization; and to
honor the importance of not only the ends we seek
to achieve, but also the means (such as violence versus nonviolence) that we use to achieve those ends.
We are increasingly living in a both/and world, not
an either/or world. This emerging world can perhaps
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be characterized by one or more of the following elements: seeing “reality” as a dynamic “dance of life”
between opposites (Taoist view); as a “reconciliation”
between opposites (Trompenaars on East-West values); or at least being able to use aspects of diﬀerent
cultures and civilizations, as appropriate (Chandler),
realizing that all cultures have gifts to contribute to
humanity that can collectively beneﬁt us all.
The future of cultures and civilizations is a complex, multifaceted topic that makes today’s world
both exciting and challenging to live in. Complex
issues of cultural identity will continue to dominate
the world as people seek ways to ﬁnd or preserve their
traditional local cultural values amidst increasing
intercultural interactions and globalization.
It is also clear that preserving cultures in their pure
form (if indeed this ever existed, which is doubtful)
will become increasingly diﬃcult in the future, as all
cultures are interacting much more today – and will
even more in the future – within a global economy
with global telecommunications and now also the
Internet as the emerging global brain of humanity,
with all the best and the worst, and increasingly all
the diversity, of humanity represented.
Policy Proposals to Increase the Dialogue of
Civilizations instead of the Clash of Civilizations in
the Future

Despite all the polarizing eﬀects of terrorism, September , the Iraqi war, and concerns of people about
the failure of globalization to deal adequately with
social, employment, and environmental concerns,
the world’s peoples must still seek ways to inhabit
this planet together in a way that increasingly beneﬁts all peoples in our increasingly interdependent
world. The challenges are enormous, but so are the
opportunities. Whether the transition to a healthier,
interdependent global community is more tumultuous or not depends on various factors, but one way or
another, such a transition is occurring. Policies that
can help smooth the transition include the following.
• Incorporate curricula on global issues and other
countries and cultures, civilizations, and religions
into the education of all students starting at an early
age and continuing through university education.
This education should also include interacting
with peoples of diverse backgrounds in one’s own
community.
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• Promote interactive centers and museums honoring the cultural and religious diversity of their
inhabitants by cities and communities around the
world.
• Increase cultural exchange programs for students
abroad and opportunities for people to work
in other cultures through their jobs – and while
working abroad, to really learn about and interact
with people from that other culture.
• Increase education in intercultural communication, interreligious and intercivilizational dialogue,
peacebuilding/conﬂict resolution, and nonviolence skills that can give people positive tools for
dealing with cultural, civilizational, and religious
diversity.
• Elect leaders who honor our global interdependence and the need to work with other countries
to provide global, not just national, leadership on
pressing global issues, including working through
the United Nations.
• Encourage media around the world to write and
broadcast stories of positive intercultural, interreligious, and intercivilizational interactions and
peacebuilding, not just conﬂicts and violence in
the name of cultures, religions, and civilizations.
The media’s tendency to focus largely on current
crises, conﬂict, and violence gives people around
the world a distorted view of what is already happening that is positive, and people need positive
examples that they can emulate if they are to
change.
• It is also vital that the more developed parts of the
world reach out to the less developed peoples of
the world so that all can increasingly participate in,
and contribute to, this emerging culturally complex, global community. If this does not happen,
then it is clear that more violent, conﬂict-laden
scenarios will dominate the future. Globalization
must be seen to beneﬁt all peoples, not only the
few. The increasing gap between rich and poor –
both within and between countries in recent years
– and the continuing poverty that exists in many
parts of the world must somehow be reversed, and
greater educational opportunities must become
available to people globally – or no amount of

intercultural communication or interreligious/intercivilizational dialogue will be able, on its own,
to create the more desirable scenarios for the future that everyone should want.

Part III: The Evolution of Religions, and
Interreligious Dialogue (IRD)
Note: Ideas and information for this section come partly
from Groﬀ, “Intercultural Communication, Interreligious Dialogue, and Peace” (2002), especially Part II
on “Interreligious Dialogue”; Smoker and Groﬀ, “Spirituality, Religion, Culture, and Peace” (996), including
some of Parts I and II; and new information.
Introduction to Religion, War and Peace, and
Interreligious Dialogue

While much has been written about violence and
conﬂict in the name, at least, of religion (Reychler,
997; Appleby, 994; and Galtung, 990) – including
the events of September , 200 – it is important to
note that much positive interreligious, interfaith, and
intermonastic dialogue is also occurring between peoples from diﬀerent spiritual-religious traditions in the
world. It is not an accident that as the world becomes
more interdependent, some people feel threatened,
while other people from diﬀerent religions reach out
to try to understand each other more and to ﬁnd areas
of common ground. Various interfaith organizations
exist and have issued declarations on common principles for an interdependent world.
One positive eﬀect of the events of September
, 200, is that increasing interfaith dialogue is also
occurring – a positive development, along (unfortunately) with an increase in acts of violence against
innocent people on all diﬀerent sides of conﬂicts who
are living in diﬀerent parts of the world. Nonetheless,
interfaith dialogue is becoming a true social movement by forward-thinking people from around the
world who realize that it is an essential component
for a more peaceful world.
Spectrum of Possible Perspectives within Any
Religion

Within any religion, a spectrum of perspectives is possible, including: mysticism, organized religion, and
fundamentalism or extremism (Smoker and Groﬀ,
996). All religions in recorded history began by some-
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one having “mystical experiences,” deﬁned as “a direct
experience of ultimate reality” (Carmody and Carmody,
996). This experience transcends the ﬁve senses and
provides a direct experience of the presence of God or
spirit in some way. Such individuals later try to share
their experiences – and the wisdom about life and its
meaning and purpose that they have gained from these
experiences – with others, who eventually suggest the
formation of a religion around the teachings of that
enlightened person.
Once religions are formed, the teachings of the
“founder” (who usually did not start out to found a
new religion) become the foundation of scripture for
that religion, and these teachings are passed down
from one generation to the next and become part of
social learning and culture. When these teachings are
dogmatically interpreted by others later or when they
lead to extremist behavior, such as violence against
others in the name of their religion, they can be called
by some “fundamentalist” or especially “extremist”
versions of that religion. People sometimes call the
mystical aspects of all religions their “esoteric” part
(which not everyone is ready for), with the socially
learned part (that gives guidance for everyday life)
the “exoteric” part of any religion. It is important to
note that all religions can potentially contain all of
these perspectives (Smoker and Groﬀ, 996).
Figure 1: Spectrum of Potential Perspectives within Any
Religion

Mystical/
spiritual traditions

Organized
Religion & Beliefs

Fundamentalism
or Extremism

Direct inner experience

Part of social learning
and culture

My dogma/beliefs
are right and yours
are wrong; also social
learning and culture

While there are no doubt exceptions, in general,
mystics from all religions can understand and respect
each other, since they are coming from a direct inner
experience of ultimate reality or the divine, not from
diﬀerences in socially learned beliefs, which organized religions have often stressed more, especially
in the West. Nonetheless, there is some debate about
whether mystics from all religions are experiencing
the same thing or whether their mystical experiences are mediated through their cultures or learning
(Carmody and Carmody, 996). To the extent that
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fundamentalist or extremist versions of any religion
tend to believe that only one interpretation of their
scriptures is true, which is their interpretation, this
view tends to omit the possibility of truth coming
from other religions, or indeed, from other perspectives within their own religion. This has led some
people to claim that the world needs not only interreligious dialogue, but also intrareligious dialogue
among diﬀerent sects and denominations within the
same religion.
How Diﬀerent Denominations Emerge within the
Same Religion over Time

As noted above, new religions emerge around the
teachings of someone who has had direct mystical
experiences of the divine, which they subsequently
share with others. These teachings become the foundation for the scriptures or “holy books” of that
religion. Over time, others in that religious tradition
(who may not have had the same mystical experiences
as the original founder) seek to interpret the meaning
of those original teachings and scripture in new ways.
As noted in Part I, on the diﬀerence in intercultural
communication between describing versus interpreting versus evaluating or judging the behavior of
someone from another culture, people can interpret
the same behavior or words – or, in this case, the same
scriptures – diﬀerently. If these interpretations diﬀer
too much over time, a split can occur within a religious tradition, leading to the emergence of diﬀerent
denominations within that religion – something that
has often happened to religions that have existed for a
period of time. Times also change and religions, like
all aspects of life, must respond to a changing world.
Two issues today that are facing religions worldwide, and could threaten to split some religions (or
some denominations within a given religion) even
further – if not worked out through dialogue and
understanding – concern the roles of women and
gays in congregations and especially the priesthood
of diﬀerent religions worldwide. These are obviously
unresolved issues that are unfolding.
Evolution in Images of Divinity within DIﬀerent
Religions over Time

It is interesting that religions have evolved over time
in terms of how they portray divinity. One can look
at the following broad periods in the evolution of reli-
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gions, all of which forms of religion and spirituality
still exist in diﬀerent parts of the world today. These
periods, and the forms in which divinity was or is
portrayed in each, include the following. (See books
in the bibliography for Part II on evolution of the
goddess in religions, which seek to document changing male-female images of divinity over time.)
Prehistory: The Earth-based Religions –
Shamanism & Goddess

Paleolithic Era, Old Stone Age, or Hunting and
Gathering Era:
During this period of prehistory – variously called
the Paleolithic, hunting and gathering period, or Old
Stone Age – there were not yet any settled communities or writing, so spiritual traditions were passed
down orally. Shamanism was the dominant form of
spirituality. Certain persons were called to be shamans, and were able to go into altered states in which
they could contact their ancestors and gain wisdom
to bring back to their people. The Earth was also seen
as the great goddess, and everything in nature was
seen to be alive with nature spirits.
Shamanism exists today in areas of Siberia, Korea,
Africa, etc. Native American traditions, as well as
Shintoism in Japan, all share certain characteristics
in common with such Earth-based religions that see
everything in nature as being alive and inspirited.
Indigenous peoples also had, and still have, diﬀerent
animals as the spirit guides for diﬀerent individuals,
believing animals can be our teachers.
Neolithic Era: New Stone Age, and the Beginning of
Settled Agricultural Communities and Villages:
The ﬁrst major technological revolution for early
humans was the invention or discovery of agriculture, i.e., the realization that one could plant a seed
and it would grow, enabling people for the ﬁrst time
to create settled agricultural communities and villages. The goddess form of religion arose, in which
the fertility of the Earth was seen as parallel to the
fertility of the female, leading to the veneration of the
goddess, able to birth and bring forth new life, as the
dominant image of divinity. Various goddesses arose,
were venerated, and became the object of diﬀerent
artifacts found later in places like Crete, Malta, and
Old Europe, as documented in the work of anthro-

pologist Marija Gimbutas. (See books and videos on
Gimbutas’ work.) There was also a certain mystery
associated with the birth of new life from the Earth
and from women, since the role of men in procreation
may not yet have been known (Stone, When God Was
a Woman).
History: The Rise of the “Great Religions” of Ancient and
Modern Times

The Rise of Ancient Civilizations and the Great Religions of Antiquity:
Following the rise of settled agricultural villages
and smaller communities came the rise (sometimes
rather quickly) of the great civilizations of antiquity,
including in Sumer/Mesopotamia (now Iraq), ancient
Egypt, the Indus Valley (now northwest India/Pakistan), ancient China, and later Mesoamerica and
Peru. These civilizations emerged largely around
great waterways or rivers and included the rise of
ancient empires and the conquering of other peoples
who were often made into slaves (and their surplus
production, beyond what was needed for their own
survival, was taken over by the conquering power).
These civilizations also saw the rise of writing (partly
to keep track of the harvest), as well as astronomy
(the study of the stars and heavens), and other great
engineering projects.
These religions also included both male god and
female goddess aspects together, showing an honoring of both the male and female principle in their
images of divinity, along with their oﬀspring, creating a trinity principle. Behind a diversity of gods and
goddesses, there was also usually the idea of One
God, with the diﬀerent gods and goddesses representing, in eﬀect, diﬀerent attributes of the One God. In
ancient Egypt, for example, every temple had its own
god and goddess and oﬀspring, showing an equality
between the male and female principle. In the Indus
Valley and later in India, there was a male god (or his
later incarnation) along with his female consort (not
quite as equal).
Other religions also emerged later out of Hinduism, including Buddhism (which later spread over
most of Asia), Jainism, and Sikhism, while in China
Confucianism and Taoism emerged. The real transition from veneration of gods and goddesses to just
gods seems to have occurred, as one example, in
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ancient Greece, where over time the relative equality
between gods and goddesses in temples gave way to
dominance of the male god over the receding female
goddess, which then paved the way for the emergence
of Western religions.
The Rise of Western Civilizations and Western
Monotheistic “Religions of the Book”:
Even later came the rise of Western civilizations and
then religions, including Zoroastrianism, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam, and Bahai. These religions all
emerged out of the Middle East and are all “religions
of the book,” based on the scriptures or original teachings of their founders, and based on a monotheistic
belief in One God, who came to be portrayed as “God
the Father.” Worship shifted from prayers and oﬀerings to diﬀerent gods and/or goddesses to one uniﬁed
God – who was omnipresent, omniscient, and behind
all creation. This uniﬁed view of divinity was a very
signiﬁcant development in acknowledging the oneness of all creation and oneness behind this creation.
Honoring “One God” as “God the Father” coincided
with the emergence of patriarchal social values and
institutions in Western civilization. (For more on
Western religions in general, beyond the discussion
above on male-female aspects of divinity, see Karen
Armstrong, A History of God: The 4,000-Year Quest of
Judaism, Christianity and Islam.)
The Post Modern Age Today:
The patriarchal values and institutions that have characterized the emergence of Western civilizations and
religions are only now – in the late 20th and early 2st
century – beginning to break down, to be replaced
slowly by a greater equality between men and women
in the priesthood and clergy of various religions (an
unfolding process that is not complete). While some
followers of the goddess religion have seen the reemergence of the goddess being tied today, as it was in the
past, to a real partnership between men and women
as their vision of the future (see, for example, Riane
Eisler, The Chalice and the Blade), others have seen
divinity increasingly portrayed as the divine union of
male and female (again the theme of the unity and
transcendence of opposites as a common key to the
spiritual journey). The latter perspective honors both
the male and female principle as coequal parts of a
greater whole – a divinity that is ultimately beyond
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all eﬀorts by humans to describe this greatest of all
mysteries of life.
Humans will continue to seek diﬀerent ways to
describe the indescribable, i.e., divinity, and one
modern eﬀort to honor both the male and female
principles (representing all opposites) behind creation is “Dear Mother/Father God.” This is one more
eﬀort – however incomplete – to describe a presence
that transcends all polar opposites and is basically
indescribable. Ultimately, this presence can only be
experienced directly.
In summary, people have continued to describe
divinity as either male or female or both, at diﬀerent times and in diﬀerent locations, and this imagery
has no doubt reﬂected deeper values existing in the
culture of the time, including a desire by people to
have some kind of personal relationship with divinity
through imagery that they can more easily relate to.
Joseph Campbell and “The Power of Mythology”
– To Link Our Outer Lives in the World with the
Inner Life of the Spirit

See books by Joseph Campbell and Lovell, et al., in
the bibliography for Part III.
Joseph Campbell devoted his life to the study of the
diﬀerent mythologies of the world, ﬁnding what he
called a common monomyth in all cultures, which he
called the “hero’s journey.” (Campbell, The Hero with
a Thousand Faces). Not everyone is ready to immediately delve into an inner spiritual life directly, so
mythology can act as a bridge or link between one’s
outer life in the world and the inner life of the spirit.
Mythology also provides, via mythological stories,
a diﬀerent, allegorical kind of truth, versus a factual
type of truth. He also noted that Western culture,
with its scientiﬁc/rational focus, had lost touch with
this mythological type of truth and needed to reconnect with it, if people were to be able to ﬁnd deeper
meaning and guidance for life that mythological types
of stories can provide.
The hero’s journey typically has three to ﬁve stages
(occasionally twelve stages) that one goes through. In
a ﬁve-stage model, sometimes the ﬁrst three stages
are combined into one stage. These ﬁve stages are:
) First, one must have nothing holding one to
one’s current situation in life. In short, one must be
seeking something that requires leaving the comfort,
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familiarity, and security of one’s current situation to
embark on a journey to ﬁnd some deeper truth about
one’s life.
2) One must then ﬁnd a mentor or teacher to help
guide one on one’s journey as one leaves one’s familiar
life behind.
3) One must then ﬁnd a jump-oﬀ place into the
unknown – often with the help of one’s mentor.
4) One must then be tested in the unknown, to
ﬁnd out who one really is.
5) Finally, if one is able to pass the tests in the
unknown, then one can return home to share the wisdom one has gained with others.
While Campbell saw a common monomyth,
which he called the “hero’s journey,” in the myths of
all cultures, he also saw these myths evolving through
several signiﬁcant, diﬀerent periods, which correlate
with the periods covered in the previous section (on
“Evolution in Images of Divinity”). These periods,
and the nature of the mythologies that emerged in
each period, include:
• Hunting and Gathering Period: The Way of the
Animal Powers
• Early Agricultural Period: The Way of the Seeded
Earth
• Rise of Ancient Civilizations: The Way of the Celestial Lights
• Rise of Western Civilization and the Modern
World: The Way of Man (including losing touch
with the power of myth as science and rationality
took over)
While the hero’s journey had similar characteristics in all cultures, in terms of the stages one goes
through, there was one signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the hero’s journey in Eastern vs. Western cultures. In
the East, an apprentice ﬁnds a master or guru and
follows in the steps and pathway established by the
teacher. In the West, because people have individual
identity, each person must ﬁnd a jumping-oﬀ place
into the unknown at a place and time of his or her
own choosing. This Western path is best represented
by King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table,
where each knight enters the forest or unknown at a
place of his own choosing.
Campbell notes that the hero’s journey myth must
be adapted and updated for each new age, so the myth

remains relevant to people’s lives. George Lucas, who
produced the Star Wars Trilogy and Prequel, was good
friends with Joseph Campbell and based his script on
the hero’s journey, making Star Wars one attempt to
create a mythology for the space age. (Other recent
blockbuster books and ﬁlms involving a hero’s journey story include The Lord of the Rings and the Harry
Potter ﬁlms, as well as much science ﬁction.)
Unfortunately, violence has not been eliminated
from the human saga in space either (as seen in Star
Wars), indicating that somehow we need to ﬁnd other
kinds of hero ﬁgures beyond just the military hero
or warrior if we want to ﬁnd alternatives to violence
in the future. (For examples of other archetypes of
hero ﬁgures, see Pearson, 986, and Pearson, 99.)
It is important to remember that we can also battle
poverty, injustice, oppression, unequal opportunity,
senseless violence, and one’s own inner demons, so
that one can also develop inner mastery. In short,
there are many noble battles to engage in that do not
require physical violence and the killing of innocent
life. With the destructive power that exists with modern weapons systems of all types – nuclear, chemical,
biological, and conventional – it is imperative that
humans ﬁnd other ways to resolve our conﬂicts, short
of violence, which if used, could destroy us all. This is
one of the greatest challenges facing the future evolution of humanity today.
Religions All Say They Support Peace, as Well as the
Golden Rule, but This Is Not Always the Result in
Practice

Despite the range of possible perspectives or interpretations of scriptures within any given religion, it is
important that all religions say that they support peace.
Examples from diﬀerent religions include the following (Smoker and Groﬀ, 996).
• “If a man sings of God and hears of Him, And lets
love of God sprout within him, All his sorrows
shall vanish, And in his mind, God will bestow
abiding peace.” (Sikhism)
• “A Muslim is one who surrenders to the will of
Allah and is an establisher of peace (while Islam
means establishment of peace, Muslim means one
who establishes peace through his actions and conduct).” (Islam)
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• “The Lord lives in the heart of every creature. He
turns them round and round upon the wheel of
Maya. Take refuge utterly in Him. By his grace you
will ﬁnd supreme peace, and the state which is beyond all change.” (Hinduism)
• “The whole of the Torah is for the purpose of promoting peace.” (Judaism)
• “To be in harmony with others, you must be at
peace with yourself.” (Buddhism)
• “Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be
called sons of God.” (Christianity)
• “Peace ... comes within the souls of men when they
realize their relationship, their oneness, with the
universe and all its powers and when they realize
that at the center of the universe dwells WakanTanka, and that this center is really everywhere;
it is within each of us.” (From The Sacred Pipe, by
Black Elk, Lakota Sioux Medicine Man)
• “Oh, Great Spirit, let us greet the dawn of each new
day, when all can live as one and peace reigns everywhere.” (Native American)
• “The Great Peace towards which people of good
will throughout the centuries have inclined their
hearts, of which seers and poets for countless generations have expressed their vision, and for which
from age to age the sacred scriptures of mankind
have constantly held the promise, is now at long
last within the reach of the nations.” (Bahai)
Similarly, all religions also have some version of the
Golden Rule that they support, i.e., that people should
treat others as they would like others to treat them. A
few representative examples follow:
• “Hurt not others in ways that you yourself would
ﬁnd harmful.” (Buddhism)
• “What is hateful to you, do not to your fellow man.
That is the entire law; all the rest is commentary.”
(Judaism)
• “Do unto others as you would have them do unto
you.” (Christianity)
• “No one of you is a believer until he desires for his
brother that which he desires for himself.” (Islam)
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• “Blessed is he who preferreth his brother before
himself.” (Bahai)
• “Do not do unto others all that which is not well
for oneself.” (Zoroastrian)
• “Do not do unto others what you do not want others to do unto you.” (Confucius)
• “Do not to others which if done to thee would
cause thee pain.” (Mahabharata of Hinduism)
Despite the above commitments to peace and
the Golden Rule, it is clear that people of diﬀerent
faiths have historically resorted, and continue today
to resort, to violence and war at times to settle their
conﬂicts and justify what they are doing in the name
of religion – even though their conﬂicts are usually
about other factors. Some religions, including Western religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam), also
have a “just war” tradition that justiﬁes a preemptive
use of violence against those who represent an “imminent threat” to one’s own security.
The Bagavad Gita of Hinduism also has the god
Khrisna counseling Arjuna to go to battle. The interesting question is whether this means battle in the
external world or whether it could also mean the
inner battle to master oneself. Islam has a similar distinction between the greater Jihad (the inner struggle
for self-mastery) and the lesser Jihad (battle in the
external world) – even though the common view of
Jihad in the West is mistakenly taken to be the latter deﬁnition – no doubt because of current events
involving Islamist terrorism.
So, while all religions support peace and the
Golden Rule in their scriptures, it is clear that in some
religions scripture can also justify war under certain
circumstances.
There is also a diﬀerence between scripture and
historical practice more often than one might wish.
This has led some people in interreligious dialogue
to state that religions must also apologize for certain past behaviors involving violent policies towards
other religions – especially if we are moving into an
interdependent world along with a second axial age of
the world’s religions (discussed later in Part III).
Concerning the Golden Rule and other principles
in diﬀerent religions on how to lead a good life, it
would be a signiﬁcant breakthrough if people from
diﬀerent religions could only realize that in an inter-
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dependent world, these common principles in all
religions, as well as the principles from each religion’s
own scriptures that one applies to members of one’s
own religion, need to be applied to humanity as a
whole today. Realizing and implementing this in one’s
own life could make a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in creating a better world future.
Principles of Interreligious/Interfaith Dialogue
Versus Debate

There are a number of principles on how to conduct
interreligious or interfaith dialogue between peoples
from diﬀerent spiritual-religious traditions, including
the following: (Beversluis, 2000)
• Be open and willing to listen without judgment to
the spiritual journeys, views, and experiences of
people from other religions as opposed to debating which religion is right or wrong, which inhibits
real listening, learning, and dialogue in such situations.
• Do not try to convert anyone from his or her
religion to yours. This goes against the whole importance of respecting people’s diverse religions
and being open to learning about them.
• Do not try to create one world religion, but respect
the diversity of traditions.
• Let people from each religion speak for themselves,
from their own experience, about what it means to
practice that religion.
• Allow the possibility of some common spirituality
that underlies all the diversity of religions through
which that spirituality expresses itself.
• Realize that one can enrich one’s own spiritual-religious life by being open to learning from other
traditions without having to leave one’s own tradition.
• Realize that human beings – throughout prerecorded time and recorded history, in diﬀerent
cultures and civilizations around the world – have
sought to reﬂect on the deeper meaning and purpose of life, to honor the unknown and mysterious,
and to connect to something spiritual and eternal
beyond this transient material world and life. This
search for deeper meaning and connection unites
us all.

The key diﬀerence between dialogue and debate
is that in dialogue (between religions, cultures, or
civilizations), one focuses on listening and creating
understanding of, and respect for, the other person’s
experiences and perspectives, though not necessarily agreement, while in debate, one tries to make the
other person wrong so that oneself can be right, one
seldom listens, and one seeks to win at the other party’s expense.
In an interdependent world, with the destructive
powers of modern weaponry and technology, it is
clear that dialogue, listening, and nonviolence are the
only sane responses for dealing with diversity. Dialogue also allows for common ground, as well as love
and respect, to emerge, along with a greater appreciation of diﬀerences, including what each culture,
civilization, and religion can uniquely contribute to
the world, for the beneﬁt of all humanity. The current
state of an ongoing war against terrorism indicates
how far we still need to come if this goal is to ever be
achieved.
First Versus Second Axial Age of the World’s
Religions

It has been proposed that the world’s great religions
have gone through one axial age and are currently
entering a second axial age (Cousins, 992, and
Teasdale, 2000). The ﬁrst age was characterized by
religions growing up in diﬀerent parts of the world
and being more or less isolated from each other, leading to a focus (when they met) on the diﬀerences
between religions. In more recent years, as the world
becomes ever more interdependent and people from
diﬀerent religions are all interacting with each other
much more, it is imperative to ﬁnd areas of common
ground that unite and underlie the diversity of diﬀerent religions, while still honoring the diverse forms
through which humanity expresses its faith. This
change of focus may be ushering in a second axial age
of the world’s religions, which is also reﬂected in the
common declarations issued by various interreligious
organizations in recent years (see below), as well as in
interfaith dialogue emerging as an important social
movement around the world, which will no doubt
continue to grow in the future, since it is part of a
larger movement of seeking unity among the world’s
diverse cultures, nationalities, races, and religions.
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Key Interfaith Organizations and Their Interfaith
Declarations

There are a number of organizations involved in interreligious dialogue that have also issued declarations
on principles that they commonly support – evidence
that a second axial age of the world’s religions may
indeed be emerging. A few key interfaith organizations and the declarations that they have produced
include the following:
Interfaith dialogue began with the Council for a
Parliament of the World’s Religions in 893 in Chicago, where Swami Vivekananda came from India
and had a big impact. One hundred years later, people
in Chicago decided that they should organize a second Parliament, which occurred in 993 in Chicago
and was a hugh event with many religions represented. The 993 Parliament issued a draft document,
“Towards a Global Ethic,” on common principles that
diﬀerent religions could support. It was decided that
the next Parliament should be in a developing country, Cape Town, South Africa, in 999, and over 7,000
people from diﬀerent world religions attended. The
999 Parliament focused on moving from a declaration of principles (993) to action steps (999) via “A
Call to Our Guiding Institutions” (for cooperation
with them) and a call for “Gifts of Service” to the
world and to South Africa from participants. The next
Parliament occurred in July 2004 in Barcelona, Spain,
with over 7,000 people attending again. The Parliament is also working on sister-city programs with
selected cities in the world.
Another important interfaith organization is the
World Conference on Religion and Peace (WCRP),
where leaders of many world religions are members
and meet in regular international conferences. The
World Conference has sponsored important interfaith peace eﬀorts in countries like Bosnia, and issued
the Riva del Garde Declaration in 994.
The United Religions Initiative (URI) began with
a vision by Episcopal Bishop William Swing of San
Francisco in conjunction with preparation for the
50th anniversary of the United Nations in San Francisco. It was realized that the United Nations Charter
made no reference to religions, or to the environment,
which led to two separate grassroots movements – for
a United Religions Initiative Charter (Bishop Swing’s
vision, which was signed in Pittsburgh in June 2000),
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and for an Earth Charter (also completed in 2000).
Both charters had grassroots input from people around
the world and deal with broad visions of peace. The
United Religions Initiative has evolved into a grassroots organization with self-organizing Cooperation
Circles in cities and communities around the world.
Each Cooperation Circle must support the principles
of the URI Charter, but can then focus on activities
most relevant to their local communities, while still
linking with others globally.
The United Nations Educational, Scientiﬁc and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has sponsored
three conferences on religion and peace: 993 in Barcelona, Spain; 994 in Barcelona; and 998 in Granada,
Spain. The 994 conference issued a “Declaration on
Contributions of Religions to a Culture of Peace,”
while the 998 conference created a draft Working
Paper on “Religious Education in a Context of Pluralism and Tolerance.”
The Society for Buddhist-Christian Studies is
another interesting interfaith group, in which much
cross-fertilization and learning occurs and where
Buddhists have learned about social engagement in
the world from Westerners and Christians, while the
latter have in turn learned about meditation from the
Buddhists, without individuals from either religion
having to give up their own religious identity or aﬃliation.
The above are only a few of the many interfaith
organizations active globally and locally around
the world today. A very useful reference book, with
information on many religions, as well as on diﬀerent
interfaith organizations and their declarations, is Joel
Beversluis’ Sourcebook on the World’s Religions, Third
Ed. (2000). Joel passed on recently and will be greatly
missed. His Sourcebook is an invaluable contribution.
Creating an Interfaith Organization in One’s Own
Community

In addition to the above global interfaith organizations, one can also start an interfaith organization
in one’s own community. One very useful exercise in
meetings – until people get to know each other better – is the Appreciative Inquiry Process developed
by David Cooperrider of Case Western University
and used in United Religions Initiative summits. Give
people a couple questions to discuss, have people pair
up with someone they do not know well, and give
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each person equal time to share their answers to the
questions on their spiritual journeys. First, one person
asks questions and listens with appreciation, and without judgment, to the answers from the other person.
Then they switch and repeat the process. Such sharing comes from a deep, authentic level in people and
helps build real relationships in any interfaith group.
(See Cooperrider and Srivastva, 987; Cooperrider
and Whitney, 2000; and Gibbs and Mahe, 2003.)
Progress towards Interreligious Dialogue and
Education Replacing Interreligious Conﬂict and War

While conﬂicts, which sometimes escalate into violence and warfare, have always existed between
peoples of diﬀerent cultures and religions at diﬀerent
times historically, there have often been important
historical periods when these same peoples lived
together more peacefully.
When conﬂicts do occur, there are often other
factors involved beyond religious diﬀerences, even
though parties in conﬂict often use their religions to
legitimize their positions.
Religion itself can become a direct source of a
conﬂict usually only when people within a given religion take a dogmatic, fundamentalist interpretation
of their religion and scriptures, and believe only they
have truth. In such cases, however, conﬂicts can also
occur not only with other religions, but also with people within a religion who have more moderate, less
extremist views. This illustrates again why not only
interreligious dialogue between religions, but also
intrareligious dialogue within religions, is so important today.
Today, the world is becoming more interdependent
at a rapidly growing rate, and informed and concerned
people around the world are increasingly realizing that
we must reach out to persons of other faith traditions
than our own. While violence gets more media coverage than interfaith dialogue, the events of September
, 200, have dramatically illustrated what the future
of the world will look like if we do not reach out to
people of diﬀerent faith traditions (or diﬀerent expres-

sions of the same faith) and create greater respect and
understanding between peoples. This must happen in
the Muslim world, as well as in the West, and indeed
globally. So, as one example, while the September
 events led some people in the U.S. and abroad to
engage in hate crimes and violence against innocent
Muslims (or people appearing to be Muslims, which
governments and religious leaders must strongly
oppose), a number of other people participated in
interfaith activities and reached out to Muslims and
Arabs in their communities. This trend needs to continue in future, including through interfaith education
in our schools, religious institutions, and the media,
if positive interfaith relations are to prevail in future
over negative ones around the world.
Crossing Boundaries: Spiritual Journeys in Search
of the Sacred – by People Who Have Explored at
Least Two or More Diﬀerent Spiritual-Religious
Traditions in Their Lifetimes (and Done Their Own
Internal Interreligious Dialogue)

This writer has been involved with a long-term project of interviewing people who have explored at least
two or more diﬀerent spiritual-religious traditions in
their lifetime – many (but not all) of whom she has
met through various interreligious dialogue groups,
as well as other groups she participates in – both professionally and in the community. Over 0 in-depth
interviews have been done and are being transcribed.
The purpose was to see what motivated all these people – from diﬀerent cultures, ethnic groups, races, and
combinations of diﬀerent religions from around the
world – to explore these diﬀerent traditions and to see
how they integrated these experiences into their lives.
Another purpose was to document all these cases as
a counter to all the news about conﬂict and violence
occurring in the world in the name of religion, and to
show that constructive alternatives exist that are much
more appropriate for our increasingly interdependent
world. (See Groﬀ, 999, for preliminary ﬁndings from
these interviews.)
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Overall Conclusions and Policy
Recommendations

Bibliography – For Each Part of the Paper

The past (and future) evolution of humanity has
been (and will continue to be) greatly inﬂuenced by
the evolution of cultures, civilizations, and religions.
Now that the diversity of the world’s cultures, civilizations, and religions are interacting with each other
at a rapidly increasing rate in our increasingly interdependent world, many challenges emerge requiring
everyone to reframe how we all deal with diversity,
those diﬀerent from ourselves, and “the other.” Focusing only on diﬀerences is not the answer (it can lead
to increased conﬂict when people see no relationships
with others); likewise, global homogenization is not
the answer (it is impossible, despite what some people
might like to create, or fear is being created, and it
misses the rich diversity of the human experience and
what each cultural-civilizational-religious group can
contribute to humanity as a whole today).
It is argued that a complex, whole systems worldview
on a global systems level is needed and is most appropriate today. Such a worldview will allow humanity to
ﬁnd areas of common ground that acknowledge our
global interdependence today, while still honoring
the diverse ways that diﬀerent cultures, civilizations,
and religions celebrate and contribute to life and ﬁnd
meaning. In this way, the diﬀerent creative contributions and insights of diﬀerent cultures, civilizations,
and religions can all become available as gifts to
humanity as a whole, and people can all enrich their
lives with contributions from other traditions,while
still honoring their own traditions. In addition, totally
new creative contributions can emerge from all the
interactions and new syntheses of ideas occurring
between the world’s diverse cultural, civilizational,
and religious traditions today.
Giving people positive tools (through education
and life experiences – in schools, communities, and
workplaces around the world) to deal more constructively and creatively with cultural, civilizational, and
religious diversity, via intercultural communication,
civilizational dialogue, and interreligious dialogue
between peoples of diverse backgrounds in one’s own
local communities, nationally, and globally – can also
help greatly in bringing the human family together
and ensuring that the future evolution of humanity will continue in more peaceful, nonviolent ways
– something the world sorely needs today.
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Part I: The Evolution of Cultures, and Intercultural
Communication (ICC)

Some General Sources on Intercultural Communication Include:
• Intercultural Press Newsletter. Yarmouth, Maine:
Intercultural Press, published quarterly. Abstracts
intercultural books.
• Society for Intercultural Education, Training, &
Research (SIETAR), which began as SIETAR International and has now been restructured into
regional organizations – including SIETAR-USA,
SIETAR-Europa, SIETAR-Japan – which all sponsor annual and/or monthly meetings.
• The Summer Institute for Intercultural Communication (SIIC), Portland, Oregon: organized
annually by the Intercultural Communication
Institute (ICI) and directed by Milton and Janet
Bennett. The Summer Institute oﬀers a number of
workshops by experts on various aspects of intercultural communication.
• Master of Arts in Intercultural Communication,
sponsored by The Summer Institute for Intercultural Communication in coordination (until
recently) with The McGregor School, Antioch
University, and now in coordination with Paciﬁc
University.
• Numerous books.
Sources Used for Part I of This Article Include:
Bennett, Janet M. “Cultural Marginality: Identity
Issues in Intercultural Training,” in Education for the
Intercultural Experience, edited by R. Michael Paige.
Second Ed.,Yarmouth, ME: Intercultural Press, 993.
Bennett, Milton J. “Towards Ethnorelativism: A
Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity,”
in Cross-Cultural Orientation: New Conceptualizations and Applications, edited by R. Michael Paige.
New York: University Press of America, 986. Covers
stages of intercultural communication, culminating
in cultural marginality.
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Bennett, Milton J., Ed. “Introduction,” in Basic
Concepts of Intercultural Communication: Selected
Readings. Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, 998,
especially pp. 24–3.
Binnendijk, Hans, Ed. National Negotiating Styles.
Washington, DC: Center for the Study of Foreign
Aﬀairs, Foreign Service Institute, U.S. Department of
State, 987.
Copeland Griggs Productions. Going International
(an award-winning, six-part ﬁlm series on intercultural communication and business).
Culturegrams (on over 00 countries). Provo, Utah:
Kennedy Center Publications, Brigham Young University. Published annually.
Groﬀ, Linda. “Intercultural Communication, Interreligious Dialogue, and Peace,” Futures: The Journal
of Forecasting, Planning and Policy, published by Pergamon, No. 34 (2002), pp. 70–76. See especially Part
I on “Culture and Intercultural Communication.”
McDonald, John W. “An American’s View of the U.S.
Negotiating Style,” International Negotiation, Vol. 
(996), pp. 323–326.
Smoker, Paul, and Linda Groﬀ. “Spirituality, Religion, Culture, and Peace: Exploring the Foundations
for Inner-Outer Peace in the Twenty-First Century,”
International Journal of Peace Studies, Vol. , No. 
(January 996), pp. 58–3.
Storti, Craig. Figuring Foreigners Out: A Practical
Guide. Yarmouth, Maine: Intercultural Press, 999,
Chapter 2–3.
Trompenaars, Fons, and Charles Hampden-Turner.
Riding the Waves of Culture: Understanding Diversity
in Global Business. Second Ed., New York: McGrawHill, 998, Chapters 4–0.
Part II: The Evolution of Civilizations, Macrohistory,
and the Dialogue Versus Clash of Civilizations

Note: There are innumerable sources on macrohistory and diﬀerent civilizations. A few recommended
sources follow:
Asimov, Isaac. Extraterrestrial Civilizations. London:
Pan Books, 979.

Barbier, Jean Paul. Vanished Civilizations: From the
Ancients to Easter Island. Paris: Assouline, 200.
Beversluis, Joel. Sourcebook of the World’s Religions:
An Interfaith Guide to Religion and Spirituality. Third
Ed., Novato, CA: New World Library, 2000.
Cahill, Thomas. The Gifts of the Jews: How a Tribe of
Desert Nomads Changed the Way Everyone Thinks and
Feels (Hinges of History, Vol. 2). New York: Anchor
Books and Doubleday, A Division of Random House,
Inc., n.d.
Cahill, Thomas. How the Irish Saved Civilization
(Hinges of History). New York: Doubleday, A Division
of Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc.,
995.
Chandler, Keith. Beyond Civilization: The World’s
Four Great Streams of Civilization: Their Achievements, Their Diﬀerences and Their Future. Rivendell
Publishing Co., 992.
Friedman, Michael Jan. Star Trek: New Worlds, New
Civilizations. New York: Pocket Books, A Division of
Simon & Schuster, 999.
Galtung, Johan. “Cultural Violence,” Journal of Peace
Research, Vol. 27, No. 3 (990).
Galtung, Johan, and Sohail Inayatullah, Eds. Macrohistory and Macrohistorians: Perspectives on Individual,
Social, and Civilizational Change. Westport, CT: Praeger, 997. Includes chapters on 20 macrohistorians.
Groﬀ, Linda. “The Big Picture: Trends in Macrohistory, Global Civilizations, and Peace.” Draft Paper.
Heard, Gerald. The Ascent of Humanity. New York:
Harcourt Brace, 929.
Hubbard, Barbara Marx. The Evolutionary Journey:
A Personal Guide to a Positive Future. Evolutionary
Press, 993.
Huntington, Samuel P. “The Clash of Civilizations,”
Foreign Aﬀairs, Vol. 72, No. 3 (Summer 993), pp. 22–
49.
Huntington, Samuel P. The Clash of Civilizations and
the Remaking of World Order. New York: Simon and
Schuster, 996.
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Legacy, PBS television series on six civilizations (Iraq,
India, China, Egypt, Central America, and the West),
hosted by Michael Wood. The titles of the six programs are:
() “Iraq: The Cradle of Civilization”
(2) “India: The Empire of the Spirit”
(3) “China: The Mandate of Heaven”
(4) “Egypt: The Habit of Civilization”
(5) “Central America: The Burden of Time”
(6) “The Barbarian West”

Toﬄer, Alvin. The Third Wave. New York: Bantam
Books, 980.
Toynbee, Arnold. A Study of History. New Ed. Revised
and abridged by the author and Jane Caplan. New
York: Barnes & Noble, 972.
Trompenaars, Fons. Keynote Address, Society for
Intercultural Education, Training, and Research,
Japan.

Marx, Karl. Das Capital (Oxford World’s Classics).
Abridged Ed., Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press,
n.d.

Trompenaars, Fons, and Charles Hampton-Turner.
Riding the Waves of Culture: Understanding Diversity
in Global Business. Second Ed., New York: McGrawHill, 998.

Marx, Karl, and Frederich Engels. The Communist
Manifesto, The Sesquicentennial Ed., with an Introduction by Martin Mahn. Signet Classic, 848.

Van Doren, Charles. A History of Knowledge: Past,
Present, and Future. New York: Ballantine Books,
99.

Mische, Patricia M., and Melissa Merkling, Eds.,
Toward a Global Civilization? The Contribution of
Religions. New York: Peter Lang, 200.

Part III: The Evolution of Religions, and
Interreligious Dialogue (IRD)

Sarkar, P.R. Human Society. Second Ed. Ananda
Marga, 2000.
Sarkar, P.R. Neo-Humanism in a Nutshell, Part I.
Ananda Marga, 987.
Smith, Houston. The Religions of Man. New York:
Harper Colophon Books, Harper & Row, 958.
Smoker, Paul, and Linda Groﬀ. “Spirituality, Religion, Culture, and Peace: Exploring the Foundations
for Inner-Outer Peace in the 2st Century,” International Journal of Peace Studies, Vol. , No.  (January
996), pp. 57–3, especially pp. 99–03.
Sorokin, Pitirim. Social and Cultural Dynamics: A
Study of Change in Major Systems of Art, Truth, Ethics, Law, and Social Relations. Revised and abridged
in one volume by the author. New Brunswick, NJ:
Transaction Publishers, 985.
Tehranian, Majid, and David W. Chappell, Eds. Dialogue of Civilizations: A New Peace Agenda for a New
Millennium. New York: L.B. Taurus Publishers, in
association with The Toda Institute for Global Peace
and Policy Research, 2002.
Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre. The Phenomenon of
Man. New York: Harper & Row, 989, and revised
translation, 965.
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Appleby, R. Scott. Religious Fundamentalism and
Global Conﬂict. New York: Foreign Policy Association, 994.
Armstrong, Karen. A History of God: The 4,000-Year
Quest of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. New York:
Gramercy Books, A Division of Random House,
993.
Baring, Anne, and Jules Cashford. The Myth of the
Goddess: Evolution of an Image. Reprint Ed. Penguin
Books, 993.
Beversluis, Joel., Ed. Sourcebook of the World’s Religions: An Interfaith Guide to Religion and Spirituality.
Third Ed., Novato, CA: New World Library, 2000. See
Part I for articles on diﬀerent religions, and Parts II and
III for declarations made by numerous interreligious
organizations on principles of interfaith dialogue and
principles for a more peaceful world. A few important interfaith declarations include: “Towards a
Global Ethic,” from the Council for a Parliament of
the World’s Religions; “Riva del Garde Declaration,”
from the World Conference on Religion and Peace;
“Declaration on the Contributions of Religions to a
Culture of Peace,” from UNESCO; the Earth Charter;
and the United Religions Initiative Charter.
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Campbell, Joseph. The Hero with a Thousand Faces.
Second Ed., Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, Bollingen Series XVII, 968; and New York:
Barnes & Noble, 949.

Gimbutas, Marija. The Language of the Goddess:
Sacred Images and Symbols of Old Europe. Introduction by Joseph Campbell. San Francisco, CA: Harper
& Row, 989. (500 pages with 500 illustrations)

Campbell, Joseph. The Mythic Image. Assisted by M.
J. Abadie. New York: MJF Books, 974.

Gimbutas, Marija. Signs out of Time: The Story of
Archaeologist Marija Gimbutas. A documentary by
Donna Read and Starhawk. Narrated by Olivia Dukakis. DVD: Belili Productions, 2003.

Campbell, Joseph. The Power of Myth, with Bill Moyers. Book and Public Television Series. Book Ed. by
Betty Sue Flowers. New York: Doubleday, 988.
Campbell, Joseph. Transformations of Myth through
Time. Thirteen brilliant ﬁnal lectures from the
renowned master of mythology. New York: Harper &
Row, Publishers, 990.
Carmody, Denise Larder, and John Tulle Carmody.
Mysticism: Holiness East and West. New York: Oxford
University Press, 996.
Cooperrider, David C., and Suresh Srivastva. “Appreciative Inquiry in Organizational Life,” in Research in
Organizational Change and Development, Vol. I. JAI
Press, 987, pp. 29–69.
Cooperrider, David C., and Diana Whitney. Collaborating for Change: Appreciative Inquiry. San Francisco,
CA: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2000.
Cousins, Ewert H. Christ of the 2st Century. Rockport, MA: Element Books, 992.
Eisler, Riane. The Chalice & the Blade: Our History,
Our Future. San Francisco: Harper & Row, Publishers, 987.
Eliade, Mircea, Editor-in-Chief. The Encyclopedia of
Religion. New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 987.
Galtung, Johan. “Cultural Violence,” Journal of Peace
Research, Vol. 27, No. 3 (990).
Gibbs, Canon Charles, and Sally Mahe. Birth of a
Global Community: Appreciative Inquiry in Action,
2003. On the use of the Appreciative Inquiry process
in the United Religions Initiative global network of
people from diﬀerent religions and their “cooperation
circles.”
Gimbutas, Marija. The Civilization of the Goddess:
The World of Old Europe. Edited by Joan Marler.
HarperSanFrancisco, 99.

Groﬀ, Linda. “Crossing Boundaries: Spiritual Journeys in Search of the Sacred – Preliminary Findings
for a Book of Interviews,” Consilium, No. 2 (999).
Issue on “Frontier-Violations (Transgression of Borders): Beginning of New Identities?”
Groﬀ, Linda. “Education for a Holistic, Integrative
View of Peace.” Draft paper, 2003.
Groﬀ, Linda. “Intercultural Communication, Interreligious Dialogue, and Peace,” Futures: The Journal
of Forecasting, Planning and Policy, published by Pergamon, No. 34 (2002), pp. 70–76. See especially Part
II on “Religion and Interreligious Dialogue.”
Homes, Robert L., and Barry L. Gan. Nonviolence
in Theory and Practice. Second Ed., Long Grove, IL:
Waveland Press, 2004. On diﬀerent religions’ views
on nonviolence.
Lobell, John, with a contribution by Stephen Larsen
and Robin Larsen. Joseph Campbell: The Man and His
Ideas. San Anselmo, CA: The Joseph Campbell Foundation, 993.
Pearson, Carol S. The Hero Within: Six Archetypes
We Live By. San Francisco: Harper & Row, Publishers, 986.
Pearson, Carol S. Awakening the Heroes Within:
Twelve Archetypes to Help Us Find Ourselves and
Transform Our World. HarperSanFrancisco, 99.
Reychler, Luc. “Religion and Conﬂict,” International
Journal of Peace Studies, Vol. 2, No.  (January 997),
pp. 9–38.
Smith-Christopher, Daniel L., Ed. Subverting Hatred:
The Challenge of Nonviolence in Religious Traditions.
Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books. Published in
association with Boston Research Center for the 2st
Century, 998. On diﬀerent religions’ views on nonviolence.
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Smoker, Paul, and Linda Groﬀ. “Peace – An Evolving Idea: Implications for Future Generations,” Future
Generations Journal (Malta), No. 23, Issue 2 (997).
Smoker, Paul, and Linda Groﬀ. “Spirituality, Religion, Culture, and Peace: Exploring the Foundations
for Inner-Outer Peace in the 2st Century,” International Journal of Peace Studies, Vol. , No.  (January
996).
Stone, Merlin. When God Was a Woman. Harvest
Books, 978.
Teasdale, Brother Wayne. The Mystic Heart: Discovering a Universal Spirituality in the World’s Religions.
Foreword by His Holiness the Dalai Lama. Novato,
CA: New World Library, 200.
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Teasdale, Brother Wayne. “Sacred Community at the
Dawn of the Second Axial Age,” in Sourcebook of the
World’s Religions, edited by Joel Beversluis. Third Ed.,
Novato, CA: New World Library, 2000, pp. 238–244.
Zaehner, R.C., Ed. Encyclopedia of the World’s Religions. New York: Barnes and Noble, 988. Originally
published as The Hutchison Encyclopedia of Living
Faiths, Fourth Ed., 988.
See also an unlimited source of writings on diﬀerent
world religions, which is far too extensive to begin to
cover here. In addition to endless books and articles,
much information is also available online about different world religions.
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(3) A Series of S-Curves (Accelerating Growth Followed by “Limits to Growth”) Leading to Breakdown
of the System and Then to a Quantum Jump/Breakthrough Repeated over Time

• Evolution through physical, biological, cultural,
and consciousness areas – which all work through
us as human beings, making us complex, multileveled beings (this author’s framework)

(4) Chaos Theory: Alternation between Order (recognizable and usually predictable pattern of change
within a system) and Chaos (the old pattern is gone
and no new recognizable pattern has yet emerged in
the system)

B. Physical-Chemical-Geological Evolution of the
Universe and Earth: Our Physical/Chemical Nature:
“We are all star stuﬀ.” (Carl Sagan): We are made up
of the chemical/atomic matter of the universe . . 189

Introduction to the Acceleration
of Accelerating Change . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183

(5) The Acceleration of Accelerating Change – within
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(6) The Acceleration of Accelerating Change – between One Evolutionary Curve or Cycle of Change
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Conclusions on Models of Change . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184

• Introduction to the debate over the origin and future evolution and fate of the universe
• Debate on the origin of the universe (Big Bang
Theory, Inﬂation Theory, and Sir Fred Hoyle’s Continuous Creation Theory)
• Questions on the age of the universe (and on the
age of the stars in the universe)
• Questions on how the structure of the universe
evolved – from the Big Bang into stars and then
galaxies and clusters of galaxies

Part II: Evolution as Substance: Four Broad • Stephen Hawking and David Filkin’s view on the
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evolution of the universe – from the Big Bang
Cultural, and Consciousness), which All
through modern times
Work through Us as Human Beings . . . . . . 185
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Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186

• Cosmic evolution through seven stages of increasing complexity (Eric Chaisson)
• Physical evolution of the universe, biological evolution of species and life, and evolution of the
mind or consciousness (Teilhard de Chardin, Barbara Marx Hubbard, and Jan Amkreutz)

• Estimates on the current composition of the universe, as this indicates the future evolution of the
universe

• Debate over the future evolution and fate of the
universe
• Possibility of other universes
• Evolution of the chemical/atomic elements in the
Periodic Table of the Elements
• Geological evolution of the Earth
• Debate amongst scientists and others on whether
there is intentionality behind the evolutionary
process at work in the universe

• Physical evolution of the universe; biological evolution of species and life; evolution of mind or
consciousness; and evolution of machines and artiﬁcial intelligence (Ray Kurzweil, Transhumanists,
Bart Koslo, and John Smart; and diﬀerent view by
Paramahansa Yogananda, and Tilak)
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Nature; Our Drives/Instincts and Automatic Body
Processes That We Humans Share with the Animal
Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194

• The theory of emergence (Morowitz’s 28 stages of
emergence)

• Debate on the process of biological evolution of
species
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• Debate over the substance of biological evolution
– and the origins of humans today (Homo sapiens
sapiens)
• Physical/cosmic evolution of the universe leading to chemical and then biological evolution on
Earth, and the question on how chemical elements
evolved into organic life on Earth
• One version of approximate timelines in the biological evolution of species
• How new species emerged or evolved from previous species
• Evolution of ecological systems
• Evolution of the human embryo through diﬀerent
stages in the womb
• Evolution in the development of diﬀerent sections
of the human brain
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• Questions on life elsewhere in the universe
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• Evolution of technology, societal institutions, and even thinking/worldviews from
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• Evolution of the Internet as the second stage of the
information revolution and the emerging global
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• Evolution of civilizations and cultures
• Idea of cultural “memes,” to parallel the idea of
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• Evolution of political systems
• Evolution of educational systems and forms of
learning
• Evolution of the family
• Evolution of conﬂict resolution methods
• Evolution of seven aspects of peace, leading to a
holistic, integrative view of peace
• Evolution of people through life’s stages
E. Evolution of Consciousness: Our Divine Nature
That We Share with Awake, Self-Aware, Conscious,
Creative Beings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204

• Evolution in views of human nature in Western
psychology
• Evolution of consciousness through seven chakras
or energy centers in the body
• Evolution of consciousness in the work of Ken
Wilber
• Evolution through the stages of the “hero’s journey” in mythology
• Evolution in male-female images of divinity in different cultures and religions
• Evolution in views of the mind-body relationship,
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Transcend Physical, Biological, and Cultural
Programming of Behavior via an Evolution of
Consciousness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207

• Evolution of energy systems

• Examples of consciousness transcending direct physical proximity and information gained
through the ﬁve senses

• Evolution of language and writing
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How Evolution Works:
Process and Substance
Introduction
Evolution deals with the most profound questions of
existence and life: Where did we come from; where
are we now; and where are we going? Indeed, one can
ask these same questions for the universe as a whole,
for the Earth, for any species of life that has emerged
and evolved on this Earth, and for humanity itself.
One can also ask whether evolution – in the broadest
sense – is only a material process, or whether it also
involves spiritual aspects (the involution of spirit into
matter, and the evolution of matter back to spirit).
One can ask whether evolution itself is just a random
development (as some scientists argue), or whether
a theory of emergence can explain how increasingly
complex stages and species emerges from previous
stages and species in evolution over time, or whether
there is in addition an intentionality behind evolution – for evolution to lead over time towards the
emergence of more and more self-aware, conscious
life – in whatever form. This would not mean that
humans inevitably had to emerge in our present form
(the anthropic principle), but that not only the emergence of increasing complexity, but also increasing
self-aware, conscious life (in whatever form), was preprogrammed into evolution, and self-aware, conscious
life is then able to discover these patterns in evolution
itself. This then raises the very interesting and highly
debated question: If there is a perceptible design in
evolution – towards the emergence of increasing
complexity and increasingly self-aware, conscious life
(that humans have been able to apprehend) – does
this imply a designer behind the design?
All of these, and many more, questions are raised
by the topic of evolution. The latter question has led
both to a more fundamentalist view, now labelled
“intelligent design” (which totally rejects Darwin’s
view of biological evolution in favor of “creation science”), as well as the more interesting views of more
credible scientists, such as Paul Davies (which seek
ways to reconcile modern science, including modern physics and Darwin’s biological evolution, with
a spiritual-religious perspective). The fundamentalist
co-optation of the term “intelligent design” has unfor-

tunately led to increasing confusion on what should
be an intelligent debate and discussion between science and religion.
A common view of evolution is that it is focused
only on biological evolution – speciﬁcally Charles
Darwin’s theory, which also leads fundamentalists to
critique and often reject Darwin’s views completely,
because they reject the idea that humans could be
descended from apes.
This writer takes a diﬀerent, much broader view of
evolution, i.e., that evolution and change are endemic
in all aspects of life in this universe – not just biological areas. One can also look at both the processes
of evolution (covered in Part I) and the substance of
evolution in diﬀerent areas (covered in Part II).
This article has two main parts: Part I deals with
processes of change and evolution, including a brief
introduction to how a futurist views change, followed
by a number of diﬀerent models of change and evolution, with key examples of each model from the
future studies and evolution ﬁelds. Part II deals with a
framework for looking at substantive change and evolution in four broad areas, with a number of subtopics
under each area. These four broad areas of evolution
include:
(1) Physical-Chemical-Geological Evolution of
the Universe and Earth
(2) Biological Evolution of Species and Life
(3) Cultural Evolution of All of Our Socially
Learned Behavior, including Technology, Societal
Institutions, and Ideas, Beliefs, and Values
(4) Evolution of Consciousness
It is also a thesis of this article that all of these four
broad areas of evolution work through us as human
beings, making us complex, multileveled beings, as
will be explained in Part II.

PART I: Evolution as Process: Models of
Change and Evolution, with Key Examples
from the Future Studies and Evolutionary
Fields
A diﬀerently formatted, earlier version of Part I of this
article, on “Models of Change,” was published by the
World Future Society in its Conference Volume (2004)
as: Linda Groﬀ, “Models of Change, with Examples
of Key Issues in the Futures Studies Field,” in Thinking Creatively in Turbulent Times, edited by Howard F.
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Didsbury, Jr. and the Staﬀ of the World Future Society.
Bethesda, Maryland: World Future Society, 2004, pp.
83–04. This version of Part I contains modiﬁcations
and updating of some examples under each model of
change.
Introduction to Models of Change

First we will look at characteristics of how futurists
view change, including the fact that change is seen
as the norm, and that the pace of change is speeding
up today. Then we will look at a number of diﬀerent
models and examples of change and evolution. If it is
possible to say that change and evolution – in any area
of our lives – go through certain detectable stages,
then one can ask: How does one get from one stage to
the next? That is, what is the process of change from
stage to stage? This article looks at a number of diﬀerent models of change and evolution, including older
models, as well as more recent models of particular
interest to futurists today, along with examples of
change that seem to illustrate each model. In looking
at all the models together, a very good overview of
much literature and issues in the futures ﬁeld is presented.
The models and examples of change and evolution to be examined include the following. The older
models of change include: linear change (the classical 9th century Western model, as well as Charles
Darwin’s model for biological evolution); cyclical
change through sequential points (the classical Eastern model); cyclical change through non-sequential
points; cyclical change between two points or poles
over time; and dialectical change between thesis-antithesis-synthesis. The models of change and
evolution of particular interest to futurists today
include: accelerating growth with “doom and gloom”
examples (the megacrisis variables) and accelerating
growth with positive, breakthrough examples (areas
of technological, societal, and human potential), as
well as an S-curve (of accelerating growth followed by
“limits to growth” within an existing system relative
to its environment) leading to one of three possible
responses – to steady-state growth, to a breakdown of
the system, or to a breakdown followed by a quantum
jump or breakthrough to a whole new system level.
Additional models of interest to futurists today
include: a step jump model (where one suddenly
shifts to a higher system level without any prior break-
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down); an evolutionary spiral (combining elements
of the Eastern circular model of change, but spiralling upward with each circle to a new level, implying a
direction of change to evolution over time – the Western, linear idea); a series of S-curves to breakdowns
to breakthroughs over time; the alternation between
order (predictable, recognizable change within a
system) and chaos (a sudden shift to unpredictable,
unrecognizable patterns of change) as outlined in
chaos theory, where the pattern of the whole is also
repeated in ever smaller parts of the whole; and ﬁnally,
the acceleration of accelerating change.
A. How Futurists View Change

There are a few common perspectives that futurists
share about the processes of change transforming our
world and how they look at change. These principles
include:
• Futurists do not claim to predict the future. Indeed,
there is no one future, but instead many alternative
futures exist in any present situation. These alternative
futures include: possible futures (anything – positive or negative – that could happen in the future);
probable futures (what is most likely to happen in
the future – in general or in some speciﬁc area); and
preferable futures (what one would most like to have
happen in the future). The goal is to make preferable
futures more probable, and also to anticipate not only
probable futures (what is most likely), but also possible futures, which, though unlikely, could have a big
impact if they occurred.
• The present is a product of what people created
in the past, while the future is a result of what people
are creating and doing right now. We are currently
creating the world that we will be living and working in ﬁve to twenty years from now, in Earl Joseph’s
view (970s), which is probably signiﬁcantly shortened today, given the very rapid pace of change today.
People must, therefore, be empowered to see how
their current thoughts, ideas, and actions or inactions
(“sins of commission or omission”) are creating their
own futures – both individually and collectively.
• The future is never just an extension or repeat of
past trends; there are always new developments and
unexpected events, as well as unanticipated breakthroughs and breakdowns or crises that change the
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future from what we expected – which is another reason why futurists never claim to totally predict the
future. The interaction of so much change happening
in so many diﬀerent areas of life today can also create
consequences that are not always anticipated – what
systems theorists call “counter-intuitive eﬀects.”
• Futurists all agree that change is the norm, and
that the pace of change is speeding up enormously
today. From events of recent years, it also appears that
change – and evolution – can happen very quickly,
once it ﬁnally occurs. Examples of this include: the
fall of the Berlin Wall in 989, which led to the fall
of communism – ﬁrst in Eastern European countries, followed by the fall of communism in the Soviet
Union in 99, and the breakup of the Soviet Union
into the Commonwealth of (5) Independent States.
It is also interesting that none of these developments
was predicted by any of the experts studying these
areas ahead of time. This also indicates the increasing
unpredictability of events transforming our lives.This
principle of unpredictability is also a key feature in
most of the new scientiﬁc paradigms (or overarching
worldviews under which scientists do their research)
today.
• One of the most important factors propelling
change today is the escalating rate of technological change, innovation, and breakthrough, which is
in turn restructuring all our institutions and eventually even our thinking – although there is always
a lag eﬀect here. One consequence is that many of
our institutions today are somewhat outmoded and
dysfunctional, although some sectors of society are
changing faster than others. In general, business
changes faster (because it has to, to survive) than does
government or education. Our thinking also has to
change – to accompany larger system levels of interaction and partial integration today (global and larger
regional blocs), as well as the decentralization of society and institutions within countries, and even the
breakup of nation-states, in some cases – if we want to
be able to solve problems facing the world today. Antiglobalization protests (on social, environmental, and
job issues), followed by the black-and-white thinking
of both Bin Laden (in his attack on the World Trade
Center and Pentagon on September , 200) and of
the U.S. and U.K. (in their attack on Iraq), have all
tended to polarize the world, rather than bringing the

world’s peoples together. Nonetheless, globalization is
proceeding. The challenge is for globalization to be
perceived as meeting the needs of all people, not just
the few, including largely corporate interests.
B. Change through Diﬀerent Stages (A, B, C, D)

When we look at the future, the key questions are:
(1) Assuming that the pace of change will continue
and that the future will be diﬀerent in certain important ways from the present, then what are the likely
stages that we will go through to get there? And what
diﬀerent stages have we already gone through relative
to any area of change? These stages of change can be
represented as follows:

Examples of the process of evolution or change
through successive stages include each of the following cases:
• Evolution through the biological stages of life and
aging (which all humans share in common) and the
related culturally learned rituals to observe and honor
these biological stages of life and rites of passage
(which diﬀer from culture to culture). These stages
include: birth, infancy, childhood, adolescence, young
adulthood, middle adulthood, older adulthood, and
death (Kotre and Hall, Seasons of Life, 990).
• Evolution historically through diﬀerent types of
technological and related societal stages of civilization,
including: hunting and gathering age, agricultural
age, industrial age, information age, and post-information age (whatever that will be called – perhaps
the biotechnology age or the inner and/or outer space
age). What is signiﬁcant is that each of these periods
or ages is occurring at an ever faster pace of change
than the previous stage, and that each stage represents
a break from the past, which new stage could not have
been predicted from the previous stage.
(2) What is the process of change through these different stages in any given area of our lives? In short,
what models will best explain the processes of change
occurring in diﬀerent areas of our lives today? The
remainder of this paper will focus on some of these
models of change and evolution, with relevant examples of each model.
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C. Models of Change and Evolution, with Examples
of Each
Introduction to Older Models of Change – Including from
Diﬀerent Cultures

(1) Linear, Predictable Change (a Change in A Leads
to a Predictable Change in B)
Deﬁnition: One of the most common and popular
models of change is the linear growth model, in
which the future is seen as more of the past, i.e.,
as an extension of past trends. In a linear growth
model, the future is also seen as predictable, i.e.,
there is an equal, absolute number of units of
increase per unit of time. Another way of saying this
is that change from one stage to the next is by slow,
gradual change.

given change in A always leads to a predictable change
in the quantity of variable B. (This view is seriously
challenged today by the uncertainty and unpredictability principles in various new scientiﬁc paradigms,
including the New Physics and Chaos Theory as
examples).
(2) Cyclical Change through Sequential Points or Stages
Deﬁnition: In this model, change is cyclical and proceeds through a series of repeating points or stages
– in a deﬁnite, recurring, set order.

Examples of this model include:

Examples of this linear growth model include:
• What most people would like to believe the future
will be like (because it is predictable), but what it often
is not – especially today.
• Classical Western cultural worldview, from the
9th century, which assumes that linear progress is
the norm and that the future is predictable and an
improvement upon the past. Also sees change as slow
and gradual.
• Darwin’s theory of biological evolution, which
posited that biological evolution – from one species
to the next – was via slow, gradual change. Darwin
then looked for evidence of this slow, gradual change
from one species to the next in the fossil record, but
had diﬃculty ﬁnding any such evidence.
• The Newtonian (or 9th century Old Physics)
model of reality as a clockwork universe, where a
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• The most common example of cyclical change
through sequential points is the progression through
the four seasons of the year – spring, summer, fall,
and winter – always in the same order.
• The classical, most common view of nature and history in many non-Western cultures and civilizations,
including Eastern, as well as indigenous cultures, i.e.,
the view that history repeats itself, just as the cycles of
nature repeat themselves.
• Also P.R. Sarkar’s model (based on the Indian
caste system) of the rotation of power within any
society between four main groups (or castes within
Indian society): the military or warrior caste, the
intellectuals or academics, entrepreneurs or businesspeople, and workers or masses of people. The model
can begin anywhere in the cycle, but power rotates
between these four groups in a set, predictable order.
Each group comes to power because it oﬀers something that society needs at the time, and which the
previous group in power was unable to oﬀer. However, with time the weaknesses or shortcomings of
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each group surface, requiring a new group to come to
power that can provide this needed quality.
For example, when there is too much disorder in
society, the military takes power to restore order. They
reestablish order, but then lack suﬃcient new ideas,
so the intellectuals next come to power. The intellectuals have good ideas, but they don’t know how to
get anything done, so eventually the entrepreneurs or
businesspeople come to power. They know how to get
things done, but they become too greedy, so eventually the workers or people must rise up and take back
power. They redistribute power, but are too anarchic,
so eventually the military must come to power again
to restore order, and the process continues again, as
before.

any particular set order.

• What is particularly interesting is that the history
of the Internet has followed these same stages, or at
least the ﬁrst three of these four stages, beginning
with the military. The Internet began as an eﬀort by
the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in
the U.S. Department of Defense to ﬁnd alternative
pathways to send information between two points,
A & B, if there was a nuclear war and one route was
wiped out. In the next stage, academics began using
the Internet to share information. In this stage, the
ethic was the free sharing of information, ideas, and
research. In the next stage, which we are clearly in
today, the entrepreneurs and businesspeople started
using the Internet, seeking ways to sell products,
expand their businesses, and also cut costs of doing
business by selling directly to customers. In this stage,
the ethic of the Internet changes to making money,
instead of sharing information freely. If this model is
correct, then the next stage of the Internet will be the
people and workers all gaining access to the Internet
as well. Indeed, the U.S. Clinton-Gore Administration
stated that in the information age – when access to
ideas and information is the basis for power in society – the goal must be that everyone eventually gains
access to the Internet or “information superhighway”
(a term popular at the time). This is a good goal, not
just nationally, but also globally.

Examples of this model include:

(3) Cyclical Change through
Non–Sequential Points or Stages
Deﬁnition: In this model, change is cyclical and proceeds through a series of repeating points – but not in

• Alternations in fashion or hairstyles, with periodic
returns to earlier styles, but in no set order.
• Rotations of people in leadership positions or jobs
within an organization, but in no set order.
(4) Cyclical Change between Two Points or
Poles over Time
Deﬁnition: In this model, change alternates between
two points or polar opposites over time, as seen in the
following diagrams:

Examples of these models include:
• Liberal-conservative swings within a political
system – whether that system is democratic or not.
Apparently such changes occurred in the former
Soviet Union, not just in Western political systems.
In the Soviet case, liberalism was outward-looking
regarding relations with other countries, including
Europe, while conservatism was nationalistic and
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inward-looking.
• Alternations within an economic system between
expansion and contraction, or boom and bust. For
example, Kondratieﬀ, a Russian economist, claimed
to have discovered such cycles of boom (25 years) and
bust (25 years) within the capitalist economic system.
Based on the 930s depression, he and his followers
thus predicted that another Great Depression would
occur in the capitalist business cycle in the 980s
– exactly 50 years after the earlier Great Depression.
While recessions have happened, no Great Depression
has yet occurred. Some people, such as Ravi Batra,
then extended their predictions of such a depression
from the 980s to the 990s.
Others, however, claimed that with the increasing
productivity provided by the Internet and other high
technologies in the 990s, the old capitalist business
cycles had been replaced by a “new economy” operating under new rules, allowing for a longer period of
economic expansion than previously possible before
some kind of correction or at least recession was
necessary. This new economy beneﬁted some people
much more than others (particularly founders of new
high-technology startup companies, many of whom
became very wealthy almost overnight) and led to the
technology stock market boom of the 990s, which
crashed, however, in 2000.
• Alternations between sensate/materialistic values
and ideational/spiritual values (or culture mentalities)
within Western civilizations historically, as expounded
in the work of Pitirim Sorokin (at Harvard University
in sociology in the 930s). He predicted back in the
930s that Western civilization had become so materialistic that in the future it would be replaced by either
ideational/spiritual values or by some combination of
spiritual and material values, which he called an idealistic culture mentality.
Finding the Higher Unity that Unites Polar Opposites Today:
As we move towards increasing interdependence
within our very diverse, global society today, there
has been an emerging tendency towards seeking a
dynamic balancing of polar opposites within a whole
systems context, creating a complex, whole systems
worldview, rather than adversarial relations between
opposites that see themselves as separate and there-
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fore unconnected, as in the past – especially in the
West.
Nonetheless, the current black-and-white worldviews of Al Qaeda in its various terrorist attacks,
including September , 200 (9/) and the Bush
Administration’s response to 9/, including its pronounced opposition to the “Axis of Evil” and its
invasion of Iraq (which was not behind 9/), show
an opposite trend, which has polarized the world.
Nonetheless, the world is discovering that we are in
this world together. The most recent Asian Tsunami
tragedy of December 2004 – creating devastation
on a scale worse than many wars for those involved
– is again calling for the global community to come
together to help those in need, and calling for a recognition that we share a common humanity, which
is as important as our cultural, ethnic, and religious
diﬀerences.
Examples (of ﬁnding the unity between seeming
opposites) include the following:
• Politically, more people call themselves “independents” in the United States, voting on candidates,
rather than by party.
• Economically, the trend towards more worker
ownership of companies dissolves the old adversarial
relationship between owners and workers.
• Concerning spiritual and/or material values
underlying civilizations, more people today – in both
Eastern and Western cultures – seem interested in
creating lives that honor both spiritual and material
values, not either-or.
• Much creativity and innovation can occur when
people from diverse cultural and religious backgrounds come together to interact. Though they
previously thought they had nothing in common,
they discover that something creative can emerge
from the interaction. In short, diversity can create
conﬂict and tension, but it can also lead to creativity and innovation – especially if people are willing
to work through their initial diﬀerences to get to a
deeper level of dialogue and understanding, where
new ideas can emerge from the interaction process.
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(5) Dialectical Change between Thesis, Antithesis,
and Synthesis: Interaction between Two Polar
Opposites Leading to a New Synthesis
Deﬁnition: Another interesting model of change is the
dialectical process of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis,
in which the interaction between two opposite points,
A and B, rather than alternating back and forth (as in
the above example), instead produces something new
out of the interaction. Thus an initial position or state
(thesis) leads to its opposite (antithesis), and they
then interact and struggle with each other, eventually
producing something new – a synthesis, which contains elements of both the thesis and the antithesis.
This synthesis becomes a new thesis and the process
starts all over again.

age), which potentially transcends both capitalist and
socialist economic systems. The only problem is that
so far it looks like only socialism, but not capitalism,
has been transformed. People speak of a new global
economy today, but it is based so far on an unfettered
capitalism that is not addressing social, labor, and
environmental issues of concern to so many people,
which is what led to the anti-globalization movement. The war on terrorism has also diverted huge
resources from dealing with such human- and ecocentric issues to strategic/military objectives instead.
• Also see “Examples (of ﬁnding the unity between
seeming opposites)” above, where creativity, not just
conﬂict, can emerge from the interaction of opposites.
Introduction to Models of Change of Particular
Interest to Futurists Today

The remaining models of change covered in this paper
are models that have been of particular interest to
futurists in explaining many of the changes currently
sweeping the planet. These models include accelerating growth, S-curves, three diﬀerent responses to
S-curves (steady state, breakdown, and breakdown
followed by breakthrough), step jump, evolutionary
spirals, S-curves to breakdowns to breakthroughs
over time, the alternation between chaos and order,
and the acceleration of accelerating change.
Examples of this model include:
• George William Frederick Hegel applied the dialectic to an idealistic view of history.
• Karl Marx applied the dialectic to a materialistic
view of history working through social class conﬂict.
Note: Marx accepted Hegel’s dialectical view of the
change process, but took Hegel’s basic assumption of
an idealistic view of reality and “stood Hegel on his
head,” i.e., he instead applied the dialectical method
to a materialist view of reality and history, which
worked via social class conﬂict as the engine of historical change.
• A more current example might be capitalism
(which began with the industrial age) leading to
socialism (an industrial age critique of capitalism)
leading to a new global economy (in the information

Introduction to Accelerating Growth Model
(an Equal Percentage Increase per Unit of Time),
with Both Negative and Positive Examples

Deﬁnition: The next model of change deals with
accelerating or exponential growth, where there is an
equal percentage increase per unit of time (noted as
the slope of change between points a to b). Growth
begins slowly, but accelerates over time and sometimes is out of control before people realize there is a
problem. Because so many areas of life are undergoing
accelerating growth rates today, futurists argue that it
is necessary to recognize such growth rates early on,
if we are to be responsible in, and develop adequate
policies for, dealing with such change before it gets
out of control.
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(6) Accelerating Growth with Negative
“Doom and Gloom” Examples

ate itself, since this destroys the ability of the Earth to
sustain life.
(7) Accelerating Growth with Positive,
Breakthrough Examples
Note: This model is the same as model (6) above, but
is added here again since there are so many examples
– both negative and positive – in the future studies
literature that are based on this model today.

Examples of this model include:
• Growth rates of interrelated global “megacrisis”
variables, including rates of population growth, food
consumption, energy consumption, environmental
pollution, and depletion of the Earth’s non-renewable
resources.
• Growth rate at which species are becoming extinct
today.
• Growth rate in costs of health care and university
education in the United States.
Note: Above growth rates often lead to “doom and
gloom” views of the future.
Examples of social movements emerging in response
to these global megacrisis issues:
• The appropriate or intermediate technology movement and related voluntary simplicity movement in
the 970s, which sought to return to intermediate or
simpler technologies that would use less energy, but
employ more people at a time of an energy crisis with
much unemployment. This policy was thus seen as
more “appropriate” than a high-technology policy,
which employed fewer people and used more energy.
• The sustainable development movement of the
990s and beyond, which is sometimes also called the
Regenerative Design Movement, which seeks to preserve the environment for future generations by not
taking from nature at a rate faster than it can regener-
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Examples of this model include:
• Growth rate of technological inventions and
innovations, i.e., an explosion of high technologies
including:
- Information age technologies, including computers, telecommunications, robotics, artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI), and now also the Internet, World
Wide Web, multimedia, and virtual reality.
- Space age technologies, including space exploration, industrialization, and settlement, which all
require and build on information age technologies, including computers, telecommunications, and
robotics.
- Biotechnology, including genetic engineering/recombinant DNA/gene splicing, where human
beings are, in eﬀect, beginning to “play God” by creating new hybrid species (beyond what biological
evolution would create on its own), as well as cloning existing species, which all raise huge ethical issues
and responsibilities.
- Nanotechnology, which began with Eric Drexler’s
idea of being able to change the molecular structure of
things and thereby create molecular-level factories or
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“engines of creation” to produce anything needed in
the future (with enormous economic, job, and social
implications if this were possible). This was followed
by government projects to produce nano (very smallscale) engines or nanobots that could travel in one’s
bloodstream, for example, to repair or monitor body
parts and functioning.
• Growth rates of people and groups interested in
personal growth, spiritual consciousness, and transformation (noted by Peter Russell), and of various
psychotechnologies or processes to aid in this process.
• Growth rate in social and organizational technologies, releasing social and human potential within
organizations.
Note: Above growth rates often lead to positive breakthrough views of the future.
Note: Above models imply continued growth is desirable and possible in the future.
Introduction to S-Curves (Accelerating Growth
Followed by “Limits to Growth”) Leading to Three
Diﬀerent Possible Consequences

After a period of accelerating growth, a period of
“limits to growth” within a given system can be
reached, where the environment does not contain
enough resources to support further unlimited future
growth of the components or species within that system. When this “limits to growth” point is reached, it
creates a major crisis in the system. There are at least
three diﬀerent ways that the system can respond to this
“limits to growth” or crisis situation, which follow:

Examples of this model include:
• Sustainable Development, or steady-state economic growth, which is advocated as the goal by many
people today who are concerned about increasing
global population, ﬁnite world resources, protection
of the environment as our life-support system, and
creating the foundation for economic development
for peoples all over the world, including in developing
countries. It is generally recognized that there are not
enough resources on Earth for everyone to live at the
standard of living of some people in the developed
world, where there is also much waste of energy and
resources.
• Also the Regenerative Design Movement today
– which recognizes that nature will regenerate itself,
if we take care of it and do not take from nature at a
faster rate than it can replenish itself.
(9) S-Curve (Accelerating Growth Followed by
“Limits to Growth”) Leading to Breakdown
Deﬁnition: In this model, breakdowns and crises
occur within a system after the Limits to Growth
Point is reached.

(8) S-Curve (Accelerating Growth Followed by
“Limits to Growth”) Leading to Steady-State Growth
Deﬁnition: In this model, growth levels oﬀ after the
Limits to Growth Point is reached.

Examples of this model include:
• Epidemics of diseases leading to an increasing number of cases, including deaths (after which
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immunities and vaccines often develop, leading to
decreased cases).
• Increasing population of a species within an environment with ﬁnite resources leading to a sudden
drop-oﬀ of a population once limits to growth are
reached.
• A sudden catastrophe, such as a meteor or comet
hitting the Earth, creating dust in the atmosphere that
blocks sunlight to the Earth, killing plants, then animals, leading to the extinction of a species, such as
the dinosaurs 65 million years ago.
• Similar projected eﬀect of nuclear winter today
– if a nuclear war occurred, ﬁlling the air with dust
and blocking out sunlight, thereby killing oﬀ life on
Earth.
(10) S-Curve (Accelerating Growth Followed by
“Limits to Growth”) to Breakdown of the System to
Quantum Jump/Breakthrough to New System Level
Deﬁnition: Here, a breakthrough to a whole new system level follows an initial breakdown of the system,
which in turn followed a “limits to growth” point
being reached within a system.

Examples of this model include:
• Breakthroughs to all kinds of new technologies – information age, space, genetic engineering,
and nanotechnologies – none of which are linear
extensions of earlier technologies, though they may
sometimes build on creative combinations of previous technologies in creating the new technology.

• The destruction of World War II (breakdown)
leading over time to the splitting of the atom and
development of the atomic bomb (technological
breakthrough), after which Einstein said: “Everything
has changed [re: the destructive powers of technology with the atomic bomb] save our thinking,” which
needs to change if we are going to use this technology
responsibly – to support life, not death.
• Such breakthroughs are hard to anticipate, because
something totally new appears. For example, a caterpillar, looking up at a butterﬂy, says: “You’ll never get
me up in one of those,” not realizing that a butterﬂy is
what its own future will be!
Additional Models of Interest to Futurists Today

(11) Step Jump Model: A Sudden Change to a Totally
New State or System Level
Deﬁnition: In this model, there is a sudden jump to a
totally new system level. It is interesting to compare
this model with the previous S-curve (accelerating growth leading to limits to growth) followed by
breakdown and then breakthrough model. In the step
jump model, the shift to a new system level occurs
suddenly and without any need for some prior breakdown in the previous system, or crisis ﬁrst, to trigger
or drive the next breakthrough. In short, in the step
jump model, there is no pain necessary before a
breakthrough or gain is possible. Obviously, this is
the model that individuals or organizations would
prefer as the basis for change, but unfortunately, in
most cases, it is much more likely that some degree
of breakdown or crisis in a system or organization or
person’s life is necessary before people are willing to
explore new ways of doing things, leading to an eventual breakthrough.

• Alvin Toﬄer noted that the Information Age
could never have been predicted by extending trends
from the earlier Industrial Age: It was a break from
the past, ushered in by new technology.
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Examples of this model include:
• Change from ice to water to steam at set temperatures.
• Sudden advent of the atomic age, with the successful splitting of the atom (although some years
of research preceded this breakthrough event). The
point here is that once the atomic and nuclear genies
were out of the bottle, there was no turning back to an
earlier age when such knowledge was not known.
• An “aha” creative insight or new idea or sudden
understanding of a pattern or relationship between
seemingly unrelated things, which one didn’t understand before, which usually occurs via tapping into
one’s intuition.
• First view of Earth from space as a beautiful living
planet, giving us a totally new image of the Earth as
an interdependent whole – without national borders
separating peoples on Earth.
• Possible future breakthrough to a totally new
situation – if, for example, contact were suddenly
established with intelligent extraterrestrial life, which
would totally change people’s understanding of their
place in the universe.
(12) Evolutionary Spiral: Combination of Cyclical/
Eastern Model and Linear/Western Model of Reality
Deﬁnition: In this model of an evolutionary spiral,
crises (A) within an existing system trigger design
innovations (B), which then usher in a new stage or
period of evolution (C).
This is a nice model because it combines the Eastern cyclical model with the Western linear model
(of intentionality running through evolution). Note:
Today many other opposites (such as these cyclical
and linear views of reality) are coming together to
create a complex, whole systems worldview as a new
global, cultural paradigm for the 2st century.

Examples of this model include:
• This evolutionary spiral, with the “arrow of time”
running through it, is used with somewhat diﬀerent
interpretations by various people writing on evolution. Examples include:
– Barbara Hubbard’s evolutionary spiral, where
crises within an existing system (A) trigger design
innovations (B), which then usher in a new stage of
evolution (C). Hubbard sees an intentionality and
designer behind this evolutionary design and spiral.
– The model of cosmic evolution, with the arrow
of time running through it, which is used by Eric
Chaisson and the Wright Center of Tufts University,
where their stages of evolution include: particulate,
galactic, stellar, planetary, chemical, biological, and
cultural stages. Chaisson rejects any preprogrammed
intentionality or anthropic principle or necessity for
evolution to develop from the Big Bang to the emergence of humans today.
• Evolutionary examples of past design innovations, ushering in new stages of evolution, include the
invention of photosynthesis in plants and the invention of sexual attraction and reproduction between
opposite sexes, replacing the earlier division of cells
for reproduction.
• Some people believe so many changes are occurring today – in so many diﬀerent areas of life and at
such a fast pace of change – that we may be in the process of a major evolutionary jump in what it means to
be a human being, beyond what any of us can totally
understand.
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(13) A Series of S-Curves (Accelerating Growth Followed by “Limits to Growth”) Leading to Breakdown
of the System and Then to a Quantum Jump/Breakthrough Repeated over Time
Deﬁnition: This is the same model as model 0 above,
except that this model recurs repeatedly over time.

Periodic Quantum Jump Model of Evolution Over Time

Examples:
• Evolution from hunter-gatherer to agricultural to
industrial [to atomic] to information/communication
ages and societies and beyond, as in Alvin Toﬄer’s
The Third Wave.
• Model of eight stages of evolution in Duane Elgin’s
Awakening Earth, including the following eras and
the type of consciousness associated with each era
or stage: () Archaic era – contracted consciousness,
(2) Awakening hunter-gatherer era – surface consciousness, (3) Agrarian-based civilizations/era
– depth consciousness, (4) Scientiﬁc-industrial era –
dynamic consciousness, (5) Mass communication and
global reconciliation era – reﬂective consciousness,
(6) Global bonding, Gaian building and celebration
era – oceanic consciousness, (7) Surpassing era – ﬂow
consciousness, and (8) Initial maturity of planetary
civilization – integral awareness.
Note: Some writers further divide the agricultural era
into several substages, including: original agricultural
villages in prehistory, the rise of ancient civilizations
and empires, followed by feudal societies.

(14) Chaos Theory: Alternation between Order (recognizable and usually predictable pattern of change
within a system) and Chaos (the old pattern is gone
and no new recognizable pattern has yet emerged in
the system)
Deﬁnition: In this model, a recognizable, predictable pattern of change within an existing system can
suddenly change or shift into a turbulent, chaotic,
unrecognizable pattern. Out of this chaos, however,
a “strange attractor” emerges, around which a new
pattern and order occur. The universe thus alternates
between order and chaos.
Chaos theory is based on fractal geometry, where
the pattern of the whole is repeated in ever smaller
parts of the whole (which is also characteristic, interestingly, of holographic theories of reality). Images
created with fractal geometry also show patterns
common in nature.
A big debate is whether the mathematics of chaos
theory can actually explain sudden changes in systems
in diﬀerent areas of life – thus being a true new scientiﬁc paradigm – or whether chaos theory is just a
nice metaphor for the fact that our lives are sometimes
orderly or chaotic. Chaos theory has been used as a
model to try to scientiﬁcally explain a number of phenomena, some of which are noted as examples below.

Examples of phenomena that chaos theory has tried
to explain include:
• The volatility of weather patterns, including the
increasing unpredictability of weather patterns in
the world today. In chaos theory, a butterﬂy ﬂapping
its wings in one hemisphere can aﬀect the weather
patterns in another hemisphere, since everything is
interdependent.
• Drops of water from a faucet suddenly changing
their pattern.
• The heart suddenly going into erratic ﬁbrillations.
• Fluctuations in the stock market.
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• Random ﬁring of neurons in the brain.

trailing oﬀ ever since.

Introduction to the Acceleration of Accelerating
Change

• Early in the evolution of our physical universe,
there was a period when an explosion of new stars
formed, followed by a slowing down later in the rate
of new star formation (which still continued after
that).

There are at least two diﬀerent models of change that
illustrate the acceleration of accelerating change:
() The Acceleration of Accelerating Change – within the
Same Evolutionary Curve or Cycle of Change. Here, the
percentage rate of change increases within the same
evolutionary curve over a given unit of time – illustrated below (in model 5) as the distance between,
and slope of the curve between, points a and b.
(2) The Acceleration of Accelerating Change – between
One Evolutionary Curve or Cycle of Change to the
Next. Here, the acceleration of accelerating change
occurs when one moves from one evolutionary curve
to the next evolutionary curve – as illustrated below
(in model 6).
(15) The Acceleration of Accelerating Change – within
the Same Evolutionary Curve or Cycle of Change:
Deﬁnition: In this model, the percentage rate of
change increases over time within the same evolutionary curve over a given unit of time – illustrated
below as the distance between points a and b. This
can be contrasted with models 6 and 7, Accelerating
Change with both negative and positive examples,
respectively, where the percentage rate of change
throughout the evolutionary curve is constant. This
can also be contrasted with the Acceleration of Accelerating Change, where the acceleration (percentage
rate of change) occurs when one moves from one evolutionary curve to the next (as in model 6).

• The latest evidence today is that the galaxies in
the universe are accelerating in the rate at which
they are moving apart from each other. This is now
the dominant view of astronomers. If this continues,
our physical universe will end in some kind of cold
death: First the stars will burn out, removing the main
energy/heat source to support life, and many billions
of years later, matter may totally decay, leaving only
elementary particles too spread out to interact with
each other, i.e., entropy. Long before this happens,
people (if left on Earth) will be able to see only our
Milky Way, Andromeda, and other local galaxies – a
lonely universe indeed. (The opposite outcome – that
the universe will collapse back in on itself into a big
crunch or heat death – thus seems less likely at present.)
• In biological evolution, there was a period – the
Cambrian Explosion – when the number of new
species of animals coming into existence suddenly
exploded, but this period was followed by a slowing
down in the rate at which new species came into existence.
Note: The ﬁrst and third examples above show that
the Acceleration of Accelerating Change can sometimes happen for periods of time, but not always
indeﬁnitely. It is interesting to speculate whether such
an outcome could also be possible in the future in
regard to the second example above (to which most
astronomers now give a very low probability).
(16) The Acceleration of Accelerating Change –
between One Evolutionary Curve or Cycle of Change
and the Next

Examples:
• The ﬁrst billion years of our physical universe
were largely a “dark ages,” until stars began forming
at a rapid rate and lighting up the sky. This new star
formation stage peaked about ﬁve billion years ago,

Deﬁnition: There is a second type of Acceleration
of Accelerating Change, which is an acceleration of
accelerating change from one evolutionary curve or
cycle of change to the next.
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Conclusions on Models of Change
Having gone through all these diﬀerent models of
change and examples of each model, what conclusions can one reach about the processes of change and
evolution transforming our world and the universe
today? Here are some tentative conclusions:
• Many diﬀerent models of change have been
explored, along with examples of each.
• No one model explains all examples of change or
evolution.

Examples:
• In technological-societal evolution, it is clear that
the agricultural, industrial, and information revolutions – Alvin Toﬄer’s famous three waves of change
– each occur at ever faster periods of change than the
previous period, and each period is ushered in by new
technologies that end up totally restructuring all societal institutions and even mindsets and worldviews.
• If we also look at the physical evolution of the
universe, biological evolution, an evolution of technological-societal change and cultural change, and
ﬁnally an evolution of consciousness, each subsequent
broad area of evolution (which all work through us as
human beings) occurs at ever faster rates of change.
• In conclusion, it seems that there are periodic
bursts of change throughout diﬀerent areas of evolution, followed by a levelling oﬀ of the rate of change
for a period of time, to be followed by new bursts
of qualitatively new types of change. It also appears
that each period or subsequent cycle of change (with
crises in the old system leading to a burst of new creativity and change, followed by a slowing down of the
rate of ongoing change after that) occurs at ever faster
rates than the previous cycle of change – both within
diﬀerent substantive areas of evolution, and as one
moves over time from physical to biological to technological-societal-cultural, and consciousness areas.
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• The model of change observed can also be aﬀected
by how long a period of time one observes. For example, one can see accelerating change alone (models 6
and 7) over a shorter period of time, or models 8, 9, or
0 over a longer period of time (which show accelerating change leading to a limits to growth point after
which several diﬀerent directions of change are possible).
• Diﬀerent models of change and evolution have
also been favored by diﬀerent cultures – especially
Eastern and indigenous cultures (cyclical models) vs.
Western cultures (linear growth models) traditionally.
• Diﬀerent periods of human history have also
favored diﬀerent models to explain the changes that
they were undergoing. Earlier cultures and civilizations favored more predictable models of change
(whether linear or cyclical, Western or non-Western
respectively), while such models seem less appropriate for the world today.
• Given that the pace of change seems to be greatly
accelerating today, new models of change seem necessary to explain what people are experiencing. The
fact that many areas of life are undergoing accelerating rates of growth today seems to indicate that we
are in a period of massive change on this planet, with
both positive and negative examples.
• Many of the new scientiﬁc paradigms or worldviews (discussed in separate writing) have models of
change that include uncertainty and unpredictability,
where a system can suddenly break down and then
have a breakthrough to a new system level, or can
suddenly shift from order into chaos and then a new
order. Evolution thus seems to proceed through peri-
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ods of slower, gradual change that are punctuated by
periods of rapid change that either bring qualitatively
new species (in biological evolution) or new stages of
evolution into existence or lead to the extinction of
existing species (in biological evolution) or stages of
evolution – in any area of evolution.
• This is a huge topic deserving further study.

PART II: Evolution as Substance: Four Broad
Areas of Evolution (Physical, Biological,
Cultural, and Consciousness), which All
Work through Us as Human Beings
Introduction

While Part I dealt with the processes of evolution and
change in life and the universe, via a number of models of change with examples of each from the future
studies and evolution ﬁelds, Part II will deal with four
broad substantive areas of evolution and change, with
a number of subtopics brieﬂy covered under each
of these four broad areas, noting some of the broad
stages of evolution that each topic has gone through
in its evolution.
A ﬁrst thesis of Part II is that the processes of change
and evolution are endemic in all areas and manifestations of the universe – from the most macro to micro
levels. This article then looks brieﬂy at evolution in
four broad substantive areas: physical-chemical-geological evolution of the universe and Earth; biological
evolution of species and life; cultural evolution of
technology, societal institutions, and beliefs, ideas,
myths, and symbols (all our socially learned behavior); and the evolution of consciousness.
A second thesis is that all of these areas of evolution
work through us as human beings: We are made up
of the star stuﬀ of the universe – our physical/chemical nature; we have a partly animal nature of drives,
instincts, and automatic body processes; we have
a distinctly human nature based on all our culture
and social learning; and we also have the capacity to
“wake up” and become increasingly conscious of the
principles of how nature, the universe, and evolution
work in all these previous three areas, so that we can
begin to act more consciously in the world. This is our
“divine nature” that we share with awake, conscious
beings with extended powers of creativity and inno-

vation (which powers can be either used responsibly,
to enhance life and evolution, or be abused for selﬁsh
ends, which would be a misuse of these powers).
A third thesis is that change in each subsequent
stage or broad area of evolution occurs at ever faster
rates. In addition, as the new scientiﬁc paradigms
indicate, it seems increasingly likely that the linear
model of Darwin of slow, gradual change in evolution,
as well as other older, predictable models of evolution
(covered in Part I of this article) may not explain the
evolutionary process – except short parts of it. It seems
increasingly likely that models of change that allow
for gradual change followed by sudden shifts – such
as breakdowns of systems followed by breakthroughs
to new, more complex system levels, or where chaos
and order alternate – are more likely to explain the
evolutionary process, including in all four broad areas
of evolution covered below. This implies that part of
the evolutionary process involves uncertainty and
unpredictability at times of sudden change and shifts
to new states of order or disorder/chaos.
A fourth thesis is that in the area of social/cultural
evolution, evolution involves integration on ever
larger system levels of organization over time – from
nomadic bands to tribes to early agricultural villages
to ancient empires to feudal societies to nation-states
to larger regional groupings and global interdependence today, with decentralization within societies
and institutions also occurring in the information
age. The next larger system level of social organization
(which has already begun) involves moving humans
into space and exploring our solar system.
Finally, a ﬁfth thesis is that as humans evolve,
the role of consciousness increases; we become selfaware, conscious, creative beings, allowing us to
consciously transcend ways in which our previous
behavior was programmed or conditioned (without
our knowledge) by the other broad areas of evolution
– physical, biological, and cultural. We then begin to
act more consciously and with increasing degrees of
freedom in the world. Examples of evolution in each
area follow.
This writer apologizes for the brevity with which
each area or subarea of evolution is covered below.
This is by no means meant to be deﬁnitive – only suggestive – of diﬀerent substantive stages within each
subarea of evolution covered. This preliminary synthesis is based on only a sampling of ongoing work by
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so many people. These diﬀerent areas and subareas of
evolution all suggest many areas for future research.
Since our human knowledge in each of these areas
and subareas of evolution is constantly evolving, new
knowledge can always require modiﬁcations, or even
reframing, of the dominant theories presented here.
All of the subareas of evolution introduced below
are meant primarily to show that each area of life goes
through stages, which include breaks with previous
stages as new developments take over and usher in
new stages. Indeed, this pattern seems to exist in all
areas of life and the universe. In short, nothing is
static, and change is not just slow, gradual change,
which can occur for periods of time within a given
system, but periodically, total breaks with past stages
seem to occur.
A. Introduction to the Main Substantive Areas
and Stages of Evolution: Diﬀerent Views in the
Literature

The topic of evolution is enormous since it encompasses everything in the universe. Diﬀerent views
exist in the literature concerning how to divide evolution up into its main substantive stages, where major
qualitative changes occur from one broad stage or
area of evolution to the next. A few diﬀerent views
are noted below, followed by this writer’s division of
evolution into four broad areas and her reasons for
this division.
Those writing on evolution in the broader sense
(beyond just Darwin’s biological evolution) all seem
to include the physical evolution of the universe and
the later biological evolution of species as two important stages of evolution. Where they diﬀer is in regard
to the other main stages of evolution. A few of these
views follow.
Cosmic evolution through seven stages of increasing complexity (Eric Chaisson): Eric Chaisson traces
seven stages of evolution, including “particulate,
galactic, stellar, planetary, chemical, biological, and
cultural,” but notes that this “arrow of time harbors no
implication of progression or directedness, no action
that … inevitably leads from the early Universe to
ourselves.” Evolution does seem to show increasing
complexity over time, but “no logic supports the idea
that the Universe was conceived in order to produce
us. We humans are surely not the culmination of the
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cosmic-evolutionary scenario, nor are we likely to be
the only technologically sentient beings that have (or
will have) emerged in the organically rich Universe”
(Chaisson, 200, pp. 4–). If a pattern of increasing
complexity exists in the evolution of our universe, it is
not due to any predetermined design or designer (or
intentionality) behind evolution, but is instead due to
environmental conditions changing over long periods
of time, which are more suitable for the emergence of
more complex forms of physical matter or biological
life (pp. 6–7). Note: Chaisson’s views represent a common natural science perspective that covers physical
and biological, and even cultural aspects of evolution,
but not consciousness, or any intentionality behind
evolution.
Physical evolution of the universe, biological evolution of species and life, and evolution of the mind or
consciousness (Teilhard de Chardin, Barbara Marx
Hubbard, and Jan Amkreutz): Various writers on
evolution have used this framework, which was originally popularized by the late Catholic priest, mystic,
and scientist, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, whose views
have inﬂuenced many later writers on evolution.
Teilhard de Chardin was a Jesuit priest and scientist who was fascinated by the topic of evolution,
and whose book, The Phenomenon of Man (955), and
other writings have inﬂuenced many evolutionary
thinkers since then. His views were also so controversial to the Catholic Church at the time that he was
forbidden to publish his ideas during his lifetime.
The Phenomenon of Man was thus published posthumously soon after he died.
Teilhard saw evolution progressing from the Earth
through life to humans and the mind, culminating
in minds converging in a future Omega Point. In his
words, he focused on evolution from “geogenesis”
(which led to diﬀerent earthly processes) to “biogenesis” (which led to life) to “psychogenesis” (which led
to man) to “noogenesis” (which is the development
of the mind, beginning with “the ﬁrst spark of conscious reﬂection,” which lights a ﬁre that “spreads in
ever widening circles, till ﬁnally the whole planet is
covered with incandescence,” which is a new “thinking layer” created beyond and “outside and above the
biosphere” (Teilhard, 955, p. 8–82). Because the
noosphere “contains and engenders consciousness,”
eventually all individual consciousnesses converge
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and are fused into the ALL (total consciousness),
which Teilhard called the “Omega Point” (Teilhard,
955 and 959, p. 259).
Teilhard’s ideas on the emergence of the noosphere or global mind presaged (many believe) the
later emergence of the Internet or “information
superhighway,” which is the infrastructure where all
the collective knowledge and wisdom of humanity
can ultimately be shared as it keeps unfolding. It also
mirrors back to humanity a record of all the creative
ideas of humanity, and links these ideas together in
ever more intricate networks, also speeding up further creativity and the diﬀusion of knowledge and
hopefully wisdom globally. [Author’s Note: The Internet actually seems to contain, at present, the id, ego,
superego (to use Freud’s terms) and the transpersonal
nature or aspects of humanity, i.e., everything from
humanity at its most base to its most sublime and
exquisite aspects. With time, hopefully, more of the
latter will replace more of the former!]
Barbara Marx Hubbard, a well-known futurist, in
her Evolutionary Journey, is inﬂuenced by Teilhard,
and talks about crises in a system as evolutionary drivers that trigger design innovations that each propel
evolution forward to new ages characterized by “more
complex systems and greater consciousness,” with a
designing intelligence running through and behind
evolution. In her evolutionary spiral, crises trigger
design innovations, which in turn usher in each of the
following new ages or stages of evolution: An implied
Big Bang (design innovation) led to the universe (5
billion years ago); the synthesis of elements (design
innovation) led to the Earth (4–5 billion years ago);
the genetic code (design innovation) led to life (3–5
billion years ago); photosynthesis (design innovation)
led to multicellular life (800 million years ago); culture (design innovation) led to humanity (2–3 million
years ago); and the advent of the atomic age in 945
(crisis) led to conscious evolution (design innovation), which is leading to the emergence of a universal
humanity (new era) (Hubbard, 983).
Jan Amkreutz, in his Digital Spirit, is likewise
inﬂuenced by Teilhard and looks at the evolution of
the human mind taking oﬀ now that we can create a
digital twin map of our ideas in cyberspace to mirror
our human mind and connect all our human ideas,
unleashing new levels of human creativity. His views
are thus at odds with transhumanists (next section)

who see consciousness in the future being downloaded into the machine as the next stage of evolution.
He believes that the digital age is unleashing a great
new jump in human creativity and innovation.
Physical evolution of the universe; biological evolution of species and life; evolution of mind or
consciousness; and evolution of machines and artiﬁcial intelligence (Ray Kurzweil, Transhumanists,
Bart Koslo, and John Smart, and diﬀerent view by
Paramahansa Yogananda and Tikak): A new view
has emerged among the transhumanists, who have
been inﬂuenced by the work of Ray Kurzweil of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, including his
The Age of Spiritual Machines. Kurzweil and most
transhumanists see technology evolving very rapidly,
at exponential rates today, in terms of the rapidly
increasing computational speed at which machines
can calculate versus the more limited speed of the
human brain, which has biological limitations to its
speed. By 2020, the computational speed of computers and artiﬁcial intelligence will outpace the speed
of the human biological brain. In the view of some
(but not all) transhumanists, humans will eventually download their brain intelligence (software)
into a computer chip, creating immortality through
machines replacing humans as the next stage of evolution. In this view, “God” would be connecting all
these computer chips (with human consciousness
downloaded into them) into a network, as reﬂected
in various books and research (Kurzweil, The Age of
Spiritual Machines, 2000; Koslo, Heaven in a Chip,
999, especially Chap. 5, “Heaven in a Chip”; and
Smart, Institute for the Study of Accelerating Change
website).
Note: To this writer, this is a very reductionist view
of what it means to be a human being; it assumes
that consciousness is limited to the physical human
brain only and its computational speed (reﬂecting a
not uncommon Western scientiﬁc view that limits
reality to the measurable, material world only), and
it assumes that human consciousness will not continue to evolve itself in future in some quite amazing
ways – which all the spiritual/mystical traditions of
all the world’s religions and cultures hold out as a
real possibility, with examples of individuals from
all the world’s religious traditions who have broken
traditional constraints on our human experience of
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reality and achieved spiritual enlightenment. (See, for
example, Paramahansa Yogananda, Autobiography of
a Yogi, 989, 946i; and Tilak, Breaking Reality, 2000,
as two of many such examples.)
Whatever one’s views on either consciousness or
computer intelligence, as they aﬀect future human
and machine evolution, respectively, it is clear that
the human-machine interface will continue to inﬂuence future evolution in many signiﬁcant ways. It is
clear that technology is evolving at exponential rates
of change in almost all areas today, with huge implications for the future.
A totally diﬀerent view of technology – not shared
by transhumanists, but by certain people exploring
the evolution of consciousness – is that technology
might just be a transition stage in human evolution,
which extends human powers and allows humanity
to link up via the Internet as the infrastructure for an
emerging global brain, but ultimately people will be
able to link their minds together directly, without the
aid of technology as an intermediary. Remote viewing experiments by the U.S. military are just one such
example that indicates such an ability by certain people to use their minds to directly access information
from a distance. (See also Part II F of this paper.)
The theory of emergence (Morowitz’s 28 stages of
emergence): The evolutionary theory of emergence
posits that increasingly complex systems emerge over
time through self-organization from building blocks
provided by the previous stage. As one example, Harold Morowitz’s The Emergence of Everything: How
the World Became Complex traces the emergence of
28 stages of evolution – from the Big Bang through
the “unfolding of our universe, our solar system,
our biota, and our humanity” (p. v). Morowitz’s 28
steps and examples of emergence include: the primordium, large-scale structure, stars, the elements,
solar systems, planets, the geospheres, the biosphere,
the prokaryotes, cells with organelles – eukaryotes,
multicellularity, neurons, the emergence of two subkingdoms of animals, chordates to vertebrates, ﬁsh,
amphibians, reptiles, mammals, arboreal mammals,
primates, the great apes, hominids, toolmakers, language, agriculture, technology and urbanization,
philosophy, and the spiritual.
Whether the spiritual, or self-aware consciousness, just emerges from previous stages of evolution
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or has an existence beyond the physical/material
plane, and whether the discovery by humans of a perceived design in evolution (for increasingly complex
systems, and increasing self-aware consciousness, to
emerge over time) implies a designer or not behind
the design are two important questions that people
will be debating for some time, including both scientists and spiritual-religious leaders.
Evolution through physical, biological, cultural,
and consciousness areas – which all work through
us as human beings, making us complex, multileveled beings (this author’s framework): These four
broad stages and areas of evolution (and how each
aﬀects human beings, which is noted within the
parentheses) include: (1) physical-chemical-geological evolution of the universe and Earth (we humans
are made up of the “star stuﬀ ” and atomic elements
that make up the universe); (2) biological evolution of
species and life (our animal nature, drives, instincts,
and automatic body processes that we share with
the animal kingdom); (3) evolution of culture in the
broad sense of all of our socially learned behavior
(what makes humans distinctly human and diﬀerent
from the animal kingdom is that we create culture
and are products of culture and learning), and (4) the
evolution of consciousness (our spark of divinity and
creative/intuitive/reﬂective capability to “wake up”
and become conscious of all the other three broad
areas of evolution and to intervene in, speed up, and
change the natural processes of evolution in the other
three areas as a result, as well as to be guided as cocreators by our inner intuition). All of these aspects
and stages of evolution working through human
beings make us complex, multileveled beings.
This writer adds culture (in terms of all of our
socially learned behavior, which programs our behavior – if we are not conscious of its inﬂuence on us)
and distinguishes it from the evolution of consciousness (meaning becoming consciously aware of all
our programming and learning in all the other three
areas, i.e., from the physical-chemical matter of the
universe, from our biological drives and instincts,
and from our socially learned behavior and culture).
When a person gets a creative insight or new idea on
how the universe works or how to create a new invention or project, that new idea reﬂects an evolution of
consciousness on the part of that person. Once he or
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she is able to test the creative insight and manifest it
in the world, it becomes part of culture and learning, and is then available to inﬂuence the behavior
of others and to be passed down through culture and
learning to future generations.
In short, people are also programmed by their
culture and learning in ways they are often not
consciously aware of, and only when they become
conscious of not only how the physical-chemical universe and biological universe have inﬂuenced who
they are, but also how their culture and learning have
inﬂuenced who they are, do they begin to increase
their degrees of freedom to act more consciously in
the world and to begin to see that their culture is only
one (learned) version of reality, not ultimate reality.
In short, their culture is a map, but it is not the ultimate territory. Opening up to the possibility of other
dimensions of consciousness can also help free people
from their attachments to their culturally conditioned
reality frameworks.
The best way to see how one’s own culture has
programmed one’s behavior is to leave one’s own culture and experience another culture. Then when one
returns home, one can often see aspects of one’s original culture more clearly for the ﬁrst time, now that
one has something diﬀerent to compare it with. There
are also more visible aspects of culture (one’s overt
behavior and words spoken – if you know another
culture’s language), as well as more invisible aspects
of culture (underlying values motivating behavior
in diﬀerent cultures, as well as assumptions about
reality, including the nature of one’s relationships to
others, nature, and God or spirit). (For more on this,
see Groﬀ, “Insights on the Evolution of Cultures, Civilizations, and Religions,” 2005, in this volume, as well
as Part II D in this article.)
B. Physical-Chemical-Geological Evolution of the
Universe and Earth: Our Physical/Chemical Nature:
“We are all star stuﬀ.” (Carl Sagan): We are made up
of the chemical/atomic matter of the universe

Introduction to the debate over the origin and future
evolution and fate of the universe: Astronomy and
cosmology are progressing rapidly today in terms of
our knowledge about the origin and future fate of the
universe. Nonetheless, important diﬀerent theories
and ongoing debates have existed, and will continue
to exist, on many such subjects, as noted below.

Debate on the origin of the universe (Big Bang Theory, Inﬂation Theory, and Sir Fred Hoyle’s Continuous
Creation Theory): The dominant theory on the origin
of the universe is the Big Bang theory, that our physical universe began from a tiny point or singularity,
which has expanded outwardly ever since (like the
outside surface of a balloon as it expands). Support
for the Big Bang theory came especially from the discovery in 965 of cosmological background radiation
left over from the Big Bang. Sweitzer (2002) describes
the early development of the universe, according to
the Big Bang Theory, as follows:
... all of space and time were created when an inﬁnitely dense “singularity” began expanding faster than
the speed of light. After about 0 to the minus 34 seconds, this period of superfast growth, called inﬂation,
slowed down, and the universe was ﬁlled with a roiling soup of elementary particles such as quarks and
electrons. When the cosmos was 0 to the minus 6 seconds old, it had cooled enough for the quarks to stick
together to create protons and neutrons. These joined to
form atomic nuclei after about three minutes. Another
300,000 years would pass before the protons captured
electrons to form the ﬁrst atoms. When the universe
had cooled enough to form atoms (about 300,000 years
after the Big Bang), light from the primordial ﬁreball
was able to escape and ﬁll all of space. Over the next
4 billion years, it cooled to just a few degrees above
zero, in the microwave range of radiation, [which in
965 enabled] astronomers Arno Penzias and Robert
Wilson [to] accidentally stumble across this radiation,
and their snapshot of the early universe boosted the Big
Bang’s strength as a theory.
Inﬂation Theory, proposed by a graduate student, Guth, in 979, is a modiﬁcation of the Big Bang
Theory, dealing with the ﬁrst microseconds after the
Big Bang, when a period of inﬂation (or more rapid
expansion of the universe – to the size of a grapefruit)
was followed by a levelling oﬀ in the rate of change.
Inﬂation Theory answered certain questions that the
Big Bang Theory could not, including: “Why is the
universe so uniform on the largest length scales?
What caused ﬂuctuations in the matter density of the
universe that ultimately led to the formation of galaxies, planets, and people? And why does the universe
contain so much matter?” (Nadis, 2004)
An earlier, competing theory to the Big Bang was
Sir Fred Hoyle’s Continuous Creation or Steady State
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Theory. Hoyle rejected the view that the universe was
created in one “Big Bang” moment (a term that Hoyle
ironically invented, which became the popular name
for a competing theory). Hoyle believed that the universe had always existed, with matter continuously
being created to ﬁll in the spaces between galaxies as
the universe expands. As Hoyle stated, “Instead of the
whole Universe being created in a ﬂash, in a big bang,
atoms are created individually and continuously, with
the process of creation going hand-in-hand with the
expansion of the Universe” (Hoyle, 983, especially
Chapter 7, “After the Big Bang,” pp. 63–87. Quote
is from p. 68). Both theories can thus allow for an
expanding universe.
Questions on the age of the universe (and on the
age of the stars in the universe): Views on the age of
the universe keep being adjusted and have been variously estimated, at diﬀerent times, at between 2 and
5 billion years old (and even at between 0 and 20
billion years old). The latest information is that the
universe is 3.7 billion years old (Tyson, Origins, 2004;
and WMAP Webpage, n.d.). At one point, based on
using diﬀerent methodologies to measure the age of
the universe and the age of the stars in the universe, it
was concluded that the stars in the universe were supposedly older than the universe itself! A later study
concluded that both were closer to 2 billion years old
[“Cosmic Cartographer,” Discover (October 999)],
and, as noted, that age has now been extended to 3.7
billion years old. Note: To determine the age of the
universe, one must determine how fast the universe
is expanding (which presented some diﬃculties), and
then run the picture backward to ﬁgure out when the
universe began.
Questions on how the structure of the universe
evolved – from the Big Bang into stars and then
galaxies and clusters of galaxies: If the universe all
evolved from one singularity point and Big Bang,
this initially implied that matter should be evenly
distributed throughout the resulting universe, but it
is not. Therefore, scientists surmised that some kind
of lumpiness must have existed in the very early universe that led to the form that emerged in the later
universe. Finding a way to get a good, detailed picture
of the cosmic background radiation from this very
early universe was the challenge for scientists.
Combining evidence from microwave observations
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of deep space with supercomputer models, scientists …
theorized about the structure of the universe from the
big bang to the present. From the time that radiation
and matter separated – 300,000 years or so after the big
bang – gravity began drawing matter ﬁrst into clumps,
then into stars. Perhaps a billion years later the ﬁrst
galaxies formed. As clusters of matter accumulated,
the ﬁlament-and-void structure of today’s universe
unfolded (“Millennium Supplement: The Universe,”
National Geographic, October 999).
In 992, NASA’s Cosmic Background Explorer
(COBE) satellite took an even better picture of this
cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation….
Warmer regions are thought to have developed into
structures such as galaxies, and cooler spots probably
emptied out into voids [between galaxies and clusters
of galaxies]. In 200, the Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(MAP) mission was launched to measure the CMB in
ﬁner detail (Sweitzer, 2002). This mission succeeded
in accomplishing the ﬁrst map of this early universe.
It was released in 2003 and was a major achievement
in tracing the evolution of our universe (WMAP
Webpage, n.d.).
Stephen Hawking and David Filkin’s view on the evolution of the universe – from the Big Bang through
modern times:
This is how it could have happened. From the split
second after the Big Bang, the energy from the explosion started to spawn primordial particles of matter
such as quarks. But they did not simply develop as
one step in an irreversible process. In the ﬁrst second
of the life of the universe they would have collided and
returned to pure energy and then turned back into particles once more. They would have done this several
times as part of a crazy dance of creation in an impenetrably hot plasma, eventually producing the kind of
interactions from collisions that we have observed in
the most powerful particle accelerators. Within three
minutes, more substantial structures would have begun
to take shape, as the ﬁrst nuclei which were destined to
make atoms started to form. The heat was beginning
to cool just enough for the earlier particles to begin to
bind together. But it was still outrageously hot and it
was impossible to see into the white hot cauldron of the
emerging universe.
We have to wait 300,000 years before the universe
ﬁnally clears, and electrons start to encircle the nuclei
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to form atoms – roughly 80 percent hydrogen and 20
percent helium. It is a billion years after the Big Bang
before gravitational pressures have created the ﬁrst stars,
quarsars and the jostling clumps of matter which are
turning into galaxies. In the ﬁrst stars, hydrogen fuses
to make helium and the stars begin to shine. Black holes
in the center of quarsars exert huge gravitational pulls
on matter all around them; the swirling discs of matter
they create get hotter and give birth to new stars. Older
stars are drawn towards the vast clumps of dark matter
gathering around the bright quasars. They perhaps fall
into these giant rotating wheels, settling into the spiral
arm patterns we are now familiar with.
As the earliest stars come to the end of their life cycles,
the ﬁrst white dwarfs are formed and gradually cool to
become invisible brown dwarf stars. The earliest large
stars implode and supernovas appear, creating neutron
stars and spreading all the heavier elements across the
universe. Our star, the sun, is born, and its planets are
drawn around it by gravity. Eventually the Earth is
cool enough for life to evolve; and human beings ﬁnally
emerge – just one of the extraordinary products to
develop from the dust of stars. It is not long before they
begin to discover clues which lead them to understand
almost every detail of this unbelievable chain of events,
some 5 billion years after it all began (Filkin, Stephen
Hawking’s Universe, pp. 277–278).
Estimates on the current composition of the universe, as this indicates the future evolution of the
universe: The universe is currently believed to be
made up of 4% visible matter (made up of “baryons,
groups of quarks subject to the strong nuclear force”),
23% dark matter (that “has mass and exerts gravitational force”), and 73% dark energy (“an unknown
type of energy” that exerts an “antigravitational force
that is accelerating the expansion of the universe”)
(Turner, 2004). Both dark matter and dark energy
are invisible and thus much harder to detect. What is
interesting is that the total matter (visible and invisible) in the universe is not estimated to be anywhere
near what would be required to stop the current accelerating rate at which the universe is expanding, so it
could reverse itself and lead to a Big Crunch or heat
death of the universe.
Current measurements show dark energy greatly
outweighing matter – both visible and invisible. This
has revived Einstein’s cosmological constant, which

he added to his original General Theory of Relativity in 96 as an anti-gravity force in the universe, to
balance the force of gravity and keep the universe in a
steady location – the popular view amongst astronomers at the time, even though Einstein was reluctant
to add this to his theory, which said that the universe
must be either expanding or contracting – not a
popular view in his day. A decade later, when Hubble’s telescope veriﬁed that the universe was indeed
expanding, Einstein gave up the cosmological constant, calling it his greatest blunder. What is ironic is
that the cosmological constant is now being revived
today as one way to explain the more recently discovered fact, in 998, that the universe is now expanding
at an accelerating rate (Lemonick, “How the Universe
Will End,” 200).
What is also interesting is that as the universe
expands, more dark energy is created, because “dark
energy grows as a function of space.” This further
accelerates the rate at which the universe is expanding, which is what the latest evidence is showing
(Lemonick, 200).
Debate over the future evolution and fate of the
universe: Traditionally, the main debate over the
future evolution and fate of the universe centered
on whether the universe would expand forever outwardly via increasing entropy, or collapse back in
on itself, creating a “Big Crunch” or “heat death,” if
enough dark matter existed in the universe for gravity to act upon. The latest evidence, as noted, is that
the rate at which the universe is expanding is itself
accelerating, leading to the dominant view today that
the universe will end in a cold death. If this is correct,
the diﬀerent clusters of galaxies in the universe will
get farther and farther apart until people (if left on
Earth, which is unlikely then)* will be able to see only
those galaxies close to us (our own Milky Way galaxy and the neighboring Andromeda galaxy). [*Note:
It is highly unlikely that humans will still be left on
Earth by then, since our Sun will burn out in 5 billion years, requiring any Earth inhabitants to migrate
from Earth before that time.] Eventually, all matter
in the universe will disperse so much, stars will burn
out, and only elementary, subatomic particles will be
left, signalling the death, in eﬀect, of our physical universe.
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Possibility of other universes: The latest cosmological theories, including String Theory or M Theory,
indicate that perhaps our universe is only one of multiple universes (the multiverse, or diﬀerent bubble
universes, or branes – ﬂat planes – that periodically
bump into each other, creating a “big bang” and a new
universe when that occurs). String Theory or M Theory also posits a universe with  dimensions, beyond
the traditional 4 dimensions (the 3 dimensions of
space, plus time) (Greene, 2003).
There is also a belief that if one could go through a
black hole and survive, one could come out the other
end into a parallel universe. Thus, a worm hole is a
connection between two black holes – either from
two locations within the same universe or from our
universe to a separate universe with its own black
hole. These two black holes are connected via their
singularities and could theoretically provide a bridge
to another part of our universe or to another (parallel)
universe (Oxford Encyclopedia of Astronomy, p. 44).
All of these theories – on diﬀerent possible universes beyond our own – give hope that we may live
in an inﬁnitely rich multiverse, and that even if our
own physical universe ceases to exist or support life
at some far, far future time, by then whatever intelligent life may still exist, in whatever form, will ﬁgure
out how to transit to one of these multiple other universes. (For a speculative exploration of some of these
possibilities, see Kaku, “How to Survive the End of
the Universe,” 2004.) In any case, this will all play out
at some far, far future time – after we are long gone.
Evolution of the chemical/atomic elements in the
Periodic Table of the Elements: The chemical/atomic
elements have come into existence from lighter to
heavier elements, beginning with hydrogen and then
helium. In the ﬁrst  to the –6 seconds after the creation of the universe, the temperature cooled enough
for the nuclei of atoms (including protons and neutrons) to form, but not yet electrons to attach to the
outside of the nucleus, forming complete atoms. Then
300,000 years later, atoms were formed, with electrons added around the nucleus already containing
protons and neutrons. Before that, photons were too
dense and they knocked the electrons oﬀ the nuclei
of what would later become atoms. As the universe
expanded, photons spread out more and complete
atoms could form.
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In the Periodic Table of the Elements, beginning
with hydrogen and then helium, each subsequent
atomic element in the Table adds an additional proton
to its nucleus, giving each atomic element an increasing atomic number. The same atomic element can
also take diﬀerent forms and have diﬀerent atomic
weights when additional neutrons are added to its
nucleus. Some atomic elements are also more stable
than others, as shown in their arrangement in diﬀerent columns in the Periodic Table of the Elements.
Electrons that are weakly attracted to the nucleus of a
particular atom may be sucked away by another atom
that is itself unstable and would be made more stable
by the addition of an electron.
Note: It was a major human development to discover the diﬀerent atomic elements and to be able to
discover a pattern in them, which allowed the Periodic Table of the Elements to emerge. This is a good
example of humans being able to discover patterns in
nature and in evolution that, once known, could lead
to further human creativity, innovation, and evolution.
In the evolution of consciousness (discussed later
below), humans have emerged with pattern-recognition capabilities, which is greatly speeding up and
changing evolution from what it would be if just
dependent upon the natural processes at work in the
universe and in biology.
Geological evolution of the Earth: The Earth was
formed approximately 4.55 billion (4.53–4.58 billion)
years ago, and covered with a solid surface of rocks
approximately 4 billion years ago, evolving through
many diﬀerent geological stages after that, with different species of plants and later animals coming into
existence in each stage. Note: The oldest rocks on
Earth have been recycled and destroyed through the
process of plate tectonics, so scientists have not been
able to determine their exact age. To estimate the age,
it is assumed that the Earth and all other solid bodies
in the solar system, including meteorites, were formed
at the same time, so the age of meteorites is measured
as an indicator for the age of the Earth. In addition,
the age of moon rocks is 4.4–4.5 billion years old,
which provides a minimum age for the Earth (U.S.
Geological Survey Webpage).
One version of geological stages includes: PreCambrian (Archeozoic and Proterozoic); Paleozoic
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(including Cambrian – when a great number of new
species came into existence during the Cambrian
Explosion, Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permain); Mesozoic (including the Triassic,
Jurassic, and Cretaceous periods, when the dinosaurs, respectively, appeared, dominated, and became
extinct); and Cenozoic (including Eocene and Paleocene; Tertiary, including the Oligocene, Miocene, and
Pliocene; and Quaternary, including the Pleistocene
– when early man appeared, and Recent or Holocene
– when modern man developed). Diﬀerent geological
activity occurred and diﬀerent species came into existence in each of these broad geological periods and
subperiods, but are too extensive to cover here.
Debate amongst scientists and others on whether
there is intentionality behind the evolutionary process at work in the universe: Many scientists believe
that evolution leads towards increasing complexity of
systems over time. Is the universe also moving towards
ever more self-aware, conscious life (as Teilhard de
Chardin believed), or is the evolution of this universe
just based on random occurrences? The physicist Paul
Davies also favors the former argument, as does this
writer. Other scientists take the opposite view. The
fact that the universe is based on certain scientiﬁc,
mathematical principles and that humans have been
able to discover those principles, which in turn supports further human evolution, implies intentionality
behind the design of the universe towards ever more
self-aware, conscious life to emerge, according to
Davies (and others).
There is a further debate on whether biological evolution to ever greater complexity and diﬀerentiation
of species is a sign of intentionality behind biological
evolution or whether simpler species in the long run
have greater probabilities of survival, when environments change, making it diﬃcult for overspecialized
species to respond, and thus giving the evolutionary
advantage to simpler species – the view of Stephen Jay
Gould, who rejected the thesis of a preset direction
or intentionality behind biological evolution. John
Bonner counters with a view of biological evolution
as a “two-step dance: two steps forward between mass
extinctions [of species, which do occur periodically],
then one abrupt step backward during each extinction. Thus in spite of periodic setbacks, evolution is
going somewhere” – implying intentionality behind

evolution, and qualitatively diﬀerent stages in evolution (Genet, “Is Evolution Evolving?” 998).
An in-between view (between randomness and
intentionality) is the theory of emergence (of Morowitz and others), that there may be a direction to
evolution, but the design does not (necessarily) imply
a designer. The view of a designer or God behind
the unfolding design of the universe also takes different forms, from a scientiﬁc view (of Paul Davies,
and even Stephen Hawking, looking at “The Mind of
God” behind this creation) to fundamentalist Christians, who seek to totally debunk Darwin’s biological
evolution and the view that humans are somehow
descendants of apes or primates and replace it with
“creation science.” Their latest eﬀort to get their views
through the courts and into schools is called “intelligent design,” but it should not be confused with the
views of more reputable scientists (such as Davies,
992; or Hawking, 988) or mainline religions in
general, all of whom promote an intelligent dialogue
between science and religion. As Stephen Hawking
said in the concluding passage of A Brief History of
Time:
If we do discover a complete theory [to explain
everything in the universe – from the macro Relativity
Theory to the micro Subatomic Quantum Theory and
beyond] … Then we shall all, philosophers, scientists,
and just ordinary people, be able to take part in the
discussion of why it is that we and the universe exist.
If we ﬁnd the answer to that, it would be the ultimate
triumph of human reason – for then we would truly
know the mind of God.
The Templeton Foundation also sponsors annual
awards for research on the relationship between science and religion or spirituality, with Paul Davies
being one of its past recipients. The foundation also
publishes a monthly newsletter, Science & Theology
News.
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C. Biological Evolution of Species: Our Animal
Nature; Our Drives/Instincts and Automatic Body
Processes That We Humans Share with the Animal
Kingdom

Debate on the process of biological evolution of
species: Darwin believed there was slow, gradual
change from one species to the next, but he had difﬁculty ﬁnding evidence for this in the fossil record.
In contrast, Stephen Jay Gould’s Punctuated Equilibrium hypothesizes that evolution can be slow, gradual
change and then suddenly be punctuated by rapid
change from one species to the next, in just a few generations, which would explain why it was diﬃcult for
Darwin and others to ﬁnd evidence for the missing
links between species in the fossil record. Nonetheless, increasing numbers of examples have been, and
continue to be, discovered of so-called missing links
between species.
Sudden changes, especially in one’s environment
– as from global climate change, an asteroid hitting
the Earth from space, or an epidemic of a disease, as
examples – can also lead to the extinction of species
or to a decrease in a given species’ ability to survive.
One current example is the decline in the ﬁsh catch
from the Earth’s oceans today due to overﬁshing by
humans.
Debate over the substance of biological evolution
– and the origins of humans today (Homo sapiens
sapiens): What are the main stages of evolution from
one species to the next (an enormous topic), and speciﬁcally, how did the great apes and modern humans
emerge from the higher primates later in the evolutionary process? There are diﬀerent versions of the
evolutionary tree in biology, with new discoveries
occurring on a regular basis, requiring ongoing modiﬁcations. Chimpanzees also have at least 98.5 percent
the same DNA as humans, raising important questions about why we are also so diﬀerent? (See Part II
D, on the evolution of culture, and Part II E, on the
evolution of consciousness, for some answers.)
Physical/cosmic evolution of the universe leading to chemical and then biological evolution on
Earth, and the question on how chemical elements
evolved into organic life on Earth: Genet sees evolution forming distinct and discontinuous strata or
layers of increasing complexity over time, includ-
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ing: “quarks, subatomic particles, atoms, molecules,
bacteria, nucleated single-cell protists, and ﬁnally the
multi-cellular plants, animals, and fungi” (Genet, “Is
Evolution Evolving?”).
An important question that scientists have not yet
answered is how chemical elements somehow evolved
into organic life on planet Earth, i.e., how did organic
life emerge from inorganic, chemical elements preceding life? As asked by complexity theorists: “How
did a primordial soup of amino acids and other simple molecules manage to turn itself into the ﬁrst living
cell some four billion years ago? There’s no way the
molecules could have just fallen together at random,
as the creationists are fond of pointing out…. So was
the creation of life a miracle? Or was there something
else going on in that primordial soup that we still
don’t understand?” (Waldrop, 992, p. 0). This is still
a great mystery, but a chain of stages from inorganic
to organic life seems to be emerging (Tyson, Origins,
2004, section on “How Life Is Born”).
A diﬀerent view on the origin of organic life on
Earth is that life was “seeded from the depths of space,”
(Hoyle, 983, and others) and brought to Earth via an
asteroid, comet, or meteor. Panspermia is also “the
theory that life exists and is distributed throughout
the universe in the form of germs or spores,” which
could have brought life to Earth.
One version of approximate timelines in the biological evolution of species: Biological life evolves
from DNA (the basic building block of life) to singlecell bacteria (the beginning of life) (3.2–3.5 billion
years ago) to blue-green algae (the ﬁrst type vegetation, which began photosynthesis by taking the Sun’s
energy and converting it to food and oxygen – the
basis for all future life) to multicellular life (.5 billion
years ago) – including plants and animals. Animals
have also evolved from ﬁsh, which later crept onto the
land (400 million years ago) to amphibians (370 million years ago) to reptiles (300 million years ago) to
dinosaurs (200 million years ago) to the ﬁrst bird to
the extinction of dinosaurs (65 million years ago) to
small mammal-like reptiles (left over after the dinosaurs) to mammals and birds (50 million years ago)
to the great apes, a new kind of mammal (5 million
years ago) to our early human ancestors (4 million
years ago) to the ﬁrst modern humans, Homo sapiens
sapiens (35,000 years ago). Note: Dates are approximate and vary somewhat from source to source.
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How new species emerged or evolved from previous species: Some of the most interesting questions
in biological evolution pertain to how new species
evolved from previous species, often as mutations in a
given species resulted in an improved adaptability to
a changing environment. Such examples include: how
single-cell life led to multicellular life; how photosynthesis (taking the Sun’s energy and converting it
to oxygen) led to the emergence of all animal species
that breathe in oxygen and give oﬀ carbon dioxide,
which plants breathe in, giving plants and animals a
symbiotic relationship with each other; how invertebrates led to vertebrates (species with a backbone);
how ﬁshes’ ﬁns evolved into legs as they moved from
the water onto the land (or while still in the water,
in the view of some recently); how ﬁsh evolved into
amphibians (who can survive in water or on land)
and then into reptiles; how reptiles evolved into dinosaurs, who then took over the Earth – until an asteroid
(it is now generally believed) hit the Earth, blocking
out sunlight, leading to the extinction of plants, then
the plant-eating dinosaurs, and ﬁnally the meat-eating dinosaurs; how some dinosaurs evolved (in the
view of some today) into birds; how the small, reptilian-like mammals (that were left after the dinosaurs
became extinct) then evolved into the many diverse,
mammalian species (that feed their young with milk)
that followed – including primates, the great apes, and
humans; how some mammals also went back from
the land into the sea, becoming whales, dolphins, and
porpoises, and bringing a higher level of intelligence
into the sea; and how humans are now beginning to
leave their home planet, Earth, to explore our solar
system and the universe beyond, creating whole new
environments for humans to adapt to, which will no
doubt change the human species in important ways.
Evolution of ecological systems: Ecological systems
evolve, with each new species building on previous
ones, creating an interdependent whole. Eﬀorts to
replicate ecological systems in space raise interesting questions about how much humans really know
about the complexities of such systems. One example
is Biosphere II in Arizona, which was an attempt to
create diﬀerent “biomes” or ecological systems within
one overarching structure where a small group of
eight humans had to live and subsist for two years.
The goal was to study the evolution of the diﬀerent

ecological systems, be self-suﬃcient in food production, and create a prototype for a future space colony.
Diﬃculties in the experiment, including plants dying,
required that additional oxygen had to be pumped
into the structure, however, raising important questions on the scientiﬁc reliability of the results (Allen,
Biosphere II, 99).
Evolution of the human embryo through diﬀerent stages in the womb: The human embryo evolves
through stages in the womb, including from a ﬁsh to
reptile to mammal to human. “An early human embryo
… is very similar not only to embryos of other mammals (dog, cow, mouse), but in its early stages even to
those of reptiles, amphibians, and ﬁshes…. The older
the embryo, the more it shows the special characteristics of the higher taxon to which it belongs” (Mayr,
200, pp. 27–28). These stages in the development of
the human embryo thus give credence to Darwin’s theory that humans are at least partly products of earlier
stages of biological evolution. (See also The Odyssey of
Life, on how the “developing human embryo reveals
… links to other species, telling of a shared ancestry
that has its origins in the one-celled organisms of the
primordial seas.”)
Evolution in the development of diﬀerent sections
of the human brain: It is clear that, like the human
fetus, the human brain is also a product of earlier
stages of evolution, giving credence to Darwin’s theory of biological evolution and the thesis that humans
are at least partly a product of that earlier biological
evolution.
The human brain has diﬀerent parts, which are
each related to diﬀerent stages in the evolution of species. The human brain is sometimes called the “Triune
Brain,” since its diﬀerent parts include a reptilian
brain, a mammalian brain, and a distinctly human
brain. The diﬀerent parts of the human brain, as each
is related to diﬀerent stages of evolution, include (in
more detail) the following:
(1) The brainstem (the oldest part of the brain)
or reptilian brain, named because “it resembles the
entire brain of a reptile.” It evolved over 400 million years ago and deals with “alertness and warns of
important incoming information,” as well as handling
“breathing and the heart rate,” which are necessary
for survival.
(2) The cerebellum or “little brain,” which “maintains
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… posture and coordinates muscular movement.” It
has “tripled in size [in humans] in just the last million
years,” and may store “memories for simple learned
responses.”
(3) The limbic system or mammalian brain, which
was named that “since it is most highly developed in
mammals.” It developed 200–300 million years ago,
and helps “maintain body temperature, blood pressure, heartbeat rate, and blood sugar levels,” and is
“strongly involved in the emotional reactions” related
to survival. It includes both the hypothalamus (which
regulates many functions, including “eating, drinking,
sleeping, waking, body temperatures, and balance”)
and the pituitary gland – “the master gland of the
body.” The hypothalamus directs the pituitary gland.
(4) The cerebrum, which is divided into the left and
right hemispheres of the brain, with each controlling
the opposite side of the body. These hemispheres are
connected via the corpus callosum, and each hemisphere is covered with the cortex, which ﬁrst appeared
in human evolution about 200 million years ago. The
cortex “makes us uniquely human,” because it enables
humans to “organize, remember, communicate,
understand, appreciate, and create.”
The cortex of each hemisphere is further divided
into four areas called lobes, with the following
functions: The frontal lobe deals with “planning, decision-making, and purposeful behavior.” The parietal
lobe “receives sensory information from the body.”
Part of the occipital lobe, or visual cortex, deals with
vision. The temporal lobe seems to deal with “hearing,
perception, and memory” (Ornstein and Thompson,
The Amazing Brain, 986). The above shows that the
human brain, like the human fetus, is at least partly
an outgrowth of earlier stages of animal evolution.
Debate over where humans ﬁrst emerged and their
migrations over the planet: Earlier there was some
debate about whether humans emerged originally
“out of Africa” or possibly out of Asia. Today, the
dominant evidence supports the “out of Africa” theory. Indeed, DNA evidence discovered by Dr. Spencer
Wells shows the ﬁrst early human migration out of
Africa beginning 50,000 years ago and going ﬁrst
along the coast to what is now Australia, followed
by later migrations from Africa to Australia again, as
well as from Africa to the Middle East, then to Central Asia, and then to Europe, as well as the migration
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of other humans from Central Asia over the Bering
Strait to North America and then to South America.
Wells sought DNA samples globally of a particular
mutation in the Y chromosome (which is passed
down from father to son), which allowed him to trace
the migrations that began in Africa to all parts of
the planet over time, along with the routes taken by
our early human ancestors during these migrations
(Journey of Man, PBS Video, 2003; Wells, The Journey
of Man, 2002; and Kunzig, “The Hidden History of
Men,” 2004, pp. 32–39).
Note: It is interesting that before Wells’s recent
work on the mutation in the Y chromosome that
he traced from father to son in migrations around
the world, there was research that suggested that
all humans can be traced back to a common “Eve”
ancestor – the “mother of us all” – based on a footstep
fossilized into sandstone found in South Africa and
based on an analysis of mitochondrial DNA, which is
passed down from mother to daughter. These results
have been controversial, but are also based on DNA
research (Brown, 990; Berger, 2000; and Zimmer,
200, pp. 295–299).
Eﬀect of the extinction of species on evolution:
99.9% of the species that have ever existed are now
extinct – a startling statistic showing how much biological evolution continues to evolve and change over
time, and how rare it is for any species (including
probably humans – at least in our present form) to
exist forever.
It is now believed that there have been ﬁve previous mass extinctions of species on Earth, and that we
may very likely be in a sixth mass extinction of species
today. The ﬁfth mass extinction of species occurred
65 million years ago, when the dinosaurs became
extinct. The dominant theory is that this extinction
was caused by an asteroid that hit the Earth, creating so much dust in the atmosphere that it blocked
out the sunlight, killing the plants, leading ﬁrst to the
extinction of the plant-eating dinosaurs, and then the
animal-eating dinosaurs. Without the extinction of
the dinosaurs 65 million years ago, we humans would
probably not be here today (as noted above under
the section on “How new species emerged or evolved
from previous species”).
While an asteroid hitting the Earth is now seen as
the likely cause of the ﬁfth mass extinction of species,
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it is not known what caused the ﬁrst four mass extinctions.
It is interesting that there is a parallel danger today
– if a nuclear winter were to occur, since it would
unleash so much dust in the atmosphere that it would
block out the sunlight to Earth, destroying most of all
life on Earth.
In addition, today great numbers of species are
becoming extinct all the time, before we even know
what they are or what value they might have in the
future. This has led some people to believe that we
are now in the sixth mass extinction of species on this
planet, except that this time the cause is humans taking over more and more of the planet and squeezing
out so many other species from their natural habitats.
This leads to an important question about whether we
are capable of reversing this current extinction process or not. (In this regard, some scientists believe that
discoveries of samples of the DNA of extinct species
could hold out the possibility of being able to “recreate” such species – or at least a few members of such
species – in the future.) Another important question
is: What will the short, medium, and long-term consequences of these extinctions be on future evolution
in general, as well as on future human evolution?
Genetic engineering, recombinant DNA, genesplicing, the Human Genome Project, and human
cloning of diﬀerent species: What happens to the
future evolution of humans and other species when
humans can intervene in the genetic structure of a
species – replace a gene with undesirable characteristics with a gene with more desirable characteristics,
or insert a gene to produce some hormone in short
supply in the world into an E. coli bacteria that constantly divides, thereby creating a factory to produce
this hormone in future in whatever supply is needed
for medical or other reasons – and thereby change
the future course of biological evolution? Humans,
in eﬀect, can begin to “play God,” with great ethical
questions raised.
Now that the human genome (genes making up
humans) has been mapped, the next step is to determine what functions each gene, or combination of
genes, has. How will this aﬀect future human evolution? What is interesting here is that it was originally
thought that humans would have many more genes
than other animal species, but this has not turned

out to be the case. A decade ago, it was also thought
that humans had 00,000 genes. When the human
genome was announced in February 200, humans
were said to have approximately 30,000–35,000 genes
– a number similar to the Japanese puﬀerﬁsh! The latest revised announcement is that the human genome
contains only 20,000–25,000 genes (NIH, 0/20/04).
As noted earlier, the DNA of chimps and humans is
also believed to be 98.5% the same. Yet humans are
clearly a more complex species than diﬀerent animal
species, implying that human behavior is not only a
function of genes, but also of how genes are regulated.
In addition, social learning and culture, as well as the
possibility of an awakened consciousness – what some
people call “being conscious of being conscious” – can
inﬂuence human behavior in so many ways beyond
what inﬂuences animal behavior.
One note of caution: The recent ﬁndings (on the
number of genes in the human genome) are based on
an analysis of only 2% of the genes originally believed
to inﬂuence human behavior. But scientists are beginning to discover that the other 98% of so-called “junk
DNA” also contains sequences that turn on or turn
oﬀ certain regulatory processes, implying that many
more genes (“upwards of a million”) could be inﬂuencing human behavior (Tansey, 2005, and Wagt,
2003).
Bruce Lipton is a cell biologist who warns against
reducing behavior to genetic inﬂuences only. He did
experimental research on “the molecular mechanisms by which cells (and the cell membrane or ‘skin’
of the cell) process information” from the environment, which led him to the conclusion that “genes do
not, in fact, control our behavior, instead genes are
turned on and oﬀ by inﬂuences outside the cell” from
the environment – in “contrast with the prevailing
dogma that life is controlled by genes.” These outside
inﬂuences include our perceptions and beliefs, which
can thus be retrained to create positive eﬀects on “our
bodies and our lives” (Lipton, 2005).
All the above points indicate the need for caution
in coming to any premature conclusions concerning
the inﬂuence of genes on human behavior.
Another issue is: What happens when humans can
clone not only animals, such as Dolly, the sheep, but
also humans in the future? Will the clone have rights
(as a self-aware, sentient being, à la Data on Star Trek,
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who is an android)? Does it have a “soul,” or will it be
used just to clone spare parts or organs for a human?
All of these developments also indicate the “evolution of evolution” itself, as humans intervene in
biological evolution, which takes it rapidly beyond a
reliance only on the processes Darwin enumerated,
namely, natural selection and survival of the ﬁttest (to
adapt to a changing environment). Human intervention in biological evolution also means that biological
evolution can be greatly speeded up – for good or ill,
depending on the intentions of those doing the intervention, as well as upon the actual biological eﬀects of
such interventions, however well-intentioned. There
is no question, however, that biotechnology is one of
the cutting-edge issues that will aﬀect future human
evolution.
Questions on future human evolution: Will humans
continue to exist in our present form in the future,
or also evolve – via some kind of man-machine
interface, via changes in our genetic and/or cultural
programming, via adaptations to new environments
(as in space), via an evolution to higher states of
consciousness (which all the world’s spiritual-religious traditions hold out as a possibility), or what?
Indeed, it seems that all of the above developments
are already beginning to happen. Humans could even
develop into diﬀerent new species in the future, from
diﬀerent mixes of the above factors or new factors,
and, of course, humans in our present form could
become extinct, if we destroy the Earth’s ability to
support life (including ours) or cause a nuclear war,
and if we are unable, under such circumstances, to
establish viable new worlds in space to replace our
earthly home (Groﬀ, “Future Evolution of Humanity,”
2006, forthcoming).
Questions on life elsewhere in the universe: The
SETI Project is dedicated to the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence and life elsewhere in the universe,
via the monitoring of radio wave signals from outer
space (Sagan, 973, and Sagan and Shklovskii, 966).
Science has also veriﬁed that the chemical/atomic
elements, including carbon, that are necessary for carbon-based life to exist (as on Earth) also exist in other
galaxies in our universe (Origins, hosted by deGrasse
Tyson, 2004). Finally, one theory on the origin of life
on Earth is that it came to Earth from outer space. So,
it is a distinct possibility that intelligent life and diﬀer-
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ent “alien species” will be found to exist in the future,
just as so much science ﬁction has envisioned.
D. Cultural Evolution of Technology, Societal
Institutions, and Ideas, i.e., All of Our Socially
Learned Behavior: What Makes Us Distinctively
Human and Diﬀerent from the Animal Kingdom?

This deals with our distinctly human, culturally
learned part of our nature: We are products of cultural conditioning and we create culture. There is also
great cultural diversity within and between countries
today, with great creativity that can come from the
interactions of cultures today, as well as interethnic
conﬂict and even violence – if this cultural diversity is
not understood and respected.
Evolution of technology, societal institutions, and
even thinking/worldviews from agricultural to
industrial to information age societies and beyond:
There has been much writing on characteristics of
agricultural, industrial, and now information age
societies and beyond. These sources cite characteristics in many areas, noting that each new age is ushered
in by new technologies, which restructure jobs and
the economy, and then all areas of social life and
even people’s thinking and worldviews. (See Toﬄer,
The Third Wave, 980; and Groﬀ, “Social and Political
Evolution,” 996, for details of characteristics in technological, economic, job, political, social, religious,
family, education, worldview, and other areas for each
of the three major waves or periods of change. Some
of these topics are covered brieﬂy below.)
Evolution of the Internet as the second stage of the
information revolution and the emerging global
brain: The ﬁrst stage of the information revolution
was the explosion of information on all aspects of our
universe, from the very macro to the very micro, subatomic level. Never before have we known so much
about all aspects of life as today. Computers greatly
aided in the storage and analysis of this data.
Telecommunications and the Internet (including
the World Wide Web and email) mark a second stage
of the information age, that of the interconnectivity of all people’s ideas, in multimedia format, where
everyone’s ideas get connected to everyone else’s – a
true global brain emerging (which Teilhard de Chardin envisioned in diﬀerent form earlier), with all the
best and worst of humanity represented.
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The Internet has, in eﬀect, the id, ego, superego,
and transpersonal nature of humanity all represented.
The Internet – unlike traditional mass media (which
is controlled by large corporations and elites) – also
allows all persons with access to the Internet to make
their own web pages, to become their own broadcasting studio to the world, and to link their websites to
others with similar interests, creating a true global
network or brain of humanity, which is accessible on
a grassroots level to increasing numbers of peoples
around the world. This global brain also becomes a
virtual mirror of all the ideas and interests of humanity, which increasing numbers of people can access,
greatly accelerating human creativity and innovation
(Amkreutz, Digital Spirit, 2003).
Evolution of military technologies and warfare:
Military technology and warfare have evolved from
using traditional weapons to win a war (with new
technologies driving the evolution of military strategy and warfare throughout history) to using nuclear
weapons, with the advent of the nuclear age, to hopefully deter a nuclear war from starting. With nuclear
deterrence theory and mutually assured destruction
or MAD, the most stable nuclear situation was when
both sides – the United States and U.S.S.R. – each
had a strong second-strike capability, which meant
that each could deter its opponent from attacking
with a ﬁrst strike, because each had a strong enough
second-strike capability left, enabling it to inﬂict an
“intolerable level of damage” back on the opponent,
if attacked).
The interesting evolutionary eﬀect is that a conventional warfare situation (before the nuclear age)
created a win-lose situation (even though warfare
always extracts a terrible toll on both parties), while
the advent of the nuclear age created a shift to a
win-win situation (if nuclear war is avoided) and a
lose-lose situation (if a nuclear war occurs, since it
could lead to the annihilation of all sides and, indeed,
most life on Earth).
In the pre-nuclear age, one can see an enormous
evolution over time in the diﬀerent technologies
used in warfare – from bows and arrows, to cannons
and gunpowder, to tanks and conventional warfare,
to atomic bombs that ushered in the atomic/nuclear
age.

There is also evolution over time to ever larger
system levels of warfare, based on ever larger levels
of political interaction and eventual political integration over time – from tribal to city-states and ancient
empires, to nation-states, to larger regional groupings and global levels today – including World War
I and World War II, with a World War III, if it ever
occurs, endangering the survival of all humanity and
therefore something that everyone, everywhere, must
work at their utmost to avoid.
U.S. President Ronald Reagan also moved warfare from Earth to the “high ground” of space with
his Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), also known
as “Star Wars.” Putting missiles in space meant that
one could (if the system were successful) intercept an
opponent’s nuclear weapons, if launched – whether
they were a ﬁrst or second nuclear strike. Such a Star
Wars system would undermine an opponent’s (then
the U.S.S.R.’s) second-strike capability (and hence its
nuclear deterrent), not just its ﬁrst-strike capability, if
the U.S. could intercept any Soviet missile launched.
This led Reagan to promise the Soviets that if the U.S.
were about to get such a working system, the U.S.
would also have to give that technology to the Soviets,
making nuclear war (and the balance of terror) obsolete (at least theoretically). In practice, however, many
obstacles prevented an eﬀective system from emerging – including its enormous cost, and the fall of the
former Soviet Union and its communist system, ending the old Cold War conﬂict that this space-based
missile system was designed to oppose.
President George W. Bush has continued Reagan’s
policy of developing space-based weapons systems
(supported as a priority before September , 200),
calling this policy National Missile Defense and
changing the “enemy” or opponent (that this system
was directed against) from the U.S.S.R. to the newly
announced “Axis of Evil,” (Iraq, Iran, and North
Korea) in 2002. Whether missiles in space could stop
a terrorist with a bomb in a suitcase, who is willing to
blow him/herself up, seems highly unlikely, however,
showing the limitations of such a policy.
In the future, wars in space and cyber wars on
Earth and in space are possibilities on the horizon,
especially if current adversarial trends and policies on
Earth continue.
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Evolution of energy systems: The sources for energy
systems have evolved in diﬀerent historical periods,
including: (1) renewable energy sources, including
solar, wind, water, wood, animals, and humans/slavery in the agricultural age; to (2) non-renewable fossil
fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas in the industrial age; and (3) an eventual return back (which is
still to happen) to renewable energy sources, including solar, wind, tidal, geothermal, ocean thermal,
and biomass, but tapped with more sophisticated
high technologies in the information age, along with
nuclear fusion and other alternative energy sources
beyond that in the future.
Renewable energy sources in more detail for the
future include: direct solar energy (centralized and
decentralized versions) and indirect forms of solar
energy, including wind, tidal, geothermal, ocean
thermal, biomass, and waste conversion; also cogeneration (where energy output from one system is
used as energy input for another system), and nuclear
fusion (based on fusing deuterium and tritium,
heavier forms of hydrogen, which is in almost unlimited supply from water, H2O, and tapping the energy
given oﬀ in the process). Non-renewable fossil fuels
include: coal, oil, and natural gas, as well as nuclear
ﬁssion (based on using uranium or plutonium fuel,
which is in limited supply, to split the atom and tap
the energy given oﬀ in the process).
It is clear that a transition back to renewable
energy sources is inevitable in the future. It is just a
question of how long it will take political and business
leaders to act on this objective. Continued United
States, Western, and global dependence on fossil
fuels, including oil and natural gas from the Middle
East, especially with the ongoing turmoil there, would
seem to make energy independence a desirable goal.
Since the world oil supply, a non-renewable resource,
is near peaking, and global demands for oil have also
increased in recent years with increasing demands
from China and India, a transition to alternative
fuels seems an upcoming economic necessity as well.
So far, however, special interests tied to fossil fuels,
including oil, have impeded the more rapid transition
to alternative, renewable energy sources.
Evolution of language and writing: Language and
writing have evolved from oral storytelling in prehistoric times to the advent of writing with the
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beginning of recorded history. While the total origins of writing are not completely clear, what is clear
is that various ancient civilizations invented diﬀerent
writing systems – including Mesopotamia, Ancient
Egypt, Ancient China, and others. Original writing
began with pictures representing whole words, which
evolved into pictographs and more abstract symbols.
Ancient characters, being pictoral, were processed
more (it can be hypothesized) by the right brain. Also,
many thousands of characters had to be learned to be
literate, making writing available to elites only. (One
exception was Japan in the 9th century, which educated over 95 percent of its population with a writing
system, Kanji, based on Chinese characters, which
traditionally only elites had the luxury to learn. This,
no doubt, explains Japan’s rapid economic development in the 20th century.)
Later, alphabets were invented, which included a
limited number of letters (26 in English, for example),
which had the advantage of making mass education and mass literacy possible. Because letters in an
alphabet must be read in linear order, one can argue
that they must be processed more by the left brain.
Now we have entered the Internet age, allowing communication with both text (left brain) and
pictures (right brain) combined, allowing the possibility of whole-brain communication (hypothesis
of this writer). While telecommunications has been
controlled by large corporations, the emergence of
the Internet today means that anyone with access to
the Internet can create his or her own web pages and
become his or her own broadcasting studio to the
world – a decentralizing, democratizing trend for the
world.
Evolution of civilizations and cultures: Cultures and
civilizations have evolved in terms of the underlying values motivating behavior in each culture and
civilization. While this is oversimpliﬁed and there are
great variations between diﬀerent civilizations, which
diﬀerent typologies of civilizations have tried to determine, in general one can say that earlier non-Western
civilizations were based more on homogenized, whole
systems worldviews and underlying values – of group
identity, being part of nature, seeing God or spirit
in everything, while later Western civilizations saw
reality divided up into separate parts, leading to individual identity, seeing oneself as separate from nature,
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and seeing God or spirit as separate and on high.
Today, all cultures and civilizations of the world are
interacting with each other, making it possible that
a new complex, whole systems worldview is emerging, based on both the unity and interdependence of
peoples, as well as their cultural and religious diversity. In the future, as humans move increasingly to
space, diﬀerent cultures and civilizations will emerge
there too, and if there is intelligent life elsewhere in
the universe, at some point humans will interact with
this life – as portrayed in numerous science ﬁction
stories. (See also Groﬀ, “Insights on the Evolution of
Cultures, Civilizations, and Religions,” 2005; Groﬀ,
“Resolving Conﬂict Issues Cross-Culturally,” 994;
and Okuda and Okuda, 999 Ed.) This will further
increase the diversity of cultures and civilizations that
humans will need to understand and interact with
– hopefully peacefully.
Nonetheless, when humans ﬁrst encounter a new
type of diversity of people that they have not encountered before, and do not understand, people’s fears
can be aroused and conﬂicts, even wars, can result
– until greater understanding and integration of their
cultures can occur.
Idea of cultural “memes,” to parallel the idea of genes
in biological evolution: Just as biological evolution
led to the emergence of humans, and, with them,
human culture, so has the idea of genes motivating
biological behavior led to the idea of memes (or overarching worldviews) motivating cultural behavior
(Dawkins, 989 Ed., especially Chapter , “Memes:
The New Replicators,” pp. 89–20). Dawkins also
believes in the controversial view that animals, including humans, exist as vehicles for the preservation of
genes. In short, the macro exists for the preservation
of the micro level of existence, and not the opposite,
common view.
The work of Clare W. Graves, as outlined in
Spiral Dynamics by Beck and Cowan (996), also
identiﬁes eight evolving worldviews or memes
inﬂuencing diﬀerent cultures of people today. Each
meme is associated with a diﬀerent color, as follows:
(1) Beige meme: Automatic/Instinctive – Survival
Sense; 2) Purple meme: Animistic/Tribalistic – Kin
Spirits; (3) Red meme: Egocentric/Exploitive – Power
Gods; (4) Blue meme: Absolutist/Saintly – Truth Force;
(5) Orange meme: Materialist/Achiever – Strive Drive;

(6) Green meme: Relativistic/Sociocentric – Human
Bond; (7) Yellow meme: Systemic/ Integrative – Flex
Flow; (8) Turquoise meme: Globalist/Renewalist
– Whole view; and moving next into (9) Coral
meme, with a planetary focus (not yet named). Spiral
Dynamics shows why conﬂicts are sometimes diﬃcult
to resolve – especially when the parties to the conﬂict
come from diﬀerent cultural worldviews or memes.
Evolution of economic systems: Economic systems
have evolved from barter systems, where people
exchanged goods and services directly with each
other (in the agricultural age) to the rise of money
economies (in the industrial age) to mixed barter and
money economies (in our current global economy
today). Barter within countries is a counter-economy, while barter between countries and companies
internationally is counter-trade. It allows people to
get their needs met when they lack money. Computers also allow more sophisticated barter systems to
emerge, where people get credits for oﬀering others
goods or services and debits when they accept goods
or services from others.
Economic systems also evolved from capitalist or
socialist economies (both products of the industrial
age) to a global economy (in the information age).
Important issues today include globalization and antiglobalization forces – the latter demanding greater
attention to labor and environmental standards by
the globalization movement.
Jobs are also restructured as societies move from
agricultural to industrial to information age economies. During the industrial revolution, agricultural
productivity increased and people moved from the
countryside to cities to work in factories in bluecollar jobs, while during the information revolution
today, industrial productivity and automation are
increasing in developed countries (or moving to
developing, “new industrial countries,” where labor
is cheaper) and jobs are moving from blue collar to
white-collar jobs – including both professional-type,
higher-paying jobs and service sector, lower-paying
jobs, leading to concern that in the information age
we have created a two-tiered economy, with increasing income gaps between rich and poor – both within
and between countries. The middle class in developed
countries also feels increasingly squeezed at present,
with many jobs going abroad, from developed to
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developing countries, where labor is cheaper.
In the future, an alternative would be if production
could be largely automated, and society could still produce enough to meet everyone’s basic needs, people
could be given a minimum guaranteed income, along
with a much shorter work week, allowing many more
people time to develop their creative potential. Then
more people could produce things, not because they
have to, to earn an income, but because they want to,
to express themselves and contribute back to society.
This would be a very diﬀerent possible scenario for
the future that could unleash much creativity and
innovation. Research also shows that people are happiest when they are totally engaged in what they are
doing, which is usually what happens when people
are being creative (“The Science of Happiness,” January 2005; and Charlie Rose, January 0, 2005).
Evolution of political systems: Political systems have
evolved from authoritarian or dictatorial systems
to representative democracy (in the industrial age)
to direct, grassroots, participatory democracy and
electronic democracy (emerging in the information
age), and beyond. There has also been an evolution
in how political opponents are treated, from death if
the loser, to being “banned to Siberia” or kept under
house arrest, to being free to go on with one’s life if one
loses, and even running for public oﬃce again. Note:
Despite such long-term democratic trends in certain
parts of the world, many countries in the world are
clearly far from being democratic, and situations (like
the Iraqi war) also reduce democratic trends within
countries theoretically ﬁghting to extend democracy
abroad.
There is also an evolution to ever larger system
levels of political integration over time, from tribal
chiefdoms to early agricultural communities, to
ancient empires and slavery for those conquered, to
feudal systems, to governments of nation-states, to
larger regional cooperation (economic ﬁrst, leading
to political cooperation) and discussion of “global
governance” and reform of the United Nations today,
and maybe someday actual global government itself
– if nation-state governments are ever willing to give
up their national sovereignty to an international governing body instead. Movement in this direction will
continue as ever more issues require global cooperation to solve them.
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As people move out into space in the future, different political systems will also emerge there, and at
some point such space colonies (like the American
colonies) may declare their independence from their
original sponsors on Earth, arguing that they know
better what their needs are than their original sponsors back on Earth, who are living in totally diﬀerent
situations and facing diﬀerent challenges.
Evolution of educational systems and forms of
learning: Educational and learning systems have
evolved from less to increasing literacy over time,
and from education for elites only (in the agricultural
age) to mass education (in the industrial age – in both
capitalist and socialist societies), to diversiﬁed educational models (in the information age) to meet the
diverse needs of students of all ages, racial, ethnic,
and cultural backgrounds – some desiring degrees;
others retraining or getting certiﬁcates to update their
knowledge in some area.
The information age also sees the emergence of
lifetime learning, since technological developments
and an explosion of knowledge in many areas mean
that one must continually go back to school or take
retraining programs to stay up-to-date in the area of
one’s work. Since the average person will have multiple careers in his or her lifetime today, people must
not only be retrained in a given area of work or profession, but must periodically learn whole new ﬁelds
as well.
While the industrial age focused on mass education (the same educational models for everyone,
which was considered democratic), the information age must provide diverse educational models,
for the diverse needs of students, as well as diverse
models for delivering education (traditional schools,
distance learning, corporate and community learning centers, the Internet, cable TV programs, etc.).
Hopefully education will continue to evolve in ways
that increasingly release the creativity in people in the
future as well.
Evolution of the family: The family has evolved and
changed in important ways through diﬀerent periods and cultures, including: the extended family,
where several generations lived and worked together
on the land (the accepted model in the agricultural
age); to the nuclear family – deﬁned as father work-
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ing, mother at home not working (if middle class or
above), and approximately two children (the accepted
model in the industrial age); to many diﬀerent household/family patterns today (providing diverse models
to choose from in the information age). Some of
these diverse information age family/household patterns include: the nuclear family (now only 4% or less
of U.S. households – far less than what most people
think); couples married without children; single-parent households, including after people are divorced;
new types of extended families that occur when
divorced parents with children remarry, making the
children part of more than one household; single persons living alone; people living in communities; gay
couples; etc. The information age becomes more of a
multiple-option society, while the older industrial age
and agricultural age were characterized more by one
dominant, acceptable family pattern for each period.
Today, global travel and work, and especially the
Internet, make it possible for new types of families
or community networks to emerge, based not on
blood ties, but on common interests. This is a very
signiﬁcant global development today, tying all kinds
of people together and giving them the tools to easily
stay connected – even while living in diverse situations around the world.
Evolution of conﬂict resolution methods: Conﬂict
resolution is a relatively new ﬁeld that emerged in
Western cultures based on individual identity. Conﬂict
resolution has also evolved from conﬂict resolution
(with the goal of trying to resolve conﬂicts) to conﬂict
management (with the idea that not all conﬂicts can
be resolved, but maybe they can be managed) to conﬂict transformation (with the idea that sometimes the
parties to the conﬂict must ﬁrst transform how they
view the conﬂict and the other parties to the conﬂict
before it will be possible to resolve the conﬂict).
Conﬂict resolution is also evolving (one hopes)
from seeking only win-lose outcomes (to win for
oneself at the other party’s expense) to seeking winwin outcomes (where both parties get some of their
important objectives met in an agreement, thereby
both having an important incentive to keep to that
agreement afterwards).
Finally, conﬂict resolution needs to evolve from
violent methods to non-violent methods, since violence begets violence from one generation to the

next; it also requires dehumanizing one’s opponent,
so that one can justify killing him or her. In contrast,
non-violence seeks to appeal to the moral conscience
of one’s opponent, to get him or her to see that one
does indeed have a moral, humane issue on one’s side.
(Clearly, the world has much to learn in this regard
today.) Conﬂict resolution has also evolved from
mediation (in non-Western cultures) to litigation (in
Western cultures) to both today (in our globally interdependent world, where peoples from all diﬀerent
cultures are increasingly interacting with each other.)
Evolution of seven aspects of peace, leading to a
holistic, integrative view of peace: Views of peace
have also evolved within the Peace Studies ﬁeld to
include at least seven aspects, with each new type of
peace adding another dimension to what came before,
leading over time to the emergence of a holistic, integrative view of peace. These seven aspects of peace
include:
(1) absense of war – eliminating war and physical
violence (a key concern at the end of World War I
and II)
(2) balance of forces in the international system
– creating international institutions where all the
actors in the international system (nation-states, multinational corporations, international governmental
organizations, as well as a myriad of non-governmental organizations working on many issues) can go to
decide on policies and resolve conﬂicts, short of going
back to a state of war
(3) eliminating structural violence – where people
suﬀer indirectly due to the structure of the system
– and creating social justice, added to eliminating
physical violence, on macro (national and international) levels
(4) feminist peace, focusing on eliminating patriarchal values and institutions, as well as eliminating
both physical and structural violence (like peace 3),
but beginning on micro (community and family)
levels, to create the foundations for peace on macro
levels
(5) intercultural peace – between all peoples and
their diverse cultures, civilizations, and religions
(6) Gaia peace – of humans as necessary caretakers
of the environment and Earth, including of other species – many of which are becoming extinct at a very
rapid rate today
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(7) inner peace – ﬁnding peace and that still center
within, so that one does not project one’s unresolved
inner conﬂicts and unacknowledged negative thought
onto others in the form of prejudice and hatred, but
instead ﬁnds love in one’s heart and the desire to
connect with and do service for one’s fellow human
beings.
What is particularly interesting is that Western
cultures and religions especially focus on peace –
5, involving changing aspects of the external world;
indigenous cultures and Earth-based religions especially focus on peace 6; and Eastern cultures and
religions especially focus on peace 7. What this shows
is that diﬀerent cultures bring diﬀerent strengths and
gifts to the table of humanity today, and that we can
create more together than we can separately – if we
can all be open to learn from each other. (See Smoker
and Groﬀ, 997; and Groﬀ, Draft Paper, 2002.)
Evolution of people through life’s stages: Each person born – in whatever culture – also evolves through
diﬀerent life stages, including from infancy to old age
(if they are fortunate enough to live to that stage) and
death. Various writers, especially psychologists, have
attempted to outline these stages. A few examples follow.
Sigmund Freud dealt earlier with ﬁve psychosexual stages that covered the earlier years of one’s life,
including: oral, anal, phallic, latency, and genital (the
latter occurring at puberty, when one must identify
with the parent of the same sex, according to Freud).
Erik Erikson later extended Freud’s ﬁve psychosexual
stages to eight stages of psychosocial development
that covered the whole lifespan, with a diﬀerent conﬂict occurring in each stage that the person must try
to master. These eight stages (and the conﬂict occurring in each stage) include: (1) Oral-Sensory Stage,
age birth to 2–8 months, (conﬂict between developing trust vs. mistrust with a caregiver over the event
of feeding); (2) Muscular-Anal Stage, age 8 months
to 3 years, (conﬂict between autonomy vs. shame
and doubt over the event of toilet training and the
development of physical skills and control or not);
(3) Locomotor Stage, early childhood years from age
2–6, (conﬂict between taking further initiative vs.
feeling guilt over the event of gaining independence
or guilt if too forceful); (4) Latency Stage, age 6–2
years, covering elementary and middle school years
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(conﬂict between industry vs. inferiority over the
event of attending school and developing new skills
or not); (5) Adolescent Stage, age 2–8 years, (conﬂict between identity vs. role confusion over the event
of developing peer relationships and a sense of identity in diﬀerent aspects of one’s life during the teenage
years); (6) Young Adulthood Stage, age 9–40 years,
(conﬂict over intimacy vs. isolation over the event of
establishing love relationships and intimacy or suﬀering feelings of isolation); (7) Middle Adulthood Stage,
age 40–65 years, (conﬂict between generativity vs.
stagnation over the event of parenting, caring for, and
supporting the next generation); and (8) Late Adulthood Stage, age 65 years to death, (conﬂict between
ego integrity vs. despair over event of reﬂecting and
accepting one’s life or feeling despair) (Erikson, 950
and 968).
Other writers have identiﬁed similar life stages to
Erikson’s that hopefully apply across diﬀerent cultures,
and that involve physiological changes in the body,
as well as social-psychological changes and changing
social roles. These include: birth, infancy, childhood,
adolescence or puberty, young adulthood including
often marriage and a family, middle adulthood, older
adulthood, and death (Kotre and Hall, Seasons of
Life, 990). What is interesting is that all humans go
through these diﬀerent life stages, but diﬀerent cultures honor these important transition stages of life
with diﬀerent rituals or rites of passage meaningful
to each culture. There may also be important diﬀerences between group identity (non-Western) cultures
versus individual identity (Western) cultures in how
diﬀerent stages of life are dealt with by the culture.
Anthropologists have helped document the great
cultural diversity existing around the world regarding these diﬀerent stages of life and how they are
observed. Joseph Campbell noted that Western cultures have often lost rituals to honor the advent of
puberty – an important life transition.
E. Evolution of Consciousness: Our Divine Nature
That We Share with Awake, Self-Aware, Conscious,
Creative Beings

This deals with our ability to “wake up” and become
conscious of our physical, biological, and cultural
conditioning and thereby to begin to be able to transcend our conditioning in diﬀerent areas and to be
able to act consciously in the world, thereby increas-
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ing our “degrees of freedom.” This involves what we
share with the so-called “gods” or awake beings or
divinity, i.e., our ability to free our thinking and consciousness from past conditioning, to be creative and
“think outside of the box,” and to co-create in harmony with the principles of nature and an evolving
universe, because we have developed enough to be
able to understand at least some of the processes of
change at work in the universe.
Evolution in views of human nature in Western
psychology: Views of human nature in Western
psychology have evolved from a negative view of
human nature, with behavior determined by instincts
(in Freudian psychoanalysis) to a neutral view of
human nature, with behavior (positive or negative)
determined by environmental conditioning and reinforcement (in Skinner’s behavioral psychology) to a
positive potential view of human nature, with behavior
a result of a hierarchy of human needs in interaction
with an environment that can either support one’s
needs being met (leading to eventual “self-actualization”) or not (in Maslow’s humanistic psychology)
to a potentially very positive, transformational and
transpersonal view of human nature (in Maslow’s and
others’ transpersonal psychology) (Goble, 970).
Jungian analytical psychology also linked Western psychology with Eastern philosophy, spiritual
traditions, and alchemical worldviews (based on the
interplay and unity of opposites) – in contrast with
the traditional Western view, going back to Aristotle,
that something is either A or B, but not both. Jung
also discovered diﬀerent, universal “archetypes of the
collective unconscious,” which were archetypal forms
that people would ﬁll in, as relevant, with their particular experiences (Jung, 996).
Evolution of consciousness through seven chakras
or energy centers in the body: In Eastern philosophy
and yogic spiritual traditions, there is a belief that
there is an evolution of consciousness that occurs
as one moves and raises one’s energy, via meditative
practices, through seven chakras or energy centers along the spine in the body, including from the
root chakra (at the base of the spine) all the way to
the crown chakra or energy center (at the top of the
head). These seven chakras include: the root chakra,
at the base of the spine, dealing with survival; the
second sexual chakra, in the male and female sexual

centers, dealing with sexual energy and reproduction;
the third chakra, in the solar plexus, dealing with personal power and achievement; the fourth chakra, the
heart chakra, representing moving from a focus on
the external world (the ﬁrst three chakras) to a new
focus on the inner world of the spirit, where a “second birth” occurs – the ﬁrst one being one’s physical
birth. The ﬁfth chakra, the throat chakra, deals with
will, communication, and speaking one’s own authentic truth; the sixth chakra, the “third eye,” deals with
opening to inner seeing; and ﬁnally, the seventh
chakra, the crown chakra, at the top of the head, deals
with experiencing spiritual enlightenment and oneness with God or spirit. (There are many books on the
seven chakras. See, for example, Wauters, 2002.)
Campbell notes that Western psychology – in its
diﬀerent schools – has focused especially on the ﬁrst
three or four chakras, as follows: ﬁrst chakra, survival – behavioral psychology; second, sexual chakra
– Freudian psychoanalysis; third chakra, focusing on
achievement and power – Adlerian psychology; and
the fourth, heart chakra – Jungian psychology, which
moves from the outer to the inner world and also links
Western psychology with Eastern spiritual traditions.
He notes that the top three chakras – all focusing on
the inner spiritual journey – are largely the focus of
Eastern spiritual traditions (Campbell, “Seven Levels
of Consciousness,” 975), though it is clear that many
Westerners are now interested in Eastern spiritual traditions. Indeed, once people have their basic material
needs met, they often seek some deeper meaning and
connection to life, beyond just their own “self actualization” (to use Abraham Maslow’s phrase).
Caroline Myss, a medical intuitive, describes the
power associated with each of these seven chakras
as follows: ﬁrst chakra – tribal power; second chakra
– the power of relationship; third chakra – personal
power; fourth chakra – emotional power; ﬁfth chakra
– the power of will; sixth chakra – the power of mind;
seventh chakra – our spiritual connector (Myss,
Anatomy of the Spirit: The Seven Stages of Power and
Healing, 996).
Many forms of yoga and meditation give people
tools to help raise their consciousness through these
chakras or energy centers in the body.
Evolution of consciousness in the work of Ken
Wilber: One of the most proliﬁc and prominent writ-
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ers on the evolution of consciousness today is Ken
Wilber, whose many books include The Spectrum
of Consciousness, and Sex, Ecology, Spirituality: The
Spirit of Evolution. In Wilber’s words, “The spectrum
of consciousness is a psychological model of … the
‘Great Chain of Being.’ This model … involves the
idea that God – or Brahman or the Absolute – manifests in terms of diﬀerent levels of existence or levels
of being. This idea ultimately revolves on a paradox:
The Absolute is the only thing that exists … And yet,
paradoxically, the Absolute goes through a series of
emanations or stepped-down versions of itself that
generate the spectrum of existence [and consciousness] … to the point where, to inhabitants of the
lower levels, the Absolute seems quite remote, and
sometimes even totally absent” (White, 984, Part I,
p. 8).
The Absolute is also a non-dual reality, but once it
starts to manifest in the world, duality begins, which
is also represented metaphorically by Adam and Eve,
in Genesis, eating of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil, which evicted them from the Garden of
Eden or paradise (or from that non-dual reality of the
Absolute). The process of involution brings spirit into
matter (where consciousness of the Absolute is often
lost in the process), while the purpose of evolution
is for spirit to “wake up” within matter and return to
its source – the Absolute. Diﬀerent spiritual-religious
traditions give diﬀerent names to this spectrum in the
evolution of consciousness. One version of these levels of consciousness includes: the External World, the
Five Senses, the Shadow Level, the Ego Level (based
on the intellect), the Biosocial Level, the Existential
Level, the Transpersonal Level, and Eternity-Inﬁnity
(Wilber, 993, p. 53).
In recent years, Wilber’s work has been combined
with the work of the late Clare W. Graves and Spiral
Dynamics to come up with a four-quadrant, integral
model of evolution, with each quadrant of the model
having a number of stages, and diﬀerent states of consciousness, within it. In eﬀect, there is a two by two
table, creating four combinations or quadrants, each
undergoing stages of evolution: Interior-Individual
(upper left quadrant); Exterior-Individual (upper
right quadrant); Interior-Social (cultural, including values, lower left quadrant); and Exterior-Social
(including institutions, lower right quadrant) (Wilber, 995).
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Evolution through the stages of the “hero’s journey”
in mythology: Joseph Campbell saw mythology in all
cultures as a link or bridge between our outer life in
the world and the inner life of the spirit. People in
all cultures and time periods can go through various
stages of the “hero’s journey” – to ﬁnd their authentic selves, as reﬂected in the myths of cultures around
the world (see Joseph Campbell’s work on the “monomyth” or “hero’s journey” in the myths of all cultures
from his seminal work, The Hero with a Thousand
Faces, 968, 94).
Stages of the hero’s journey can include: you are
restless and there is nothing holding you to your
current situation in life; you must ﬁnd a mentor or
teacher to guide you on your journey; there is a symbolic, jumping-oﬀ place into the unknown, where you
leave your familiar life and world behind you; you
then must be tested in the unknown, to ﬁnd out who
you really are; and if you pass the tests and challenges,
you can eventually return home from your journey
to share the wisdom that you have gained from your
experiences with others.
There are also diﬀerences in myths in diﬀerent cultures, especially in Eastern versus Western cultures. In
Eastern cultures, an apprentice traditionally follows
in the path set by his or her master or guru/teacher,
while in Western cultures, with individual identity,
each person must ﬁnd his or her own path into the
forest or unknown, where he or she will be tested,
as represented in the myths of King Arthur and the
Knights of the Round Table.
Myths also diﬀer in diﬀerent historical periods.
Campbell’s four periods included: hunting and gathering; early agriculture; ancient empires; and the
modern period – where we’ve lost (with the scientiﬁc
revolution) our connection to the power of myth as
a diﬀerent, metaphorical type of truth in our lives.
Myths must also be updated for the age one lives in,
if they are to be relevant to people’s lives. Star Wars
represents one recent eﬀort to reframe the hero’s
journey myth for the space age. (George Lucas was a
good friend of Joseph Campbell’s and inﬂuenced by
his work in writing Star Wars.) (Campbell books; and
Lobell, 993).
Evolution in male-female images of divinity in different cultures and religions: Images of divinity have
evolved in diﬀerent religions and cultures from the
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Great Mother and nature spirits in everything (in the
Paleolithic, Old Stone Age, hunting and gathering
period); to veneration of the goddess (beginning in
Neolithic, New Stone Age, early agricultural cultures,
where people began living in villages and where the
fertility of the soil was seen as parallel to the fertility of the female and hence the goddess); to gods and
goddesses, with the idea of One God emerging behind
that (in ancient empires and civilizations, along with
the rise of the great religions of antiquity); to One
God, interpreted as “God the Father” (in Western
religions); to a return to an interest in the goddess
today and to the possibility of a “divine union” of
male and female images of divinity, with God or spirit
(Oneness) also transcending all dualities. (For an
elaboration, see Groﬀ, “Insights on the Evolution of
Cultures, Civilizations, and Religions,” especially Part
III on “The Evolution of Religions,” in this volume.)
Evolution in views of the mind-body relationship,
and the brain-mind relationship, in healing: Views
of the mind-body relationship, as well as the brainmind relationship, in healing have evolved from
seeing everything as interconnected and interrelated
(in non-Western views of healing) to seeing reality
as made up of separate parts and focusing only on
physical aspects of the body and brain, independent
of the mind (in Western medicine and science traditionally), to ways of integrating the best of Eastern
and Western medicine and healing practices today
(“integral medicine”). Are we only our physical body,
or brain, or is the mind something more, which can
be tapped to aid the healing process? And does prayer
play a role in non-local healing, as Dr. Larry Dossey
and others assert? (Dossey, 993; and Dossey, 996).
The whole ﬁeld of alternative health and healing is
based on this premise of a mind-body connection
and of a mind that transcends the physical brain,
allowing non-local connections to exist. As diﬀerent
cultures and their diﬀerent healing systems increasingly come together and interact with each other,
and as increasing numbers of people seek alternative,
more “holistic” methods of healing, the developing
ﬁeld of integral medicine would seem to be a wave of
the future (Schlitz et al, Eds., 2004).
Another medical trend for the future is energy
medicine. As Einstein showed, matter is just concentrated energy (E = MC2), which also implies that

our bodies – which may seem to be only matter – are
actually energy-ﬂow systems, making energy medicine another wave of the future that can tap into a
deeper, causal level of healing that also sees the body
more holistically. Acupuncture is one of many types
of energy medicine based on this premise. (See, for
example, Myss, Energy Medicine, 998; and Oschman,
Energy Medicine, n.d.)
Greater funding for scientiﬁc studies of alternative
healing needs to be part of the future. There is also
great public interest in such alternatives.
Evolution in forms of creativity and innovation in
diﬀerent cultures: Forms of creativity and innovation
have evolved from non-Western, more group-identity
cultures (focusing on a master-apprentice relationship, and observing and imitating the form of the
master, until the person and the form become one,
which tradition is passed down from one generation
to the next); to Western, more individual-identity cultures (focusing on breaking from established forms
and doing something new and diﬀerent, and learning via asking questions and analyzing situations);
to today, when much creativity can emerge from
the interactions of peoples from so many diﬀerent
cultures worldwide. (See Groﬀ, “Creativity and Innovation: East and West – Focusing on Japan and the
U.S.” Draft Paper written after living in Japan a year,
990–99.)
F. Examples of Ways Humans Can Increasingly
Transcend Physical, Biological, and Cultural
Programming of Behavior via an Evolution of
Consciousness

What the above four main areas of evolution – which
all work through us as human beings – show is that
we humans are complex, multileveled beings. What
the evolution of consciousness shows is that a conscious, awake person can begin to transcend the
eﬀects of conditioning in all the previous three areas
as they each aﬀect that person’s behavior and life.
Examples of consciousness transcending direct
physical proximity and information gained through
the ﬁve senses: a mother rabbit recognizing and
reacting to harm to a baby rabbit in a totally diﬀerent location; extrasensory perception (ESP) and mind
(not satellite) remote-viewing experiments (including those by the U.S. military) between people and
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other people or objects in diﬀerent locations (where
information could not be gained directly via the ﬁve
senses); the work of Rupert Sheldrake on a hypothesized morphogenetic ﬁeld (Sheldrake, 98 and 988)
and connection between people, and between people
and their pets, that is non-local (for example, a dog
at home goes to the front door to wait for its owner
to come home at the exact time – proven via ﬁlming of both – when that person, in a diﬀerent location
downtown, decides to go to her car to come home)
(Sheldrake, 999); and the work of Dr. Larry Dossey
and others on the positive eﬀects of prayer at a distance on non-local healing (Dossey, 993 and 996).
Examples of consciousness transcending biological
conditioning and drives, instincts, and automatic
body processes: a yogi using meditation to modify
his automatic body processes, such as slowing down
the heart rate or changing body temperatures; genetic
engineering, recombinant DNA, gene splicing, cloning, and the Human Genome Project as ways that
human consciousness is beginning to intervene in the
natural Darwinian biological processes of evolution
via changing genes within species and creating new,
hybrid species; cloning existing species; and greatly
speeding up biological change.
Examples of consciousness transcending cultural
conditioning: breaking a pattern of child or spousal
abuse (which one learned from one’s own parents)
when one becomes a parent oneself, by consciously
working to reprogram one’s own learned behavior;
becoming creative or innovative in any area of human
endeavor, by going beyond what one learned before
from others; and using one’s intuition to discover patterns and relationships between things that were not
known before, or coming up with new ideas (which
are sometimes new combinations of older, pre-existing ideas), which can then be implemented in one’s
life and contributed to one’s culture.
Final conclusions on the evolution of consciousness, and becoming versus being states: The ultimate
goal of a spiritual life is ﬁnally to “wake up” and just
be – totally present and an emanation of light, love,
joy, etc. The evolution of consciousness is like peeling
away the layers of an onion (representing all of the
layers of one’s socially conditioned behavior) to get
back to the essence or spirit at the core of one’s being.
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This essence is ﬁnally a being state, not a becoming
state, which evolution is about. Evolution (from a
spiritual/consciousness perspective) is thus about the
journey back to that awakened being state.
It is also signiﬁcant that Eastern cultures are traditionally more being cultures, while Western cultures
are traditionally more doing or becoming cultures,
although much cross-fertilization is now occurring
as the world becomes increasingly interdependent,
and as we recognize that there is much that we can all
learn from each other – if we are open.
G. On the Needed Dialogue between Science and
Spirituality
Religion without science is blind. Science without religion is lame.
—Albert Einstein

It is this writer’s fondest wish – based on the discussion of the four areas of evolution in Part II, and on
the role of consciousness in being able to intervene in
and modify the ﬁrst three areas and stages of evolution – that a more in-depth, real dialogue can occur
(and continue) between scientists, including physical scientists and Darwinian biologists, on the one
hand, and spiritual-religious leaders and people, on
the other hand, concerning what each has to teach
us about evolution and the meaning of life. There are
scientists who are open to the role of spiritual-religious-intuitive factors in one’s life and there are many
religious leaders who are open to science. Indeed, science and religion may be just two diﬀerent ways of
trying to understand the same ultimate reality and
great mystery of life.
The current fundamentalist Christian attempt,
under the title of “intelligent design,” to totally reject
Darwinian biology’s role in the evolution of modern
humans, in favor of “creation science,” is an unfortunate polarizing of the dialogue that needs to occur.
Scientists who are totally closed to the role of consciousness also inhibit such a dialogue. To have to
choose between science (on one side) and religion,
spirituality, and the role of consciousness (on the
other) is old-paradigm, either/or thinking, and the
wrong question to be debating, in this writer’s view.
The characteristic of new-paradigm thinking, including in science, is dynamic, interdependent, whole
systems, both/and thinking. This is where we should
be focusing our energy and attention, and this is
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where some of the greatest breakthroughs in future
human evolution and understanding may also occur.
There is also much that science can tell us about consciousness (although there is a diﬀerence between
studying something in a detached, analytical way and
experiencing something directly, which is why some
of the greatest scientists became mystics later in their
lives), and there is much that spiritual-religious leaders and people can marvel at in the grand design and
sweep of evolution, as it has unfolded through physical, biological, cultural, and consciousness areas.
Humans are complex, multileveled beings, as this
article has tried to show, and consciousness also has
a key role to play, along with physical, biological, and
cultural aspects of evolution, in understanding who
we are, where we come from, and, increasingly, where
we are going in the future. When one looks at the
evolving story of evolution itself – from the beginnings of this universe up through modern humans
and beyond, one cannot help but feel a sense of awe,
wonder, and humility – whatever one’s perspective
– at what has unfolded and will continue to unfold
in the future.

Final Conclusions
This article has attempted to examine various aspects
of evolution, including various processes of evolution and change (with conclusions noted at the end
of Part I), as well as four main substantive areas of
evolution – physical, biological, cultural, and consciousness – which, it is argued, all work through us
as human beings. This is an enormous topic, and it
is preposterous to try to cover such a huge subject in
one article. Indeed, many more questions are raised
by this article than are answered. Part II is meant to
be suggestive of four broad areas of evolution, each
with numerous subareas and suggested evolutionary
stages. Many areas for further research are suggested,
and if dealt with in greater detail, each would become
a book in itself.
If mistakes have been made, please accept this
writer’s apology. Also excuse the somewhat preliminary nature, especially of Part II, and accept that this
article attempts to show, at minimum, that evolution
and change are endemic in every area of the universe,
life, human society, culture, and even our consciousness. That is, itself, the overall thesis and conclusion
of this article.
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Goble, Frank. The Third Force: The Psychology of
Abraham Maslow. Foreword by Abraham Maslow.
New York: Washington Square Press, Published by
Pocket Books, 970.
Groﬀ, Linda. “Creativity and Innovation: East and
West (Focusing on Japan and the U.S.), Draft paper,
written after living in Japan a year, 990–99.
Groﬀ, Linda. “Crossing Boundaries: Spiritual Journeys in Search of the Sacred,” Consilium, No. 2 (999),
Special Issue on “Frontier-Violations: Transgressions
of Borders; Beginning of New Identities.” Journal is
translated into seven foreign languages.
Hubbard, Barbara Marx. Conscious Evolution: Awakening the Power of Our Social Potential. Novato, CA:
New World Library, 998. See also “Bibliography on
Evolution in General.”
Jung, Carl. Man and His Symbols. New York: Dell
Publishing, 964.
Lobell, John. Joseph Campbell: The Man and His
Ideas. With a contribution by Stephen Larsen and
Robin Larsen. San Anselmo, CA: The Joseph Campbell Foundation, 993.
May, Robert M. Cosmic Consciousness Revisited: The
Modern Origins and Development of a Western Spiritual Psychology. Rockport, MA: Element, 99.
Myss, Caroline. Anatomy of the Spirit: The Seven
Stages of Power and Healing. New York: Three Rivers
Press, 996. The power associated with the opening of
each of the seven chakras is the following: ﬁrst chakra
– tribal power; second chakra – the power of relationship; third chakra – personal power; fourth chakra
– emotional power; ﬁfth chakra – the power of will;
sixth chakra – the power of mind; seventh chakra
– our spiritual connector.
Myss, Caroline (Foreword), et al. Energy Medicine.
New York: Jeremy Tarcher, a member of Penguin Putnam, Inc., 998.
Neumann, Erich. The Origins and History of Consciousness. With a Foreword by C.G. Jung. Bollingen
Series XLII. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 954. A Jungian analysis, drawing on a range of
world mythologies, of “how the individual conscious-
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ness passes through the same archetypal stages of
development as … human consciousness as a whole.”
Newbert, Andrew; D’Aquill, Eugene; and Rause,
Vince. Why God Won’t Go Away: Brain Science and
the Biology of Belief. New York: Ballantine Books, 200
and 2002 (Epilogue). On how the religious impulse
is rooted in the brain, and the neurological basis for
how the brain identiﬁes the “real.”
Ornstein, Robert. The Evolution of Consciousness:
Darwin, Freud, and Cranial Fire – The Origins of the
Way We Think. New York: A Touchstone Book, Simon
& Schuster, 99. Argues that “we are not rational, but
adaptive. The mind, like our bodies, evolved to help
us survive – avoid danger, procure food, and perpetuate the species – not to reason why.” Also argues,
Part VIII, “Why There Will Be No Further Evolution without Conscious Evolution.” See also Ornstein
under “Bibliography on the Biological Evolution of
Species.”
Oschman, James L. Energy Medicine: The Scientiﬁc
Basis [of Bioenergy Therapies]. Churchill Livingstone,
n.d.
Russell, Peter. The Global Brain Awakens: Our Next
Evolutionary Leap. Foreword by Marilyn Ferguson.
Palo Alto, CA: Global Brain, Inc., 995. Revised Ed. of
The Global Brain, 983.
Russell, Peter. The White Hole in Time: Our Future
Evolution and the Meaning of Now. HarperSanFrancisco, A Division of HarperCollins Publishers, 992.
Schlitz, Marilyn; Amorok, Tina; and Micozzi, Marc,
Eds. Consciousness and Healing: Integral Approaches
to Mind-Body Medicine. Elsevier/Churchill Livingstone, 2004. A contribution of 47 essays on integral
medicine, consciousness, and healing that integrates
medical knowledge with developments in the emerging areas of frontier sciences and insights from
alternative healing.
Science & Theology News. Monthly newsletter published by the John Templeton Foundation, on the
interface and needed dialogue between science and
religion.
Sheldrake, Rupert. A New Science of Life: The Hypothesis of Formative Causation. Los Angeles, CA: J.P.
Tarcher, Inc., Distributed by Houghton Miﬄin Co.,
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Boston, 98. A plant physiologist who goes beyond
traditional biology to hypothesize the existence of
morphogenetic ﬁelds, which exist across both space
and time. (Also Sheldrake, 988.)
Sheldrake, Rupert. The Presence of the Past: Morphic Resonance and the Habits of Nature. New York:
Vintage Books, A Division of Random House, 988.
Suggests that nature operates less by ﬁxed laws than by
habits based on its own memory of patterns built up
and repeated over time. The ﬁrst time a species does
something new is the hardest, but repetitions create a
morphic resonance ﬁeld (across time and space) that
other members of a species can then tap into for the
transmission of new forms of behavior, as well as for
the continuance of key characteristics of each species’
form or shape.
Sheldrake, Rubert. Dogs That Know When Their Owners Are Coming Home: And Other Unexplained Powers
of Animals. New York: Three Rivers Press, Member of
the Crown Publishing Group, 999.
Sheldrake, Rupert. “Morphic Fields,” in Shift (Journal), No. 5 (December 2004–February 2005), pp.
27–3. “The hypothesis of morphic ﬁelds points to an
understanding of mind which no longer needs to be
seen as conﬁned to the inside of the head” (p. 3). Each
species creates its own morphogenetic ﬁeld, which all
members of that species can tap into.
Smoker, Paul, and Groﬀ, Linda. “Spirituality, Religion, Culture, and Peace: Exploring the Foundations
for Inner-Outer Peace in the Twenty-First Century,”
International Journal of Peace Studies, Vol. , No. 
(January 966), pp. 57–3.
Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre. See “Bibliography on
Evolution in General.”
Tilak, Breaking Reality and Other Explorations in
Consciousness, Ed. by Elizabeth B. Buck. Colorado
Springs, CO: E.B.B. Publishing, 2000.
Wauters, Ambika. The Book of Chakras: Discover
the Hidden Forces Within You. Hauppauge, N.Y.: A
Quarto Book, Barron’s Educational Series, Inc., 2002.
White, John. “God, Evolution, and the Spectrum of
Consciousness: An Interview with Ken Wilber,” Parts
I and II, Science of Mind (January 984), pp. 8–5, 72–
77; and (February 984), pp. 30–35, 72–8.

Wilber, Ken. Sex, Ecology, Spirituality: The Spirit of
Evolution. Boston: Shambhala, 995.
Wilber, Ken. The Spectrum of Consciousness. 20th
Anniversary Edition. Wheaton, IL: Quest Books,
993, 977.
Wright, Robert. “What Can Science Tell Us About
God?” Time (December 28, 992). Notes that “One
hallmark of 20th century science is how much fertile
ground it has provided for speculation about whether
the universe is a product of intelligent design.” (Note:
This is a diﬀerent view of “intelligent design” – that
supports a dialogue between science and religion
– than that of fundamentalists supporting “creation
science,” which totally rejects humans as products of
Darwinian evolution.)
Yogananda, Paramahansa. Autobiography of a Yogi.
Thirteenth Ed., Los Angeles, CA: Self-Realization Fellowship, 998, 946. A classic on the spiritual journey
that has been translated into 8 languages.
Shift – at the Frontiers of Consciousness: The Science of
Fields. (Journal) Published by the Institute of Noetic
Sciences. A focus on how people (and animals) are
connected beyond the physical body and the ﬁve
senses through consciousness and ﬁelds that one can
tap into.
VIA (Vision in Action): The Journal of New Thinking
for New Action.
What Is Enlightenment? Redeﬁning Spirituality for an
Evolving World. (Journal)
Bibliography on Examples of Ways Humans Can Increasingly Transcend Physical, Biological, and Cultural
Programming of Behavior

See books on consciousness.
Bibliography on the Needed Dialogue between Science
and Spirituality

See books by Paul Davies and Stephen Hawking
under “Bibliography on Physical-Chemical-Geological Evolution of the Universe and Earth.”
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Prologue
Evolution has endowed our species with a truly
unique capacity – that of creating beliefs and then
acting on the basis of those beliefs, even when these
actions run counter to our genetic inclinations. Given
certain “enabling conditions,” this remarkable capacity sometimes makes democracy possible.
But evolution has also endowed Homo sapiens
with an inherent bias for authoritarian, rather than
democratic, political and social structures. As a consequence, democracy has been, and continues to be, a
fairly rare and fragile form of governance.
Taking the United States as a case in point, there
has been a grave deterioration in both the enabling
conditions and in our faith in democracy – a deterioration that poses a threat to the future of democracy in
this country. What, then, could or should be done?

I. The Basic Argument
We originally set out (Somit and Peterson, 997) to
explain an incontrovertible but unwelcome fact – that
throughout human history, the overwhelming majority of political societies have been characterized by
the rule of the few over the many, by dominance
and submission, by command and obedience. Whatever era we examine, we see the same basic pattern:
authoritarian regimes are notable by their presence
and persistence, democracies by their infrequency
and, with few striking exceptions, impermanence.
The consistency of this pattern raises two very
troublesome questions. First, why are authoritarian governments so common and enduring – and
democracies so rare and fragile? The explanation, we
argued, is that although other factors are certainly
also operative, the most important reason is that evolution has endowed our species, as it has the other

social primates, with a predisposition for hierarchically structured social and political systems. We have
evolved that predisposition, to quickly summarize the
neo-Darwinian reasoning, because in a social species these behaviors tend, on balance, to maximize
the reproductive success and inclusive ﬁtness of the
members of that species.()
If we postulate an inherent authoritarian bias, how,
then, can we account for the occasional emergence
of democratic polities? Almost all those who have
wrestled with this problem have found the answer
is some unique combination of economic, social,
historical and political “enabling” or “facilitating” factors.(2) These factors undoubtedly play a signiﬁcant
role. Nevertheless, we must again turn to evolutionary theory for the necessary, though not suﬃcient,
condition that makes democracy sometimes possible.
Homo sapiens is the only species which has evolved
the capacity to create, and under some circumstances, to act in accordance with beliefs that actually
run counter to its innate behavioral tendencies. The
lamentably awkward but generally accepted term for
this truly unique capacity is indoctrinability. Celibacy
and (presumably) the less demanding ideal of faithful monogamy are obvious examples.(3) Democracy,
an idea almost as alien to our social primate nature,
is another. It is indoctrinability, then, that makes it
possible, given a favorable conjunction of the aforementioned facilitating conditions, for democracies to
occasionally be born and even to survive.
Unfortunately, over the past few decades, there
has been a marked weakening in the United States
of both the requisite enabling conditions and, no less
worrisome, of popular belief in democracy and in the
American democratic governmental system. With
regard to the enabling conditions, to mention only
some of the potentially most serious developments,
there has been: a widening diﬀerence in wealth (and
life experience) between our upper and lower economic classes; the emergence of what threatens to
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become a quasi – permanent underclass; a growing
number of Americans (and especially children) who
live in poverty; worsening racial tensions; and the
growth of religious and political fundamentalism,
characterized by an intolerance of dissenting opinions. In short, there has been a dangerous erosion of
the “social capital” (Putnam, 995a, 995b) that has
historically made American democracy viable.(4)
And, at the same time, there have appeared equally
dangerous signs of a declining democratic faith, in
our nation’s ability eﬀectively to indoctrinate the
young with that faith, and in the capacity of our democratic political system eﬀectively to deal with many
of its most urgent problems.(5)
As a consequence of these changes, the United
States is coming perilously close to losing the essential elements of what Vaclav Havel (987, 990) has
called a democratic “civil society.” The ﬁnal section of our book, consequently, was devoted (a) to
the need for legislation aimed at safeguarding and,
where necessary, restoring the material conditions
that make democracy possible, and (b) to a proposal
for a national policy of democratic civic indoctrination. Implicit in this latter proposal was the belief
that, as William Allman has emphasized, “[T]he fact
that our modern human behavior is inﬂuenced by
our ancestors’ genetic legacy does not mean that our
modern behavior is necessarily desirable, inevitable,
or unchangeable. . .” (994:22).
This brief summary of our original basic contentions, and the resulting recommendations, brings
us to the major objective of this paper. We attempt
here, in eﬀect, to draw a balance sheet. To what extent
do democracies, in a so-called “Age of Democracy,”
remain an endangered species? What changes, if any,
have occurred in what we saw as a steady undermining in the United States of the material conditions
requisite for successful democratic governance? How
promising does our proposal for a national policy of
democratic civic indoctrination now appear?
To anticipate a later discussion, that proposal was
probably mistaken – for reasons that do not auger
well for the future prospects of the American democracy. If so, what measures might possibly be taken to
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improve those prospects? These, then, are the subjects
we address in the body of this paper.

II. A Balance Sheet
A. Will the Real Democracies Please Stand Up …
Again

Perhaps the single most frequent criticism of our 997
study was that we had not given suﬃcient weight to
what many insisted was a recent trend toward democratic governments. Has there actually been such a
trend?
On this issue, we should keep in mind Samuel
Huntington’s comments about democratic “waves,”
whereby the number of democratic polities periodically increase – and then diminish (99–992). Thus,
few of the newly born post-World War I democracies
survived into the mid-930s; nor, sad to say, did many
created after World War II long endure. The statistics
are hardly encouraging. According to Dahl, 34% of
the world’s states were democracies (“polyarchies”)
in 920. After modest ﬂuctuations, as per Huntington’s waves, over the intervening years, democracies
constituted the same percentage in 990.(6) In short,
whether we take a census of polities or count either
from post World War I or post World War II to the
present, the results are much the same. Democracies
still constitute a deﬁnite minority of contemporary
polities; the incidence of democratic governments is
no greater than it was seventy years ago. Our political
leaders speak glowingly about the “Age of Democracy”; worse, they can and regularly do claim credit
for “restoring democracy” to countries in which it
never existed and still remains only a fugitive dream.
B. The Requisite Conditions For Democracy …
Still Going, Going….

Indoctrinability makes it possible for humans to act
in a manner contrary to their evolutionary inclinations. But for democracy to come into existence and
to persist we need both indoctrinability and the requisite “enabling” social and material conditions.
Among these conditions, most students of government agree, are an equitable distribution of wealth,
an educated and politically concerned citizenry, ethnic and religious unity, and a government reasonably
capable of dealing with the major problems facing
that nation. Unfortunately, these conditions have
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been steadily undermined in the United States over
the past few decades. Among the most worrisome
developments are:
. Widening Gulf between the Haves and the
Have Nots
The emergence of a sizeable class of impoverished
citizens, especially when the other classes in that
society are becoming increasingly aﬄuent, poses
not only grave problems for the government of that
society but, unchecked, could jeopardize the future
of democratic governance itself. As an expanding literature testiﬁes (7), poverty and the possibility of a
quasi-permanent underclass have become matters of
increasingly urgent concern.
The latest economic data do little to alleviate that
concern. To start with the most encouraging news, in
998 the proportion of Americans who live in poverty
dropped to 2.7% from the previous year’s 3.3%. The
incidence of poverty among Hispanics was 25.6%, the
lowest since 979; among black families the ﬁgure was
28.%, the lowest on record. The number of children
living in poverty also fell (to 8.9% from 9.9% the year
before), though still considerably higher than the corresponding 4% in 969. The poverty rate for children
under six, however, remained essentially unchanged
at 20.6% (Oct. , 999; San Diego Union-Tribune, Oct.
, 999).
Other data, however, point in a diﬀerent direction:
a. In, 998, the top % wealthiest (2.7 million individuals) will have as many after tax dollars as the
bottom 00 million individuals. That disparity has
doubled since 977 (San Diego Union-Tribune, Oct. ,
999). The income of the top % (now 55,600 after
tax) has more than doubled since 977; it has also gone
up more than twice as much as that of those in the
middle class. In contrast, the income of the poorest
one ﬁfth has dropped 2% since that year. The median
white family saw its income rise 3.5% from the previous year, the median Hispanic’s income increased
by 4.8%, and black households were unchanged (San
Diego Union-Tribune, Oct. , 999).
b. In 980, the salary of the typical CEO of a large
American company was 40 times that of the typical
worker on the factory ﬂoor. It was 85 times larger
in 990 – and a whopping 49 times greater in 998
(Cassidy, 999:32). In 998, the richest 400 Americans
collectively had a net worth of one trillion dollars (a

sum greater than China’s Gross National Product).
The number of American billionaires rose by 79 to
268 (Forbes, Sept. 24, 999). There are now 3.5 million
millionaires in the U.S. (Barron’s, Sept. 20, 999).
We need not belabor the obvious. The rich are
becoming richer – and it would be amazing if the poor
were not increasingly disenchanted with a political
system that tolerated, if it did not actually encourage,
such gross economic inequality. At least three factors
are involved here. First, the dismal conditions under
which the impoverished and their children live. Second, the knowledge, fulsomely forthcoming from the
media, of the lavish (sometimes obscenely so) lifestyle
enjoyed by their economic betters. Third, a growing
sense that our society and its government have failed
to honor the promises, explicit and implicit, made
during what Robert Samuelson (996) has aptly called
“The Age of Entitlement.” In terms of the future wellbeing of the American democracy, this may be the
most important failure of all. As Daniel Bell wrote a
quarter-century ago, “no society which promises justice and, having admitted the legitimacy of the claims,
[too] slowly begins to open the way, can then expect
to ride out the consequent whirlwind in a comfortable fashion.” (976:79).
2. An Increasingly Dysfunctional Political System
Few would claim that the American political system
is working as well as we would like – or even that it is
working well. Among the most disturbing of its generally recognized malfunctionings are:
a. The decline in political participation as measured
by voting. Voter turnout for the 998 congressional
elections (and for the 996 presidential election) hit
very low levels historically.
b. The lack of information and interest in civic
matters among the young. A 997 American Council on Education study found that only 27% of the
respondents felt it important to keep up to date with
politics – a sharp drop from the 58% who did so in
966 (San Diego Union Tribune, January 2, 998).
There was almost the same decline in the number of
8-24 year olds who voted in the presidential elections
of 996 (32%) as against the same level in 972 (Halsted, 999: 34).
c. Racial and ethnic tensions compounded by a
religious and political fundamentalism often intolerant of dissenting opinion. An observer would have
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to be remarkably optimistic to ﬁnd any encouraging changes in either of these areas over the past few
years.(8)
d. Political campaigns which rely heavily on
mudslinging and “30-second sound bite” media trivializations (Fallows, 996). As evidenced by the 996
and 998 elections, by the campaigning leading to the
presidential primaries in 2000, and by the handiwork
of the White House staﬀ, we continue to move politically from an “Age of Exposition” to an “Age of Show
Business” (Postman, 995:62). As one commentator
has observed, we “ … cannot have a sensible campaign as long as it is built around the news media”
(Patterson, 993:25).(9)
e. The skyrocketing cost of political campaigns.
Contesting a congressional seat now requires at least
3 million to 4 million; pursuing a major party presidential nomination eﬀort runs perhaps ten times that
much. The cost of the presidential election campaign,
if the nomination is secured, is now estimated at 500
million, double the ﬁgure for 996. These ﬁgures put
into proper perspective the Time (Oct. , 999:3)
report that Bill Bradley has been raising a daily average of 72,826, Al Gore 70,652, and George W. Bush
an intimidating 206,522 – an interesting contrast
with the .8 million (in 999 dollars) that Abraham
Lincoln spent on his 860 presidential campaign
(Time, November , 999: 39).
As a result – and one with very troubling longterm implications – running for national public oﬃce
is becoming an option open only to individuals possessing substantial personal resources (à la Messrs.
Forbes, Perot, and Trump) and/or who are preternaturally eﬀective fundraisers. We need not spend time
here on the possibility that those who contribute large
sums may reasonably be anticipating a return on their
investment.
f. Closely related to the above has been a political
pluralism increasingly dominated by special interest groups. Predictably, this has resulted in a marked
weakening both of party solidarity in Congress and
between Congress and the president (Wattenberg,
996). Absent that solidarity, it is becoming increasingly diﬃcult for either party to carry out any sort of
coherent legislative program.
One obvious consequence has been the growing difﬁculty in securing enactment of a single substantively
important bill (health care is an excellent example),
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let alone anything remotely approaching a program.
And what is passed, as Daniel Moynihan (996) has
poignantly written, is so often the prisoner of partisan
and pressure politics that it is more likely to worsen,
rather than alleviate, the problem that it presumably
addresses. No wonder that the terms “deadlock” and
“gridlock” are being used so frequently to describe
our political system.
Any one of these changes would be ample cause
for concern; together, they pose a real and present threat to the American democracy. We were, of
course, hardly the ﬁrst to call attention to that danger or to urge corrective measures; in fact, we were
part of a considerable company of what a former
Vice-President, soon to be involuntarily retired, has
disparagingly dismissed as “nattering nabobs of negativism.”
Still, despite all that has been said about the
imperative need for action, there is little evidence
that eﬀective steps have been taken to correct these
problems; if anything, matters have worsened. To
employ Vaclav Havel’s language, we are now coming
perilously close to losing the key requisites for “civil
society.” There is a certain irony in the situation. As
Elshtain (995: xii-xiii) warned, “American democracy today is not confronted by ‘the dictators,’ haters
and destroyers of democracy from abroad, but by the
repudiation of democracy … from within.”
3. The Decline of Democratic Civic Education
Few American institutions have received as much
attention and criticism as our public schools.(0)
With considerable cause, they have been accused of
two failures. First, and from a political perspective,
the more serious shortcoming,() they seem unable
to do what they did so well in the 9th and early 20th
centuries – inculcating the young (plus millions of
adult immigrants) with the virtues of the American
democratic system. There are several reasons for this,
a subject to which we will later return, but that they
now no longer perform this key mission, or perform
it very poorly, is now hardly a matter of dispute.
The second failure, usually given more attention,
is an inability to adequately fulﬁll what is popularly
viewed as their primary task – educating the young.
Study after study documents the inadequacy of the
education received by so many of our children – their
lack of basic knowledge, their inability to write coher-
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ently, even their inability to read.(2) A sizeable
number of our public schools, to be fair, provide an
excellent education, but these tend primarily to serve
a suburban middle and upper class clientele. A majority of our young, most experts agree, attend urban
public schools, many of which, at best, are mediocre
and, especially in the inner-city, too often less than
that.
As most observers agree, little seems to have been
accomplished the past half-decade in correcting this
situation. In fact, and we will also return to this later,
there has emerged a growing sense that perhaps little
can be done.(3) If a reasonably well-educated (and,
we should add, concerned) citizenry is essential for
successful democratic governance, our country seems
no longer able to satisfy that key requirement.
4. Indoctrination for Democratic Citizenship
Looking back, we think we were correct in arguing two theses, both turning on the proposition that
our species is inherently predisposed to non-democratic modes of governance. One was that there are
certain social and economic, as well as political, conditions which are necessary (but not suﬃcient) for
democracy to emerge and to survive – and that these
conditions were being seriously undermined in the
United States.
A second necessary condition, to repeat, is a popular belief that democracy “works” and that it is the
most desirable mode of governance. Once almost
taken for granted, that belief has markedly weakened
in recent years. We proposed, accordingly, a national,
program of indoctrination, to be carried out in and by
our public schools, a program that would function, as
our schools once did so successfully (4), to inculcate
and strengthen the democratic faith.
We have since given that recommendation considerable thought and study, probably trying to persuade
ourselves that the proposed program could really
achieve its intended aim. The outcome of that process
has been a reluctant realization that we were probably
wrong: whatever its theoretical virtues, the remedy
we proposed is simply not viable. The chain of reasoning that compelled that lugubrious conclusion ran
as follows:
i. The requisite legislation will not be forthcoming,
because –

a. It would be opposed by those who, as a matter of
principle, hold that our schools should focus only on
education, not indoctrination.(5)
b. It would almost certainly also be fought by those
who, although not opposed to school indoctrination
as a matter of principle, have no great sympathy for
democratic civic preparation. Included here would be
many at both ends of the ideological spectrum, as well
as many of those who condemn Western, patriarchal,
white, sexist, colonial, etc., thinking and who prefer
instead to have the schools inculcate “multicultural”
values.
c. There would also be strong resistance from those
who oppose almost any expansion of governmental
action generally and that by the federal government
in particular. Libertarians would surely be among the
former, and many conservatives among the latter.
d. It would likely not be supported by those who,
though not opposed to democratic indoctrination
per se, are convinced that our schools are no longer
capable of achieving that objective.
e. It would hardly be favored by congressmen who,
whatever their personal views, are unwilling to risk
alienating any sizeable bloc of voters “back home.”
In short, any legislation surviving these hurdles
would almost surely be so laden with reservations and
special provisions that it would be essentially meaningless, unenforceable, or both. As Diane Ravitch
ruefully wrote after a Washington tour of duty, “[T]he
federal government will never be the leading edge of
educational reform because political considerations
make it impossible either to reject bad programs or to
recognize good programs” (996: –7).
ii. If, by some miracle, a substantively meaningful bill
were to be enacted, it would almost surely fall short of
achieving its objectives because –
a. The states (and local governments) would be
unwilling to implement it in more than pro forma
fashion. Education has traditionally been a function
reserved to the states (and then usually subdelegated
to local governments); the states would understandably be reluctant, to put it mildly, to carry out such a
mandate, both as a matter of principle and because of
the familiar “slippery slope” apprehension.
b. The foregoing factors aside, our schools (especially in inner city areas) are often manifestly unable
to fulﬁll their primary mission, that of education. Nor
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have they been notably any more proﬁcient at carrying
out the numerous other responsibilities (previously
performed by family, church, etc.) with which our
society has charged them. To date, the great majority
of attempts to achieve signiﬁcant school reform have
made very modest headway – and there is little reason to hope that they will achieve materially more in
the foreseeable future.(6)
c. Many schoolteachers, school administrators,
and school board members advocate “multicultural”
education and/or the “post-modern” version of philosophical and ideological agnosticism referred to
as “deconstructionism.”(7) Few adherents of either
view would support the policy; more than a few, we
suspect, would be tempted to subvert it.
d. Even if many, let alone most or all, of these diﬃculties could be overcome, how credible could such a
program be when the media almost daily carry stories
of small- and large-scale political and governmental
incompetence, irresponsibility, corruption, stupidity, petty partisanship, the political power of special
interests, and of oﬃcial misfeasance, malfeasance
and, sometimes most damaging of all, nonfeasance?
As the Soviet bloc failures demonstrated, for political
indoctrination to be eﬀective there cannot be a neartotal discrepancy between what the schools preach
and the individual’s personal knowledge of, and ﬁrsthand experience with, that system.
To complete this litany, there is the matter of timeliness. Even assuming that such a program could be
eﬀectively implemented, it would take a full decade
or two for the results to begin to be felt at the ballot box and in other manifestations of enhanced civic
interest and democratic participation by the new generation of voters. It may then be a classic instance of
“too little, too late.”
Whatever its theoretical merits, for all these practical reasons, we were mistaken in proposing a national
program of democratic civic indoctrination. It was
not an idea whose time has yet to come, but, a hard
second look persuaded us, one whose time has come
and gone.
We still think it imperative that popular faith in
our system of democratic governance be restored. We
no longer believe, though, that the national program
that we proposed several years ago would achieve that
objective. That brings us to the inevitable question: If
we rule out this possibility, what then might be done
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– or occur – to restore popular faith in and support
for the American democracy?

III. Possible Scenarios – and Looking
Ahead…
What might help rekindle the democratic ﬂame? The
following possibilities (and they are surely no more
than that) come to mind:
A. Possible Scenarios

. A Knight in Shining Armor?
Although devout Hegelians and Marxists tend to argue
otherwise, chance, circumstance, and the personal
factor often do play a critical role in politics, perhaps
even altering the course of a nation’s history. In the
20th century alone, political leaders have repeatedly
appeared who restored to ailing democracies a faith
in their government and in the ability of that government successfully to cope with its problems. Beyond
question, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Winston
Churchill, and Charles de Gaulle accomplished that
near-miracle in their respective countries. Beyond
these obvious instances, historians, some most grudgingly, are increasingly given credit to Ronald Reagan
for bringing about a similar resurgence of popular
conﬁdence and faith in this country during his ﬁrst
term of oﬃce – and a similar case has also been made
for Margaret Thatcher in Great Britain.
Granted, knights in shining armor do not appear
very often in a nation’s history; granted, too, given
the relatively brief life span of most democracies,
their appearance is far more the exception than the
rule.(8) Still, it is a possibility that we should not preclude, and for which one can at least hope. As of this
writing, though, we have been unable to discern the
faintest glint of armor on even the most distant horizon.
2. “ … and a little state shall lead them.”
Conceivably, in the American federal system, one or
two states might strike out on their own and launch,
in their schools, so eﬀective a civic indoctrination
program that other states would follow. In theory, this
could happen, especially if undertaken in a small- or
medium-sized state under the aegis of a strong, determined governor.
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In reality, though, there are formidable odds even
against such a successful initiative in any state, and
even greater odds against its adoption, let alone successful emulation, elsewhere in the union. Such a
program would encounter the political, bureaucratic,
and ideological opposition detailed above, opposition
that might be overcome in a few instances, but which
would be a powerful deterrent in the great majority
of states.
3. War as a Re-kindling Agent
Although some might see the cure as worse than
the malady, a war – especially one seen as fought in
defense of democracy and freedom and in opposition
to some un-American ideology – might rekindle popular belief in, and support for, democracy. That was
surely one of the major reasons for, and the consequences of, our involvement in World War I, in World
War II, and (maybe) the Korean War as well.
We say “might,” however, because perhaps for the
ﬁrst time in the history of American warfare, this
was almost surely not the outcome of the Vietnam
War. The oﬃcial contention that we were ﬁghting
for democracy and freedom, and against a totalitarian ideology, was rejected by many Americans. There
is considerable evidence that suggests that for many
of our citizens, and among the young in particular,
the Vietnam War lessened rather than strengthened
their faith in democracy. To be sure, it was also the
ﬁrst war in which the United States could not credibly
claim some kind of victory – and that, too, may have
contributed to the resulting ideological disaﬀection.
Conceivably, then, a war might help reinvigorate the
democratic faith. At the moment, to be sure, no other
country poses a plausible threat to our national wellbeing and security. But one can never completely rule
out such a development.
4. Spontaneous Action by Concerned Citizens à la
the Czech Model
For this to occur would require, ﬁrst, a recognition that
our democracy is being threatened from within and,
second, a resultant willingness to become personally
involved, à la the Czech Charter 77 signatories. This is
the kind of action in which non-governmental organizations, foundations, and other similar associations
could play a large role, both in directing attention to
the problem and in encouraging and assisting eﬀorts

to deal with it. The Czech model worked well in a
small, relatively homogeneous nation; whether it
could be as eﬀective in the United States is unclear. If
not any of these scenarios, then what?
B. Looking Ahead

Predicting the course of political events is a hazardous, often humiliating, venture. Sheer accident and
chance, the tendency to project current trends, the
talents and vagaries of political actors, the bias of our
own preferences, and our limited understanding of
historical and social forces are only some of the factors which constrain our ability to foresee the future.
Signiﬁcantly contributing to that incapacity is what
Robert Merton called the “unintended consequences”
of planned social action. Repeatedly, public policies
aimed at one objective have produced consequences
that were neither anticipated nor desired. Examples
abound – prohibition yielded bootlegging and organized crime; welfare legislation contributed to the
emergence of a quasi-permanent underclass; unemployment insurance sometimes fosters deliberate
idleness; governmental programs aimed at extending
health care eventuated in sky-rocketing medical costs
and at least temporarily shifted control of key medical
decisions from those who prescribe pills to those who
count beans; and we need not dilate on the unfortunate by-products of the “war on drugs.”
Two other caveats are also relevant here. Governments and political regimes are not immortal; all
have limited life spans.(9) Consider the numerous
changes experienced in the 20th century alone by
Russia, Japan, China, Italy, France, and Germany, to
mention only the “great powers.” Nor are democracies
necessarily guaranteed any greater longevity. Few of
the post-World War I democracies lasted more than a
decade or so; many of those created after World War
II, even less; nor has the story of democratic polities
south of our border been notably more heartening.
For better or worse, our thinking on this issue
is almost inevitably colored by the seeming permanence of the American and English democracies. But
the former is barely 50 years old, the latter perhaps
a half-century less. And, although we have focused
our discussion of the American situation, there are
troublesome signs of political wear and tear in England as well.
Nor should we forget a second equally bleak
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political reality. To take a biological analogy, modern
medicine has made truly amazing advances this past
half-century. Its ability to treat sickness and injury has
advanced spectacularly (as has the cost of that treatment). Nonetheless, there still remain illnesses and
disabilities for which it has no cure – in some cases
not even a palliative – and which still run their implacable course. There is a sobering parallel here with
the ailments that beset a political society. For some
of these, there may also not be a known remedy; the
government may be simply incapable of taking the
requisite measures or, it could be argued, the requisite will is lacking. In any case, the ailment may
become terminal and the demise of that regime, and
its replacement by a new form of governance, simply
a matter of time. Such has been the fate of all previous
states; we can only wonder if those now existent are
any less mortal.
Somehow, contemplating possible futures, there
comes to mind the elegiac paragraph with which
Roberto Michels concludes his classic Political Parties:
The democratic currents of history resemble successive waves. They break ever on the same shoal. They are
ever renewed. This enduring spectacle is simultaneously
encouraging and depressing. When democracies have
gained a certain stage of development, they undergo a
gradual transformation, adopting the aristocratic spirit,
and in many cases also the aristocratic forms, against
which at the outset they struggled so ﬁercely. Now new
accusers arise to denounce the traitors; after an era of
glorious combats and inglorious power, they end by fusing with the old dominant class; whereupon once more
they are in their turn attacked by fresh opponents who
appeal to the name of democracy. It is probable that
this cruel game will continue without end.

Endnotes
. A much more detailed statement of the reasoning
and the supporting evidence are, of course, provided
in chapters 5 and 6 of the aforementioned volume.
Political philosophy oﬀers another example of the
bias for authoritarianism. No major political philosopher has favored strong democracy and, until the
early 9th century, it was a term of opprobrium (see
Chapter 8 in the volume).
2. See below, pp. 7ﬀ. for a fuller discussion.
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3. The often-demonstrated willingness to die for ﬂag
and country or for one’s religion also immediately
come to mind. For a more detailed treatment, see
Somit and Peterson (997), Chapter 7. As Terrence
Deacon has correctly observed, “[T]he price we pay
for [indoctrinability] is that our symbolically mediated actions can often be in conﬂict with motivations
that arise from more concrete and immediate biological sources” (997:434).
4. For documentation of these and other changes see
especially Somit and Peterson (997:08–2).
5. Again, for documentation, see Note 3 above.
6. This last percentage, we should note, reﬂected
the inclusion of almost all of the microstates where,
curiously enough, the incidence of democratic governments is considerably greater than among their
larger sister states.
7. To mention only a few of the most recent treatments: Michel, Bernstein and Schmitt (996); Wilson
(996); Piven and Cloward (997); Landes (998). See
also the forthcoming Russell Sage Foundation MultiCity Study of Urban Inequality.
8. See, for instance, Graham (995, 999); Patterson
(997); Shipler (997); Sleeper (998); Thernstrom and
Thernstrom (999); Waldinger (996).
9. But Patterson’s remark (995:20) that “[t]he United
States is the only democracy that organizes its national
election campaign around the news media” is no longer true. Recent elections in Israel, Great Britain, and
Germany suggest that, along with Coke, Big Macs,
and rock music, this may be one of our most successful exports.
0. To name an arbitrary few: Barber, (992); Berliner
and Biddle (997); Chubb and Moe (990); Cookson
(994); Fiske (99); Mathews (998); Paris (995);
Rathbone (998); Ravitch (995).
. As Amy Gutman has pointed out, political education, i.e., “the cultivation of the virtues, knowledge
and skills necessary for political participation – has
moral primacy over other purposes of education in
a democratic society” (987:287). Cookson puts the
matter still more forcefully: “Schools must create the
conditions where children internalize the values and
rules of democracy if society is not to be torn apart by
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competing interests and oppressed by those who have
the most power” (994:23).

Berliner, David C., and Bruce J. Biddle (997). The
Manufactured Crisis. White Plains, NY: Longman.

2. According to a recent study, only six out of ten students reached the level deﬁned as “partial mastery” of
writing skills of the 4th graders; 6% could not meet
this standard; of the 2th graders some 22% fell short
(U.S. News & World Report, Oct. , 999:28).

Carnochan, W.B. (993). Battleground of the Curriculum: Liberal Education and American Experience.
Stanford: Stanford University Press.

3. Signiﬁcantly enough, a recent Barron’s editorial
was captioned “Back to School: Questioning the role
of public education may be the road to wisdom” (Sept.
4, 999:50).
4. “Bear in mind that it was taken for granted from
the start of the American democratic experiment that
the survival of the republic for any length of time
would depend heavily on the cultivation of civic sentiments among the young….” (Elshtain, 995:78).
5. See, for instance, Postman (995:60). Drawing a
line between the two is, of course, often a matter of
considerable disagreement.

Casement, William C. (996). Great Canon Controversy: Battle of the Books in Higher Education. New
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction.
Cassidy, John (999). “Wall Street Follies.” New Yorker,
75 (October 25): 32–34.
Chaloupka, William (999). Everybody Knows:
Cynicism in America. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota.
Chubb, John E., and Terence M. Moe (990). Politics, Markets, and America’s Schools. Washington, DC:
Brookings Institution.
Cookson, Peter W. (994). School Choice. New Haven:
Yale University Press.

6. See, for instance, Chubb and Moe (990); Paris
(995); Gross (999).

Dahl, Robert A. (998). On Democracy. New Haven:
Yale University Press.

7. For a small sampling of a vast literature, see Carnochan (993); Casement (996); Chaloupka (999);
Gitlin (997); Glazer (997); Hanson (985); Kernan
(999); Levine (996); Postman (995); Purdy (999).

Deacon, Terrence W. (997). The Symbolic Species:
The Co-evolution of Language and the Brain. New
York: W.W. Norton.

8. To revert to our biological analogy, Ernst Mayr
reminds his readers that, in evolution, “[t]here is no
built-in development of a life force that leads to …
perfection … to progress. There is simply no mechanism to do that.” (999:4).
9. Gurr (974) calculated that the average polity lasts
about 32 years.
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has also taught at the European Peace University in
Austria; Antioch College in Ohio; Waseda University
in Tokyo, Japan; California State University, Fresno;
and the University of British Columbia. Courses she
taught at these universities include various global,
futures, peace, intercultural, interreligious, conﬂict
resolution, and spiritual/consciousness topics. She is
also Director of Global Options Consulting.
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Society; World Futures Studies Federation; International Peace Research Association; Peace and
Justice Studies Association; National Conference
on Peacemaking and Conﬂict Resolution; Society
for Intercultural Education, Training, and Research;
Council for a Parliament of the World’s Religions; and
United Religion Initiative; as well as three UNESCO
conferences on religion and peace. Over the years,
Dr. Groﬀ has occupied leadership and editorial positions in many of these organizations. She is also the
author/co-author of numerous articles, professional
papers, academic readers, and forthcoming books in
the many diverse ﬁelds that fall within her study. Her
website is http://www.csudh.edu/global_options/.
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Pat Duﬀy Hutcheon

Elisabet Sahtouris

Pat Duﬀy Hutcheon is a Canadian
writer, sociologist, and educator with
broad experience in policy-oriented
research and in teaching at all levels of
the public school and university system. Now retired,
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early-childhood education at the University of Regina
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Welfare, and as B.C. Director of the Ottawa-based
Vanier Institute of the Family.
Following her ﬁrst degree in education, Hutcheon obtained an M.A. in sociology and anthropology
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sociology at Yale University and at the University of
Queensland, Australia, where she completed in 976
her Ph.D. dissertation on the human socialization
process. Among her publications are A Sociology of
Canadian Education [Van Nostrand Reinhold, now
Nelson of Canada, 975] – the ﬁrst textbook ever published on that subject – as well as Leaving the Cave:
Evolutionary Naturalism in Social-Scientiﬁc Thought
[Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 996] and Building Character and Culture [Praeger Press, 999]. Her
book The Road to Reason: Landmarks in the Evolution
of Humanist Thought [Canadian Humanist Publications, 200] has been translated into both Japanese
and Korean, and was published in 2004 in Japan
as Scientiﬁc Humanism: From Buddha to Dawkins
(Sinkansay, Tokyo). Her latest book, Something Lost
(Xlibris, 2004), is a mystery novel set in academia.
Dr. Hutcheon was named “Canadian Humanist
of the Year 2000” by the Humanist Association of
Canada, and she was the recipient of the American
Humanist Association’s “Distinguished Humanist
Service Award” for 200.
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Elisabet Sahtouris, Ph.D., is an evolution biologist, futurist, author,
speaker, and consultant on Living Systems Design. Her travels as
a speaker have taken her from Asia and Africa to
Europe and North, Central, and South America,
where she has made many live television and radio
appearances. In 999, Dr. Sahtouris toured Australia
and New Zealand.
Sahtouris completed post-doctoral work at the
American Museum of Natural History in New York.
She has taught at the University of Massachusetts and
MIT. She was a science writer for the HORIZON/
NOVA television series; organized Earth Celebrations
2000 in Athens, Greece; is a co-founder of the Worldwide Indigenous Science Network; has been a United
Nations consultant on indigenous peoples and is a
member of the World Commission on Global Consciousness and Spirituality. She participated in several
of the Synthesis Dialogues with the Dalai Lama in
India and Rome, and is a consultant on diverse ecological restoration projects around the world.
Her books include Earthdance: Living Systems in
Evolution [iUniverse, 2000]; Biology Revisioned, [coauthored with Willis Harman, North Atlantic Books,
998]; A Walk through Time: From Stardust to Us: The
Evolution of Life on Earth [with Brian Swimme and
Sidney Liebes, John Wiley and Sons, 998]; and GAIA:
La Tierra Viviente [Planeta Publishing, 993].
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Andrew Bard Schmookler, a summa
cum laude graduate of Harvard
College, earned a doctorate at the
University of California at Berkeley
and the Graduate Theological Union in a program
specially created to accommodate his comprehensive theory of cultural evolution. He is the author
of the prize-winning book The Parable of the Tribes:
The Problem of Power in Social Evolution [University
of California Press, 984; paperback, Houghton Mifﬂin, 986; second edition, SUNY Press, 995], Out of
Weakness: Healing the Wounds that Drive Us to War
[Bantam Books, 988], and Sowings and Reapings:
The Cycling of Good and Evil in the Human System
[Knowledge Systems, 989]. His most recent books
are The Illusion of Choice: How the Market Economy
Shapes Our Destiny [SUNY Press, 993], Fool’s Gold:
The Fate of Values in a World of Goods [Harper San
Francisco, 992], and Debating the Good Society: A
Quest to Bridge America’s Moral Divide [MIT Press,
999].
Schmookler’s commentaries on social and political issues appear regularly in The Christian Science
Monitor, Baltimore Sun, and San Francisco Chronicle.
He has been a regular commentator on National Public Radio’s “All Things Considered” and “Living on
Earth,” and an interview with him was included in
Bill Moyers’ and Elie Wiesel’s PBS television program,
“Beyond Hate.” In regular appearances on nationally
syndicated and regional programs, Dr. Schmookler
discusses with callers the cultural and moral issues
now confronting the American people. He has presented his ideas to audiences at Harvard University,
St. John’s College in Annapolis, the University of
Wisconsin, the University of Montana, and the
Woodrow Wilson Center for International Scholars,
and appeared as an invited speaker at conferences at
Findhorn in Scotland, the Isthmus Institute in Dallas,
the Institute for Noetic Sciences in Washington and
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Albert Somit
Albert Somit is a Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus and former
Chief Executive of Southern Illinois
University. A pioneer in the study of
the relationship between politics and biology, he has
been called the “father of biopolitics,” an area of study
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behavior. Somit was the ﬁrst Chair of the Association for Politics and the Life Sciences (APLS), and
founded the International Political Science Association. Though now retired from academia, his interest
in the ﬁeld continues. In 2003, at the 23rd annual
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to his aﬃliation with Southern Illinois University, he
was with the State University of New York, working
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Vice President.
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